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1.

INTRODUCTION

In 1996, the 40th General Conference of the IAEA approved the establishment of a new
International Working Group (IWG) on Advanced Technologies for Heavy Water Reactors
(HWR). At its first meeting, held in June 1997, the IWG-HWR advised the Agency to prepare
a TECDOC to present:
a) the status of HWR advanced technology in the areas of economics, safety and fuel cycle
flexibility and sustainable development
b) the advanced technology developments needed in the following two decades to achieve
the vision of the advanced HWR.
The IAEA convened two consultancies111'12] and two Advisory Group Meetings113> 14] to
prepare the TECDOC. One of the consultancies was on "Fuel Cycle Flexibility and
Sustainable Development"; the second was on "Passive Safety Features of HWRs - Status and
Projected Advances". Participating experts in these meetings are listed in Appendix B.
The members of the IWG-HWR collectively agreed on the essential features that the
development of HWRs must emphasize. These "drivers" are:
•

Improved economics: the fundamental requirement for all successful high technology
developments to advance, is real economic improvements, consistent with improved
quality.

•

Enhanced safety: to meet increasingly stringent requirements to satisfy the regulatory
authorities, the public and the operators, an evolutionary safety path will be followed,
incorporating advanced passive safety concepts where it is feasible and sensible to do so.

•

Sustainable development: the high neutron economy of HWRs results in a reactor that
can burn natural uranium at high utilization, utilize spent fuel from other reactor types,
and, through various recycle strategies including use of thorium, extend fissile fuel
resources into the indefinite future.

This document on the "Status and Projected Development of Heavy Water Reactors" has been
built around these three drivers. Thus these topics are extensively reviewed in Sections 4, 5
and 6. Sections 2 and 3 provide an introduction into the background of heavy water reactor
technology in various countries, while Section 7 addresses the important issue of
environmental concerns. Section 8 looks at the projected development of the technology. An
appendix showing a country-by-country status of heavy water NPPs is included.
The objectives of this document are:
•

to present the status of HWR technology;

•

to document the safety characteristics of current HWR designs and the potential
enhancements;

•

to present a "vision" of the long-term development of the HWR for use into the next
century as an electricity source that is sustainable and flexible and retains a low cost
operational condition;
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•

to illustrate the short and medium term potential for design evolution of the heavy water
reactor type;

•

to describe the basis of economic competitiveness of the HWR, its resistance to severe
cost increases and capability for extensive source localization; and

•

to provide a reference document on HWRs and to help guide the activities of the
IWG-HWR.

Those organizations developing and operating HWRs recognize the potential for development
of this line of reactors, and it is the intent of this document to illustrate that potential. Various
countries and organizations in the past have explored a number of variants of heavy water
reactors, and there is a desire to continue to explore some of these options in the future.
Currently the pressurized heavy water cooled, heavy water moderated design is an
economically competitive design and will likely continue to dominate the heavy water reactor
type for some time.
This document concentrates on heavy water moderated reactors for electricity production.
Reactors for district heating and research reactors are not discussed, except where historical
multi-purpose use was a rationale for developing the concept.
References
1.1

Consultancy on "Passive Safety Features of HWRs - Status and Projected Advances",
IAEA, Vienna, 1998 February 9-12.

1.2

Consultancy on "Fuel Cycle Flexibility and Sustainable Development", IAEA,
Vienna, 29 September-2 October 1997.

1.3

Advisory Group Meeting to prepare TECDOC "Heavy Water Reactors - Status and
Projected advances", IAEA, Vienna, 1998 November 2-4.

1.4

Advisory Group Meeting to review TECDOC "Heavy Water Reactors - Status and
Projected Advances", IAEA, Vienna, 1999 April 12-16.
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2.

THE HWR EVOLUTION

2.1

General Background

In the 1950's, having proved the feasibility of producing large amounts of energy by nuclear
fission in the course of operating research reactors for the production of isotopes, the use of
nuclear energy for the commercial production of electricity was under development in a
number of countries. This would require the production of energy as heat at temperatures
much higher than the coolant temperatures of the isotope production reactors. Thus there was
a need for R&D programmes to develop solutions to material, coolant and safety issues.
Heavy water reactor programs were started in United States, United Kingdom, Canada,
Sweden, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, France, Japan and the USSR. Each built research and
prototype power reactors, some operating successfully for a number of years, but only the
heavy water moderated, heavy water cooled version developed in Canada, proceeded to the
stage of commercial implementation to become one of the three internationally competitive
reactor types available at the end of the 20th century and exported to a number of countries.
The development of heavy water moderated reactors followed different streams: pressure
tube heavy water cooled; pressure vessel heavy water cooled; pressure tube light water
cooled; pressure tube gas cooled and one pressure tube organic cooled design. Figure 2-1
shows a time chart of the durations of concept design development, construction and
operating time for each of the electricity-producing heavy water designs (the data is in
Table 2-1). The chart shows quite clearly the concentration of design and construction effort
inthel960'sand70's [ 2 1 ] .
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Figure 2-1 (a) Pressure Tube Pressurized Heavy Water Moderated and Heavy Water Cooled Reactors
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(B) Boiling Light Water Heavy Water Moderated Reactors
SGHWR
Gentilly-1
Fugen
Cirene
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(C) Organic Cooled Heavy Water Moderated Reactor
WR-1

(D) Pressure Vessel Heavy Water Reactors
AgDsta
MZFR
Marviken
Atucha -1
Atucha -2

(E) GAS Cooled, Heavy Water Moderated
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Figure 2-1 (Continued) Iieavy Water Moderated Reactors
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Table 2-1 Design, Construction and Operational Phases of the Pressure Tube HW
Moderated HW Cooled Reactors

NRU
Douglas Point
CVTR
Pickering A (1-4)
Bruce A (1-4)
Pickering B (5-8)
Bruce B (5-8)
KANUPP
Gentilly-2
Point Lepreau
Embalse
Wolsong-1
Darlington (1-4)
Wolsong-2
Wolsong 3,4
Cernavoda 1
Cernavoda 2,3,4,5
Qinshan 1,2
CANDU9
India
Rajasthan-1
Rajasthan-2
Kalpakkam-1
Kalpakkam-2
Narora-1
Narora-2
Kakrapar-1
Kakrapar-2
Rajasthan-3
Rajasthan-4
Kaiga-1
Kaiga-2
Tarapur-3
Tarapur-4

Start of Design
-1952
-1955
-1955
-1962
-1967
1971
1974
1963
1971
1971
1971
1973
1977
1987
1990
1971
1971
1995
1993

1962
1962

Start of Const

1958
1960
1960

1962
1967
1963

1966/66/67/68
1971/70/72/72
1974/75/76/76
1978/78/79/79
1966-1968
1974
1975
1974
1977
1982/81/84/85

1971/71/72/73
1977/76/78/79
1983/84/85/86
1985/84/86/87

1990
1991
1982
1982
1998

1965
1968
1971
1972
1976
1977
1984
1985
1990
1990
1990
1989
1998
1998

(1) Temporary shutdown. Restart scheduled for late 2000.
(2) Temporary shutdown. Restart scheduled for 2003.
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Startup
Connection to Grid

1972
1983
1983
1984
1983
1990/90/92/93
1997
1998/99
1996

1973
1981
1984
1986
1991
1992
1993
1995

Shutdown
1987
1984
1967
1997(I)
1997(2)
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SGHWR
Gentilly-1
Fugen
Cirene

Boiling Light Water Moderated Reactors
Startup
Start of Design
Start of Const.
Connection to Grid
-I960
1963
1968
1963
1966
1971
1967
1972
1979
1972
1976/84
-

1988

WR-1

Organic Cooled Heavy Water Moderated Reactors
1960
1963
1970

1985

Shutdown
1991
1977

Pressure Vessel Heavy Water Reactors

1957
1961
1964

1964
1966

1968
1979

1974

Agesta
MZFR
Marviken
Atucha-1
Atucha-2

-1956
-1958
-I960
-1965
-1976

Bohunice
EL-4
Niederaichbach
Lucens

IHeavy Water Moderated Gas Cooled Reactors
-1955
1958
1972
1962
1967
-1958
-1963
1966
1973
1962
1968
-I960
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At the end of 1999, thirty one heavy water cooled and moderated NPPs were in operation,
with a capacity of 15.9 GWe, representing roughly 7% by number and 4.6% by generating
capacity of all current operating reactors. One heavy water moderated, boiling light water
cooled reactor was in operation. Seven heavy water NPPs were under construction,
representing about 19% by number and 10.5% by generating capacity of the total units under
construction[22]. In total, more than 870 reactor years of HWR operating experience has been
obtained.
2.2

The Heavy Water Moderated, Heavy Water Cooled Reactor

2.2.1

Genealogy of CANDU HWR Power Reactor

Development of the initial design for a HW moderated, HW cooled pressure tube reactor was
principally in Canada and had its origins in the activities of physics groups during the early
1940's.
Canada's program in atomic physics of the 1930's had been boosted by that time by
participants from wartime allied countries, particularly the UK. In Montreal this group
studied how a mixture of heavy water and uranium could sustain a chain reaction. In 1944
the group was assigned the objective of developing a 10 MW heavy water reactor system,
heavy water moderated, natural uranium-fuelled, to produce neutrons for research and
isotopes, initially fissile isotopes, for weapons research c23].
The Chalk River site was chosen in 1944 for what became the Chalk River Laboratories. At
this site development and construction of Canadian heavy water moderated research reactors,
ZEEP (1945), NRX (1947) and NRU (1957) and the development of the laboratories took
place.
With its experience in heavy water reactors, Canada chose to develop the heavy water
moderated power reactor that became known as CANDU. This choice made best use of
Canada's experience with heavy water research reactors, and of particular importance, by
putting an emphasis on neutron economy enabled the use of Canadian uranium as reactor fuel
without the necessity of enriching the uranium in foreign facilities. At that time all
enrichment facilities had been built and operated primarily for military purposes.
In 1955, the first small-scale prototype heavy water moderated and cooled reactor was
committed as a joint undertaking by AECL, Ontario Hydro (OH), and a private-sector
company, Canadian General Electric (CGE). The initial design employed a pressure vessel,
but in 1957 the design was changed to the pressure tube type. Named the Nuclear Power
Demonstration (NPD), this reactor commenced operation in 1962, generating 25 MW of
electricity. NPD was followed by the tenfold larger prototype, Douglas Point, which
commenced operation in 1967. Located at what later was to become OH's Bruce Nuclear
Power Development site on Lake Huron, Douglas Point, together with NPD, established the
technological base necessary for the larger commercial CANDU units to follow.
Construction of the first two such commercial units marked the beginning of what today is
OH's eight-unit Pickering station. These two units, with a capacity of 500 MW each, were
constructed under a tri-partite capital financing arrangement between OH, AECL and the
Ontario Government. Prior to their completion, OH committed a further two units as a
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wholly OH investment. The four units came into operation during the period 1971 to 1973
and established an excellent early performance record.
Following the construction of the first four units of Pickering station (called Pickering-A),
OH proceeded with the four unit Bruce-A station. Its 800 MW units came into operation in
the late 1970's and were followed by four additional units at Pickering (called Pickering-B)
and at Bruce (called Bruce-B). The latest four-unit OH station, Darlington-A, started
commercial operation in 1991.
Canada made two early entries into the international power reactor supply field. As a first
entry, AECL assisted the Indian Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) in the construction of a
200 MW reactor of the Douglas Point type (Rajasthan-1). Following the start of construction
of a sister unit, (Rajasthan-2) the programme in India was continued by India alone. The
second entry was the supply to Pakistan, by CGE, of a 120 MW CANDU reactor. CGE had
developed this design on the basis of its earlier work in the design of NPD. Following this
successful commercial sale, CGE had hoped to expand its markets for CANDU-type plants,
both domestically and offshore. Despite a major effort, these hopes were not realized and
CGE subsequently decided to abandon the reactor supply market and concentrate its future
nuclear business on the supply of fuel and fuel handling systems for CANDU reactors.
With the withdrawal of CGE from the reactor export market, the lead role passed to AECL.
In this new role, AECL inherited a CGE conceptual design for a single-unit CANDU based
on the Pickering design. With its power increased from Pickering's 500 MW to over
600 MW, this new design (called CANDU 6) was adopted by Hydro Quebec for its Gentilly-2
station and by New Brunswick Power for its Point Lepreau station. AECL sold two sister
units, one to Argentina (Embalse) and one to the Republic of Korea (Wolsong). These four
units, when completed in the early 1980's, quickly established excellent operating histories
that have continued to the present date. The four operating units have now increased to eight
with the startup of one unit in Romania (Cernavoda) and three further units in the Republic of
Korea. Four further units are under construction in Romania at Cernavoda. Two units are
under construction in China (Qinshan phase HI units 1 and 2).
With the successful CANDU 6 design well established, AECL developed two further
CANDU designs; a smaller (450 MW) CANDU 3 and a larger CANDU 9 in the 900 MW
range. Development of the CANDU 3 design was shelved in the early 1990's when the
projected market for it disappeared because of the following factors: difficulty of financing
small nuclear plants, reduction in price of natural gas, and the development of gas
turbine-based generating stations with increased capacity, high efficiency and short
construction time. The CANDU 9, however, is under active development, building on
well-proven CANDU technology and offering significant improvements in cost, construction
schedule, operability and safety. The evolution of the CANDU design is graphically
displayed in Figure 2-2. In Appendix A, design parameters of the unit types operating or
under construction, are tabled.
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Figure 2-2 Genealogy of CANDU Reactors
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2.2.2

The Pressure Tube HWRs in India

The formulation of the long-term, three-stage Indian nuclear program was based on judicious
utilisation of limited domestic reserves of uranium, and abundant reserves of thorium. The
emphasis of the programme was self-reliance and thorium utilisation, as a long term
objective.
The three stages of Indian Nuclear Power programme are;
1) Stage-I: This stage envisages construction of natural uranium fuelled, heavy water
moderated and cooled Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs). Spent fuel from
these reactors is reprocessed to obtain plutonium.
2) Stage-H: This stage envisages construction of Fast Breeder Reactors fuelled by
plutonium produced in stage-I. These reactors would also breed U233 from Thorium.
3) Stage-El: This stage would comprise power reactors using U

/ Thorium as fuel.

The Indian nuclear power programme commenced with the construction of Tarapur Atomic
Power Station (Tarapur 1&2) Boiling Light Water Reactors (BWRs) using enriched uranium
as fuel and light water as moderator. These units were set-up in 1969, on a turn-key basis, by
General Electric Company, USA essentially to jump start the nuclear power programme and
demonstrate the technical viability of operating them within the Indian regional grid system,
which was, at that time, relatively small. Subsequently India selected HWRs for stage-I of its
nuclear power programme because of following inherent advantages;
a) The HWR uses natural uranium as fuel, which being easily available in India, helps cut
heavy investment on enrichment, as uranium enrichment is capital-intensive.
b) Uranium requirement for the HWR is the lowest and plutonium production, required for
FBRs, planned for the second phase of Indian Nuclear Power Programme, is highest.
c) The infrastructure available in the country was suitable for undertaking manufacture of
equipment for the HWR reactor.
India started constructing pressure tube HWRs with Rajasthan-1, which started commercial
operation in 1973. The initial unit, Rajasthan-1, was similar to the design of Douglas Point in
Canada and was constructed with AECL assistance. AECL assistance stopped during
construction of Rajasthan-2. The Indian Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), and
eventually Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd. (NPCIL), completed Rajasthan-2 and
constructed and operated a total of eight HWR units, so far, mostly of 220 MWe output (See
Appendix A).
An additional six units are under construction of which two are 500 MWe units, with eight
more units in the planning stage (See Table 2-1 and Appendix A).
India has progressively, (from Rajasthan-1 to Kakrapar-2 and 500 MWe reactors) carried out
a large number of significant improvements in the basic design. The evolution of the Indian
PHWR programme is shown in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2 Evolution of PHWR Technology in India
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drawn
Two loose fit, Rajasthan-2 retubed with
four tight-fit
Air Filled Open
Moderator Dumping

Separate
Carbon steel, Slab Type
Air Filled.
Mobile On Rails
Single Loop
8 Pumps/ 8 SGs
Feed & Bleed
Injection of Low Pressure HW
Fire Fighting System as Backup;
Rajasthan-2 back-fitted with HPI system
during retubing.
Dousing tank at
top
Single wall
Partial double wall
shell, single dome

Transistorised and relay logic based control system
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Kaiea,
Raiasthan 3&4
onwards
19 Element Split Spacer (SS)
Graphite Coated (GC)

Narora &
Kakrapar

500 MWe

37 Element SS GC

Kakrapar-2 onwards:
Zr-2.5% Nb.
Double pilgered

Four loose fit up to
Kakrapar-1

Kakrapar-2 onwards: four tight fit

CO2 Filled Closed
Shut Off Rods
Liquid Poison Tube System
Liquid Poison Addition/ Injection System
Integrated
Stainless steel, ball filled
Water Filled
Mobile On Bridge
Single Loop
Two Loops. 4 Pumps/ 4
4 Pumps/ 4 SGs
SGs
Pressuriser
High Pressure HW Injection
Medium Pressure LW Injection
Long Term Recirculation Through Suppression Pool
Vapour suppression pool
Full double wall
shell, single
dome
Microprocessor
based control
system

Full double containment

Distributed microprocessor based
control and operator information
system
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In parallel to the indigenous self-reliant three-stage programme, India is also looking for
likely sources for import of light water reactor technology which conform to the latest safety
standards and are economically attractive. The recent deal with the Russian Federation for
setting up two 1000 MWe units at Kudankulam is a step in this direction.
2.3

Genealogy of Boiling Light Water, Heavy Water Moderated Power
Reactors

Pressure tube reactors using heavy water moderator and boiling light water coolant, have been
developed in three countries; Canada, United Kingdom and Japan. A fourth, Italy, developed
the CIRENE reactor, that was intended to have boiling light water coolant, and although the
reactor was completed, the reactor was not started up due to a nuclear moratorium imposed by
the Italian Government[25].
In the United Kingdom the 100 MWe Winfrith Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor
(SGHWR) commenced operation in 1967 and was shutdown in 1990. The United Kingdom
had decided in 1974 to adopt an upgraded commercial version of the SGHWR (650 MWe)
for their next power station orders. However, by 1976 the decision had been reversed
because of the predicted high unit costs of the commercial version combined with a sharply
reduced forecast of electricity demand; the need to satisfy more stringent safety criteria with
design changes and little potential seen for export orders[2'6]. However, the Winfrith SGHWR
continued operation for a number of reasons until 1990. In common with all pressure tube
reactors of this type, it had vertical pressure tubes with boiling starting in the region of the
first bundle. The reactor used enriched fuel.
In Canada, the Boiling Light Water, Heavy Water (BLWHW) reactor concept was initiated in
the early 1960's and was developed and started operation as the 250 MWe Gentilly-1 plant in
1970. It was the only boiling light water design to use natural uranium fuel. It operated for
only a short time before being shutdown in 1979[2'7].
In Japan, the PNC designed Fugen Advanced Test Reactor at 165 MWe was started up in
1978 and is still operating with a lifetime load factor of 67%f2'8]. The Fugen reactor uses
enriched fuel. It is scheduled to shutdown after the year 2000. This reactor was to be the
prototype for a larger 600 MWe unit, which was intended to re-use spent light water reactor
fuel. The need for this reactor declined with the employment of MOX fuel in the LWRs. The
design of the 600 MWe demonstration unit (DATR) based on the Fugen prototype was
effectively completed by EPDC [29] . Many of the systems and components were the same as
used in Fugen, but the number of fuel channel assemblies (648) is naturally higher than
Fugen, and the channel power was increased by 20% by flattening the power distribution in
the core. A rapid poison injection system replaced the moderator dump. Eventually a
decision was made in the mid-1990's, not to proceed with construction because the total
project cost was very high.
Each of the above plants benefited from close relationships and collaboration between the
design teams in Japan, UK, Italy, and Canada. The designers held regular meetings under the
acronym "JUICE" (JUICE = Japan, United Kingdom, Italy, Canada Exchange).
Gentilly 1 was the only light water cooled heavy water moderated reactor to use natural
uranium fuel, although the original design intent of Cirene had been to use NU. The
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economics of this design are influenced by the power output of each channel, usually
necessitating more channels than for the equivalent output of the pressurized type.
2.4

Heavy Water Moderated, Organic Cooled Reactor

In 1959 AECL agreed to help fund development of a reactor concept suggested by Canadian
General Electric, for a pressure tube heavy water moderated reactor with liquid organic
coolant (CANDU-OCR)[2 7]. The concept partially derived from a program of organic-cooled
and organic moderated pressure vessel reactors being pursued by General Atomics in the U.S.
The reactor had features similar to a HWR, with steam generators to transfer heat. The
potential attractions were lower capital cost than a pressurized heavy water cooled and
moderated reactor, lower coolant pressure and a higher operating temperature (higher thermal
efficiency); lower heavy water leakage and minimal activity transport by the coolant.
Fuelling costs were higher but were expected to be lower with the use of uranium carbide or
uranium metal fuel. A 40 MW heavy water moderated, organic cooled research reactor was
built at Pinawa, Manitoba (WR-1) and the concept proven. The main operating difficulties
associated with the reactor that had to be overcome were the stability of the coolant under
radiation, and the fire hazard associated with the leakage of the coolant. The coolant was
eventually run at reactor outlet temperatures as high as 425°C. Heat transfer problems from
fuel to coolant were eventually solved with appropriate coolant composition, chemistry and
use of uranium carbide and UsSi fuels clad with zirconium alloy. With the feasibility proven,
a design and cost study done in 1971/72 showed a 10% cost advantage in the concept.
However, by this time the Pickering A reactors were operating very well, and the need for an
alternative concept decreased with lack of utility interest. The concept was shelved, but the
WR-1 reactor was operated as a research facility until 1985, when it was taken out of service.
2.5

Genealogy of Pressure Vessel Heavy Water Reactors

The first pressurized heavy water pressure vessel reactor was designed and constructed in
Sweden by the Swedish Atomic Energy Board and ASEA[210]. It was a small reactor
(65 MW) (Agesta) which supplied district heating and a small electricity production to a
suburb of Stockholm. It operated from 1964 to 1975.
Following closely the Swedish project, a pressure vessel heavy water reactor (PV-HWR) was
constructed by Siemens AG in Germany at Karlsruhe. This was the multipurpose research
reactor MZFR with an output of 57 MWe [2lll l This reactor was to initiate a possible line of
reactors that would not need uranium enrichment technology to operate. It started up in 1966
and operated successfully until 1984. Some of the output was used for district heating of
buildings at the Karlsruhe Research Centre.
On the basis of the MZFR performance, the first commercial order for a 330 MWe PV-HWR
was obtained from CNEA, Argentina, in 1968[212]. The new plant, Atucha 1, entered
commercial operation in 1974 and has operated quite satisfactorily to the present time, with a
capacity factor near to 90% for most of the years, except for a major shutdown in 1989-1990
for reactor internal repairs. Over the past few years and up to the year 2000 a complete
replacement of the 252 fuel channels is being carried out during extended planned annual
outages.
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A subsequent design for a 745 MWe PV-HWR was developed by Siemens-KWU, derived
from the Atucha 1 design plus more recent developments already used in the PWR
Konvoi-1300 design of this company[213]. An order was then put by CNEA, Argentina, in
1979 for a unit designated Atucha 2, to be located adjacent to the previous plant. Lack of
adequate funding resulted in slow construction progress up to 1995, where at 80% of
completion it has virtually stopped.
The design is claimed of being capable of an increased power output of 900-1000 MWe
without basic changes to the reactor vessel.
A boiling heavy water pressure vessel reactor was designed and constructed at Marviken in
Sweden starting in 1960. It was not started up and the project was terminated in 1969 [214] .
2.6

Genealogy of Heavy Water Moderated Gas Cooled Reactors

The line of reactors termed heavy water moderated gas cooled has been the subject of concept
evaluation in a number of countries and small electricity producing reactors have been built
and operated in three countries. In France the EL-4 with a pressure tube design was started
up in 1967 and operated until 1985[215]. The reactor coolant was CO2.
In Germany, the Niederaichbach reactor was a design that used pressure tubes and gas coolant
(CO2) with heavy water moderation. It had a net output of 100 MWe and operated for only a
short time from 1973 to 1974 (-18 months)12'161.
A 150 MW CO2 cooled, natural uranium-fuelled heavy water moderated reactor was built at
the Bohunice Al plant in Slovakia to a Russian design and started operation in 1973. In 1977
the reactor suffered an accident which resulted in fuel melting, after which the reactor was
taken out of service'2'173.
2.7

Summary

The pressure tube heavy water moderated, heavy water cooled reactor has been by far the
most successful reactor of the heavy water type for electricity production. However, future
development of heavy water moderated reactors is not confined to this type.
The pressure tube heavy water cooled design will be evolved into reactors with more
economical features as in a line of 600 to 700 MW reactors called the CANDU 6E. A further
line of reactors evolved from the Bruce B/Darlington integrated designs is the single unit
CANDU 9 at 900-1000 MW. This design has been completed and is available for
construction. Further conceptual designs evolving from the current CANDU 9 using slightly
enriched fuel or more channels, can produce reactors needing only limited design changes
with outputs of 1200 MW or 1500 MW respectively. The 20 year evolutionary path of the
CANDU design is currently towards a supercritical coolant design with high temperature light
water to increase thermodynamic efficiency and reduce capital cost (see Chapter 8).
The boiling light water design is being developed in India for the Advanced Heavy Water
Reactor design with enhanced passive features and capable of using thorium-based and
recycled fuel.
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The gas cooled heavy water design used for Bohunice is the basis of an ultrasafe reactor
conceptual design developed by the Russian Institute HEP in conjunction with other Russian
organizations. The reactor would have a 1000 MW output and use a vessel of pre-stressed
concrete.
At present the following countries have active heavy water power reactor programmes (see
the reference table in Appendix I):
Argentina, Canada, China, India, Japan, Pakistan, Romania
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3.

CHARACTERISTICS OF HEAVY WATER REACTORS

3.1

Pressure Tube Type HWR (HW Cooled, HW Moderated)
Characteristics

3.1.1

Introduction

The dominant type of heavy water reactor is the heavy water cooled heavy water moderated
pressure tube reactor as defined for the CANDU HWR and the Indian HWRs. This type of
reactor is designed for use with natural uranium but can be used with slightly enriched
uranium or a variety of fuels. Typically the reactor core is contained in a cylindrical
austenitic stainless steel tank called the calandria which holds the moderator heavy water at
low temperatures (<80°C) and low pressure (-0.1 MPa)^1"^. The ends of the cylinder are
closed with two parallel end shields which are perforated with holes in a square lattice pattern
for the fuel channels. Thin-walled Zircaloy-2 tubes are fastened to each inner tube sheet and
act as stays for the end shields to form a leak tight tank. The holes in end shields at each end
are connected with stainless steel tubes called lattice tubes (Figure 3.1-1).
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Each fuel channel consists of a Zr-2.5%Nb pressure tube joined to martensitic stainless steel
end fittings at each end, and occupies the tubular holes or lattice sites formed by each
combined lattice tube and calandria tube. The fuel channel end fittings are supported on a
pair of sliding bearings at each end, and the pressure tube is supported and separated from the
calandria tube by annular spacers (Figure 3.1-2).
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The end fittings have a closure plug at each end which can be removed by a fuelling machine
to insert or remove 0.5m long fuel bundles. The channel can contain either 12 (CANDU 6) or
13 (Bruce/Darlington 800 MW reactors) bundles. At a side port on each end fitting, the fuel
channel is connected to feeder pipes. The coolant leaves each channel through carbon steel
feeder pipes which transfers the heavy water coolant to and from headers, from which it is
sent to steam generators before being pumped back to the channels. Control mechanisms
operate in the cool moderator and are contained in tubular sheaths that penetrate the matrix of
calandria tubes, either vertically or horizontally. An illustration of the reactor assembly is
shown in Figure 3.1-3.
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3.1.2

Design and Operating Characteristics

The pressure tube, HW cooled, HW moderated reactor has certain characteristics which
facilitate operation, safety analyses and fuel options [312] . These are summarized as follows:
3.1.2.1

Pressure Tubes as the Reactor Pressure Boundary

•

Pressure tubes are thin-walled components with a simple geometry. This facilitates
repetitive manufacture and inspection, pre- and in-service.

•

Pressure tubes are replaceable. At the end of their life, they can be replaced to extend the
plant life.

•

Because of the thin-wall, there is no concern for overstressing the reactor pressure
boundary under a fast cooldown, e.g. steam main break.

•

A growing defect in a pressure tube will in most cases leak before the tube breaks,
allowing detection by means of the annulus gas system and time for a shutdown to replace
the tube.

•

Even if a pressure tube should fail, the damage is limited to the channel itself, and some
surrounding in-core components. The other channels will not fail.

•

The pressure tube geometry means that no fuel element is more than a few centimetres
away from the moderator, which can act as an emergency heat sink for postulated severe
accidents such as Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) combined with Loss of Emergency
Core Cooling (LOECC). This also provides an inherent limit to metal-water reactions in
a severe accident since the fuel bundle is close to the emergency heat sink.

•

The horizontal channel orientation means a graceful sagging behaviour in a
beyond-design-basis severe core damage accident, i.e. assuming a LOCA with loss of
ECC and loss of moderator cooling, the fuel channels would slump onto the bottom of the
calandria, resulting in heat transfer to the water in the shield tank (at which point some
melting may occur).

•

Pressure tubes preclude a sudden large high-pressure melt ejection and eliminate one
potential challenge to containment integrity.

•

Since there are no large high-pressure pipes directly connected to the reactor structure,
there are no overturning forces on the reactor from a large LOCA.

3.1.2.2

Fuel

•

The fuel design is simple and performs well. Typically the defect rate in operating
CANDU's is less than 0.1% of all bundles (even smaller, of the order of 0.001%, in terms
of fuel elements).

•

On-power fuelling means that there is very little reactivity holdup needed in the reactor
control system (and no need for boron in the coolant to hold down reactivity, resulting in
a simpler design). The control rod reactivity worth can therefore be kept quite small (2
mk per rod or less).
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•

The high neutron economy and hence low reactivity holdup of heavy water reactors means
that the reactor is very unlikely to become critical after any postulated
beyond-design-basis severe core damage accident.

•

The low remaining fissile content in spent fuel means that there are no criticality concerns
in the spent fuel bay.

•

The use of NU fuel allows storage and handling of new fuel with minimal criticality
concerns since the fuel bundles require heavy water to become critical.

3.1.2.3

Fuelling

•

On-power refuelling, and a failed fuel detection system, allow fuel which defects in
operation, to be located and removed without shutting down the reactor. This reduces the
radiation fields from released fission products; allows access to most of the containment
while the reactor is operating, and reduces operator doses.

•

Because of on-power fuelling, the core state does not change after about the first year of
operation. Thus the reactivity characteristics stay constant through the plant life, resulting
in simpler operation and analysis.

•

The ability to couple tools to the fuelling machine allows it to be used for some
inspections without removing the pressure tube and in some instances without defuelling
the channels.

3.1.2.4

Moderator

•

The cool, low-pressure moderator removes 4.5% of the fuel heat in normal operation,
about the same as the decay heat shortly after shutdown. It can therefore act as a
long-term emergency heat sink for LOCA with LOECC; the heat transfer is effective
enough to prevent melting of the UO2 fuel and preserve channel integrity.

•

The HWR has an inherent prompt shutdown mechanism (besides the engineered
shutdown systems and the control system) for beyond-design-basis severe core damage
accidents: if steam is ejected into the moderator from e.g. multiple channel failures, the
immediate effect of loss of moderation would be to shut the reactor down.

•

The moderator acts as an energy-absorbing "cushion" for a channel failure, preventing
failure of the calandria vessel. Even for beyond-design-basis severe core damage
accidents, where a number of channels are postulated to fail, the calandria may leak but
would retain gross structural integrity.

•

The low pressure, low temperature moderator contains the reactivity mechanisms and
distributes the chemical trim, boron, for reactivity purposes and gadolinium nitrate for
shutdown purposes.

3.1.2.5
•

Heat Transport System

Because of the economic value of the heavy water, the designers of HWRs pay great
attention to preventing coolant leaks. Leak detection equipment is highly sensitive and
therefore leaks developing from whatever source can be detected very early.
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•

The heat transport system contains the minimum chemical additions (LiOH for pH control
and H2, to produce a reducing chemistry).

3.1.2.6

Shield Tank

•

The shield tank is a large source of water surrounding the calandria. For
beyond-design-basis severe core damage accidents such as LOCA + LOECC + loss of
moderator heat removal + failure of makeup to the moderator, the shield tank can keep the
damaged core material inside the calandria by providing water on the outside of the
calandria shell. Recent HWR designs have added makeup to the shield tank and steam
relief to ensure this is effective. Heat can be transferred from the debris through the
thin-walled calandria shell to the shield tank without the debris melting through. This
inherent "core catcher" provides debris retention and cooling.

•

Because a severe core damage sequence can be stopped in the calandria, the challenge to
containment is much reduced.

3.1.2.7

Reactivity Control

•

Heavy water reactors using natural NU have a positive void coefficient, leading to
positive power coefficients. This is accommodated in the design by independent fast
acting shutdown systems based on poison injection into the moderator and spring-assisted
shut-off rods.

•

The long prompt neutron lifetime (about 1 ms) means for reactivity transients even above
prompt critical, the rate of rise in power is relatively slow. For example, the reactor
period for an insertion of 5 mk is about 0.85 s"1 whereas for 7 mk it is about 2.4 s"1. The
shutdown systems are, of course, designed to preclude prompt criticality.

•

The separation of coolant and moderator, and the slow time response of moderator
temperature, eliminates moderator temperature feedback effects for power transients. The
only way of diluting moderator poison (if present) is through an in-core break, which is
small and the effect is slow relative to shutdown system capability.

•

The reactivity control mechanisms penetrate the low-pressure moderator, not the coolant
pressure boundary. They are therefore not subject to pressure-assisted ejection in an
accident and can be relied on to perform their function.

•

Both bulk power and spatial control are fully automated with digital control and
computerized monitoring of the plant state; this simplifies the job of the operator and
reduces the chances of operator error.

•

The control, adjuster and shutoff rods are of simple design and have relatively large
tolerances (e.g. loose fit in guide tubes). They do not interact with the fuel bundles at all.
They are therefore not subject to jamming in an accident which damages the fuel.

•

In a severe accident (LOCA + LOECC) the damaged fuel is confined to the fuel channels,
so there is no risk of melting the control rods.
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3.1.2.8
•

Shutdown Cooling

HWRs have a shutdown cooling system which can remove decay heat after shutdown
from full pressure and temperature conditions. It is not necessary to depressurize the heat
transport system.

3.1.2.9

Safety Systems

Safe operation of a reactor necessitates that the fuel is kept adequately cool at all times to
prevent loss of fuel cladding integrity and consequent dispersion of radioactive species into
the coolant.
•

The safety systems that prevent or mitigate fuel damage are:

•

Systems that shut down the reactor in the case of accidents (Section 3.1.2.7).

•

Systems that refill the reactor fuel channels with water and remove residual or decay heat
from the fuel. The emergency core cooling (ECC) system fulfills this purpose. Since the
fuel requires heavy water to go critical, the light water of the ECC suppresses criticality.
There is no need to borate the ECC water.

•

Systems that prevent release of radioactivity to the environment. The major system is the
containment building. Current HWRs have a containment isolation system that is
demonstrated by on-power testing to have a probability of unavailability less than 10~3
years/year. The building volumes are relatively large resulting in low design pressures.

Reference should be made to Chapter 5 on Safety for details of the operation of the safety
systems.
•

Most HWRs have two independent, diverse, reliable, testable, redundant, fail-safe
shutdown systems (as well as the control system) which do not share instrumentation,
logic actuation devices or in-core components. One system uses rods, the other liquid
poison injection. Each of the shutdown systems is effective, by itself, for all design basis
accidents. With each one demonstrated by on-power testing to a reliability of 999 times
out of 1000 tries, the risk of a transient or an accident occurring without shutdown is
negligible.

•

Each safety shutdown system has the ability to shut down the reactor from the most
reactive state in an accident to zero power cold conditions. Moderator poison is only
needed in the long term (hours) to compensate for xenon decay.

•

The positive void coefficient, while it must be compensated in an accident by the
shutdown systems, has the advantage of providing fast and responsive neutronic trips for a
number of accidents. It also ensures an inherent power reduction for rapid cooldown
accidents such as steam main failure.

•

Most HWRs have two sources of emergency electrical power: Group 1 Class in diesels
and separate, independent seismically-qualified Group 2 Class JUI diesels. This greatly
reduces the risk of station blackout.
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3.1.2.10
•

Licensing - Consultative Process

The HWR regulators' licensing philosophy usually places the onus on the proponent to
demonstrate that the plant is safe while the regulator audits the result. The regulator does
not prescribe the design in detail, thereby avoiding the inherent conflict of interest of
reviewing its own design. Besides encouraging innovation, this process places the full
responsibility for safety on the people who own and operate the plant, consistent with
IAEA recommendations.

3.1.2.11

Licensing - Scope of Safety Analysis

•

HWR regulations typically specify the classes of accidents to be considered in the design.
These include not only failures of an operating system (e.g. loss of coolant accident) but
also such failures combined with failure of mitigating system (e.g. loss of coolant plus
failure of ECC, credit for only one shutdown system in any accident, etc.). The latter are
design basis accidents in HWRs and must meet dose limits using deterministic analysis.
The requirement to look at these "dual" failures means that the least unlikely severe
accidents are within the design basis and must not result in severe core damage; it gives a
robust design.

•

Although the list of "design basis" accidents is specified in part in regulations, the
proponent is required to demonstrate that the analysis has covered a complete set. This
ensures that the scope of analysis is comprehensive.

•

Regulatory requirements in most HWR jurisdictions imply the use of Probabilistic Safety
Analysis not just after the design is complete, but very early in the design - when any
identified weaknesses can still be fixed cheaply.

3.1.3

Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)

3.1.3.1

Introduction

The CANDU 6 is used as the basis for describing the features of the CANDU HWR. All
CANDU 6 power plants are fundamentally the same, although there are differences in detail:
these largely result from different site conditions, and from improvements made in the newer
designs. The basic design features of the current generation of Indian 220 MWe HWRs and
the 500 MWe versions are also generally similar except in some quantitative details. A
separate description of these reactors has not been provided to avoid repetition of contents.
The generation of heat for the nuclear steam supply system starts with controlled fission in
the natural uranium fuel which is distributed among several hundred reactor fuel channels.
Each 6-meter long fuel channel is fuelled with 12 fuel bundles. Pressurized heavy water
coolant is circulated through the fuel channels and steam generators in a closed circuit. The
fission heat produced in the fuel is transferred to heavy water coolant flowing through the fuel
channels, and the coolant carries the heat to steam generators where it produces light water
steam. This steam is used to drive the turbine generator to produce electricity. The diagram
in Figure 3.1-4 illustrates the process.
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Figure 3.1-4 Nuclear Steam Supply System
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3.1.3.2

Reactor Assembly

The generic features of the reactor assembly are described in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.3.3

Fuel and Fuel Handling System

The CANDU 6 HWR fuel bundle consists of 37 elements, arranged in circular rings as shown
in Figure 3.1-5. Each element consists of natural uranium in the form of cylindrical pellets of
sintered uranium dioxide contained in a Zircaloy-4 sheath capped at each end. The 37
elements are held together by welding the elements to end plates at each end to form the fuel
bundle. The required separation of the fuel elements is maintained by spacers brazed to the
fuel elements at the transverse mid-plane. The outer fuel elements have bearing pads brazed
to the outer surface to support the fuel bundle in the pressure tube and to prevent contact of
the fuel element cladding with the pressure tube. [Other designs of fuel bundles incorporating
different number of elements are used in various reactors.][31"3]
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Inter Element Spacers
Pressure Tube

End View Inside
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Figure 3.1-5 CANDU 37 Element Fuel Bundle
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The fuel handling system:
•

Provides facilities for the storage and handling of new fuel;

•

Refuels the reactor remotely while it is operating at any level of power;

•

Transfers the irradiated fuel remotely from the reactor to the storage bay.

Fuel Changing
The fuel changing operation is based on the combined use of two remotely controlled fuelling
machines, one operating on each end of a fuel channel (Figure 3.1-6). New fuel bundles,
from one fuelling machine, are inserted into a fuel channel in the same direction as the
coolant flow and the displaced irradiated fuel bundles are received into the second fuelling
machine at the other end of the fuel channel.[jJ~4j Typically, either four or eight of the 12 fuel
bundles in a fuel channel are exchanged during a refuelling operation. For a CANDU 6 size
reactor, an average of 10 NU fuel channels per week are refuelled.

Qn-Power Refuelling

Fuelling
Machine

Fuelling
Machine

Calandria

Figure 3.1-6 On-Power Refuelling
Either machine can load or receive fuel. The direction of loading depends upon the direction
of coolant flow in the fuel channel being fuelled, which alternates from channel to channel.
The fuelling machines receive new fuel while connected to the new fuel port and discharge
irradiated fuel while connected to the discharge port.
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The entire operation is directed from the control room through a pre-programmed
computerized system. The control system provides a printed log of all operations and permits
manual intervention by the operator.
New fuel is received in the new fuel storage room in the service building. This room
accommodates six months'fuel inventory and can store temporarily all the fuel required for
the initial fuel loading.
When required, the fuel bundles are transferred to the new fuel transfer room in the reactor
building. The fuel bundles are identified and loaded manually into the magazines of the two
new fuel ports. Transfer of the new fuel bundles into the fuelling machines is remotely
controlled.
Irradiated fuel received in the discharge port from the fuelling machine is transferred remotely
into an elevator which lowers it into a light water-filled discharge bay. The irradiated fuel is
then conveyed under water through a transfer canal into a reception bay, where it is loaded
onto storage trays or baskets and passed into the storage bay (Figure 3.1-7).

Canned
Defective Puei

Figure 3.1-7 Fuel Transfer System for CANDU PHWR
The discharge and transfer operations are remotely controlled by station staff. Operations in
the storage bays are carried out under water, using special tools aided by cranes and hoists.
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Defective fuel is inserted into cans under water to limit the spread of contamination before
transfer to the fuel bay.
The storage volume of the bays has sufficient capacity for a minimum of 10 years'
accumulation of irradiated fuel.
Neither new nor irradiated CANDU fuel can achieve criticality in air or light water, regardless
of the storage configuration. Thus dry storage of fuel is possible after interim storage in the
spent fuel bay. Provision for safeguarding fuel lies in an identification number on each
bundle that is recorded at stages in the use of the fuel to allow traceability.
3.1.3.4

Heat Transport System

The primary heat transport system (PHTS) in a CANDU 6 unit consists of two loops arranged
in a figure-of-eight with the coolant making two passes in opposite directions through the
core during each complete circuit (Figure 3.1-8). [315] The two PHTS pumps in each loop
operate in series, causing the coolant to transport the fission heat generated in the fuel to the
steam generators where the heat is transferred to light water to produce steam to drive the
turbine. Each loop has one inlet and one outlet header at each end of the reactor core. The
coolant is fed to each of the fuel channels through individual feeder pipes and returned from
each channel through individual feeder pipes to the outlet headers.
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Figure 3.1-8 Two Loop Heat Transport System in a CANDU PHWR
The pressure in the HTS of a CANDU 6 reactor is controlled by a pressurizer connected to
the outlet headers at one end of the reactor. [Note: NPP's which do not allow the coolant to
boil in the channels, do not use a pressurizer and rely on the feed and bleed system for
control.] Valves can isolate the two loops in the case of a loss of coolant accident. Pressure
in the pressurizer is controlled by heaters in the pressurizer and by steam bleed. Other key
features of the circuit are:
•

The steam generators consist of an inverted U-tube bundle within a cylindrical shell. The
steam generators include an integral preheater on the secondary side of the U-tube outlet
section, and integral steam separating equipment in the steam drum above the U-tube
bundle.

•

The heat transport pumps are centrifugal motor driven pumps, mounted with the shaft
vertical and with a single suction and double discharge.

•

Cooling of the reactor fuel, in the event of electrical power supply interruption, is
maintained for a short period of time by the rotational momentum of the heat transport
pumps during reactor power rundown, and by natural convection flow after the pumps
have stopped.

•

Chemistry control is relatively simple because chemicals do not have to be added to the
PHTS for the purpose of reactivity control.
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Figure 3.1-9 Auxiliary Systems of the Heat Transport System
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Figure 3.1-10 Illustration of the Relative Location of Components in the CANDU PHWR
and Auxiliary Systems Components of the HT and Moderator System
Pressure and Inventory Control System
The heat transport pressure and inventory control system provides:
•

Pressure and inventory control for each heat transport system loop;

•

Overpressure protection;

•

A controlled degassing flow.

The system consists of a pressurizer, D2O feed pumps, feed and bleed valves, a D2O storage
tank, the degasser condenser, the liquid relief valves and the safety valves.
Heavy water in the pressurizer is heated electrically to pressurize the vapour space above the
liquid. The volume of the vapour space is designed to cushion pressure transients, without
allowing excessively high or low pressures in the heat transport system.
The pressurizer also accommodates the change in volume of the reactor coolant in the heat
transport system from zero power to full power. This permits the reactor power to be
increased or decreased rapidly, without imposing a severe demand on the D2O feed and bleed
components of the system.
When the reactor is at power, pressure is controlled by the pressurizer, heat is added to the
pressurizer via the electric heaters to increase pressure, and heat is removed from the
pressurizer via D2O steam bleed to reduce pressure. The coolant inventory is adjusted by the
feed and bleed circuit. Pressure can also be controlled by the feed and bleed circuit with the
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pressurizer isolated at low reactor power and when the reactor is shutdown. This feed and
bleed circuit is designed to accommodate the changes in coolant volume that take place
during heatup and cooldown.
D2O Collection System
The main purpose of the D2O collection system is to:
•

Collect leakage from mechanical components;

•

Receive D2O sampling flow;

•

Receive D2O drained from equipment prior to maintenance.

The collected D2O is pumped from the collection tank to the storage tanks of the pressure and
inventory control system for reuse in the heat transport system. However, if the isotopic
purity of the collection tank contents is low, the D2O can be pumped to drums for upgrading.
Shutdown Cooling System
The shutdown cooling system is capable of:
•

Cooling the heat transport system from 177°C down to 54°C, and holding the system at
that temperature indefinitely;

•

Providing core cooling during maintenance work on the steam generators and heat
transport pumps when the heat transport system is drained down to the level of the
headers;

•

Being put into operation with the heat transport system at full temperature and pressure.

The shutdown cooling system consists of two independent circuits, one located at each end of
the reactor. Each circuit consists of a pump and a heat exchanger, connected between the
inlet and outlet headers of both heat transport system loops. The system is normally full of
D2O and isolated from the heat transport system by power operated valves.
The shutdown cooling pumps are sized so that boiling does not occur in any of the fuel
channels at initial startup. For normal cooldown, steam from the steam generators bypasses
the turbine and flows into the turbine condenser to reduce the heat transport system
temperature to 177°C in approximately 30 minutes.
For cooldown from 177°C to 77°C, the isolating valves at the reactor headers are opened and
all heat transport pumps are kept running. The heat transport pumps force a portion of the
total core flow through the shutdown cooling heat exchangers, where it is cooled by
recirculated cooling water flowing around the heat exchanger coils.
After cooling below 100°C the heat transport pumps are shutdown and the shutdown cooling
system pumps are started. The system is then cooled to 54°C in this mode, and then D2O can
be drained down to the level just above the reactor headers, if required for maintenance of the
steam generators or pumps.
Purification System
The heat transport purification system:
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•

Limits the accumulation of corrosion products in the coolant by removing soluble and
insoluble impurities;

•

Removes accumulations of fine solids following their sudden release due to chemical,
hydraulic or temperature transients;

•

Maintains the pD(pH) of D2O within the required range.

Flow is taken from one reactor inlet header of each heat transport loop, passed through an
interchanger, cooler, filter and ion exchange column before being returned through the
interchanger to a pump inlet in each circuit. The pressure of the heat transport pump
produces the flow through the purification system. The interchanger-cooler combination
minimizes the heat loss in the D2O purification cycle.
3.1.3.6

Moderator and Auxiliary Systems

The moderator receives 4.5% of reactor thermal power. The largest portion of this heat is
from gamma radiation; additional heat is generated by moderation (slowing down) of the fast
neutrons produced by fission in the fuel, and a small amount of heat is transferred to the
moderator from the hot pressure tubes. For reactivity control Gadolinium and occasionally
boron, can be added or removed from the moderator fluid.
The moderator system includes two 100% capacity pumps, two 50% flow capacity heat
exchangers cooled by recirculated light water, and a number of control and check valves.
Connections are provided for the purification, liquid poison addition, heavy water (D2O)
collection, supply and sampling systems (Figure 3.1-11).
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The series/parallel arrangement of the moderator system lines and valves permits the output
from either pump to be cooled by both of the heat exchangers and assures an acceptable level
of moderator cooling when either of the two pumps is isolated for maintenance. Reactor
power must be reduced to about 60% if one moderator heat exchanger is isolated.
The primary functions of the system are to:
•

Provide moderator cooling;

•

Control the level of heavy water in the calandria;

•

Maintain the calandria outlet temperature at approximately 70°C.

The normal electric power to the moderator system is backed up with emergency power.
The heavy water in the calandria functions as a heat sink in the unlikely event of a loss of
coolant accident in the heat transport system coincident with a failure of emergency core
cooling.
Helium is used as a cover gas for the moderator system because it is chemically inert and is
not activated by neutron irradiation. Radiolysis of the heavy water moderator in the calandria
results in production of deuterium and oxygen gases. Circulation of the cover gas to catalytic
recombiners to reform heavy water prevents accumulation of these gases. The deuterium and
oxygen concentrations are maintained well below levels at which an explosion hazard would
exist.
The cover gas system includes two compressors and two recombination units which form a
circuit for the circulation of cover gas through the calandria relief ducts. Normally one
compressor and both recombination units operate, with the other compressor on standby.
The moderator purification system:
•

Maintains the purity of D2O, thereby minimizing radiolysis which can cause excessive
production of deuterium in the cover gas;

•

Minimizes corrosion of components by removing impurities present in the D2O and by
controlling the pD;

•

Under operator command reduces the concentration of the soluble poisons, boron and
gadolinium, in response to reactivity demands;

•

Removes the soluble poison, gadolinium, after shutdown system number 2 has operated.

Isolating valves in the purification system inlet and outlet lines are provided for maintenance.
The valves also allow draining of the heat transport system coolant to just above the elevation
of the headers without the need to drain the purification system. These valves close
automatically in the event of loss-of-coolant accident.
The D2O sampling system allows samples to be taken from the:
•

Main moderator system;

•

Moderator D2O collection system;
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•

Moderator purification system;

•

D2O cleanup system.

Analyses may be performed on the samples to establish the chemistry of the heavy water
meets the specified range of the chemistry parameters. These include: pD; conductivity,
chloride concentration, isotopic purity, boron and gadolinium concentration, tritium
concentration, fluoride concentration and organic content.
Reactor Regulating System

3.1.3.7

The fundamental design requirement of the reactor regulating system (RRS) is to control the
reactor power at a specified level and, when required, to maneuver the reactor power level
between set limits at specific rates.
The reactor regulating system combines the reactor's neutron flux and thermal power
measurements by means of reactivity control devices, and a set of computer programs to
perform three main functions:
•

Monitor and control total reactor power to satisfy station load demands;

•

Monitor and control reactor flux shape;

•

Monitor important plant parameters and reduce reactor power at an appropriate rate if any
parameter is outside specific limits.

Reactor Regulating System action is controlled by digital computer programs which process
the inputs from various sensing devices and activate the appropriate reactivity control
devices.
All neutron flux measurement and control devices, pJ " 6] both vertical and horizontal, are
located in the low pressure calandria perpendicular to and between horizontal fuel channels
(Figure 3.1-12).
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Figure 3.1-12 CANDU PHWR Reactor Regulating System
Computer programs provide the following:
•

Reactor power measurement and calibration;

•

The demand power routine;

•

Reactivity control and flux shaping;

•

Setback routine;

•

Stepback routine;

•

Flux mapping routine.

The principal instrumentation utilized for reactor regulation includes:
•

Ion chamber system;

•

Self-powered, in-core, flux detectors;

•

Thermal power instrumentation.

The nuclear instrumentation systems are designed to measure reactor neutron flux, over the
full operating range of the reactor. These measurements are required as inputs to the reactor
regulating system and safety systems. The instrumentation for the safety systems is
independent of that used by the reactor regulating system.
The reactivity control devices provide short term global and spatial reactivity control. They
are of two major types; mechanical devices and liquid devices.
The mechanical devices are the mechanical control absorbers and the mechanical adjuster
assemblies. The mechanical control absorbers are tubes containing cadmium (a neutron
absorber) which can be inserted to reduce power quickly. The adjuster assemblies are
stainless steel tubes which are used to produce axial flattening of the fuel bundle powers as
necessary. They can be removed from the core to add reactivity.
The liquid reactivity devices consist of the light water zone control units and the liquid poison
addition system.
The zone control system operates to maintain a specified amount of reactivity in the reactor;
this amount being determined by the specified reactor power setpoint. If the zone control
system is unable to provide the necessary correction, the program in the reactor regulating
system calls on other reactivity control devices. Positive reactivity can be added by
withdrawal of absorbers. Negative reactivity can be induced by insertion of mechanical
control absorbers or by automatic addition of poison to the moderator.
The reliability of the Reactor Regulating System is of paramount importance and is achieved
by:
•

Direct digital control from dual redundant control computers;

•

Self-checking and automatic transfer to the standby computer on fault detection;

•

Control programs that are independent of each other;
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•

Duplicated control programs;

•

Duplicated and triplicated inputs;

•

Hardware interlocks that limit the amount and rate of change of positive reactivity
devices.

3.1.4

Balance of Plant

3.1.4.1

Introduction

The balance of plant comprises the steam lines from the steam generators, the steam turbines
and the alternating electrical generator, the condenser, various moisture separators and
equipment to achieve deaeration, demineralization, oxygen scavenging, reheating and pH
control of the feedwater returned to the steam generator.
The turbine generator system comprises steam turbines directly coupled to an alternating
current electrical generator operating at synchronous speed.
•

The steam turbine is a tandem compound unit, generally consisting of a double flow, high
pressure turbine and three double flow, low pressure turbines, which exhaust to a high
vacuum condenser for maximum thermal efficiency. The condenser may be cooled by
sea, lake or river water, or by atmospheric cooling towers.

•

The generator is a high efficiency hydrogen-cooled machine arranged to supply
alternating current at medium voltage to the electric power system.

3.1.4.2

Feedwater and Main Steam System

Feedwater comes from the condenser via the regenerative feedwater heating system and is
supplied separately to each steam generator. The feedwater is pumped into the steam
generators by feedwater pumps with the flow rate to each steam generator regulated by
feedwater control valves. A check valve in the feedwater line to each steam generator is
provided to prevent backflow in the unlikely event of feedwater pipe failure. An auxiliary
feedwater pump is provided that can supply low power feedwater requirements during
shutdown conditions, or if the main feedwater pumps become unavailable (Figure 3.1-13).
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Figure 3.1-13 CANDU Feedwater and Main Steam System
The chemistry of the feedwater to the steam generators is precisely controlled by
demineralization, deaeration, oxygen scavenging and pH control. A blowdown system is
provided for each steam generator that allows impurities collected in the steam generators to
be removed in order to prevent their accumulation and possible long term corrosive effects. In
some reactors the blowdown is collected and recirculated
The heat supplied to the steam generators produces steam from the water on the outside of the
tubes. Moisture is removed from the steam by steam separating equipment located in the
drum (upper section) of the steam generator. The steam then flows via four separate steam
mains, through the reactor building wall, to the turbine where they connect to the turbine
steam chest via a main steam line isolating valve.
The steam pressure is normally controlled by the turbine governor valves that admit steam to
the high pressure stage of the turbine. If the turbine is unavailable, up to 70% of full power
steam flow can bypass the turbine and go directly to the condenser. During this operation,
pressure is controlled by the turbine bypass valves. Auxiliary bypass valves are also provided
to permit up to 10% of full power steam flow to discharge to the condenser during low power
operation.
Steam pressure can be controlled by discharging steam directly to the atmosphere via four
atmospheric steam discharge valves which have a combined capacity of 10% of full power
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steam flow. These valves are used primarily for control during warmup or cooldown of the
heat transport system.
Overpressure protection for the steam system is provided by four safety relief valves
connected to each steam main.
3.1.4.3

Turbine Generator System

The steam produced in the steam generators enters a single high pressure turbine and its water
content increases as it expands through this high pressure stage. On leaving this stage, the
steam passes through separators where the moisture is removed; it then passes through
reheaters where it is heated by live steam taken directly from the main steam lines. The
reheated steam then passes through the low pressure turbines and into the condenser where it
condenses to water which is then returned to the steam generators via the feedwater heating
system(Figure 3.1-14).
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Figure 3.1-14 Typical CANDU Turbine Generator System
The steam turbine is a tandem compound unit, directly coupled to an electrical generator by a
single shaft. It comprises one double flow, high pressure cylinder followed by external
moisture separators, live steam reheaters and three double flow, low pressure cylinders.
(Recent and future plants have two LP cylinders) The turbine is designed to operate with
saturated inlet steam. The turbine system has main steam stop valves, governor valves, reheat
intercept and emergency stop valves, depending on the arrangement preferred by the architect
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engineer. All of these valves close automatically in the event of a turbine protection system
trip.
The generator is a three-phase, four-pole machine. The generator typically operates at 1800
rpm to serve 60 cycle electrical systems, and at 1500 rpm to serve 50 cycle systems.
The associated equipment consists of a solid state automatic voltage regulator controlling a
thyristor converter which supplies the generator field via a field circuit breaker, generator slip
rings and brush gear.
The main power output from the generator to the step-up transformer is by means of a forced
air cooled, isolated phase bus duct, with tapoffs to the unit service transformer, excitation
transformer and potential transformer cubicle.
The turbine condenser consists of three separate shells. Each shell is connected to one of the
three low pressure turbine exhausts. Steam from the turbine flows into the shell where it is
condensed by flowing over a tube bundle assembly through which cooling water is pumped.
The condenser cooling water typically consists of a once-through circuit, using water from an
ocean, lake or river. The condensed steam collects in a tank in the bottom of the condenser
called the "hot well". A vacuum system is provided to remove air and other non-condensable
gases from the condenser shells. The condenser is designed to accept turbine bypass steam to
permit the reactor power to be reduced from 100% power to 70% if the turbine is unavailable.
The bypass can accept 100% steam flow for a few minutes, and 70% of full power steam flow
continuously.
On its return to the steam generators, condensate from the turbine condenser is pumped
through the feedwater heating system. First it passes through three low pressure feedwater
heater units, each of which contains two heaters fed by independent regenerative lines. (This
permits maintenance work to be carried out on the heaters with only a small effect on the
turbine generator output.) Two of the heater units incorporate drain cooling sections and the
third a separate drain cooling stage. Next, the feedwater enters a deaerator where dissolved
oxygen is removed. From the deaerator the feedwater is pumped to the steam generators
through two high pressure feedwater heaters each incorporating drain cooling sections.
3.1.4.4

Electric Power System Station Services

The other major system of a nuclear plant is the electric power system.
The normal electric power system comprises a main power output transformer, unit and
service transformers, and a switchyard. This system steps up (increases) the generator output
voltage to match the electric utility's grid requirements for transmission to the load centres
and also supplies the power needed to operate all of the station services.
The main switchyard portion of the electric power system permits switching of outputs
between transmission lines and comprises automatic switching mechanisms, and lightning
and grounding protection to shield the equipment against electrical surges and faults.
1) Power Classification: The station services power supplies are classified in order of their
levels of reliability requirement. The reliability requirement of these power supplies is
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divided into four classes that range from uninterruptible power to that which can be
interrupted with limited and acceptable consequences.
2) Class IV Power Supply: Power to auxiliaries and equipment that can tolerate long
duration interruptions without endangering personnel or station equipment is obtained
from Class IV power supply. This class of power supply comprises:
•

Two primary medium voltage (MV) buses, each connected to the secondary windings
of the system service and unit service transformers in such a way that only one bus is
supplied from each transformer.

•

Two MV buses supplied from the secondary windings of two transformers on the
primary MV buses. These buses supply the main heat transport pumps, feed pumps,
circulating water pumps, extractor pumps and chillers.

Complete loss of Class IV power will initiate a reactor shutdown.
3) Class III Power Supply: Alternating current (AC) supplies to auxiliaries that are
necessary for the safe shutdown of the reactor and turbine are obtained from the Class HI
power supply with a standby diesel generator backup. These auxiliaries can tolerate short
interruptions in their power supplies. This class of power supply comprises:
•

Two medium voltage buses supplied from the secondary windings of the two
transformers on the Class IV primary MV buses. These buses supply power to the
pumps in the service water system, emergency core cooling system, moderator
circulation system, shutdown cooling system, heat transport system feed lines, steam
generator auxiliary feed line, and the air compressors and chillers.

•

A number of low voltage buses.

4) Class II Power Supply: Uninterruptible alternating current (AC supplies) for essential
auxiliaries are obtained from the Class II power supply, which comprises:
•

Two low voltage AC three phase buses which supply critical motor loads and
emergency lighting. These buses are each supplied through an inverter from a Class
HI bus via a rectifier in parallel with a battery.

•

Three low voltage AC single phase buses which supply AC instrument loads and the
station computers. These buses are bed through an inverter from Class I buses, which
are fed from HI buses via rectifiers in parallel with batteries.

In the event of an inverter failure, power is supplied directly to the applicable low voltage
bus and through a voltage regulator to the applicable instrument bus. If a disruption or
loss of Class HI power occurs, the battery in the applicable circuit will provide the
necessary power without interruption.
5) Class I Power Supply: Uninterruptible direct current (DC) supplies for essential
auxiliaries are obtained from the Class I power supply, which comprises:
•
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•

Three DC power buses which provide power for DC motors, switchgear operation and
for the Class II AC buses via inverters. These DC buses are supplied from Class HI
buses via a rectifier in parallel with batteries.

6) Automatic Transfer System: To ensure continuity of supply, in the event of a failure of
either the unit or system power, an automatic transfer system is incorporated on the
station service buses.
Transfer of load from one service transformer to the other is accomplished by:
•

A manually initiated transfer of power under normal operating conditions, or an
automatically initiated transfer for mechanical trips on the turbine.

•

A fast open transfer of power, supplied automatically to both load groups of the Class
IV power supply system, when power from one transformer is interrupted. This fast
transfer ensures that the voltage and phase difference between the incoming supply
and the residual on the motors has no time to increase to a level that would cause
excessive inrush currents.

•

A residual voltage transfer, comprising automatic closure of the alternate breaker after
the residual voltage has decayed by approximately 70%. This scheme is time delayed,
may require load shedding and could result in reactor power cut-back". It is provided
as a backup to the above transfers.

7) Station Battery Banks: The station battery banks are all on continuous charge from the
Class HI power supply, and in the event of a Class IH power disruption will provide power
to their connected buses.
8) Standby Generators: Standby power for the Class HI loads is supplied by diesel
generator sets, housed in separate rooms with fire resistant walls. Redundant diesel
generators are available, capable of supplying the total safe shutdown load of the unit.
The Class HI shutdown loads are duplicated, one complete system being fed from each
diesel generator. In the event of failure of Class IV power, diesel generators will start
automatically.
The generators can be up to speed and ready to accept load in less than two minutes. The
total interruption time is limited to three minutes. Each generator automatically energizes
half of the shutdown load through a load sequencing scheme. There is no automatic
electrical tie between the two generators, nor is there a requirement for them to be
synchronized. In the event of one generator failing to start, the total load will be supplied
from the other generator.
9) Emergency Power Supply System: The Emergency Power Supply System can provide
all shutdown electrical loads that are essential for safety.
This system and its buildings are seismically qualified to be operational after an
earthquake. The system provides a backup for one group of safety systems (shutdown
system number 2, emergency water supply, secondary control area) if normal electric
supplies become unavailable or the main control room becomes uninhabitable. The
system comprises two diesel generating sets, housed in separate fire resistant rooms,
which are self-contained and completely independent of the station's normal services.
There is adequate redundancy provided in both the generating distribution equipment and
the loads.
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3.1A5

Station Instrumentation and Control

Digital computers are used for station control, alarm annunciation, graphic data display and
data logging. The system consists of two independent digital computers (DCCX and DCCY),
each capable of station control (Figure 3.1-15).

Digital Computer DCCX

Digital Computer DCCY

• Rsactor Contra!
• Heat Transport System Control
• Steam Generator Secondary Side Control

•Reactor Control
• HeatTransport System Control
•Steam Generator Secondary Side Control
•Turbine Control
•Alarm Annunciation

•Turbine Control
• Alarm Annunciation
• Alphanumeric Graphics Displays
• Turbine Runup

• Alphanumeric Graphics Displays
• Fueling Machine Control

• Fuel Channel Temperature Monitoring.

Alarm Annunciation

Operator Communication Stations

Station Control
Outputs

Figure 3.1-15 Station Instrumentation and Control - Digital Control
Both computers run continuously, with programs in both machines switched on, but only the
controlling computer's outputs are connected to the station equipment. In the event that the
controlling or directing computer fails, the control of the station is automatically transferred
to the "hot" standby computer. In the case of a dual computer failure the station will
automatically shut down.
Individual control programs use multiple inputs to ensure that erroneous inputs do not
produce incorrect output signals. This is achieved by rejecting:
•

Analogue input values that are outside the expected signal range;

•

Individual readings that differ significantly from their median, average or other reference.

A spare computer is provided as a source of spare parts for the station computers. It is also
used for:
•

Program assembling and checkout;

•

Operator and maintainer training;

•

Diagnosing faults in equipment removed from the station computers.
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Computerized operator communication stations replace much of the conventional panel
instrumentation in the control room. A number of man-machine communication stations,
each essentially comprising a keyboard and colour CRT monitor, are located on the main
control room panels. The displays provided on the monitors include:
•

Graphic trends;

•

Bar charts;

•

Status displays;

•

Pictorial displays;

•

Historical trends.

Copies can be obtained from the line printers, of any display monitor the operator wishes to
record.
The digital computers are also used to perform the control and monitoring functions of the
station, and are designed to:
•

Handle both normal and abnormal situations;

•

Be capable of automatically controlling the unit at startup and at any preselected power
level within the normal loading range;

•

Be capable of automatically shutting down the unit if unsafe conditions arise;

•

Be tolerant of instrumentation failures.

The functions of the overall station control system are performed by control programs loaded
in each of the two unit computers (Figure 3.1-16). The major control function programs are:
•

The reactor regulation program which adjusts the reactivity control devices to maintain
reactor power equal to its desired setpoint.

•

The steam generator pressure program which controls steam generator pressure to a
constant setpoint by changing the reactor power setpoint (normal mode), or by adjusting
the station loads (alternate mode).

•

The steam generator level control program which controls the feedwater valves in order to
maintain the water level in the steam generators at a reactor power dependent level
setpoint.

•

The heat transport system pressure program which controls the pressurizer steam bleed
valves and heaters to maintain heat transport system pressure at a fixed setpoint.

There are also programs for:
•

Heat transport system control;

•

Moderator temperature control;

•

Turbine runup and monitoring;

•

Fuel handling system control.
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Figure 3.1-16 Station Instrumentation and Control - Modes
There are two modes of operation of the reactor: the "reactor following turbine" mode and
the "turbine following reactor mode".
In the reactor following turbine mode of operation the turbine-generator load is set by the
operator: the steam generator pressure control program requests variations in reactor power
to maintain steam generator pressure constant. This control mode is termed "reactor follows
turbine" or "reactor follows station loads".
In the turbine following reactor control mode, "turbine follows reactor", the station loads are
made to follow the reactor output. This is achieved by the steam generator pressure control
program adjusting the plant loads to maintain a constant steam generator pressure. This mode
is used at low reactor power levels, during startup or shutdown, when the steam generator
pressure is insensitive to reactor power. It is also used in some upset conditions when it may
not be desirable to maneuver reactor power.
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3.1.5

Integrated 4-Unit CANDU HWRs

To avoid repetition, CANDU features are described using CANDU 6 in the front sections of
this chapter. However, Ontario Hydro stations constitute the majority of operating CANDU
plants and the Darlington/Bruce units are the reference plants for the CANDU 9 design. This
section focuses not only on the difference in the stations, but on other features of their
designs, Ontario Hydro, (now Ontario Power Generation) has constructed five 4-unit stations
which integrate many of the support services and system functions normally separated in
single unit stations. Two of these stations (Pickering A and B) consist of 525 MW or 540
MW units, and the other three (Bruce A, Bruce B of 825 MW units and Darlington of 935
MW units).[31"73 These integrated 4-unit stations featured common control room area,
emergency coolant injection and electrical and service water systems. To avoid repetition, a
summary of the differences is as follows:
Fuel Channels
The fuel channels of the Pickering station are similar to those of the CANDU 6/9 and contain
12 bundles. The Bruce A and B and Darlington stations differ in a number of features:
•

There are 480 channels in Bruce A/B and Darlington vs. 380 channels in CANDU
6/Pickering B.

•

The Bruce/Darlington fuel channels contain 13 bundles with half of the bundle at each
end out of the flux. The bundles are supported at the outlet end on a latch that bears on
the outer rim of the outboard fuel bundle end plate. In the CANDU 6 channel the fuel
string is supported by the shield plug at the outlet end. The Bruce/Darlington design
allows the channels to be fuelled from the outlet end, as opposed to the inlet end in the
CANDU 6 reactors.

•

The Bruce/Darlington end fitting closure seals are based on a breech block design.

•

The Bruce A channels have one end welded to the end shield and a positioning assembly
at the other end.

•

The Bruce B and Darlington have positioning assemblies at each end.

Reactor Assembly
The Pickering A reactors have moderator dump as a shutdown mechanism in addition to
mechanical shutoff rods. The Bruce/Darlington and Pickering B reactors have one shutdown
system based upon poison injection of gadolinium into the moderator similar to CANDU 6/9
and mechanical shut-off rods. The arrangement of the shield tank in the Bruce/Darlington
units is an octagonal steel tank filled with light water surrounding the reactor assembly, which
is larger than the Pickering/CANDU 6 assembly. The CANDU 6 reactor has a concrete vault
structure with a steel lining.
The Pickering A end shields contain steel slabs for shielding, whereas all the later units, such
as the Bruce reactors use steel balls.
The number and dimensions of reactivity control devices, shutoff mechanisms and
instrumentation are larger than CANDU 6, consistent with the larger core.[31"6]
Heat Transport System
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The heat transport system in the Brace units is characterized by separate preheaters from the
steam generators. In addition, in the Bruce A units the steam generators are in two groups of
4 in each unit, and each group is attached to a common steam drum on the secondary side.
This design placed limitations on heatup and cooldown rates, and was not repeated. The
steam generators in Bruce A and B are tubed with Inconel 600. Pickering units have used
Monel steam generator tubing. All other current units (Darlington and CANDU 6/9) use
Incoloy 800). Each Bruce unit has 6 reactor headers, with 2 inlet headers and 1 common
outlet header on each side (instead of separate outlet headers as used in CANDU 6 units).
The inlet feeders are connected to 1 of 2 inlet headers.
The Bruce units use a bleed condenser with low pressure, high temperature purification
instead of a degasser-condenser with a high pressure HT purification system as in CANDU 6.
Reactor Plant
The most significant feature of the integrated plant is the common control room and common
fuelling machine duct that runs from reactor to reactor so that fuelling machines are
interchangeable at each unit. In addition, the containment of each unit is connected to a large
vacuum building by shafts, sealed with valves that can be opened after a severe system
accident to draw radioactivity into the building.
3.1.6

Carolinas - Virginia Tube Reactor (CVTR)

The CVTR heavy water cooled and moderated pressure tube reactor (Figure 3.1-17) was built
as a power demonstration reactor at Parr, South Carolina, U.S.A, with construction starting in
1960 and completed and connected to the grid at the end of 1963. [318] It generated 19 MWe,
and after about 4 years of operation with a planned experimental program completed, it was
shutdown and eventually decommissioned.[31"81 [31 ' 9]
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Figure 3.1-17 Arrangement of Components in CVTR Reactor Building
in Vertical and Horizontal Sections
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The reactor circuit contained many of the features of later pressurized HW cooled and
moderated reactors, including a pressurizer, and significantly the BOP circuit had an oil-fired
superheater to upgrade the steam quality going to the turbine, from the steam generator exit
condition of 252°C and 42.5 kg/cm2 pressure, to 385°C and 28 kg/cm2 (Figure 3.1-18).
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The reactor assembly consisted of 36 U-tube fuel channels, located on a rectangular pitch, 16.51 cm by 20.32
cm, contained in an aluminum moderator tank, 3.05 m diameter and 4.9 m high (Figure 3.1-19). The pressure
tubes were of Zircaloy, 0.61 cm wall and 10.2 cm OD, which operated with an inlet temperature of 275°C, and
outlet temperature of 301°C at a pressure of 105.7 kg/cm. However, the pressure tube operated cold, i.e. at the
temperature of the moderator water, and was insulated from the fuel coolant.
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Figure 3.1-19 Horizontal and Vertical Sections of the Core of the CVTR
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The heat transport system consisted of one loop which transferred the heated heavy water to
an inverted U-tube steam generator containing 1600 tubes. The moderator heavy water was
maintained at a temperature close to 68.5°C and near atmospheric pressure.
The reactor was controlled with stainless steel control rods (16) and shim safety rods of 1.5%
boron steel (12 off). These rectangular cross-section rods ran vertically beside the fuel
channels.
The reactor was fuelled with enriched uranium with one-third of the channels containing fuel
at 1.5% 235U and two-thirds at 2% 235U. The fuel was clad with Zircaloy-2 sheathing 1.25 cmi
OD and 0.58 mm wall. The fuel pellets were 1.09 cm in diameter (Figure 3.1-20).
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Figure 3.1-20 Fuel Assembly Design (Two Versions)
Showing Arrangement in the Fuel Channel
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As noted earlier, the reactor operated for the 4 years without apparent problems and shut
down after that time when the operating information on the design had been obtained.
3.1.7
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3.2

Pressure Tube Boiling Light Water Coolant Heavy Water Moderated
Reactors

3.2.1

Introduction

Four countries have evaluated the reactor system in which light water is brought to boiling in
vertically oriented pressure tubes and the steam water mixture sent to steam drum separators
and the steam used to directly drive a turbine. The arrangement simulates the conventional
recirculating boiler. The Russian RBMK is a similar type of reactor except that graphite is
used as a moderator.
Each country had somewhat different reasons for initiating studies of this type of reactor. In
the United Kingdom there was a search for a more economic thermal reactor for electricity
production than the Magnox and Advanced Gas Cooled Reactors, and to avoid the use of
graphite as a moderator as well as the use of a large pressure vessel. Pressure vessel property
changes during life and potential problems with resealing the vessel after refuelling, were
then current concerns. In Canada in the early 1960's, there was concern that the heavy water
coolant system in the pressurized heavy-water reactors would not be sufficiently leak tight to
produce acceptable heavy water losses, and there was a desire to develop a less capital
intensive reactor by using light water coolant.
In Italy the intent was to develop a reactor that was independent of enriched fuel, while in
Japan a heavy water reactor was seen as part of a future fuel recycling strategy where spent
fuel from PWRs would be recycled through heavy water reactors to make use of the fissile
material remaining in the fuel.
Thus in each country a prototype reactor was built with the experience as described in
subsequent sections.
3.2.2

General Characteristics

Figure 3.2-1 shows the basic elements of a pressure tube boiling water heavy water moderated
system[3'21]. The pressure tubes (vertically oriented) contain the fuel and the light water
entering at the bottom of the fuel channel is brought to boiling, and about 10% of the water by
weight is converted to steam. The steam-water mixture passes to the steam drums and
virtually dry, saturated steam is supplied directly to the turbine. The exhaust steam is
condensed and returned to the water space in the steam drums via a feed heating train.
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Figure 3.2-1 The Typical Circuit for a Boiling Water Cooled
Heavy Water Moderated Reactor
3.2.3

The Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor (SGHWR)

In 1963, construction started on the SGHWR at Winfrith in the U.K. It was completed and
started operation in 1968 January[32"2]. The reactor was designed for a power output of 100
MWe with 104 fuel channels containing 4 m long clusters of elements of low enriched UO2
fuel. An original intent had been to use eight peripheral channels for steam superheat, but
these were never fuelled.
The fuel channels had Zircaloy-2 pressure tubes 130.5mm diameter and 5.08 mm wall with
aluminum alloy calandria tubes 184 mm ID and 3.3 mm wall. The fuel channels were on a
square lattice pitch 260 mm apart. The fuel bundles had 36 elements of -15.2 mm diameter
and 0.7 mm wall (Figure 3.2-2).
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Figure 3.2-2 Fuel Bundle Design used in SGHWR
The use of light water coolant and heavy water moderator means that with the appropriate
choice of the fuel to moderator ratio, the void coefficient can be made near zero, and in fact
slightly negative.
Other parameters of the core are shown in the Appendix I. The primary circuit flow diagram
is shown in Figure 3.2-3 and an isometric illustration of the reactor coolant and its circuit is
shown in Figure 3.2-4. The core is divided into two loops. The calandria which contained
the moderator was of an aluminum-magnesium alloy.
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Figure 3.2-3 The Primary Circuit Arrangement for SGHWR
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Figure 3.2-4 Isometric Illustration of the SGHWR
Reactivity control and shutdown are achieved by (a) varying the moderator height, (b) poison
injection into absorber tubes, (c) boron poison into the bulk moderator, and (d) operation with
absorber in tubes in the moderator. Power trimming was accommodated by varying the
moderator level; large reactivity changes from fuel burnup were balanced by removing boron
from the moderator; xenon override by moderator level adjustment and boron extraction.
Load following was primarily by adjusting moderator level and reducing boron concentration.
Power shaping was done by moderator displacement (or borated liquid in absorber
tubes/[3.2-3]
Power changes are initiated at the turbine throttle valve through the action of the turbine
governor. Consequent steam pressure changes are then fed to a controller which varied
reactor power by changing moderator height.
Emergency shutdown is by boric acid discharge into the moderator through liquid shutdown
tubes, or by moderator dump.
Refuelling on-power was intended to occur from the top of the reactor. Access to the
channels was to be through rotating shields.(Figure 3.2-5).
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Figure 3.2-5 Fuelling Machine for the SGHWR
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3.2.3.1

Operation

The Winfrith SGHWR prototype operated for 23 years at an average capacity factor of 60%.
A commercial design for a 600 MWe reactor with 584 fuel channels was started but not
completed before a review of the commercial SGHWR program in 1976 decided that unit
costs of early commercial SGHWR stations would be uncompetitive. The program was
cancelled in 197713'2"21.
Problems in early operation included heavy crud deposition on the fuel pins due to impurities
in the coolant and cladding failures on the fuel. Contamination of the steam with N-16
produced by O 16 np reactions in the core produced significant fields around the turbine.
Activated corrosion products resulting from Co-60 showed the need to reduce cobalt in the
construction materials.
The reactor was used for many experimental investigations into water chemistry fuel bundle
design and heat transfer^"2"41. A loop through one of the fuel channels, independent of the
main system, was used for heat transfer experiments, including dryout experiments.
Extensive sampling points in the system (Figure 3.2-6) enabled studies to be done to model
sources and transport of corrosion products within the system. Fuel channels were inspected
at intervals and with periodic removals for evaluation showed satisfactory rates of change
with service, particularly expansion and hydrogen pick-up in pressure tubes, although the
Zircaloy-2 pressure tubes near end of operation may have reached a phase of accelerating
hydrogen pick-up behaviour.
A schematic diagram of die Winfrith reactor feed water and coolant circuits—cherafafcj
sampling points

Feedwater

Feed-heater drains return
T sample points

Figure 3.2-6 Sampling Points in the SGHWR Prototype
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3.2.4

Gentilly-1 Boiling Light Water, Heavy Water Moderated Reactor

3.2.4.1

Introduction

The Gentilly-1 pressure tube reactor is a 250 MWe heavy water moderated and boiling light
water cooled design fuelled with natural uranium dioxide. The reactor concept had been
developed in the early 1960's and in 1966 the reactor was committed for construction on the
south bank of the St. Lawrence River, near Trois Rivieres in Quebec. An illustration of the
completed reactor building is shown in Figure 3.2-7 and an illustration of the reactor
assembly is shown in Figure 3.2-8. First power was produced in 1971 and full power attained
in May 1972. It was shut down in April 1979 and by 1984 had been decommissioned. [325]
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Figure 3.2-7 Cutaway Drawing of the Gentilly 1 Reactor Building
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Figure 3.2-8 Gentilly 1, BLWHW Reactor Assembly
3.2.4.2

Design

The 308 fuel channels were oriented vertically to permit the development of the design to
allow high coolant qualities. The fuel channels penetrated the vertical calandria which
comprised 3 radially disposed zones (Figure 3.2-9). The central zone comprises the reactor
core and contains the pressure tubes and surrounding calandria tubes plus the heavy water
moderator. The second zone contains only heavy water and serves as a reflector. The third
zone is the dump annulus which surrounds the second zone and is separated from it by a
radial baffle plate. The third zone is connected hydraulically to the inner two zones by a
radial dump port located at the bottom of the baffle. During operation, helium gas pressure in
the dump annulus prevents heavy water in the inner two zones from flowing into the dump
annulus. Rapid equalization of the helium gas pressure in the spaces above the three zones
permits the heavy water to flow rapidly into the dump annulus and then into a dump tank,
thereby shutting down the reactor.
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Figure 3.2-9 The Boundary of the Calandria Vessel
The fuel design chosen was an 18 element 0.5 m long bundle of similar design to the
CANDU PHWR fuel, except that the fuel pins were of a larger diameter (19.7 mm c.f. 15
mm), and the sheath thicker (0.49 mm c.f. 0.38 mm) to improve the uranium dioxide to
zirconium ratio; and the fuel pin spacing was less than in PHWR fuel to reduce the amount of
light water in the channel. There were 10 bundles in each fuel channel. The bundles were
mounted on a central structural tube to facilitate handling and limit vibration in the pressure
tube. However, these features reduced the power output by 20% compared to the PHWR
channels. The fuel in general performed as expected, achieving burnups of 180 MWh/kgU.
Control and instrumentation features followed generally the practices being employed in the
CANDU PHWR reactor designs. The positive void and power coefficient of reactivity in the
reactor was offset by the large time constant (15-20 seconds) associated with the large UO2
fuel rods which delays the formation of voids following a change in reactor power. This
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delay exceeds any delay expected in the reactor control system. Thus the control system is
able to respond to any change in reactor power in advance of steam formation effects.
Reactivity control is achieved by:
•

On-power refuelling: Refuelling was from the bottom of the reactor only using a single
fuelling machine. The fuelling machine could transfer the fuel string to a water-filled
trench in the service building for fuel shuffling to optimize burnup and return a shuffled
fuel string to the channel.

•

Zonal absorbers (7 off) distributed throughout the core to adjust the flux distribution for
maximum output and act as a control loop for reactor flux.

•

Moderator poison injection (boron) which could be made to compensate for absence of
xenon on initial startup or startup after a long shutdown.

•

Variation in coolant flow, within limits, to control the average core coolant density.

•

Booster rods, which could be employed to compensate for the absence of voidage on
startup and operation at low power levels. These features are shown in Figure 3.2-10.
Safety systems to shut down the reactor consisted of moderator dump (the moderator
level was not normally employed to control reactor power) and a liquid injection system
into the moderator of gadolinium nitrate.

Figure 3.2-10 Arrangement of Boosters and Ion Chambers
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The reactor heat transport system operated at a pressure of 7.7 MPa. The water entered the
pressure tube at 267°C and exited at 290°C at 20% quality. The heat transport system was
carbon steel except for 2*4 Cr-1 Mo outlet feeders. The pressure tubes were heat treated
(quenched and aged) Zr-2.5% Nb, and because the system pressure was relatively low, the
pressure tubes were required to have only a wall thickness of 2.41 mm for the 103.5 mm I.D.
tubes. The heat transport system is shown in Figure 3.2-11.

HAM *«O*Ml« LtCATtMl
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Figure 3.2-11 Arrangement of the Gentilly 1 Heat Transport System
The balance of plant was along the lines of a conventional boiling water reactor plant circuit.
3.2.4.3

Operation

The operation of the reactor suffered from difficult control problems. Even at constant power
it was nearly impossible to keep a constant steam quality in each channel, and the local fuel
power increased, driving the local steam quality higher because of the positive void
coefficient.
To accommodate the resulting changes in spatial flux shape, it was essential to have a spatial
flux control system based on sufficient absorber rods in the core. However, the designed rods
were too close to the centre of the core resulting in insufficient control in the outer regions
and consequent flux tilts during booster rod insertions.
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It was recognized that enriched fuel would not have placed a high premium on neutron
economy and would have allowed higher channel power, tighter lattice pitch, and higher
burnup.
The basic reason underlying the reason to shut down Gentilly-1 was the early highly
successful operation of the CANDU-PHWR Pickering A units, which went into operation in
1971-73 and decreased the need for a backup design should heavy water losses be
unacceptable in the PHWR, because of the experience at Douglas Point.
While the early operation of Gentilly-1 was generally successful, the flux tilts as described
and corrosion problems from the decreased quality of the river water as well as fuel channel
closure plug seat spalling and fretting of PTs by flux suppressors had to be resolved. The
estimated cost of resolving the problems could not be justified by AECL (who owned the
station, whereas Hydro Quebec operated it) in terms of reactor development priorities and the
lack of purpose for the reactor, when Hydro Quebec decided to build the PHWR Gentilly-2.
3.2.4.4

Comment

The major factors which suggest that the BLW version of CANDU should be economically
attractive are obvious. These include the elimination of expensive heavy water as the reactor
coolant and those systems necessary for the recovery and upgrading of heavy water leakage
from the reactor coolant system, the elimination of the heat exchanger portions of the steam
generators, and the improved thermodynamic efficiency available from the higher turbine
cycle steam pressure through use of a direct steam cycle.
Offsetting these advantages are a number of factors which are not, perhaps, as immediately
obvious. These centre on the reactor core design and result from the relatively high neutron
absorption of the light water coolant. Boiling of the light water coolant in the core reduces
the effective density of the coolant, thereby reducing the neutron losses - except during
startup - a consideration which will be discussed later. There is, however, a practical limit in
the degree to which coolant density reduction can be achieved through boiling and this is
dictated by the need to avoid dryout of the fuel sheaths. Greater degrees of boiling reduce the
margins to dryout for a given fuel power rating. Another way to reduce the neutron
absorption of the coolant is to decrease the coolant flow area through the fuel bundles by
increasing the cross-section area of the fuel for a given pressure tube diameter. In the case of
the Gentilly-1 reactor, this was done by adopting a 19 element fuel bundle geometry with the
standard CANDU 10 cm pressure tube. This, however, limits the available fuel channel
power since the linear heat rating of the fuel elements must be such as to avoid centreline
melting of the fuel. As a result, a greater number of fuel channels is required relative to the
CANDU-PHW design which increases the necessary heavy water moderator inventory and
total fuel channel costs - particularly end fitting and lattice tube costs. The relative fuel
channel costs are further increased by the fact that the optimum length of the fuel channels is
significantly shorter because of dryout considerations with the boiling coolant (4.5 to 5 meters
as compared to the 6 meter channel length used for CANDU-PHW).
A further important cost consideration involves the need to provide additional reactivity to
permit a reactor restart following a trip when boiling in the fuel channels effectively ceases,
resulting in an additional significant reactivity load. In the case of Gentilly-1, this additional
reactivity was provided by a number of highly enriched moderator-cooled booster rods which
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could be inserted into the core for restart. Unfortunately, the use of these booster rods caused
major flux distortions in the core which, in practice, could not be compensated by the regional
flux control system. As a result, Gentilly-1 could only be restarted after the xenon poison
transient had effectively died out, thereby, providing the needed additional reactivity. This
imposed a major delay in restarting after a trip. This problem could likely be overcome with
a new design employing a larger number of smaller-worth booster rods and additional
regional flux controllers. However, this would entail significant additional capital costs.
Further unique costs associated with the CANDU-BLW are incurred through the need to
provide shielding for the direct cycle turbine and its feedwater train, the need to provide an
active turbine condenser off-gas system, and the need to provide a separate dump condenser
to act as a transient heat sink on loss of availability of the turbine plant (direct steam
discharge to atmosphere is precluded since the steam is radioactive).
In summary, AECL studies of commercial-scale CANDU-BLW reactors indicated that a
modest economic advantage in favour of this type, relative to CANDU-PHW reactors, might
be realized (perhaps up to a maximum of 10%) but that given the uncertainties associated
with the relatively unproven design and the need for extensive development work, particularly
in the safety area, this indicated advantage was not sufficient to justify further development of
the reactor type.13'2"61
3.2.5

The Fugen Boiling Light Water Cooled, Heavy Water Moderated

Pressure Tube Reactor
3.2.5.1

Introduction

The 165 MWe Fugen reactor was the prototype of what was to be a line of 600 MWe reactors
that would be part of a Japanese fuel recycle strategy in conjunction with LWRs. Such plants
would use fuel composed of recycled plutonium and depleted uranium and enriched
uraniumE32"7]. The 600 MWe demonstration plant was designed but not built because the
project had become too costly and MOX fuel cycles were established for LWRs.
The Fugen project started in October 1967. Site construction at Tsuruga began in December
1970, and the plant went into operation in March 1979.
3.2.5.2

Design Features

Schematic flow diagram of the reactor circuits is shown in Figure 3.2-12[3'2~8]. The reactor
has two independent cooling circuits, each consisting of a steam drum, inlet header, two
recirculation pumps and associated pipes.(Figure 3.2-13).
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Figure 3.2-12 Schematic Flow Diagram of Fugen
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Figure 3.2-13 Fugen Reactor Core and Reactor Coolant System (Vertical)
Each of the 224 vertical fuel channels has a heat treated Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tube into which
is loaded a cluster fuel string assembly consisting of 28 Zircaloy-2 clad fuel elements
(Figure 3.2-14). The fuel is loaded from the bottom of the reactor, off-power, although the
system was designed for on-power refuelling.
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Figure 3.2-14 Fugen Standard Fuel Assembly
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The reactor operated with mixed oxide fuel at a near zero positive void coefficient. The void
coefficient could be made more negative by adjusting the concentration of plutonium in the
fuel. Fuel of different compositions were used in the channels to flatten the flux
distribution^2"93.
Core reactivity is controlled by 49 motor-driven control rods and a control system for
concentrations of boron (B-10) in the moderator.
The reactor thermal power is controlled to maintain the rated electric power. The
electro-hydraulic control system controls the turbine control valves to maintain constant
steam pressure and turbine speed. The water level in the steam drum is controlled by
3-element signals of the main steam flow, the feedwater flow and the steam drum level.
3.2.5.3

Operation

The reactor has operated with an overall capacity factor of -64% since startup. The MOX
fuel has performed very well and has achieved a maximum burnup of 14,000 MWd/t without
fuel defecting.
3.2.6

Cirene Boiling Light Water Cooled Heavy Water Moderated Reactor

3.2.6.1

Introduction

The Cirene reactor was a 40 MW prototype electrical power plant constructed at Latina, 80
km south of Rome. Construction started in 1976 and completion was scheduled in 1984. It
was to serve as a vehicle to consolidate the various nuclear organizations in Italy by providing
a focus for activity, and when operational, as an experimental facility for advanced R&D
work. However, work on commissioning stopped in 1988 when the Italian Nuclear
Regulatory Authority would not proceed with an operating license on the grounds that
Cirene's positive power coefficient, generated by a large positive void reactivity coefficient,
did not match the current safety standards, although this had been fully acknowledged and
addressed in the design[32"1O]. Techniques to reduce the positive reactivity to low positive or
negative levels through fuel enrichment and absorbers, cobalt in the central structural tube
and dysprosium in the fuel, had not been accepted when the project closed down because of
the general moratorium on nuclear reactor operation imposed by the Italian government
following the Chernobyl accident.
3.2.6.2

Design

The Cirene reactor consisted of 60 vertical channels on a 27 cm square pitch penetrating a
3.69 m diameter vertical calandria4.7 m high[32"! 1]. The core had an active height of 4m plus
top and bottom reflectors, (see Figure 3.2-15).
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Figure 3.2-15 Cirene Reactor Assembly
Each pressure tube contained eight fuel bundles containing 18 elements arranged in two rings
of 12 and 6 elements, supported on a central structural tube (Figure 3.2-16). The inner 36
channels were to be fuelled with natural uranium as UO2, and the outer 24 channels with
1.15% enriched uranium.
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Figure 3.2-16 Cross-Section of Cirene Fuel Bundle
The reactor calandria is made up of two thin concentric shells and two shell plates at its upper
and lower ends connected to each other by the inner shell and the calandria tube extensions.
The two concentric shells encase two volumes, the core tank and the dump annulus. The two
volumes contain the heavy water and cover gas, and are connected by a wide annular port in
the lower part of the core.
The coolant flow rate is designed to match the reactor power level such that the average
coolant density is maintained at a constant value with an average exit quality at full power of
26%. At less than 30% power on startup, steam is injected into the inlet feeders from
auxiliary boilers via a steam compressor.
Reactivity control was achieved with four two-phase control rods containing a mixture of
oxygen and borated water by continuously varying the mixture density within certain
specified limits.[32"12] The mixture flows through Zircaloy U-tubes vertically in the core
between the channels. Moderator level changes and coolant flow rate changes supplemented
the control rod capability if necessary. Boron concentration in the moderator compensated
for fuel burnup and excess reactivity on initial startup.
Safety systems to provide protection against loss of coolant accidents provoking coolant
voiding (attaining -30 mk for the whole core voiding) were by two independent shutdown
systems: moderator dump to achieve 60 mk negative reactivity in approximately 3 seconds,
initiated by 3 out-of-core ion chambers, and 10 liquid poison shutoff rods providing -110 mk
in about 1.2 seconds, initiated by 12 in-core detectors that cause fast acting valves to open.
The balance of plant for the Cirene reactor followed the conventional design for boiling
water.
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3.2.7

Summary

The comments given in Section 3.2.4.4, can be applied generally to this line of reactors. The
use of light water coolant, dispensing with steam generators, is economically attractive.
These advantages have been offset by necessary design modifications in the fuel and other
features, and a necessary increase in the number of channels to achieve the same output as
pressurized heavy water cooled, heavy water moderated versions.
However, provided these problems are addressed in revised designs, this line of reactors
should be cheaper to build and operate than the heavy water cooled versions. As described in
Section 8, a conceptual design of reactor to use plutonium and thorium fuel is being pursued
by India as part of their overall plan for nuclear-based electrical generation.
3.2.8
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3.3

Characteristics of a Pressure Vessel PHWR

3.3.1

Introduction

Heavy water reactors of the pressure vessel type have been designed and constructed in three
countries: Sweden, Germany and Argentina. The main references of this line are: the Agesta
reactor in Sweden, now shutdown, the MZFR reactor in Germany, also shutdown, Atucha-1,
in operation, and Atucha-2 under construction in Argentina.
In Sweden the first pressure vessel pressurized heavy reactor was constructed at Agesta [3-3"1>2>
3,4,5,6] jj. w a s a p r o j e c t ^ a t combined the objectives of two separate reactor concepts: one
for a district heating reactor and the other for a heat and power reactor. The pressure vessel
reactor was conceived as a 65 MW prototype plant that was to supply district heating and
electricity (10 Mwe). The reactor was designed by the Swedish Atomic Energy Company
with ASEA as the major contractor. The reactor was located in an underground chamber
hewn out of solid rock to service a suburb of Stockholm.
The reactor vessel was a cylinder 5 m in diameter and 6 m high. The top head consisted of
two flat plates separated by a grid of stiffening webs with the interspace filled with light water
and kept at a similar temperature to the adjacent pressurized heavy water by a special heating
circuit. The top head was pierced with 21.6 cm diameter fuel ports and openings for control
rod thimbles and for connections to the pressurizer. The bottom head was dished and
penetrated by four 35.6 cm diameter inlet nozzles and four 35.6 cm diameter outlet nozzles
(Figure 3.3-1) &3Jn.
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Figure 3.3-1 Vertical Section through the Agesta Reactor Constructed
and Operated in Sweden
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The reactor core consisted of 140 fuel channels or shroud tubes of Zircaloy-2 arranged in a
27 cm square lattice pitch, each containing a fuel assembly consisting of 4 bundles joined
together to form a 3 m long assembly. Each bundle contained 19 fuel elements
(Figure 3.3-2). The shroud tubes were connected to the ports of the distribution header.

FUEL mo

Figure 3.3-2 Longitudinal and Transverse Sections through the 3m Long
Fuel Bundles Used in the Agesta Reactor
The heavy water from the steam generators entered the inlet nozzles at 205°C and was heated
to 220°C in passing up the fuel strings in the shroud tubes. At the top of the shroud tubes, the
water is returned down through the tube matrix to the outlet nozzles and then to the hairpin
type steam generators.
Control rods were vertically oriented and spaced between the shroud tubes as shown in
Figure 3.3-3. They totalled 30 and consisted of 16 fast acting rods of stainless steel clad over
Ag Cd and others. A boron injection was also added as a fast shutdown system.
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Figure 3.3-3 Arrangement of Fuel Channels and Control Rods in the Agesta Reactor
The reactor was shutdown for refuelling. Each fuel port in the head serviced 3 or 4 channels.
The fuelling machine, mounted above the reactor, removed the fuel string or replaced it or
shuffled it for increased burnup which was at a level of 4000 MWd/t.
The reactor operated with a good degree of reliability. Operation was interrupted over the
summer months when district heating was not required. The reactor was shutdown in 1975
and decommissioned because it was no longer an economic source of power.
The principle features of the reactors designed and constructed by Siemens-KWU are:
•

The reactor core is approximately cylindrical and consists of vertical fuel assemblies
located in the same number of fuel channels. The coolant channels are arranged on a
triangular lattice pitch of 272 mm and penetrate the top and bottom ends of a circular tank
(moderator tank) containing moderator water within the pressure vessel.

•

The reactor coolant heavy water and the moderator heavy water are at nearly the same
pressure through holes in the moderator tank communicating with the upper plenum. This
allows the fuel channel tubes that separate both fluids to be thin-walled tubes. The fuel
channel tubes can be categorized as reactors internals. Also, the two systems use the
same auxiliary systems to maintain water quality.

•

The heavy water from the coolant circuit, goes to the bottom of the pressure vessel (lower
plenum) through the downcomer, from respective inlet nozzles in the upper part of the
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vessel, as in a PWR. Similarly, but through separate inlet nozzles, the moderator heavy
water is distributed by a header in the bottom of the moderator tank and exits from an
upper header near the top of the tank. The primary coolant heavy water is distributed to
the fuel channels from the lower plenum at the bottom of the vessel.
•

The heat in the moderator water is used to preheat the feedwater producing a net
efficiency of operation of approximately 29% for Atucha-1 and 32% for Atucha-2.

•

The reactivity can be controlled by "black" absorbers and by "grey" absorbers arranged in
groups or banks of 3 azimuthally symmetric absorber rods. These penetrate the vertical
triangular pitch matrix of fuel channel tubes at an angle to the vertical.

•

The reactivity can also be controlled by boron additions and by moderator temperature.

•

The reactor can be refuelled on-power with a single fuelling machine operating above the
reactor vessel cover head.

•

The containment is a spherical stainless steel containment and protected against external
impacts by surrounding reinforced concrete reactor building.

3.3.2

Heat Transport/Moderator System

The heat transport system consists of the reactor vessel, the steam generators (2), the primary
pumps (2) and the pressurizer which keeps pressure at approximately 115 ata.
The system has 2 loops and for Atucha-1, the exit temperature from the pressure vessel is
~300°C and the inlet temperature of the return coolant into the pressure vessel is 265°C. The
moderator outlet from the moderator tank is at approximately 210°C which is high enough to
use the moderator cooler for feedwater heating. The circuit used for purification and
degassing is taken off the moderator circuit. At shutdown, the moderator cooling system is
used as a residual heat removal system.
For so doing, instead of feedwater preheating, the secondary side of the moderator coolers
circulates light water of the "intermediate RHR system, which in turn is cooled by the Brana
River water.
A simplified flow diagram is shown in Figure 3.3-4 and the circuit parameters for Atucha I in
Figure 3.3-5.[3-3"8'9]
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Figure 3.3-4 Simplified Flow Diagram for a Pressure Vessel Heavy Water Cooled
and Moderated Reactor
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3.3.3

Reactor

The components of the reactor vessel are illustrated in Figure 3.3-6. There are no
penetrations into the vessel in the core region (i.e. below the top of the moderator tank). At
the top and bottom of the vessel are large steel filler pieces to reduce the volume of heavy
water. Fuel channel tube extensions with guide tubes penetrate the upper filler pieces to be
accessed by the fuelling machine. The upper and lower filler pieces have water passages to
allow the coolant heavy water to maintain the temperature of this region. Most of the coolant
flow goes into the fuel channels via the lower plenum. The heated water exits the fuel
channel into the upper plenum and is directed to nozzles to exit from the pressure vessel.
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Figure 3.3-6 Cross-Section of an Atucha-Type Pressure Vessel Heavy Water Reactor
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3.3.4

Fuel Channel Tubes

The Zircaloy-2 fuel channel tubes run from below the lower moderator ring header where
they are roll expanded into a stainless steel channel extension containing a lower bearing,
down to holes in the moderator tank lower head (that communicate with the coolant lower
plenum), to above the moderator upper distribution header where they are roll expanded into
stainless extension tubes that penetrate the moderator tank upper head and the upper filler
pieces. Primary coolant heavy water exits from slots in the tubes in the upper plenum.
Extension tubes lead from the fuel channel tubes to the top of the pressure vessel head where
there are closure plugs that can be opened by the fuelling machine. The fuel is a 37-element
bundle with elements supported by intermediate Zircaloy baffle platest3'3"8]. The bundle is
spring-loaded against the inner side of the fuel channel tubes to prevent fretting and has
spring compensating discs at the top and bottom of the active length to accommodate fuel
element extension. The fuel design used is shown in Figure 3.3-7.
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Figure 3.3-7 Fuel Assembly for Pressure Vessel PHWR
3.3.5

Fuel Handling System

The fuel is removed by a single fuelling machine positioned above the reactor vessel. During
the time the channel is open a seal is achieved between a sealing ring and the fuelling
machine by the weight of the fuelling machine. The fuel string is removed into the machine
and transported to the fuel handling pool where it is tilted to the horizontal position for
transfer to the spent fuel bay outside the reactor building. At an intermediate position, the
fuel is cleaned of heavy water before entering the light water of the spent fuel bay
(Figure 3.3-8).133"121
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Figure 3.3-8 The Fuel Transfer Process from Fuel Channel to Fuel Bay
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3.3.6

Feedwater and Steam Generating System

Steam leaves the steam generators at approximately 255°C and 44 kg/cm2 for feeding a single
turbine-generator. Its passage through the high-pressure turbine and into the low-pressure
turbine via moisture separators follows a conventional arrangement. The only significant
difference is the substitution of the moderator cooler for the high-pressure feedwater heater.
3.3.7

Reactivity Control

The reactivity, and thus the power output of the reactor, is controlled by various methods.
For Atucha-1, the reactor contains one "black" absorber bank made of hafnium and one
"grey" (stainless steel) control tank, each bank composed of 3 azimuthally symmetric
absorber rods. The inclined control elements are used to control the reactivity and the power
distribution, to compensate the buildup of xenon poisoning following a reactor power
reduction; to provide damping of azimuthal xenon oscillations, and to shut down the reactor.
For this last function, eight "black" banks are available (Reactor Shutdown System No. 1).
The reactivity depth of all control elements is sufficient to shut the reactor safely down into a
subcritical state.
In addition to the control elements, reactivity control is provided by the boric acid dousing
system. The addition or extraction of boric acid serves to compensate slow reactivity changes
due to the burnup during the first period of operation and only for Atucha-2, to maintain the
reactor in a safe subcritical condition at zero power. Extraction of the boric acid is performed
by anion exchange columns.
Additionally, a poison injection system, as a second independent shutdown system is
provided, which injects boric acid into the moderator (Reactor Shutdown System No. 2).
The reactivity can, in addition to these reactivity control systems, also be controlled by
varying the moderator temperature within a certain range, which is advantageous for some
operating modes.
At the very start of operation, the reactor is charged with fresh natural uranium fuel
assemblies. The excess reactivity of the first core is compensated by the control elements and
by boron admixed to the heavy water coolant/moderator.
Radial shuffling of the fuel assemblies is used to get efficient burnup until use of control rods
is necessary. Thereafter, new fuel is required. An equilibrium radial burnup distribution in
the core is achieved after two complete fuel loadings.
The refuelling rate using natural uranium is of the order of 1.3 or 1.45 fuel assemblies per full
power day, respectively for Atucha-1 and Atucha-2 (exit burnup of 6.0 and 7.5 MWd/kgU
respectively). The refuelling rate is reduced to 0.7 fuel assemblies per full power day for
Atucha-1 using SEU fuel at 0.85% enrichment, and the burnup is increased to 11 MWd/kgU.
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3.3.8

Plant Control and Operating Modes

The control concept of the PHWR is based on an operating mode with a constant main steam
pressure bar at the steam generator outlet over the whole load range. As a result the reactor
coolant temperature will rise as the load increases.
This simple mode is made possible by the fact that the coolant temperature coefficient though
comparatively small, is positive, and even a small increase in reactivity is sufficient for a
power increase. The reactor coolant volume changes due to temperature variations during
load changes and they are accommodated by the pressurizer by varying the reference value for
the pressurizer water level in accordance with the reactor power.
The reactor power level is controlled through the neutron flux. For this purpose, the reference
power value is pre-set to the neutron flux controller, where it is compared to the actual reactor
power value. When the two values are not in agreement, the neutron flux controller
withdraws or inserts the control elements in the reactor core and thus changes the reactor
power. The main steam generated by the steam generators flows to the turbine, the steam
pressure being kept at a constant level by actuation of the main steam valves.
During load rejections, the reactor power is reduced to a predetermined minimum power
level, while the excess steam is dumped directly into the condenser via the main steam bypass
station. In this case, the main steam pressure is kept at approximately the same value by this
station. The condenser is designed to accept 70% to 80% of the main steam flow, for
Atucha-1 and 2.
3.3.9

Safety Systems

The safety systems consist of the reactor protection system and the engineered safety features.
The reactor protection system consists of three parts:
•

the analogue;

•

the logic system;

•

the control system.

The engineered safety systems are:
•

the shutdown "black" absorber rods;

•

the boron injection system;

•

the moderator system;

•

the residual heat removal system, and

•

the various cooling systems, containment isolation and the emergency power supply
systems.
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3.3.10

Specific Reactor Features

3.3.10.1

The MZFR Reactor

Construction by Siemens AG of the initial pressure vessel heavy water reactor, the
multi-purpose research reactor MZFR, started in 1962 and it commenced operation at the
Karslruhe Nuclear Research Centre in 1966. Its electrical output was 57 MWe. The reactor
operated until 1984 with some of its output used for district heating of the Karlsruhe Centre.
3.3.10.1.1

Design

A section through the MZFR reactor building is shown in Figure 3.3-9. The reactor vessel
was mounted in a massive concrete holder which surrounded the lower part of the vessel.
The reactor vessel, shown in Figure 3.3-10, had the basic features to be seen in the subsequent
Atucha-1 reactor. Filler pieces occupied the top and bottom of the vessel to reduce heavy
water volume and the moderator water entered the vessel through a nozzle in the upper part of
the reactor and was sent through a downcomer to the moderator distribution header at the
bottom of the calandria tank13'3"11-1. The primary coolant entered through side ports and was
directed to the bottom of the vessel where it was distributed to the fuel channels that passed
through the bottom of the calandria tank. The coolant exited from the fuel channels at a
domed upper plenum which directed it to two outlet nozzles.
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Figure 3.3-9 Cross-Section of the Containment of the MZFR
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Figure 3.3-10 MZFR Pressure Vessel; Fuel Channel and Reactivity Mechanism Arrangement
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The flow circuit for the nuclear steam supply is similar to that described in Sections 3.3.2 and
3.3.6, the feedwater being reheated by two moderator coolers.
3.3.10.2

The Atucha-1 Reactor

On the basis of the MZFR performance, the first commercial order for a 330 MWe PHWR
was obtained by Siemens from CNEA, Argentina, in 1968. The new plant, Atucha-1, entered
commercial service in 1974 and has operated quite satisfactorily to the present time with a
capacity factor near to 90% for most of the years, except for a major shutdown in 1989-90 for
reactor internal repairs.
The essential parameters of the Atucha-1 plant are shown in the Appendix A. Cross-sections
of the reactor are shown in Figure 3.3-6. The fuel channel tubes are vertical and are of
Zircaloy-2. These were initially surrounded by two thin tubular isolating elements of
Zircaloy-2 designed to limit the thermal gradient through the fuel channel tube wall by
creating stagnant layers of moderator around the fuel channel tube. Because of severe
hydriding of the thin (0.1 mm) intermediate Zircaloy insulating tube, the design has been
modified in replaced channels to a single isolating tube.
The primary heavy water coolant is received from the inlet nozzle and directed through the
downcomer to the bottom of the vessel and proceeds up from the lower plenum into the fuel
channels. The moderator and the primary coolant water inside fuel channel tubes are thus at
only a small differential pressure and the fuel channels tubes can be relatively thin (1.7

mmp101.

There are 252 fuel channel assemblies in the core with 29 shutdown and control rods
penetrating in the moderator among the vertical fuel channel assemblies at an angle of the
order of 20°, as shown in Figure 3.3-6.
The reactor has two coolant loops with a steam generator servicing each loop. The moderator
water is used to heat the feedwater and the reactivity can be controlled somewhat by the
temperature of the moderator water. Boron can be added as a poison on startup to offset
excess reactivity.
The reactor is fuelled on-power by a fuelling machine that sits above the reactor and which
uses its own weight to seal the fuel channel extension during fuelling. The fuel is natural
uranium (slightly enriched uranium (0.85% U-235) is now being substituted for natural
uranium to reduce fuel costs) in a 37 element bundle, each element clad with 11.9 mm
diameter Zircaloy-4 tubing, 0.5 mm thick. The fuel rods are threaded through and supported
by intermediate Zircaloy baffle plates. Typically a burnup of 11.4 MWd/kgU is now achieved
with 0.85% enriched uranium. The active fuel rod length is 5300 mm.
The fuel assembly is transferred by the fuelling machine from a channel to a position for
flaskingt3'310]. The fuel string is then tilted to the horizontal position for transfer along the
fuelling canal, where it is dried of heavy water before placing it vertically in the spent fuel
pool (Figure 3.3-8).
The inlet and outlet temperatures of the heat transport heavy water are 265°C and 300°C
respectively.
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The thermal reactor power is 1179 MW and the gross generator output is 357 MWe and net
plant power 335 MWe. The average moderator temperature varies between 170°C and
210°C.
The containment for the Atucha-1 reactor system is spherical and further protected by a
reinforced concrete domed cylindrical shell. The plant layout and other plant features are
similar to the KWU PWRs.
The EECS has a higher pressure stage made up of accumulators and light water tanks, and a
lower pressure stage with pumps, quite similar to ECCS of PWRs.
The reactor has operated well with an overall load factor of 71%. The reactor has required
replacement of the channels because of excessive hydriding of the isolation tubes around the
fuel channel tubes. Replacement of the channels has been done during annual outages and
will be completed in the year 2000.
3.3.10.3

The Atucha-2 Reactor

The Atucha-2 reactor, currently under construction adjacent to Atucha-1, is a 745 MWe unit
developed from the Atucha-1 design by Siemens-KWU[3'3'121. Many of the components have
a conceptual design identical to those of Atucha-1, while the plant layout and other features
are derived from the design of the pre-Konvoi and Konvoi-1300 plants. Construction of the
reactor started in 1979. This plant has not been finished because of lack of funding and
remains about 80% complete.
The reactor has 451 coolant channels arranged on a triangular lattice pitch of 272 mm with an
intended inlet temperature of 277°C and an outlet temperature of 314°C at approximately 115
ata. The reactor core is approximately cylindrical in shape and contains a moderator tank
with the described inlet and outlet distribution headers for the moderator water. The reactor
coolant flows inside the F/C tubes and leaves the channel through slots at the upper plenum
formed by the top plate of the moderator bank and the bottom of the upper filler pieces. As
for Atucha-1, coolant flow restrictors at the channel inlets adjust the coolant flow to the radial
neutron flux distribution.
The reactor coolant system and the moderator system are maintained at equal pressure by
pressure equalization openings of the moderator tank closure head. As with Atucha-1 the
connection between the two systems allows the use of common auxiliary systems to maintain
water quality.
The heat transport system consists of 2 loops each consisting of a steam generator, coolant
pump and piping. A pressurizer system is connected to one loop and comprises the
pressurizer vessel; electric heaters in the vessel; a surge line; spray lines with valves and
safety valves. The pressurizer maintains the appropriate pressure to prevent boiling under all
operating conditions, and to absorb volume fluctuations in the system during load changes.
The safety valves in the pressurizer system open to protect against overpressurization of the
system and the released steam is discharged and condensed in the pressurizer relief system.
The moderator system has 4 loops comprising a moderator cooler, moderator pump, and
interconnecting piping and valves. The moderator system can function in 3 modes. In
normal operation the system maintains the moderator at a outlet temperature of ~200°C and
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an inlet temperature of 140°C. The heat transferred in the moderator cooler preheats the
feedwater. In a residual heat removal mode the system is switched around so that heat is
extracted from the bottom of the moderator tank and fed into the cold legs of the reactor
coolant loops and also into the reactor coolant inlet annulus of the reactor vessel. In an
emergency core cooling mode the moderator serves as a high pressure core reflooding and
cooling system. It is similar in action to the residual heat removal mode but in addition water
is injected into the hot legs of the reactor pressure vessel.
A property of the moderator system is that it allows the hot shutdown condition of the reactor
to be maintained for as long as required or to cool-down at a pre-set rate and achieve
emergency core cooling without main steam blow off.
The fuel assembly is very similar to that of Atucha-1. It consists of 37 elements arranged in 3
concentric circles, a rod supporting plate and Zircaloy baffle plates to line up the fuel
elements, and the linkage with a coupling for connection to the upper filler body.
The steam generators in the primary circuit are conventional KWU U-tube design with alloy
800 tubing.
The ECCS is conceptually similar to that of Atucha-1 and to that of Siemens PWRs. The
same applies for this electric supply system and other plant features, which are quite similar
to those of Konvoi plants.
3.3.11

Boiling Heavy Water Pressure Vessel Reactor, Marviken

In Sweden, in 1960, a direct cycle pressure vessel boiling heavy water reactor was planned as
a promising parallel concept to the pressurized water reactor AGESTAf3'3"133. The reactor
system was intended to produce initially, saturated vapour (47 bar and 260°C) to drive the
turbine for a power output of 140 Mwe, and eventually with the fuelling of superheat
channels, the production of superheated vapour at 41 bar and 475°C, to achieve a higher
power output (200 MWe).
In 1963, a decision was made to construct a 140/200 MWe prototype as a direct cycle
reactor-turbine layout for a boiling heavy water reactor core. The construction schedule
called for the reactor to go critical in 1968. The reactor site, at Marviken was on a peninsula
120 km south-west of Stockholm.
The major aim was to verify the performance of natural uranium fuel in saturation boiling, for
large reactors, although slightly enriched fuel (1.35% U-235 and 1.75% U-235 (superheat
channels) was planned for the initial cycles to reduce the prototype size and make superheat
possible[3"3'14]. ASEA was the reactor equipment designer and carried out the supervision of
manufacturing, assembly and commissioning work. The 23 m high reactor vessel was
constructed and shipped to site and installed in 1967.
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Figure 3.3-11 The Flow Paths through the Channels of the Marviken Pressure Vessel
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In the reactor design, the feedwater from the condenser at 110°C is led into the bottom of the
reactor via 21 feedwater inlet nozzles (Figure 3.3-11). The water circulates in the moderator
tank and rises to the top of the moderator tank and then flows radially above the top reflector
to a zonal space where it mixes with heated water from the boiler channels before entering an
annular downcomer between the vessel wall and the moderator tank wall. This water flows
through the downcomer to the inlet plenum below the moderator tank. Slightly subcooled,
the heavy water enters the 147 boiler channels in which the water rises under boiling
conditions. The steam water mixture leaves the channels through an outlet above the normal
water surface. The steam from the boiler channels rises in the steam dome and separated
steam enters the 32 superheater channels at a higher level to make a downward passage
through the core to the outlet nozzles which are connected to an external outlet header. From
the header the steam flows to the turbine. Valves control the flow in each superheater
channel when fuelled, but are open for saturated flow.
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The reactor was planned to have refuelling equipment internal to the pressure vessel and
above the core for fuel shuffling and refuelling on load for the boiler channels. The fuel is
lifted by a grab from the core channel, spray cooled while being transferred into a manipulator
tube (Figure 3.3-12)[33"15]. The fuel is then lowered into a fuel shute tube which penetrates
the bottom reactor shell, and into a transfer lock for drying before discharging into a light
water fuel storage pit. The drive cables for the fuel transfer mechanism are activated from
outside the reactor through the top-most dome. Reactivity control was with 16 regulating
rods and 24 safety rods arranged as shown in Figure 3.3-13. The absorbers of 70% Ag, 30%
Cd are tubular and canned in stainless steel, except for a small number of purely stainless
steel absorber tubes for fine control. The actuating mechanism is hydraulic using D2O and
the actuating system is outside the reactor.

©
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Figure 3.3-13 The Core Lattice of the Marviken Reactor Designed
with a 250 mm Lattice Pitch
The boiler channel fuel assembly was a 36 element structure arranged in three concentric
circles. It consisted of a lifting head, a central support tube, two bumpers and seven spacers.
The bumpers protect the assembly during charging operations. The total length is 4.75 m and
the active length 4.42 m. The weight of fuel is 200 kg in each assembly contained in
Zircaloy-2 tubes 0.63 mm thick to contain the fuel pellets 12.4 mm diameter.
The turbine and feedwater system for Marviken required special considerations for sealing
and simplification of the feedwater system to reduce D2O volume as well as recombination of
D 2 and O2. Additional concerns that were identified were[3"3'16].
-

contamination by activated corrosion produces and radioactive inert gases in the steam;
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-

high oxygen concentrations due to radiolytic decomposition in the steam;

-

chloride salt in the steam from condenser leaks.

These all required additional design features to reduce their importance.
However, despite considerable development and light water testing of the reactor system, the
decision was made in April 1970 not to complete the reactor, because of the additional
investment and development time (2-3 years) required to complete the reactor and the loss of
interest in this reactor design by utilities133"61.
Unsatisfactory experience which also influenced this decision was as follows:
-

void and fuel temperature coefficients of reactivity which were predicted to be negative
were from subsequent information and measurements found to be less favourable;

-

in preliminary tests with light water condensation occurred in the superheated fuel
channels under saturated steam conditions;

-

safety reviews to the more rigorous criteria that had become current indicated several
additions to the hardware were necessary.
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3.4

Characteristics of Heavy Water Moderated Gas Cooled Reactors

3.4.1

Introduction

Four gas-cooled pressure tube reactors of relatively small size were built in the 1960's to
explore the use of CO2 as a heat transport fluid in combination with heavy water moderation
rather than graphite. The reactors had innovative fuel designs and most had the pressure
tubes vertically oriented although the most successful unit, the EL-4 plant in France, had the
pressure tubes horizontal. The potential advantages were low neutron absorption by the
coolant and high outlet coolant temperatures available at moderate pressures. The
disadvantages were in relatively poor heat transfer and heat transport properties of CO2.
The advantage of using CO2 is that the heat transport gas can be heated to much higher
temperatures than possible with water and achieve higher thermal efficiencies at the turbine.
Typically the temperature reached by the CO2 is about 500°C. The heat is exchanged in
steam generators to produce the steam to drive turbines. A simplified flow diagram based on
the EL-4 system is shown in Figure 3.4-1.[34"1]

DECASIFli
IFIEB
HEAT
EXCHANGERS

WATER
PUMPS (3)

Figure 3.4-1 Simplified Flow Diagram of the EL-4 Nuclear Plant
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3.4.2

Specific Reactor Plants

3.4.2.1

The EL-4 Reactor at Mont d'Aree

3.4.2.1.1

General Description

The EL-4 reactor of 70 MWe was constructed at the Mont d'Aree site near Brennilis, in
France. The moderator heavy water is contained in a horizontal cylinder 4.6 m long and 4.8
m in diameter. The 216 fuel channels, arranged on a square pitch of 234 mm, are contained
in Zircaloy tubes. The Zircaloy pressure tubes, 107 mm ID and 3.2 mm wall thickness
operate at a low temperature by being thermally isolated from the hot CO2 gas by a stainless
steel guide tube and thermal insulation between the guide tube and the pressure tube.t34"2]
[34-3] rp^g p r e s s u r e t u b e j sr o ii e d into the end shields which puts it in axial tension during
operation because of the greater thermal expansion of the steel vessel. There are 9 fuel
bundles in each channel. The CO2 enters the channel at a temperature of 235°C and exits at a
temperature of 475°C and a pressure of 60 kg/cm2 (5.5 MPa). The end shields of the reactor
contain light water for cooling and radiation shielding. Control rods penetrate the reactor
vertically between the fuel channels and are supported above the reactor from a platform (see
Figure 3.4-2).
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The hot CO2 gas exits the channel and is piped to collectors above the reactor from which it is
distributed to each of 4 column heat exchangers in two circuits. The steam produced is sent
to the turbine and the cooled CO2 returned to the fuel channels. Part of the steam is diverted
to turbo-soufflants or steam turbine driven blowers which pump the CO2 back to the
channels.
The channel is fuelled by a fuelling machine at each end of the reactor. The fuel is in short
bundles containing UO2 enrichment of 1.4% U235 (1.3 to 1.6%). Short pellets of sintered UO2
were contained initially in rectangular cross-section stainless steel sheaths. With the poor
performance of the stainless steel, the fuel cladding was changed to a Zr-1.8% Cu alloy in a
corrugated cladding.[34~4] There are 19 fuel elements in each bundle. To increase stiffness
and facilitate handling during assembly, the fuel elements are encased in a perforated graphite
tube (Figure 3.4-3). They are introduced at the hot end of the channel and removed at the
cold end. The fuelling machines were required to change 16 fuel bundles per day.

f

FUEL BUNDLE
(Partial Section)
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Figure 3.4-3 The Fuel Bundle Design used Initially in EL-4
3.4.2.1.2

Reactor

The reactor is enclosed in a domed cylindrical building, 56 m in diameter and 46 m high, with
walls 60 cm thick. An illustration of the building and layout of the components and systems
is shown in Figure 3.4-4.
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Figure 3.4-4 Illustration of the EL-4 Reactor Building showing the
Location of Components and Systems
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3.4.2.1.3

Operation

The EL-4 reactor started up in 1965. It had initial problems with steam generators which were
overcome in the first two years of operation, and it was not able to use beryllium alloy fuel
cladding as intended. However, it operated successfully until 1985 when it was shutdown,
together with some other gas cooled reactors in France because EDF decided to concentrate
on PWRs. The advantages of this reactor were the relatively low cost of per unit of electricity
and low fields in the reactor vault. Because of the absence of activity transport, the reactor
face and vault were accessible when the reactor was at power.
3.4.2.2

Niederaichbach Reactor (KNN)

3.4.2.2.1

General

The 100 MWe Niederaichbach reactor was designed by Siemens in the early 60's and
constructed between 1965 and 1970 in the Isar Valley about 70 km northwest of Munich.13'4"61
It achieved full power in 1970. The reactor contained 351 vertical channels on a square pitch
of 24.5 cm. The channels penetrated a tank or calandria containing heavy water moderator
with a helium cover gas. The heat transported by CO2 was sent to steam generators in 2 loops
to produce the steam to drive the turbine^34"61 (see Figure 3.4-5).

r

Figure 3.4-5 Simplified Flow Diagram of Niederaichbach Heavy Water Moderated Gas
Cooled Reactor
3.4.2.2.2

Reactor

Vertical and horizontal cross-sections of the Niederaichbach reactor are shown in
Figure 3.4-6. Each of the 351 fuel channels contained 4 fuel bundles, each with 19 fuel
elements (see Figure 3.4-6).[3-4"7] The fuel was clad with stainless steel with an 0.25 mm wall
thickness. Each element was 15 mm OD and 1075 mm long. The UO2 fuel pellets were
enriched to 1.15% U2O2.t3-4~8] The heat was removed from the fuel with CO2 which operated
at an inlet pressure and temperature of 60 at.abs and 253°C and outlet pressure and
temperature of 53.5 atabs and 550°C.
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Figure 3.4-6 Horizontal and Vertical Cross-Sections of Niederaichbach Reactor and
Longitudinal Section through Fuel Bundle
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The fuel channels which were arranged within a 5.18 m diameter, penetrated the cylindrical
moderator tank which was 6.14 m diameter and 7.34 m high. The active core length was 4.3
m. The pressure retaining tube was of Zircaloy which was isolated from the hot gas by a foil
and thin-walled tube and operated at the moderator temperature of less than 100°C
(Figure 3.5-12 in Section 3.5.1). The reactor was designed to be refuelled on power from the
top of the reactor, at a refuelling rate of approximately 1 fuel bundle/day. The channel inlet
was at the top of the reactor.
3.4.2.2.3

Reactor Operation and Control

The basic control is achieved by adding a burnable poison, CdSC>4, to the moderator. The
moderator level could also be adjusted. The moderator could be dumped to shutdown the
reactor.
The Niederaichbach reactor reached full power in 1970 and was connected to the grid in
1973. It was shutdown in 1974 when it was deemed to be uneconomic to operate compared
to other water cooled reactors and the decommissioning activity had the objective to
demonstrate the ability to return a reactor site to a green field condition.
3.4.2.3

The Lucens Gas Cooled Heavy Water Reactor

3.4.2.3.1

General

The Lucens reactor was constructed in underground caverns at a site between Lausanne and
Berne from 1962 to 1968.[34"9] It was a 30 MWt/8.3 MWe pressure tube reactor with CO2
cooling. It was designed to combine the features of the French and British Magnox reactors
with heavy water moderator/3'4"101 It only operated for few months when a 3 month shutdown
was required for maintenance. At startup, flow blockage occurred from corrosion products as
a result of water condensing in some channels during the shutdown and corroding the
magnesium alloy fuel cladding. The flow blockage was undetected during the subsequent rise
to power due to flow by-pass of the blocked sub-channels. The clad melted and further
obstructed the flow, leading to a uranium fire, graphite column contact with the pressure tube
due to bowing and pressure tube failure by overheating and pressure tube rupture. The
calandria tube raptured as well. The reactor was shutdown and eventually decommissioned.
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3.4.2.3.2

Reactor

The reactor consisted of 73 vertical channels which penetrated a 3.13 m diameter moderator
tank (Figure 3.4-7). The 73 fuel channels were fuelled with fuel element assemblies
containing 7 fuel rods of metallic uranium encased in a finned magnesium 0.6% Zirconium
alloy cladding.[34"11] The fuel rods were inserted into a graphite matrix (see Figure 3.4-8).
The channel was of a re-entrant design. The cooler CO2 gas flowed down an outer annulus
between the graphite column and the Zircaloy tube and at the bottom flowed up around the
finned magnesium rod to remove the heat. The Zircaloy pressure tube was insulated from the
moderator by an aluminum alloy calandria tube and an annular atmosphere of low pressure
CO2. It operated at approximately the inlet gas temperature.

Upper iteel end-piece (coolant connector)

Graphite coUmtn

Fuel rod

Coolant channel

Tendon rod (Zircaloy)
i -

-Y

Pressure lube (Zircaloy)

Dimensions In miilimetcn

Uranium rod
Magnesium can
Low-pressure C 0 2
(0,0)
Lower graphite end»pieces

Dimensions i n millimeters

Figure 3.4-8 Horizontal Section through the Fuel Channel and Fuel Assembly and a
Vertical Section through the Fuel Assembly of the Lucens Reactor
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The CO2 gas entered the top of the channels at 62 at.abs and a temperature of 223°C. It
exited the channel at 57.1 atabs and at a temperature of 378°C.
The fuel was metallic uranium enriched to 0.96% and alloyed with chromium. The fuel rods
were 17 mm diameter and 650 mm long. The 3-piece graphite fuel column was held together
by three spring loaded Zircaloy 2 tendons on the outside of the graphite.
The reactor was fuelled using a handling machine located above the reactor that could remove
both channel and fuel together. This machine lowered the spent fuel/pressure tube into a
discharge machine below the reactor.
The core had 14 control rod positions between the fuel channels. Six safety rods were on a
circle approximately halfway between the centre and the outer diameter of the core, and 4
were close to the centre on an intermediate diameter. Six of the safety rod positions had a
reinforced "calandria" tube surrounding them to protect against potential over pressure
conditions as high as 80 atabs in the moderator resulting from abnormal events.
The reactor was shielded with steel and concrete in the radial direction and by steel and light
water above and below the core.
The reactor was divided into two halves to service each of two loops. The interconnected
piping circulated the CO2 gas through the steam generators. The steam generators were the
first helicoidal once through steam generators to be installed in a nuclear plant. They
delivered super heated steam at 23 bar and 370°C to the turbine.
3.4.2.3.3

Operation

As described, the reactor only operated for a few months before the accident. Before
commissioning it was recognized that the design was not supported by the Swiss electrical
utilities and its operation was intended for experimental purposes for a limited time to
perform extensive transient test programs before conversion to a test facility for high
temperature He-cooled fuel elements.
3.4.2.4

The Bohunice Al KS150 Reactor

3.4.2.4.1

Introduction

The KS150 reactor was constructed at Bohunice, Slovakia, from 1958 to 1971. It was
connected to the grid in 1972 and operated until 1979 when it was shutdown. The reactor
generated 144 MWe.
3.4.2.4.2

Design

The reactor core was enclosed in a steel pressure vessel (Figure 3.4-9). The moderator heavy
water was enclosed in an aluminum cylindrical tank 4 m high and 4.16 m diameter in the
bottom half of the pressure vessel. The moderator tank was penetrated by 196 vertical
channels of which 156 were fuelled and 40 occupied by control rods. [3 ' 412] The moderator
operated at a maximum temperature of 90°C.
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Figure 3.4-9 Vertical Section through the KS150 HWMGCR in Slovakia
The fuel was cooled with CO2 which entered the vessel near the top into a plenum at a
temperature and pressure of 105°C and 66 kg/cm2.abs respectively, and after passing down
the fuel channels exited via a plenum and nozzles at 425°C and 57 kg/cm2 respectively.
In the out-reactor circuit (Figure 3.4-10) the gas was circulated to a series of exchangers:
initially to a high pressure superheater producing steam to the HP turbine at 400°C and 29
kg/cm2, fed from a steam drum heated from an HP evaporator and an HP economizer
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following and in series with HP superheater. The gas then is sent to a LP superheater
producing steam for the LP turbine supplied from a steam drum heated by a LP evaporator
and a LP condensate heater. The cooled CO2 is returned to the reactor via six blowers.
TOIM. cq, run T»»»mi«iitiiATiMinTng:i.tyi«c

FLOW DIAGRAM HWGCR

Figure 3.4-10 Flow Diagram of the Reactor Circuits of the KS150 HWMGCR
at Hohyunice in Slovakia
3.4.2.4.3

Operation

The plant appears to have operated satisfactorily until 1979 when fuel melting occurred.
Following that incident the reactor was shutdown.
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3.5

Unique Features of Heavy Water Reactor Technology

3.5.1

Fuel Channel Technology

3.5.1.1

Introduction

The components that are part of fuel channels of various heavy water moderator reactors can
be grouped into three main categories:
•

The pressure retaining components including the out-of-core channel extensions and the
mechanical closures accessed by fuelling machines to refuel the channel.

•

The channel support components, which are more obvious as the end bearings and
spacer/calandria tube components in horizontal channels.

•

The channel internals which may include radiation shielding plugs; thermal shielding
plugs; flow straighteners/modifiers; fuel supports and the fuel.

Since many of the fuel channel designs were one-off designs, there was little development of
most of the concepts. In the case of the CANDU channel, development has been towards
larger diameter and longer channels to achieve higher power outputs at higher temperatures
(Figure 3.5-l) [351] . This part of the development has now reached a limit for pressurized
water conditions and development activities are now towards longer channel life than 30
years with limited modification of the basic design. A genealogical representation of
CANDU fuel channel evolution is shown in Figure 3.5-2.
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Figure 3.5-2 Evolution of the CANDU Fuel Channel Design
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In the previous sections, a number of reactor designs using heavy water moderation were
described. It was obvious that based on the pressure tube boundary conditions, the fuel
channels could be divided into three types:
•

Channels with a high temperature, high pressure boundary

•

Channels with a high temperature, low pressure boundary

•

Channels with a low temperature, moderate pressure boundary

The aspects of fuel technology to be described in the various reactor designs will thus be
described on the basis of the above divisions.
3.5.1.2

Channels with High Temperature, High Pressure Boundary

3.5.1.2.1

The CANDU 6 Channel

CANDU PHWR - The CANDU 6 fuel channel is shown in illustration in Figure 3.5-3 it was
derived from the Pickering 'A' fuel channel which in turn had its original in the Douglas
Point and NDP designs. The pressure retaining components are the pressure tubes, end-fitting
and closure seals. The Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tube, 104 mm ID, 4 mm wall thickness and 6.1
m long, is made from extruded, cold worked and stress relieved Zr-2.5% Nb. The tube is roll
expanded into AISI type 403 stainless steel end fittings by a procedure that leaves low tensile
residual stresses at the end of the rolled zone. The total length of the fuel channel including
the end fittings in 10.1 m. The channel is accessed at each end for fuel removal and
replacement. New fuel is inserted at the inlet end and used fuel removed at the outlet end.
There are 12 bundles in each channel. Since the fuel is in 37-element bundles (and soon to be
used 43-element bundles) the bundles can be stored in a rotating magazine of the fuelling
machine before or after removal.
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CANDU 6 Fuel Channel Assembly
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pressure tube
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Figure 3.5-3 Illustration of the CANDU 6 Fuel Channel
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The pressure tube and contents are supported by linear sliding bearings at each end of the
reactor. The journal bearings are formed by ring bearings on the end fittings mating with
sleeve bearings in the lattice tube. The in-core section of the pressure tube is supported by the
surrounding calandria tube through toroidally coiled spacers which accommodate relative
axial and diametral movement of the pressure tube and the calandria tube.
Positioning assemblies at each end of the channel, position the channel in the reactor.
Typically the channel is positioned to allow elongation to take place on the full length of the
bearings at one end by fixing the end fitting at the other end to the positioning assembly. At
half life the channels are relocated by releasing the channel and pushing it to the inboard
extremity of the unused bearing length and refixing it to the other positioning assembly. Each
end fitting contains: (i) a liner tube so that the fuel bundles do not have to suffer cross-flow
on entering or leaving the fuel channel; (ii) a shield plug which supports the fuel at the outlet
end and whereby flow is directed into the annulus between the liner tube and the end fitting
body (and out through the side port) or from the liner annulus, through the shield plug and
into the fuel without causing instability in the fuel and (iii) a closure plug which can be
opened by the fuelling machine. In the CANDU 6 channel the seal is part of a flexible dome
that is activated to achieve a pressure face seal with a step in the end fitting (Figure3.5-3).
Because of the neutron flux, high temperatures, water environment and wear, the channels
(mostly the pressure tube) change as follows:[35'2]
•

The dimensions change - the pressure tubes sag, expand and elongate. Typically a
CANDU 6 Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tube will expand more than 4%, elongate 180 mm and
sag up to 76 mm in 30 years. The calandria tubes sag (and support the pressure tubes) and
the pressure tube will sag between spacers but will not touch the calandria tubes.

•

The pressure tubes pick up hydrogen as deuterium from corrosion and crevice reactions.
The concentration of hydrogen at 30 years is predicted to be below the terminal solid
solubility at operating temperatures and hydrides will only be present on cooldown. The
oxide thickness from corrosion has no structural effect.

•

The mechanical properties of the in-core components change due to the fast neutron flux
damage. The strength increases and ductility and fracture toughness decrease to shelf
levels which are acceptable for service. Recent developments in pressure tube technology
have made the pressure tubes more resistant to decreases in fracture toughness from
irradiation.

•

The pressure tubes wear. light scratching by fuel bundle movement can occur. Debris
which can enter the channels from maintenance activities can get trapped in the fuel and
wear the pressure tube by vibration in the flowing water.

Each of their categories of change must be monitored by inspection and surveillance
examination of periodically removed pressure tubes. Debris fretting must be prevented by
operating with a "clean" HTS, because of the random nature of fretting damage.
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3.5.1.2.2

The Bruce and Darlington Fuel Channel

The Bruce/Darlington channel is very similar to the CANDU 6 channel (with respect to
pressure tube dimensions) but differs in a number of aspects as follows.
New fuel is put into the channel at the outlet end and spent fuel removed from the inlet end.
There are 13 bundles in each channel and the fuel string is supported at the outlet end by
latches bearing on the circumference of the end plate. New fuel at the outlet end is pushed
into the channel on a carrier tube to open the support latches. The shield plug is of a slightly
different design to the CANDU 6 shield plug in the design of the ports at the inboard end of
the shield plug. The closure plug design is also very different, being based on a breech block
design of an artillery cannon (Figure 3.5-4).
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Figure 3.5-4 Illustration of the Bruce Type CANDU Fuel Channel
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Instead of having positioning assemblies, one at each end of the channel, one end is welded in
place and channel repositioning activities are more complex. The channel operates at lower
inlet and outlet temperatures of 260°C/305°C respectively than the CANDU 6 channel.
3.5.1.2.3

The Fuel Channel of the Indian PHWRs

The early fuel channels of the Rajasthan Units 1 and 2, and Kalpakkam and Narora reactors
were based on the design of the Rajasthan channel (Figure 3.5-5) which was similar to the
Douglas Point design. These designs were changed slowly, and eventually the design of the
latest channel in Kakrapar 2 is as shown. [353] Cold worked Zircaloy-2 was used for the
pressure tubes of the early reactors and this was changed to Zr-2.5%Nb for the Kakrapar 2
and succeeding reactors.
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Figure 3.5-5 220 Mwe Indian PHWR Coolant Channel Assembly
Each pressure tube was 82.6 mm ID and 3.94 mm wall thickness.
The calandria tubes; initially seam welded Zircaloy-2 will be changed to a seamless,
Zircaloy-2, type produced by pilgering for the 500 Mwe design.
3.5.1.2.4

The SGHWR Fuel Channel

A longitudinal section of the SGHWR fuel channel is shown in Figure 3.5-6. The pressure
tube was of Zircaloy-2 (a few HT Zr-2.5% Nb tubes were installed but were removed after a
short operation when testing erroneously suggested they would embrittle quickly). The
pressure tube was reduced in diameter at the lower rolled joint where it was rolled into a hub
which was in turn welded to the stainless inlet piping[
. In the upper part of the channel
the pressure tube was rolled into the hub of the upper stand pipe which had a side port
connected for the coolant outlet, the emergency cooling inlet and at the top, the closure seal
for refuelling.
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Figure 3.5-6 SGHWR Fuel Channel both Schematically and in More Detail
3.5.1.2.5

The Gl Boiling Light Water Fuel Channel

Figure 3.5-7 shows a longitudinal section through the Gl BLWHWR fuel channel. The
pressure tube was heat treated Zr-2.5Nb alloy, with a inside diameter of 103.5 mm and a wall
thickness of 2.41 mm. Because of the pressure tube thin wall, the pressure tube to end fitting
rolled joint had to be made with a AISI type 410 insert that is roll deformed to hold the tube
tight in the end fitting grooves. A similar joint connected the pressure tube to the upper end
fitting. The calandria tube, flared to a larger diameter at each end, was of annealed Zircaloy-2
and was roll expanded with a 410 stainless steel insert to a stainless steel upper and lower
calandria extension tubes. The calandria tube was separated from the pressure tube by
spacers supported on inter-locking support rings. The fuel was attached to a central structural
tube which was supported at the bottom and top by the lower and upper shield plug
respectively.
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Figure 3.5-7 Illustration of the Gentilly-1 BLWHWR Fuel Channel
The channel was connected to the inlet and outlet feeder by a bolted grayloc joint and split
ring grayloc joints respectively.
At the bottom, the channel closure plug sealed the end fitting with a bore seal achieved by
deflecting a domed element outwards against the bore (Figure 3.5-5)13"5"41.
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3.5.1.2.6

Fugen BLWHWR Fuel Channel

A longitudinal section of the Fugen fuel channel is shown in Figure 3.5-8[35~6]. The pressure
tube was of heat treated Zr-2.5% Nb with dimensions 117.8 mm diameter and 2.2 mm wall.
These dimensions and the alloy strength required the use of an insert at the rolled joint to
retain leak tightness.

SH
^SHIELD PLUG

'PRESSURE TUBE
(I.D.: (S117. 6mm)

-FUEL ASSEMBLY
'LOWER
EXTENSION TUBE

-REACTOR
COOLANT INLET

-SEAL PLUG

Figure 3.5-8 Fugen Fuel Channel Assembly and Details of Closure Plug Seal
The lower rolled joint has an internal insert to sandwich the pressure tube between the insert
and the end fitting. However, the upper end fitting sandwiches the pressure tube between an
external insert and the end fitting (Figure 3.5-9). An upper extension tube connects the
channel to the external piping via a reducer. The connection to the inlet feeder is via a side
port and the closure plug at the bottom makes a bore seal with the end fitting extension using
a flexed dome component[3'5"7]. The Fugen channel has functioned without problems.
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Figure 3.5-9 Fugen Fuel Channel Arrangement
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3.5.1.2.7

Cirene BLWHWR Fuel Channel

The Cirene fuel channel is similar to the Gl and Fugen channels. The pressure tube is
Zircaloy-2 of 106.1 mm ID and 3.15 mm wall thickness. It is isolated from the moderator by
a 124 mm ID, 1 mm wall thickness, Zircaloy-2 calandria tube and contact is prevented by
coiled spacers supported on interlocking rings on the pressure tube at the mid core position.
3.5.1.3

Channels with High Temperature, Low Pressure Boundary

As discussed in Section 3.3, fuel channel tubes (shroud tubes) in the Atucha type pressure
vessel water reactor operate with a small differential pressure between the coolant in the
channel and the surrounding moderator heavy water.
The entire channel is about l l m long and consists of the central Zircaloy-4 channel and
stainless steel ends. The upper stainless steel tube extends to the dome of the pressure vessel
and has slots for the outlet of the coolant into the upper plenum. The lower tube extends to
the lower plenum. Both pass through the moderator tank, top and bottom with small radial
clearances. The stainless tubes have a hard faced coating in this region which is water
lubricated to allow for growth. The Zircaloy-4 shroud tube is roll-expanded to both the upper
and lower channel extensions at positions above and below the bottom and top of the
moderator tank.
In the original design of the Atucha-1 tubes the main shroud tube enclosing the fuel assembly
is of Zircaloy-4 and is a seam welded tube, 108.2 mm ID and 1.6 or 1.72 mm wall thickness.
It is surrounded by a thin (0.1 mm) Zircaloy tube, dimpled to maintain separation between the
shroud tube and the seam welded Zircaloy-4 insulation tube, 0.4 mm thick. In replacement
channels for Atucha I and in Atucha II, the Zircaloy-4 isolation tube has been eliminated in
favour of a two-tube: the shroud tube and a surrounding insulation tube.
Longitudinal and transverse sections of the MZFR channel and a schematic of the channel
and the temperatures across the channel components for MZFR, Atucha 1 and Atucha II are
shown in Figure 3.5-10.[3-5"8'3-5-9]
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Figure 3.5-10 Longitudinal and Transverse Sections of the MZFR Fuel Channel and a
Schematic of the Atucha Type Fuel Channel with the Typical Radial Temperature
Distribution in the Shroud and Insulating Tubes
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3.5.1.4

Channels with Low Temperature, Moderate Pressure Boundary

3.5.1.4.1

The EL-4 Channel

The pressure boundary tube of EL-4 channels is a Zircaloy-2 tube rolled into the end shields
of the moderator tank. The tubes are 95 mm diameter. Inside the Zircaloy-2 pressure tube is
a stainless steel guide tube with insulation between the guide tube and the pressure tube. The
guide tube thus sees the temperatures of the CO2 gas (235°C to 475°C) and carries the fuel
assemblies, and the pressure tube remains at the moderator temperature.
A longitudinal section of the EL-4 channel is shown in Figure 3.5-11. The CO2 exits in
piping just outside the shield tank and thermal plugs and biological shielding plugs occupy
the channel extensions. The seal plug at the channel ends incorporates a ball valve for
fuelling machine access.[3'5"10]
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Fuel Channel (Half Length)
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Figure 3.5-11 Longitudinal Half Section of the EL-4 Fuel Channel
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3.5.1.4.2

The Niederaichbach Fuel Channel

A cross-section of the Niederaichbach channel is shown in Figure 3.5-12. The pressure tube
was of Zircaloy-2 and it was isolated from the hot CO2 by a thin foil tube and an insulating
tube of stainless steel. The pressure tube thus operated at moderator temperatures (<100°C).
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Figure 3.5-12 Cross-Section of the Niederaichbach Fuel Channel Showing the Typical Radial
Temperature Profile of the Channel
3.5.1.4.3

The Lucens Channel

In the Lucens fuel channel (Figure 3.4-7, Section 3.4) the Zircaloy-2 pressure tube was kept to
the temperature of the inlet CO2 gas by passing the gas between the carbon matrix fuel and
the pressure tube. An aluminum alloy calandria tube isolated the pressure tube from the
moderator and a low temperature CO2 gas flowed through the annulus. The pressure tube
thus operated at around 225°C.[3-5'11]
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The connections to the inlet and outlet piping could be disconnected by a handling machine
above the reactor.
3.5.1.4.4

The Carolinas - Virginia Tube Reactor Fuel Channel

The fuel channels of the CVTR are of a U-tube design, each leg containing one fuel assembly
(see Figure 3.5-13). The pressure tubes were 10.2 cm OD and 0.61 cm wall thickness in
Zircaloy-2. The fuel contained in the pressure tube was isolated from the wall of the pressure
tube by an inner and outer circular thermal baffle tube, 0.7 mm and 0.3 mm thick. In addition
a hexagonal flow baffle tube, inside the thermal baffles concentrated the flow through the
fuel.
The pressure tube was in contact with the moderator water and heat shielded from the fuel,
and thus operated in a cold pressurized condition. The pressure tube appeared to have been
rolled into the U-fittings at the bottom of the reactor and end fittings at the top of the
reactor.^ 113
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Figure 3.5-13 The U-Shaped Fuel Channels of the CVTR
The fuel consisted of 19 Zircaloy-clad UO2 fuel rods separated by a series of tubular spacers.
An alternative design references wire wrap around the rods to achieve separation from each
other.
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3.5.1.4.5

The KS150 Fuel Channel

The channel tubes were of an aluminum alloy and arranged in a square lattice pitch. The
channel tubes were isolated from the fuel assembly by an internal magnesium alloy protective
tube which surrounded 150 to 200, small diameter (4 mm) fuel rods of natural uranium
arranged in 7 concentric rings around the centre rod. The fuel rod cladding was an 0.45 mm
thick beryllium-magnesium alloy (Figure 3.5-14).
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Figure 3.5-14 Longitudinal and Transverse Sections through the KS150 Fuel Channel
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3.5.2

Heavy Water Production and Supply

3.5.2.1

Existing and Historical Heavy Water Supply

In the 65 years since its discovery, deuterium as heavy water has been produced in 10
countries. Approximately 30,000 Mg have been produced, about 60% of this in Canada.
Initial tonnage production was by electrolysis in Norway in 1935 (still in production),
followed by a plant in Trail, British Columbia, also using electrolysis and a catalyzed
exchange of deuterium between hydrogen and water, with subsequent enrichment by
electrolysis. Subsequent production by water distillation processes occurred in the U.S. to be
followed in 1952 by two Girdler-sulphide (H2S-H2O) (GS process) plants, one at Dana,
Indiana, and the other in 9 modules at Savannah River. These plants were closed over the
period 1957 to 1981. In the 1960's Canada built two GS plants in eastern Canada which
started production in 1970. India also commenced operation of a small hydrogen distillation
plant in Nangal in 1961. In the mid-1970's Canada started production at the Bruce A plant
and India brought on line two NH3-H2 exchange plants at Baroda and Tutikorin. In the 1980's
(late 1970's) the Bruce B plant came into operation, again using the GS process, while India
started up 3 medium-sized plants, one at Kota based on the GS process and two using the
NH3-H2 exchange process. The large H2S-H2O plant at Drobeta Turnu Severin in Romania
also started operation in the late 1980's. In the 1980's three GS plants in Canada ceased
operation because of the surplus heavy water in the country.
In the 1990's two heavy water plants in India commenced operations and one in Argentina
while the remaining heavy water plant in Canada ceased operation.
Table 3.5-1 lists the information available on previous and existing heavy water plants. A
necessary feature of heavy water reactors is the low rate of heavy water loss per year, typically
<1% of inventory. Thus heavy water make-up is a minor component of heavy water demand.
In Canada, AECL and Ontario Hydro between them own adequate amounts of heavy water to
supply new heavy water reactors. AECL has loaned 1100 tons of untritiated heavy water to
the underground Neutrino Observatory in Sudbury; a multinational neutrino observation
experiment. Because existing stockpiles are ample to meet demand, AECL is developing new
processes for lower cost heavy water production for the longer term.
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Table 3.5-1 Heavy Water Production Plants
Plant
Location

Process
Used

Arroyito (Province of
Nequen)

H/NH3 Exchange

Country
Argentina
Canada

China
India

1.

Hamilton, Ont.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Trail
Glace Bay
Port Hawksbury
Bruce A
Bruce B

1.
2.

Nangal
Baroda

3.

Tutikorin

4.
5.

Kota
Talcher

6.

Thai

7.

Hazira

8.
Romania
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Manuguru
Drobeta Turnu
Severin, Mehedinti

Year

Actual Average

Nameplate Capacity
& Individual Modules

Annual Capacity

Cumulative
Production

1994
(Sept 4)

2x100 Mg/y

200 Mg

384 Mg

Water-Hydrogen
(CIRCE) (Prototype)
Electrolysis
H2S-H2O
H2S-H2O
H2S-H2O
H2S-H2O

Late 1999

lMg/y

lMg/y

—

H2 Distillation
NH3-H2 Exchange
(monothermal)
NH3-H2 Exchange
(monothermal)
H2S-H2O Exchange
NH3-H2 Exchange
(bithermal)
NH3-H2 Exchange
(monothermal)
NH3-H2 Exchange
(monothermal)
H2S-H2O Exchange
H2S-H2O Isotopic
Exchange

Commissioned

1941
1971
1966
1969
1973
1962
1977

6 Mg/y
400 Mg/y
400 Mg/y
800 Mg/y
800 Mg/y
Data Not Available
14 Mg/y
45 Mg/y

NA
NA

NA
NA

1978

49 Mg/y

NA

NA

1984
1985

85 Mg/y
62.5 Mg/y

NA
NA

NA
NA

1987

110 Mg/y

NA

NA

1991

110 Mg/y

NA

NA

1992
1987

185 Mg/y
270 Mg/y
(4 modules at 90 Mg/y)

NA
132-150 Mg/y

NA
685 Mg

Remarks

Prototype
Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown

1956
1985
1985
1984
1997

Not operational

Only 3 modules
can be operated
together
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Country
Federation
of Russian
States
Norway
U.S.A.

France
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
1.
2.

Plant
Location
—

Process
Used
—

Rjukan
Columbia River
Columbia River
Morgantown
Childersburg
Newport
Dana
Savannah River
Lacq
Toulouse

Electrolysis
H2O Distillation
H2O Distillation
H2O Distillation
H2O Distillation
H2O Distillation
H2S-H2O Exchange
H2S-H2O Exchange
H2S-H2O Exchange
Liquid H2 Distillation

Year
Commissioned
—

Nameplate Capacity
& Individual Modules
—

Actual Average
Annual Capacity

1935
1944
1944
1943
1943
1943
1952
1952

20/14
-10 Mg/y
-10 Mg/y
4.8 Mg/y
9.6 Mg/y
14.4 Mg/y

NA

Cumulative
Production

Remarks
None in
operation

NA

}21Mg
-3.5 Mg/y
-3.1 Mg/y
-8.0 Mg/y

}
}

}22.8
}

Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown

1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1957
1981
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3.5.2.2

Separation Methods

Numerous reviews[35"12] have appeared on the merits of diverse D2O production processes.
All divergences between any physical or chemical behaviour of the isotopes of hydrogen has
the potential to lead to a separation process. The difference in any property on which an
isotope separation process can be based is usually expressed as a separation factor, a:

a =

PX][HY]
[DY][HX]

where [DX] is the deuterium concentration in one chemical or physical form
[DY] is the deuterium concentration in the other chemical or physical form
and
[HX] and [HY] are the corresponding protium or light hydrogen concentrations.
Note that at low concentrations of deuterium, the equation tends toward:

a =

[DX]
[DY]

A discussion of the myriad possibilities is beyond the scope of this review. However, it
should be noted that a practical process must meet three exacting criteria: (1) because the
natural abundance of deuterium is so low, the feedstock must be abundant; (2) because of this
low abundance, large quantities of material must be processed and so processing must be kept
relatively simple and should use a minimum of energy; and (3) the separation factor
pertaining to the properties of deuterated and protiated molecules, a, should be as far
removed from a value of one (implying no separation) as possible both to reduce the number
of protium atoms that will separate with the deuterium-rich stream and to reduce the number
of deuterium atoms that will remain with the deuterium-depleted stream, which is discarded.
3.5.2.3

Processes Based on Chemical Exchange

A small group of chemical exchange processes meets these criteria for economic viability and
they have dominated and appear likely to continue to dominate heavy water production. They
all involve transfer of hydrogen isotopes between two hydrogen-containing chemical species.
They can be described, in the most general way, as:

Table 3.5-2 summarizes factors of significance in the relative merits of the main contending
processes.
Table 3.5-2 Parameters of Principal Importance for a Heavy Water Production Process
Chemical Pair
Catalyst requirement

None

NH3-H2
Soluble KNH2

Possible temperature range (°C)
Possible separation factor range
Practicable temp, range (°C)
Reason for lower temperature bound

28.5 to -145
2.34 to 1.78
28.5 to -130
Forms solid hydrate

-77.7 to +60
9.41 to 2.96
—30 to -+60
Kinetics too slow
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H 2 O-H 2 S

H 2 O-H 2

Heterogeneous
wetproofed Pt
0 to 200
4.50 to 2.00
25 to 170
Kinetics too slow
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Chemical Pair
Reason for higher temperature bound

Practicable separation factor range
Practicality of a monothermal process
Feed

H 2 O-H 2 S

Total pressure limited
by H2S liquefaction;
vapour pressure of
H2O limits
2.34 to 1.82
No
Water

NH 3 -H 2
Vapour pressure of
NH3 limits; 35 MPa
required at 60°C

Catalyst stability
limits

5.43 to 2.96
Yes
Hydrogen

3.80 to 2.14
Yes
Water or hydrogen

H 2 O-H 2

Figures 3.5-15 and 3.5-16 illustrate the two types of process that can be employed:
monothermal and bithermal. For a monothermal process, isotope exchange is performed at
the lowest practicable temperature (where the separation factor is invariably larger), the liquid
species must be converted to the gas species, and there may be a requirement to reconvert the
gas to the liquid. Deuterium is transferred from the gas to the liquid and the liquid leaving
the exchange column is converted into gas of the same deuterium concentration (because the
conversion is essentially total).

150

ppm

-60

ppm

HX

DX

Figure 3.5-15 Schematic of a Monothermal Process
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[D]
HI 50 ppm

>

\H.

Figure 3.5-16 Schematic of a Bithermal Process
For the chemical pairs listed in Table 3.5-2, it is practical to convert ammonia to hydrogen by
thermal cracking (and, if necessary, to convert hydrogen back to ammonia by standard
ammonia-synthesis techniques). Similarly, water can be converted to hydrogen either by
steam reforming of hydrocarbons or by electrolysis (and, if necessary, hydrogen can be
reconverted to water by burning or catalytic recombination). There are no practical chemical
reactions to interconvert water and hydrogen sulphide and so the H2O-H2S pair must depend
on a bithermal process (Figure 3.5-15).
In a bithermal process, the operation of the cold tower is like that of the monothermal
process: water becomes enriched in deuterium, hydrogen becomes deuterium-depleted.
However, the water leaving the cold exchange column is now subjected to further exchange
in a hot (lower) column. With a lower separation factor at higher temperatures, some
deuterium is driven back from the liquid to the gas. Even though the concentration of
deuterium in the gas leaving the hot tower and entering the cold tower is lower than that of
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the liquid leaving the cold tower, it can still be high enough to drive deuterium from the gas
to the liquid in the cold tower.
3.5.2.4

Process Dependence on Kinetics

Weighing the relative merits of the practical processes can reasonably be considered in terms
of kinetic considerations versus all other factors. The process first used for large-scale D2O
production was Girdler-sulphide (G-S). This is based on exchange between liquid water and
hydrogen sulphide. The G-S process is a contender only because it has excellent kinetics, the
result of a fast, ionic, exchange reaction with no need for a catalyst. In many other respects,
this is not an attractive process since hydrogen sulphide is toxic and corrosive and the
water-HaS system has relatively small separation factors. A small separation factor results in
large process flows and large energy consumption.
As alternatives to G-S, both monothermal and bithermal processes based on
ammonia-hydrogen exchange have been developed and deployed. To achieve large
separation factors and to avoid the use of very high pressures, these processes must operate at
substantially sub-ambient temperatures. A catalyst is required and the best catalyst known is
the potassium salt of ammonia, KNH2, a soluble, homogeneous catalyst. Even with the
catalyst, the resulting kinetics are quite slow and its performance is usually enhanced by
mechanical agitation. A variant bithermal system based on aminomethane, CH3NH2, and an
analogous alkali metal catalyst, CH3NHK, was developed in the 1970s by AECL. Because it
provides faster kinetics and its vapour pressure is lower at a given temperature than that of
ammonia, this process is considered to be marginally superior to processes based on ammonia
but it has never been commercialized. Because interconversion of hydrogen and
aminomethane is not practicable, only a monothermal process could be used.
The majority of plants currently in operation around the world use hydrogen-ammonia
catalytic exchange process. Several small G-S plants are also in operation. However, both
ammonia-hydrogen and G-S processes require large capital expenditures. Despite the
excellent performance of large-scale G-S technology in Canada (after initial technical
problems had been resolved), forecasts of the cost of heavy water produced in new plants
using G-S and ammonia-based processes are sufficiently high to stimulate the deployment of
new technologies for heavy water production.
The relative merits of the third chemical exchange system, water-hydrogen, have long been
appreciated. Its separation factor is comparable to that of ammonia-hydrogen while its
preferred operating temperature range is modestly above ambient. Only one major obstacle
has stood in the way of using water-hydrogen exchange: the absence of an effective catalyst
for the isotope exchange reaction. Various catalysts were known but only platinum appeared
able to achieve fast enough kinetics to be effective at near-ambient temperatures.
Unfortunately, platinum could only be used in the absence of liquid water because, as a solid,
heterogeneous catalyst, the rate of diffusion of hydrogen through liquid water to reach the
platinum catalyst sites is exceedingly slow. A configuration where hydrogen and water are
both in the gas phase is not useful since counterflow of the two components is essential to
achieving useful changes in the concentrations of the two species.
A possible solution in the form of a heterogeneous catalyst using wetproofed platinum was
conceived by AECL in the late 1960s. The concept employs a trickle-bed reactor, combining
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wetproofed platinum and wettable hydrophilics in one structure. The wetproofing maintains
access of hydrogen and water vapour in the gas phase to the platinum exchange sites to an
upflowing gas in the presence of a liquid water downflow. Subsequent development has now
reached a point at which the performance of this catalyst justifies prototyping of processes.
3.5.2.5

Processes Based on Hydrogen-Water Exchange

The attractiveness of processes based on hydrogen-water[35"14] can be understood by
reference to Figure 3.5-17, which shows that the separation factor for the water-hydrogen
system is both much larger and varies much more strongly with temperature than for the
water-hydrogen sulphide system of the wall established G-S process. Development of an
effective catalyst is, however, a prerequisite for exchanging hydrogen isotopes between water
and hydrogen. AECL has successfully developed a high-activity, stable, trickle-bed catalyst
based on wetproofed platinum whereby the two steps of exchange, (1) hydrogen to water
vapour and (2) water vapour to liquid water can occur side-by-side. This provides a very
simple system for maintenance of countercurrent flow of hydrogen/water vapour and of liquid
water.
ID -,
9 -

Separation Factors for Various
Chemical Exchange Systems

8 7 6 5 43 2 1 0
-50

50
Temperature "C

100

150

Figure 3.5-17 Separation Factors for the Main Chemical Exchange Systems
as a Function of Temperature
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To combine high activity with low pressure drop, AECL uses a structured catalyst made from
plates of stainless-steel, wire-mesh screen. This comprises alternating plates of hydrophilic
material (to exchange deuterium between liquid water and water vapour) and
platinum-bearing, hydrophobic material (to exchange deuterium between hydrogen and water
vapour).
The catalyst is potentially susceptible to loss of activity through poisoning of the platinum
sites. The poisoning agents of greatest practical concern are carbon monoxide (CO), a
common contaminant of hydrogen streams, and organic impurities in water streams. These
are quantitative poisons and so their effects are easily observed in small test samples but they
become less observable and less important in industrial applications where the amounts of
catalyst are large. The catalyst activity can also be restored by exposing the catalyst to
oxygen at temperatures exceeding 100°C. While poisoning of catalyst fades in importance
with deep catalyst beds, maintenance of good water distribution within deep beds of
structured catalyst becomes important. AECL's catalyst development program has mastered
this requirement through a design detail of the structured packing.
In the last five years catalyst development has increasingly been focused on applying catalyst
to process conditions of practical importance for heavy water production that require higher
temperatures (up to 170°C) and much higher pressures (1 to 4 MPa). Catalysts with good
stability at up to 170°C have been successfully tested and show no evidence of thermal
degradation. As one would expect, there is an inverse correlation of catalyst activity with
pressure. This, however, has become a significantly weaker effect than had previously been
measured, improving the economics of all high-pressure process applications of the catalyst.
3.5.2.6

Process Applications

3.5.2.6.1

The CECE Process

By far the simplest approach for harnessing hydrogen-water exchange is Combined
Electrolysis and Catalytic Exchange (CECE). This is illustrated in Figure 3.5-18. However,
despite its simplicity, the cost of conversion of the entire feed stream from water to hydrogen
electrolytically remains an obstacle to deploying this process for heavy water production on a
large scale. However, where large-scale electrolysis is already used to produce hydrogen on a
very large scale (in excess of 100 MW), a CECE addition to produce D2O would be
economic. While installations of this magnitude are rare today, this could change if the
capital cost of electrolysis cells were to be reduced. To that end one company's objectives are
"to supply electrolytic hydrogen generators with a 'footprint' of about one-tenth of the
present, with a weight of about one-tenth of the present and—by far the most important—
with a capital cost, at high manufacturing volume, of about one-tenth of the present"13'5"153.
The subject company envisages these cells being deployed "in blocks of 25 to 100 MW and
multiples thereof for centralized hydrogen production"13 516] . Should the capital cost of
electrolysis fall sufficiently, large electrolytic complexes producing hydrogen, oxygen, and
heavy water could become economic where relatively low-cost electric power is available.
However, until then, CECE will offer only a niche opportunity for small quantities of
low-cost D2O production.
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Figure 3.5-18 Simplified Schematic of a CECE Process
The more immediate potential for applications of the CECE process is to upgrade of
downgraded reactor heavy water and to separate tritium from light or heavy water. To
demonstrate these applications, AECL is now operating a small prototype plant at its Chalk
River Laboratories, the CECEUD demonstration (CECE Upgrading and Detritiation). This
plant is currently operating as an upgrader to remove light water contamination of heavy
water. As is usually done with upgraders, the plant has a single stage with a very large
concentration range. The CECEUD is routinely producing a bottom product of 99.99 mole%
and an overhead concentration below natural deuterium concentration. This provides
additional validation of the concept of using wetproofed catalyst in a trickle-bed mode rather
than using the more complex concept of separated beds in which contact between gas and
vapour over a catalyst repeatedly alternates with contacts between gas/vapour and liquid
water. The separated bed is a long-established concept, initially used at Trail, British
Columbia in 1943f3'5"63. However, it appears that wetproofed catalyst technology in trickle
beds has now firmly displaced the separated bed approach.
In early 1999, the CECEUD will be switched to demonstration of detritiation of heavy water.
Limiting the gradual rise of tritium concentrations by detritiation is considered an optional
procedure for CANDU owners. Ontario Hydro, for example, operates the Darlington Tritium
Removal Plant (TRP)[35"17] to extract 97 to 98% of its tritium content and so to limit
concentrations of tritium in the heavy water of its CANDU reactors. More complete
detritiation can, however, serve a somewhat different purpose of recycling used heavy water
by restoring it to a low enough tritium concentration to make it equivalent to new water. The
CECE process is particularly well suited to this detritiation application because of its large
separation factors (e.g. 1.67 between tritium and deuterium at 25°C). Consequently, the cost
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of detritiation by this process is only weakly linked to the magnitude of detritiation. With
demonstration of this application of CECE technology, the re-use of heavy water at
end-of-life of a reactor becomes a useful supplement to new production.
3.5.2.6.2

The CIRCE Process

In the absence of widespread access to production of D2O by the CECE process, AECL's
plans for a new, advanced technology for heavy water production are based on another
synergistic process, Combined Industrially Reforming and Catalytic Exchange (CIRCE).
This harnesses hydrogen-water exchange to hydrogen production by steam reforming. The
process is illustrated in Figure 3.5-19. Strictly, the CIRCE process is used only for the first
stage of heavy water extraction and enrichment (to around 0.6% D2O). As Figure 3.5-19
shows, this first stage is followed by three other stages of further deuterium enrichment.
Enrichment to around 10% will be done in two stages of bithermal water-hydrogen exchange.
This is a change from the previous perspective2 when these middle stages were envisaged as
using the CECE process. Advances with the bithermal technology now make it a more
attractive technology for use in these middle stages. The final stage, however, producing
reactor grade D2O (>99.72%), continues to employ CECE technology. This is done because a
monothermal process is much less perturbed (1) by the effects of heat of reaction, which are
experienced when deuterium concentrations change rapidly in a countercurrent process, and
(2) by variation of the effective separation factor at elevated concentrations. The final stage is
small and the difference in cost between process options is unimportant.
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Figure 3.5-19 Simplified Schematic of a CIRCE Process
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Like CDCD, CIRCE is a monothermal process but conversion of hydrogen to water is done
by steam reforming. This introduces several complexities when compared to the CDCD
process. These are summarized in Table 3.5-3.
Table 3.5-3 Factors of Relative Complexity for the CIRCE Process

1

2

Complication
Hydrogen isotope exchange
must take place at the high
pressure of the reformer
(typically 1 to 3.5 MPa)
Water flow provides only
half the hydrogen generated
in the reformer

3

Reformer becomes the
equivalent of the
electrolysis cell of the
CECE process

4

Steam reformed hydrogen
usually contains traces of
CO and Pt catalysts are
poisoned by CO.

Consequences
Activity of wetproofed catalysts is found to decline
somewhat with increase in pressure..

Water must extract twice as much deuterium from
the hydrogen stream as the water flow in the CECE
process, which means reduced concentration
differences and longer columns.
The reformer contains elevated levels of deuterium,
which means that losses of any deuterated species
(H2, H2O, and CH4) must be maintained at low
levels. Low CH4 concentrations (<1000 ppm) in the
H2 stream are particularly important since the
catalyst does not exchange hydrogen isotopes
between water and CH4 but exchange does occur in
the reformer.
CO must be removed, either by shift-conversion to
CH4 (though, again, the resultant total CH4 level
must remain <1000 ppm to avoid unacceptable
losses of deuterium as CH3D), or be absorbed on a
guard-bed ahead of the main exchange column.

The first two complexities are unavoidable. The third is plant-specific. Figure 3.5-20 shows
one set of changes that would adapt CIRCE to a design of steam reformer that uses pressure
swing absorption for hydrogen purification. (These are the actual modifications made to the
prototype plant discussed below.) The fourth complexity can be dealt with generically and
AECL has developed highly effective methods, using either CO absorption or methanation, to
reduce CO concentrations to concentrations that are undetectable and have demonstrably no
effect on the exchange catalyst.
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Figure 3.5-20 Schematics of a Steam Reformer using Pressure Swing Absorption both
Unmodified and Modified to Accommodate a CIRCE Plant
Although it is obviously more complex than the CECE process, the main attraction of the
CIRCE approach to D2O production is the widespread availability of large steam-methane
reformers (SMRs) producing hydrogen. Each 1000 Mg/d ammonia plant, for example, has
the capacity to produce over 50 Mg/a of heavy water and the production cost is expected to be
superior to all other technologies except CECE.
With the commitment of two prototypical facilities, AECL has begun the industrial
demonstration of CIRCE technology. The first of these plants has just completed
commissioning. This is the Side-Stream Test Facility (SSTF), located at an Air Liquide
Canada site in Edmonton, Alberta. The SSTF will meet two principal objectives:
(1) demonstrate the removal of CO traces from SMR-produced hydrogen and (2) demonstrate
the lifetime and performance of exchange catalyst in an industrial environment.
AECL's second plant is a complete prototype CIRCE plant (PCP), being built in conjunction
with a small new SMR being built by Air Liquide Canada in Hamilton, Ontario. The SMR is
designed to produce 0.72 m3 s"1 (2.2 million standard cubic feet per day) of hydrogen and the
CIRCE plant will produce 1 Mg/y of D2O. This prototype deploys all of the technology that
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would be needed for any full-scale CIRCE plant. It has a second stage that uses bithermal
water-hydrogen exchange and a CECE third stage. The adaptations to this SMR are as
extensive as one could envisage. Other SMRs are expected to require less extensive
adaptations.
Construction of the SMR and the modifications needed to adapt for CIRCE attachment was
completed in 1998 November. Detailed design of the PCP is complete and construction is
scheduled to be complete at the start of 2000. The plant is scheduled to enter operation in
2000 April.
CIRCE is expected to achieve the lowest cost of production for heavy water available from a
new production plant. It is seen as possessing an additional advantage of being naturally a
relatively small-scale process. As such, it is well suited either to provide make-up for a group
of CANDUs or to facilitate a lease-replace arrangement where a country committing CANDU
reactors would commit a CIRCE plant at the same time and gradually replace an initial charge
of leased D2O with its own ongoing D2O production.
3.5.2.6.3

Bithermal Hydrogen-Water Technology

A stand-alone plant based on Bithermal Hydrogen-Water (BHW) exchange is technically
possible but appears to be significantly more expensive than CIRCE technology. A BHW
plant using hydrogen, rather than water, is also feasible and appears to have economics
intermediate between those of a water-fed BHW and CIRCE.
3.5.2.7

Summation

AECL intends to base future heavy water production on water-hydrogen based processes
using its proprietary wetproofed catalyst. Work on the catalyst has progressed well and now
provides the required performance for an economical CIRCE process.
AECL's emphasis is on the monothermal CIRCE process, supplemented wherever
opportunities arise by the CECE process. By deploying both CIRCE and CECE processes in
Canada and in other countries , this program will assure continuing supplies of heavy water
for CANDU reactors that can meet any conceivable demand for heavy water production at a
cost that maintains the competitiveness of CANDU reactors. For the foreseeable future,
BHW is expected to remain only a supporting technology, likely confined to the intermediate
stages of CIRCE plants.
3.5.3

Heavy Water Management

3.5.3.1

Introduction

Heavy-water reactors are designed and operated to manage their heavy-water resource. The
primary objectives of heavy-water management are to:
•

ensure an adequate supply of heavy water is available to operate and maintain the reactor,

•

minimize the capital and operating costs of the reactor, and

•

maintain optimal heavy-water chemistry.
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These objectives are similar to the water-management objectives of light-water-moderated
reactors. The aspects that are unique to heavy-water reactors are discussed in this section.
3.5.3.2

Overview

Within a reactor, the heavy-water-management functions include receiving and storing water,
transferring water between the reactor and storage systems, recovering water that escapes
from the reactor, purifying (upgrading) water to remove any light-water contaminants, and
tracking heavy-water volumes as they move through the station. Figure 3.5-1 illustrates the
heavy water network in a CANDU 6 station.

r"
Reactor Grade Stack
tanks and drams
(38110)

DjO Hold-up Requirement
- Moderator (32000)
- Fuel Handling (35000)
- Heat Transport (33000)

Dfi Collection
(32510/33810)

DjO Recovery
Vapour Recovery (38310)
-Spills
- Deut/Dedeut (32220/33360)
- Miscellaneous Sampling

Re :eipt and Shipment

Upgrading System Stock
(38420)

Downgraded Stock
D p Cleanup System
tanks and stored drums
(38410)

Figure 3.5-21 D2O Network in the Station
The above functions are accommodated by a variety of systems. Each system is designed and
operated to achieve the primary goals listed above. In practice, those goals are applied as a
series of design philosophies and operating principles.
1) The heavy-water inventory through the plant should be preserved by monitoring
existing inventories, recovering losses and removing light-water contaminants.
2) Cross contamination shall be avoided between:
•

light water and heavy water,

•

volumes of heavy water with different isotopic concentrations of D2O,

•

clean and dirty D2O, and

•

high and low tritium D2O (for reactors that are both moderated and cooled with
D2O).

3) Physical inventories shall be used to reconcile shipments, system inventories and
losses.
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4) The escape of D2O from the process systems shall be minimized, and that which does
escape shall be recovered if economically feasible.
3.5.3.3

Heavy-Water Supply

In addition to any water directly contained in the reactor and its process systems, heavy-water
reactors must maintain operating and strategic reserves of heavy water. As with light-water
reactors, the primary reserves are stored in tanks that form part of the reactor auxiliary
systems. Some stations maintain secondary reserves in additional tanks or in drums stored on
the station site. Transfer systems are in place to move water between the various tanks and
reactor systems.
Generally, heavy-water reactors are designed to receive their heavy water from off-site
production and storage facilities. While on-site production of heavy water is feasible, various
competitive production facilities exist throughout the world. Since little heavy-water is lost
from reactors by leakage, the dominant heavy-water requirement is the initial reactor fill.
Economics has therefore favoured this shipping-based approach to supply. It is therefore
likely that off-site production and shipping will remain the standard approach. This approach
is, however, site and production-process specific, and on-site production of make-up water
may be favoured in the future.
Traditionally, heavy water has been shipped domestically and internationally in 200 L drums.
This is convenient for a number of reasons, with drum filling and draining systems being
compact and economical. Stations have been and are expected to continue to be designed to
accommodate this shipping method. Some utilities have adopted larger shipping containers,
with appropriate transfer systems being incorporated in their stations. In some cases this
permits the strategic reserve of water maintained by each station to be decreased by sharing
reserves across stations in the same geographic area.
Within a station, the dominant volume of heavy water is that contained in the reactor and its
process systems. Only modest volumes of reserve water are needed. For reactors that are
both moderated and cooled by heavy water, there are generally separate transfer and storage
systems for these two types of water. This permits optimal water chemistry to be maintained
in each system.
3.5.3.4

Recovering Water that Escapes

Heavy water can escape the reactor through leaks or as a waste stream from purification
processes.* In modern reactors both escape pathways are minimized, preserving the D2O
asset. In addition, systems are included to automatically recover water that has escaped.
Great improvements have been made in reducing leak rates through the adoption and
development of advanced materials and components. In addition, modern plants have been
simplified relative to older designs, minimizing the opportunities for component leakage
while reducing maintenance requirements. Environmental Qualification programs build on
this philosophy, and life-cycle-management programs will help maintain low leakage rates.
It can also leave the reactor through planned replacement operations, but these are not
discussed here.
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Future reactors will see further reductions in leak rates through continued system
simplification and the use of improved materials and components. Considerable operating
experience has been accumulated with these reactors, and this will continue to be fed back
into operations and design. Ultimately, this benefits both routine and off-normal operations.
Modern reactors augment their leakage-reduction efforts with systems that automatically
recover water that escapes from the reactor. This water may escape in pure form - for
example, water that leaks past the primary packing on packed valves - or in diluted form - for
example, water that escapes as steam. Collection systems that capture pure water and return
it to the reactor systems are highly effective, and are included in most designs. These will
continue to evolve, targeting smaller leakage pathways as they become economically viable to
pursue. D2O leaked as steam is recovered through desiccant dehumidifiers, with modern
designs relying on molecular-sieve desiccants. These are highly effective at recovering both
D2O and H2O vapour. Enhancements to these systems include more economical
dehumidifiers, increased dehumidification capacity and reduced H2O collection through
improved ventilation management.
In addition to recovering leaked water, modern reactors recover water generated through
purification processes. Ion exchange resins are typically used for chemistry control. During
operation these become deuterated, and systems are included for the recovery of this heavy
water. Typically, this recovery is achieved by displacing the retained heavy water with light
water, a process that leaves a small quantity of D2O on the spent resin. While the losses
involved are very small, further reductions are anticipated. Future reactors will incorporate
updated purification systems and deuterium-recovery processes, reflecting both the feed-back
of operating experience into the design and the development of improved technologies.
3.5.3.5

Upgrading Water

Upgrading is the process of removing light water from a stream of heavy water, thus
increasing the isotopic purity of the heavy water. Upgrading is performed as part of the
heavy-water-recovery process or as part of reactor-physics management.
Recovered heavy water may contain significant quantities of light water, depending on the
source of recovery. Typically, stations are provided with upgraders capable of restoring this
water to reactor-grade isotopic purity. For each station, there is a minimum isotopic purity
below which it is not considered economically attractive to upgrade the water. Any water
collected that is below this minimum is generally discarded. The minimum varies from
station to station, and is a function of the volume of water collected, the target isotopic purity
in the reactor, the cost of replacement heavy water, the type and capacity of the upgrader, and
various operating considerations. As reactor designs have evolved the minimum isotopic
purity has decreased. It is expected that this trend will continue.
Both light-water and heavy-water reactors strive to maintain optimal water chemistry for
materials performance. In addition, heavy-water reactors control their isotopic purity to
achieve optimal reactor-physics performance. Increasing the isotopic purity of the heavy
water, for example, improves fuel economy and reduces waste generation. This increase can
be achieved by minimizing the ingress of light water into the heavy-water systems and
maximizing the purity of recovered water before it is returned to the reactor. The direct
upgrading of reactor water can also be used, and the upgraders supplied with operating
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stations also serve this function. In modern reactors, however, the rates of light-water ingress
into the moderator are very low. Typically, direct upgrading is therefore only occasionally
performed. Developments in this area have focused on further reducing light-water ingress
and more closely modelling the reactor physics involved.
Both electrolysis and water distillation have been used for upgrading, with water distillation
being the dominant technology in most stations. This process involves the separation of light
and heavy water under vacuum in a distillation column. Two products are produced,
high-grade D2O and a waste stream containing traces of D2O. The split between these two
streams is both a design and operating decision. As station designs have evolved, the purity
of the high-grade product has increased and the trace level in the waste stream decreased.
Alternative technologies are now available that further reduce this, making it feasible to build
an upgrader that produces a waste stream containing less D2O than is naturally present in
fresh water.
3.5.3.6

Tracking Heavy Water

Heavy water is a valuable asset and needs to be tracked through a station as part of
heavy-water management. Heavy-water tracking includes the monitoring of isotopic purity in
various processes and storage locations, the monitoring of heavy-water loss rates via
important pathways, the maintenance of accounting records, and the reconciliation of records
with physical inventories. Historically, many of these tasks were performed through a
combination of grab sampling and manual manipulations. This is an area where significant
advances have been made possible through the application of modern instrumentation and
computer technology. Advanced instrumentation greatly improves the accuracy and
feasibility of on-line measurements, reducing the costs associated with heavy-water tracking.
Advances in computer technology greatly simplify the process of tracking heavy water.
Taken together, it is now possible for stations to take physical inventories in minutes. As an
added benefit, these technologies have decreased the time required to identify off-normal loss
rates, ultimately reducing losses through timely maintenance.
3.5.4

Tritium Management

3.5.4.1

Introduction

Heavy-water reactors produce tritium through the capture of neutrons by deuterium nuclei.
Exposing heavy water to a neutron field therefore results in the production of some tritium. A
small amount of tritium may also be formed by the irradiation of light elements (B, Li) added
to control water chemistry. The production rate depends on the volume of water irradiated
and the strength and nature of the neutron field. Since the half-life of tritium is approximately
12.3 years, the tritium concentration builds up to an equilibrium value in a first-order fashion.
Unless measures are taken to remove the tritium, concentrations reach approximately 90% of
their equilibrium values after 40 years of operation. Heavy-water reactors must be designed
and operated to manage the occupational and environmental hazards associated with this
tritium. Since this tritium is chemically bound to heavy water, tritium management is often
viewed as an extension of heavy-water management.
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Of the low, medium and high radiological hazards, tritium is classified as low. As a
low-energy beta emitter, tritium presents a negligible external radiation risk. The main health
risk to humans and other living things arises when tritium is ingested. To create an
occupational or environmental radiation field, heavy water must therefore escape from the
reactor systems. Tritium control therefore focuses on four tools:
•

minimizing the escape of heavy water,

•

isolating areas with higher-risk of heavy-water escape from areas with lower risk,

•

removing escaped heavy water by recovery or discharge, and

•

protecting workers and the environment with appropriate clothing and instrumentation.

In addition, some operators remove tritium from the heavy water using a detritiation process.
Although tritium is not a particularly toxic radionuclide, many engineering features are
included in heavy-water reactors to mitigate the effects of a potential release from the reactor
systems. Consequently, despite the increasing levels of tritium through continued operation,
contributions to worker dose and environmental emissions remain well within regulatory
limits. Beyond this, these doses are very small relative to natural background at even the
oldest plants. It is expected that the trend to lower occupational and environmental doses will
continue, with new reactors out-performing older designs throughout their operating life.
3.5.4.2

Minimizing Escape

Minimizing the escape of heavy water for tritium control is an extension of minimizing its
escape for heavy-water management. Modern heavy-water reactors minimize escape through
the use of high-integrity systems with a minimum of components, near all-welded
construction of process piping, and the use of bellows-seal or live-loaded valves. For reactors
that have the hot coolant thermally and physically isolated from the moderator, segregating
these two systems also helps minimize tritium escape. Typically, the tritium concentration in
the moderator is higher than that of the coolant, but the coolant systems are more prone to
leaks due to their higher temperature and pressure. Segregating these systems therefore helps
minimize escape. It is expected that future reactors will continue the trend of improved
tritium control through reduced escape rates.
3.5.4.3

Isolating Areas

Zoning is used in virtually all reactor types to minimize the spread of potential contamination.
Heavy-water reactors augment this system, segregating systems and components presenting a
higher risk of heavy-water leakage from those with a lower risk. This segregation is
implemented through equipment layout, physical barriers and ventilation control. Isolation
has proven to be a very effective tritium-management tool, and complements the segregation
used to reduce the mixing of light water with recovered heavy water. With the adoption of
computer-based design tools and updated construction methods, future plants should achieve
further improvements in tritium control through isolation.
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3.5.4.4

Removing Escaped Heavy-Water

Tritiated heavy water that has escaped from the reactor systems presents a potential
occupational and environmental hazard. Both hazards can be removed by recovering the
heavy water using one of the heavy-water-management systems. The occupational hazard can
also be reduced by discharging the escaped heavy water from the plant.
The primary tools used in a modern plant for removing escaped heavy water are the
heavy-water-recovery systems. Key amongst these are the desiccant dehumidifiers used to
recover heavy water from air. Tritium-control considerations favour the use of dehumidifiers
with very high removal efficiencies, leading modern designs to rely on molecular-sieve
adsorbents. Advances in technology now permit smaller, more compact dehumidifiers,
leading to higher total air flows through the dehumidifiers.
In addition to the dehumidifiers, almost every system used for heavy-water recovery also
serves a tritium-recovery function. Thus, advances that reduce heavy-water escape or
improve heavy-water recovery also advance tritium control.
3.5.4.5

Occupational and Environmental Protection

Typically, modern heavy-water reactors find that occupational doses are dominated by
external doses, not tritium doses. The radiological health effects of tritium are well
understood, and tritium monitoring and dosimetry are well-established technologies.
Heavy-water reactors therefore include augmented health-physics programs that include
tritium dosimetry. Occupational doses are generally tracked through bioassays, and various
portable and fixed instruments are used to monitor tritium fields inside the plant and
emissions from the plant. In addition, highly effective protective clothing has been
developed. Development work in this area has focused on improving the convenience of this
protective clothing and simplifying dose assessments.
3.5.4.6

Detritiation

Tritium can be extracted from the heavy water using a number of technologies, producing a
tritium-reduced D2O product and a tritium-enriched hydrogen stream. While the correlation
between tritium concentrations and either tritium emissions or occupational doses is weak,
tritium extraction (detritiation) does offer the ability to cap tritium concentrations at levels
below the ultimate, equilibrium concentrations. It can also offer heavy-water-management
advantages, as it simplifies the movement of heavy water between reactors or systems having
different tritium concentrations. Detritiation also simplifies the decommissioning of a
reactor, as it may improve the economic value of the D2O asset. Developments in this area
have focused on reducing the costs of detritiation technology and establishing the optimal
time to introduce detritiation into the reactor life cycle. It is expected that future reactors will
continue to be designed to operate for their entire design lifetimes without implementing
detritiation. Both existing and future reactors should also have the option of considering
detritiation relatively early in their life as part of their heavy-water and tritium-management
programs.
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4.

ECONOMICS OF HEAVY WATER REACTORS

4.1

Introduction

The proven economics of HWR operation have continuously shown that HWRs are a
competitive source of base-load electricity. Continuous efforts on cost reduction are
important in maintaining the competitive edge of the HWR over other sources of electricity
generation.
The economics of a power plant is an assessment between its costs (capital and lifetime
expenditure) and its lifetime power generation. A nuclear power plant is a capital-intensive
project. In general, more than 60% of the costs are capital related. The amount of principal
repayment and interest on capital has a great impact on the economics of the plant. Labour
cost is another important factor in the economics of a power plant; it varies considerably from
country to country and from location to location within a country. The economics of a power
plant is very project specific; therefore, care must be taken in each assessment.
The levelized unit energy cost (LUEC) methodology has been the most frequently used
technique in assessing the economics of a power plant. Agencies such as the OECD Nuclear
Energy Agency, (NEA) the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the International
Energy Agency (IEA) and the International Union of Producers and Distributors of Electrical
Energy (UNIPEDE) have adopted this method in their evaluation of power plant economics.
The levelized cost methodology calculates the levelized unit energy cost (LUEC) by
discounting the time series of expenditures and income to their present values in a specified
base year [401] . The date selected as the base year for discounting purpose does not affect the
levelized cost.

Where: LUEC = (Average lifetime) levelized unit energy cost per kWh of generated
electricity
It

= Capital expenditures in the year t

Mt

= Operation and maintenance (O&M) expenditures in the year t

Ft

= Fuel expenditures in the year t

Et

= Electricity generation in the year t

r

= Discount rate

St

= is the summation over the period including construction, operation during
the economic lifetime and decommissioning of the plant as applicable

The capital expenditures include the engineering design, supply and installation of nuclear
and conventional equipment and materials, design and construction of architectural and civil
structures, initial fuel load and initial heavy water inventory. The initial heavy water can also
be leased in which case it would become a part of the annual O&M cost. Interest paid during
construction, (IDC) major equipment replacements during the lifetime of the plant and the
final decommissioning of the plant are also part of the capital expenditures. The
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decommissioning cost is provided by an annual provision collected over the life span of the
plant.
The annual operation and maintenance expenditures include labour, consumable materials,
heavy water upkeep (and lease payment, if leased), purchased services, and such. The fuel
expenditures include the cost of new fuel and the storage and disposal of the spent fuel.
4.2

Economics of HWRs

The majority of HWRs now in operation are of CANDU design and this design is therefore
used as the basis for the discussion on costs. Since the first commercial operation of the
CANDU HWR in the early seventies, advances in technology led to continuously improved
design and construction, and continued cost competitiveness. In addition to the CANDU 6
(700 MWe class), the product line has been expanded to a larger CANDU 9 (900 MWe class)
reactor which will benefit from the economies of scale, optimized site utilization and
improved performance to achieve reduction in cost.
The economics of the CANDU HWR have been published in the latest OECD-NEA/EEA
study, "Projected Costs of Generating Electricity, Update 1998" [40 ' 1] . The 1998 update is the
fifth in a series of comparative studies of the projected cost of base-load electricity
generation, using the levelized unit energy cost methodology. The common assumptions used
in the OECD-NEA/TEA economics analysis are as follows:
1) A common economic lifetime of 40 years was assumed.
2) A 75 percent load factor was assumed (the CANDU HWR load factor is in the range
of 85%).
3) Costs related to capital investment include overnight cost, interest during construction,
(IDC) major refurbishment and decommissioning.
4) Fuel costs include all costs related to fuel supply and final disposal of spent fuel.
(With a secure supply, the cost of uranium is expected to remain stable well into the
21 st century. The HWR has the lowest fuel costs because of its high neutron
economy which allows utilization of natural uranium and low-enriched uranium).
5) Operation and Maintenance (O&M) cost include all utility costs associated with
operation and maintenance of the unit that fall outside of investment and fuelling costs
(if heavy water is leased, the lease cost will be included here).
6) Two discount rates were assumed: 5% and 10%. In general, the discount factor is
higher in a developing country because of higher inherent risk of money lending in
that country.
7) The values are in US dollars of July 1,1996.
The LUECs of a 700 MWe class and a 900 MWe class reactor in Canada and a 700 MWe
class CANDU 6 under construction in China at 5% discount rate are tabulated below[40"1], on
a two unit basis.
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Net Capacity (MWe)
LUEC (US mills/kWh)
4.3

Canada
700 MWe Class
2x665
29.57

Canada
900 MWe Class
2x881
24.67

China
700 MWe Class
2x685
26.69

Trends Influencing Capital Costs

Of the three major components of generation cost - capital, O&M and fuel - the capital cost
component is more than 60% of the total cost followed by O&M and fuel[4<M]. Capital cost
reductions in engineering, design and construction are important for all reactor types to
remain competitive with other sources of electricity generation. The major factors
contributing to capital cost reductions are:
1) Increased Plant Size of a Reference Design
2) Standardization and Multiple Units
3) Construction Methods
4) Reduced Project and Construction Schedules
5) Design Improvement and Simplification
6) Plant Life Management
4.3.1

Increased Plant Size

Plant size affects the specific overnight capital cost ($/kWe). A larger nuclear plant will have
a lower specific overnight capital cost than a smaller one of the same design (economy of
size). The following scaling function can be used to illustrate the effect of changing from a
unit size of
P o tO P [4-°-2].
Cost(P) = Cost(Po) (P/P0)n
The scaling factor, n, varies about 0.6 for a single unit,
or if the specific cost is considered (Cs = Cost/kWe), then
1
Cs(P)=Cs(P0)
4.3.2

Standardization and Multiple Units

By using advanced engineering tools, such as 3-Dimensional Computer Aided Design and
Drafting System (3-D CADDS), a standardized CANDU plant is designed with data access
through a common project database. Standardization leads to efficiencies in engineering,
construction, and schedule. Standardized component designs contribute to the reduction in
design, procurement and quality assurance costs.
To construct multiple units of plants on the same site will provide opportunities for further
capital cost reduction in the following areas[40~2]:
1) Siting: planning inquiries, site-specific studies, public acceptance etc.
2) Land preparation for the transmission system
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3) Licensing for identical units
4) Site Labour
5) Common Facilities: administration and maintenance buildings, warehouses, roads and
guard stations etc.
The reduction is achieved through sharing of cost and improved efficiency from "learning
curve".
An example of standardization and a multiple-unit CANDU project is the Wolsong four unit
station, in the Republic of Korea. Cost reduction for all CANDU projects will continue to
rely on standardization and multiple-unit construction. There is a preference to sell
CANDU reactors as twin units to maximize the benefit.
4.3.3

Construction Methods

The ease, efficiency and cost effectiveness of constructing a nuclear power plant are key
factors in improving quality and reducing the construction period and costs. Several
advanced construction methods have been developed140"35'140"43. As listed below each method
has its own merit, but in overall sense, they really enhance each other. Together, they offer
the greatest potential in schedule and cost reduction.
1) Open Top Construction
2) Modularization: pre-fabrication
3) Parallel Construction
Open top construction allows direct installation of most material and equipment into the
reactor building utilizing external cranes prior to installation of the dome. For example, a
steam generator can be installed in 1-2 days through the open top rather than in 2 weeks with
temporary construction openings.
Modularization divides the work into packages. The packages take many forms, from civil
structures to mechanical/electrical skid mounted packages. Packages can be prepared off-site
to reduce congestion at the site and brought to the site when they are ready to be installed.
The package size can be very large with the open top construction method.
In parallel construction, the sequence of events for reactor building construction is done in
parallel rather than in series. This allows the mechanical construction program to be
integrated into concurrent work areas with the civil program.
4.3.4

Reduced Project and Construction Schedules

The project schedule is "construction driven". With the aid of the 3-D CADDS computer
modelling, multiple construction scenarios for the project are evaluated for conflicts and
risks, and optimized for schedule. Since a nuclear reactor power project is capital intensive,
any reduction in schedule will manifest itself in interest savings, escalation and wages
reduction, and lower overall project risk.
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Detailed planning is of paramount importance to ensure smooth logistics. Advanced planning
software (e.g., PRIMAVERA) is used to construct a detailed pre-construction schedule
followed by a detailed construction schedule. The pre-construction schedule covers site
preparation and procurement planning. The construction schedule is constructed in parallel
with the construction sequences such that all critical path activities and material requirements
are identified. A standardized plant will save on schedule because much of the engineering
and licensing can be completed before construction begins. Effective project management is
essential for achieving project objectives in terms of quality, cost and schedule.
Continual optimization of the construction schedule and methods has produced remarkable
results in shortening the total project schedule. The following table shows the project
duration of two of the more recent CANDU 6 plants.
Plant
Korea Wolsong 2
China Qinshan Phase HI Unit 1
4.3.5

Total project schedule
(contract effective date to commercial operation)
77
72

Design to Improve Plant Layout and Economics

Design improvement and simplification aim to achieve less complex systems at reduced cost
and improve reactor performance without comprising operational efficiency and nuclear
safety. Many different areas of the CANDU design have been improved or simplified.
Examples are:
Improved Layout and Site Utilization - the use of a "large dry" containment design
(pre-stressed concrete building with a steel liner) gives lower design leakage and therefore
greater margin in meeting the requirement of a reduced Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB).
The smaller EAB and a more compact layout facilitate accommodation of a maximum
number of units on any available site14'0"31'[4'0'51.
Heavy water - the development of a new heavy-water production technology, Combined
Industrial Reforming and Catalytic Exchange (CIRCE), will reduce the cost of heavy water.
4.3.6

Plant Reliability

A plant life management program has been developed in Canada to ensure that not only the
design life is achieved or exceeded but that the plant runs reliably without forced outages for
maintenance. A plant with high capacity factors and high operational performance will lower
the unit cost of generating electricity. The program begins at the design stage with the
selection of materials, components and aging provisions. During the plant construction and
commissioning, the baseline conditions for all critical components will be established along
with the required surveillance, inspection and maintenance programs. Each component's
function is ensured by continual monitoring and planned regular maintenance.
4.4

Factors Influencing Operation and Maintenance Costs

In a nuclear power plant, the staff and related costs comprise the largest portion of the
operation and maintenance (O&M) costs. In a recent review on O&M costs performed by
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AECL, Canada, six areas have been identified to have the greatest potential in reducing staff
and related costs.
1) Condition based maintenance + reliability centred maintenance
2) Information system integration
3) Capture in-service modifications
4) Automation of operator activities
5) Materials management
6) Integrated planning
With these, a 15% saving on the total O & M cost from the current level is expected for a new
HWR project. The following table illustrates the potential reduction.

Labour and Benefits
Materials
Other

Current % of O&M
57
13
30

Potential Reduction (%)
15
10
20

The benefit of incorporating the above recommendations is two-fold. First - the potential to
lower the cost, second - the performance of the reactor can be improved with shorter
scheduled maintenance and less forced outage.
4.5

Factors Influencing Fuel Costs

The ability to burn natural uranium is a unique feature of HWR reactors. The benefits of high
neutron economy, which allows use of natural uranium, includes low fuelling costs compared
to other nuclear power plants, no reliance on supply of uranium enrichment or fuel
reprocessing, and low uranium resource consumption. The fuel fabrication is a simple and
inexpensive process. Overall, the HWR natural uranium fuel bundle is an easily
manufactured product that client countries have found straightforward to localize.
A new fuel bundle carrier, the CANFLEX 43-element fuel bundle, can be fabricated at only
slightly higher cost and will achieve 20% lower peak element rating, and 6-8% greater
thermal margins which can be used to achieve longer fuel channel life or more power output.
The HWR has a very flexible fuel cycle; slightly enriched uranium can also be used.
Enrichments between 0.9% and 1.2% would extend the burn-ups by a factor of two or more
and reduce the fuel cycle cost by about 30%.
4.6

The Next Twenty Years

Continuous R&D efforts are planned beyond year 2000 on improving the design, project
schedule and construction methods to achieve further cost reduction in HWRs. Examples of
such enhancements and research activities are:
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1) Develop fuel channel, steam generator designs and other critical components that will
meet or exceed a lifetime capacity factor of 90%.
2) Use CIRCE to reduce the cost of heavy water by about 30%
3) Continue to improve constructability and hence schedule reductions.
4) Employ advanced HWR fuel cycles
As a non-greenhouse gas emission source of energy in the wake of the Kyoto Protocol, the
heavy water reactor is well positioned to be a major electricity source in the next millennium.
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5.

SAFETY ASPECTS OF HEAVY WATER REACTORS

5.1

Purpose of Chapter

The purpose of this chapter is to:
•

summarize the status of the safety of current HWRs at an overview level

•

list major improvements in current new designs

•

indicate the direction(s) that safety will take on future designs.

The chapter does devote considerable time to explaining the safety characteristics of HWRs,
because:
a) not all readers will be familiar with them
b) there are not many documents which cover HWR safety concepts from an international
viewpoint
c) a thorough understanding of current HWR safety is essential to appreciate future
directions
Readers who are familiar with current HWR designs can skip to Section 5.4.
Defining the future is uncertain, and the uncertainty increases as the prediction goes further
out in time. Thus instead of treating the next two decades as a single interval, the chapter
covers four periods of time, each in a separate section, so that the uncertainty/time trade-off is
more apparent. The periods refer to when a plant could come into service, and are:
•

safety of operating plants and current designs

•

projected developments over the next 10 years

•

projected developments between 10 and 20 years from now

•

safety characteristics beyond 20 years from now

Next-generation reactors are sometimes equated with passively safe concepts. However,
passive safety is a characteristic desirable in some circumstances but is not necessarily a goal
in itself. Hence this chapter deals with evolution towards passively safe aspects of HWRs
where these make sense, but does not assume passive safety is a sine qua non, nor does it
cover passive safety aspects exclusively. An overview of IAEA activities on passive safety
systems and international developments has been presented recently.[5"1]
5.2

Design Characteristics of Current HWRs Related to Safety

There are a number of different HWR concepts, including pressure-tube HWRs,
pressure-vessel HWRs, gas-cooled HWRs, etc. These are described in Chapter 3, and a brief
summary of their safety characteristics is given there. This chapter focusses on the safety
characteristics of the most widely implemented concept, the pressure-tube HWR.
The unique design concepts of this system offer certain intrinsic advantages with respect to
safety, both during normal operation and accident conditions. Some of these key safety
features are inherent to this type of reactor, while others are specifically engineered. The
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inherent safety features are elaborated in Section 5.2.1, while the engineered safety features
are described in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.1

Inherent Safety Features

5.2.1.1

Fuel

The use of natural uranium dioxide fuel with its low content of fissile material precludes the
possibility of a reactivity accident during fuel handling outside the core or during storage.
Also, there would be no significant increase in core reactivity, in the event of any severe core
damage accidents causing redistribution of the fuel by lattice distortion or otherwise. In fact
the latter remains true even if enriched fuels are used. Because of the neutron economy of
HWRs, the core reactivity at equilibrium is relatively independent of the fuel enrichment.
The thermal characteristics, viz. the low thermal conductivity and high specific heat of UO2,
permit the heat generated in a fast power transient to be initially absorbed in the fuel.
Furthermore, the high melting point of UO2 permits several full-power-seconds of heat to be
safely absorbed above that contained at normal power.
Most of the fission products remain bound in the UO2 matrix and may get released slowly
only at temperatures considerably higher than the normal operating temperatures. Also
because the uranium dioxide is chemically inert to the water coolant, any defected fuel
releases limited amounts of radioactivity to the coolant.
The use of twelve or thirteen short-length fuel bundles per channel in a HWR, rather than full
length elements extending the whole length of the core, subdivides the radioactive inventory
that could be released to the coolant in case of a fuel defect. The on-load refuelling facility in
HWRs has also the singular advantage of allowing any defected fuel to be replaced by fresh
fuel at any time.
The thin cladding used in fuel elements is designed to collapse under coolant pressure onto
the fuel pellets. This feature permits high pellet-clad gap conductance, resulting in lower fuel
temperatures and consequently lower fission gas release from the UO2 matrix into the pellet
clad gap than if the clad were free-standing.
5.2.1.2

Reactivity and Regulation

The neutron generation time, for a natural uranium fuelled and heavy water moderated
reactor, is about 10~3 sec. Thus, for a given reactivity, neutron transients are relatively slow,
making the reactor easier to control, and there is no sudden decrease in reactor period as the
reactor becomes prompt critical.
The excess reactivity reserve in the core for an on-power-fuelled HWR is kept at a minimum.
The reactivity worth invested in the regulating system is therefore low, typically -15 mk.
Thus the individual rod worth and the total reactivity change possible due to any malfunction
in the control system is limited.
In current HWRs, after equilibrium is reached with steady refuelling done with natural
uranium, there is no change in core configuration with respect to reactivity changes. This
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would also apply to other fuels (such as Slightly Enriched Uranium (SEU)) once equilibrium
was reached. Thus for 97% of its life, the core configuration of a HWR is the same.
During certain postulated accidents such as a loss of coolant or a loss of HTS circulation,
voiding in the core could lead to positive reactivity effects. These effects are considered in
the design of reactor shutdown systems. Each of the two fast-acting shutdown systems can
independently cope with the worst reactivity induced by LOCA.
A heavy water moderated core provides a relatively spacious gap between fuel channels,
which is occupied by the moderator. The reactivity control devices are installed in this
low-pressure and low-temperature moderator environment. For pressure-tube reactors, there
is no possibility of fast ejection of any of the control rods and the environment is benign
(low-temperature, low-pressure, low-corrosion). The same is true for accidents, except for
localized effects due to single channel failures. Furthermore, the spacious core lattice allows
complete separation between regulating and protective functions and devices. The space is
also sufficient to provide two independent fast acting shutdown systems working on diverse
principles. These features provide a high degree of assurance that reactor shutdown will
occur when required.
The initial inherent response of a HWR to a reactivity increase is prompt and negative
reactivity feedback; the increase in fuel temperature gives a rapid negative reactivity feedback
through the Doppler effect. This prompt negative feedback is, however, relatively small in
HWRs. Reactor control in normal operation is achieved by the movement of mechanical and
hydraulic devices; it does not require, nor make much use of, the prompt reactivity feedback.
A reactivity increase can also lead to a positive feedback through the coolant void coefficient;
the time scale is longer than the fuel temperature feedback since it is controlled by the heat
transfer through the fuel and to the coolant. It is less important in normal control since it is
compensated by the control devices, but it becomes important in accidents and sets the rate
requirements of the shutdown systems.
5.2.1.3

Core Cooling

For pressure-tube reactors, there is no large pressure vessel enclosing the core. The largest
rupture that can occur in the heat transport system (HTS) is limited to the size of the reactor
headers. In addition, the layout of the HTS is such that large size piping, including headers, is
located above the top of the core. Thus any single break in the system at or below the
elevation of any fuel channels would be limited in size to one feeder pipe or pressure tube.
With this arrangement, the core can be kept flooded with the emergency core cooling water in
the event of a LOCA anywhere in the system.
The heat transport system design, wherein the steam generators are located at an elevation
above the reactor, permits removal of decay heat following reactor shutdown, even when the
HTS pumps are not operating. On loss of electrical power to the HTS pumps, the reactor
would trip. Initially, the coolant circulation would be provided by the rotational inertia of the
pumps, while subsequently natural circulation of the coolant is adequate for transferring the
decay heat to the secondary coolant in the steam generators.
Even if there is a moderate depletion of inventory in the heat transport system,
thermosyphoning will still continue to be effective under voided conditions. As the void
increases further, unidirectional thermosyphoning may cease but fuel cooling will still be
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provided by other modes of buoyancy-induced flow, e.g. intermittent flow, as long as the
steam generators are available as a heat sink, and the HTS inlet headers are liquid filled.
The figure of eight circuit layout used in the heat transport system requires the coolant in each
circuit to make two passes through the core. This arrangement slows down the rate of core
voiding during a loss of coolant accident, because for any typical break location, one pass
through the core has much longer communication path to the break than the other pass. This
helps to limit the rate of reactivity transients associated with core voiding. In HWRs where a
two-loop concept is employed (e.g., CANDU 6), with isolatable interconnections between the
two loops, the core voiding is limited mainly to one loop. However as the reactor core gets
very large, the reactivity benefit of subdividing the HTS into two loops, one on each side of
the core, decreases. Voiding of one of the two loops introduces more than half the total core
void reactivity, with the proportion increasing as the core gets larger, because the reactivity of
the side of the core connected to the broken loop is enhanced by the flux tilt. Thus large
HWRs (-900 MWe) either have two loops with no loop isolation, or use a single loop.
The fuel and the high enthalpy coolant are confined to pressure tubes which are surrounded
by a large mass of relatively cold moderator heavy water in the calandria, about 130 to 300
Mg (depending on the reactor size). The calandria is further surrounded by cold shield water
in the calandria vault, having a light water inventory of 350 to 600 Mg. In case of certain
combined failures, such as Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) coincident with failure of
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS), the cold mass of moderator serves as an important
heat sink which can preserve the fuel channel integrity and prevent gross melting of the UO2.
In severe accident sequences assuming total failure of active heat sinks, including moderator
heat removal, this inventory of water will dramatically slow down the progression of the
accident, allowing time for recovery action by operators and emergency planning. In addition
the presence of the shield water around the calandria enables the calandria shell to be cooled
and serve for many hours as a core catcher in severe accident scenarios. The role of these
cold water inventories is further discussed in Section 5.3.2.
5.2.2

Engineered Safety Features

The inherent safety features available in the HWR concept are complemented by various
engineered safety features built into the design. This section brings out the principles
followed for the design of engineered safety features in HWRs and a description of some of
the salient features.
5.2.2.1

Safety Design Principles

In the engineering of the systems, well established safety design principles and guidelines are
followed, some of which are uniquely applied to HWRs. These are highlighted below.
5.2.2.1.1

Defence-In-Depth

The defence-in-depth pyramid is shown in Figure 5.2-1. It is of course not unique to
HWRsC52].
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Defence-in-Depth
Overlapping Countermeasures

Figure 5.2-1 Defence in Depth
In following the principles of defence-in-depth15"'31, emphasis is placed on minimizing the
challenges to the lower echelons in the Figure. Accident prevention is similar to other reactor
types and, with one exception, will not be described in detail here. In fact, many of the events
of moderate frequencies can be handled by normal operating or process systems without
invoking any of the safety systems; e.g., many deviations and transients can be safely handled
by the reactor setback or stepback, which reduce reactor power at a predetermined rate
through the reactor regulating system. Small leaks from the HTS, e.g. those from breaks in
instrument tubing, which are within the capacity of the D2O feed pumps, can be handled by
operator actions to shutdown the reactor and actuate the small leak handling system.
An aspect of defence-in-depth particular to pressure-tube HWRs is the application of
leak-before-break to the pressure boundary of the core (the pressure tubes). The critical crack
length is well above the crack at which leaks occur; such leaks are detected through an
annulus gas system which monitors the gas between the calandria tube and the pressure tube
in each channel. The operator can then shut down and depressurize the reactor long before
the risk of a rupture.
Leak-before-break can be defeated by excessive local zirconium hydride concentrations in the
pressure tube (due e.g., to pressure-tube / calandria tube contact). The sudden rupture of tube
G-16 in Pickering NGS-A Unit 2 on August 1 1983 highlighted this failure mechanism. The
calandria tube did not fail. The reactor and its three sister units were subsequently retubed
with zirconium-niobium pressure tubes, which were used in all CANDU reactors after
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Pickering A. Zirconium-niobium does not hydride as fast as Zircaloy-2 but separation must
still be maintained between the pressure tube and the calandria tube. In current HWRs, the
pressure tube / calandria tube gap and pressure tube hydride concentration are carefully
monitored to ensure that that all known pressure tube failure mechanisms would be signalled
beforehand by a leak.
5.2.2.1.2

Two Group Concept

In order to protect the plant against common mode incidents such as fires and missiles, the
safety systems have been divided into two groups that are functionally and physically
independent of each other and use diverse and independent support systems such as electrical
power and service water. Each group has capability to perform the following safety
functions:
1) Shutdown the reactor.
2) Remove decay heat from fuel
3) Minimize the escape of radioactivity
4) Monitor the safety status of the plant.
Group 1 comprises:
•

the normal plant operating systems, including the reactor regulating system, all process
systems (except for the moderator cooling) and the Main Control Room; and

•

Shutdown System 1 and the Emergency Core Cooling System

Group 2 comprises:
•

an Emergency Power Supply

•

an Emergency Water Supply

•

Shutdown System 2 and Containment Systems

•

emergency moderator cooling and circulation

•

a Secondary Control Area or supplementary control room

The Emergency Water Supply is plant dependent: on most CANDUs it consists of a portion
of the dousing tank water and/or an external water reservoir, with pumps powered by the
Emergency Power Supply; on Indian HWRs, it consists of firewater with diesel driven
pumps.
The required safety functions, and the systems in each of the two groups to satisfy these
functions, are tabulated below*.

This allocation of systems to Groups is typical of most HWRs. However in the
CANDU 9 design, the ECC is a Group 2 system and Containment Systems are
Group 1, since it allows a simplified layout.
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Required Safety Function
Shutdown the reactor
Remove decay heat

Minimize radioactivity release

Monitor the safety status of the
plant
5.2.2.1.3

Group 1
SDS1
Steam generator cooling
or shutdown cooling or
ECCS

Ensure decay heat
removal via the steam
generators or shutdown
cooling or ECCS
Main Control Room

Group 2
SDS2
Cooling by Emergency
Water Supply or firewater
through the steam
generator and moderator
cooling
Containment system
Hydrogen ignition system
(on recent HWRs)
Secondary Control Area
& local panels/controls

Redundancy

In line with the usual practice for NPPs, adequate redundancy is provided in safety systems
such that the minimum safety functions can be performed even in the event of failure of any
single active component in the system. Over and above this 'single failure criterion', safety
systems in HWRs are also required to meet specified unavailability targets, evaluation of
which takes into account the maximum permissible down time of the equipment (specified in
Station Technical Specifications for Operation) due to maintenance etc.; see
Section 5.2.2.1.4. Redundancy in the reactor protective systems includes triplicated
instrument channels operating on a two-out of-three coincidence principle. Each channel is
independent of the other channels, with separate detectors, power supplies, amplifiers and
relays. This arrangement ensures that safety functions will be performed reliably and also
allow testing and maintenance of a protection channel without affecting reactor operation.
5.2.2.1.4

Availability

The four HWR safety systems* (Shutdown System 1, Shutdown System 2, ECCS and
Containment) are designed to meet numerical availability targets, typically 0.999 for the most
recent HWRs. This availability must be demonstrated during plant operation by periodic
testing. The safety systems must be designed to permit such testing without a negative impact
on operations.
5.2.2.1.5

Separation

Physical and functional separation is ensured between each safety system and any process
system, so that a failure in a process system does not impair the safety systems which are
intended to protect against it or mitigate it. As far as practicable this separation is also
provided between different safety systems, as well as between redundant components within a
safety system. These features ensure that a single local event (viz. fire, missile, pipe failure)
will not result in multiple component or system failures, and the functions required for the
safety of the reactor will not be impaired.

sometimes called Special Safety Systems
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5.2.2.1.6

Fail Safe Feature

To minimize the probability of unsafe failures, wherever possible, the logic and
instrumentation circuits are designed to fail in the safe direction. The limitations of this
concept are: it is not always possible to define a unique fail-safe position (e.g., HTS liquid
relief valves); and a system which requires powered operation cannot be fail-safe on loss of
power. Thus systems which are mostly passive such as the shutdown systems and the
containment isolation system are fail-safe on loss of control power, but the ECC pumps rely
on electrical power to operate.
5.2.2.1.7

Seismic Design

As with all NPPs of current generation, HWRs are designed and qualified to withstand
earthquakes of defined magnitudes, without posing a radiological hazard.
In general three levels of earthquake are defined, one very infrequent and severe, the second
more frequent and less severe, and the third similar to the level used for designing
non-nuclear structures in the country. For the first type, the requirement is for one set of
systems to survive and perform the essential safety functions of shutdown, heat removal, and
plant monitoring. For the second type, a few more systems are qualified for operation and/or
structural integrity. The third category covers non-safety-related structures and equipment,
and is provided for both economic protection and worker safety.
We take the Indian and the Canadian approaches as examples.
In the Indian approacht54], three levels of earthquake are defined for a site, viz.:
a) Safe shutdown earthquake (SSE): Earthquake of maximum potential at the site, with a
mean recurrence interval (MRI) of the order of not less than 10,000 years.
b) Operating basis earthquake (OBE): Earthquake of magnitude that can reasonably be
expected to occur at the site during the life of the plant. MRI: not less than 100 years.
c) Codal: Level used for earthquake-resistant design of non-nuclear structures, as per
national standards and practices.
All items required for safe shutdown of the reactor (including decay heat removal) are
designed for SSE. Items required for ensuring safety during continued operation of the plant
are designed for OBE. All conventional equipment, and equipment whose failure does not
involve radiological risk, is included in this category. Some items may be assigned a seismic
category higher than that warranted by safety considerations, for reasons of economic risk.
The Canadian approach is similar and defines three levels of earthquakes as follows:
a) Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) which is the most severe seismic level. This is derived
from consideration of several factors including: local and regional seismo-tectonics;
extreme extrapolation of historical earthquake trends and earthquakes elsewhere in the
world in similar geo-tectonic structures. The formal definition of the DBE is as follows:
The DBE means an engineering representation of the potentially severe effects of
earthquakes applicable to the site that have a sufficiently low probability of being
exceeded during the lifetime of the plant.
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b) Site Design Earthquake (SDE) which is the lower seismic level. The SDE is a less
severe earthquake than the DBE and is used in the design of some systems and
components. In contrast with the DBE, the SDE is the representation of an earthquake
with a probability of 0.01 per year, based upon historical earthquakes only, for the site
under consideration. The DBE and SDE are based on different premises, and have no
correlation or any fixed ratio. The formal definition of the SDE is as follows: The SDE
means an engineering representation of the effects at the site of a set of possible
earthquakes with an occurrence rate, based on historical records, not greater than 0.01 per
year.
c) National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) Earthquake, which is the minimum
seismic design requirement. The seismic requirements of the NBCC apply to all other
plant structures that are not qualified to Design Basis Earthquake or Site Design
Earthquake levels.
At least one set of safety systems is qualified to perform the essential safety functions
following a DBE. The frequency of the combination "LOCA plus simultaneous DBE" is
below the credible range so that it is not a design requirement. However, the frequency of the
combined failure "LOCA followed after 24 hours by SDE" is within the credible range, so
that the plant must be designed for this combination. Thus portions of the ECC and its
support systems are qualified to SDE. In practice systems required after an SDE are often
qualified to the DBE level, as the cost differential is small.
5.2.2.1.8

Practices Relating to Multi-Unit Stations

Practices regarding sharing of safety systems in stations consisting of multiple units differ
from country to country.
Multiple single-unit CANDU 6 stations (the four-unit station at Wolsong) have single-unit
modular designs, with very little sharing of safety-related systems among the units; the
Emergency Power Supply, Emergency Water Supply and parts of the fire protection system
are shared on a twin-unit basis.
Indian HWRs use a twin-unit modular approach; however systems important to safety are not
shared, although provision for manual inter-ties between some of the safety support systems
of the two units are made (e.g. in the electric supply system, process water and instrument
air).
HWR designs operated by Ontario Hydro (Pickering, Bruce, Darlington) all consist of four or
eight (in the case of Pickering) reactors with a common containment envelope, including a
single vacuum building. A number of safety-related systems are provided on a station rather
than a unit basis - e.g., electrical supplies, ECCS, emergency water system, emergency power
system. However the design ensures that:
•

if the safety systems must serve all units, they are so designed - e.g., sufficient Class HI
power is provided for a loss of Class IV power to all units

•

if an accident in one unit requires ECC or containment, it does not affect the required
capability for an orderly shutdown, cooldown, and decay heat removal in the other units.
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5.2.2.1.9

Operator Actions During Accidents

In general, actions required to handle accidents within a specified time frame are automated.
With these provisions, for any operator action to be performed from the control room, the
design must be such that at least 15 minutes are available after an unambiguous signal before
such action is credited. For actions to be performed from outside the control room, at least 30
minutes are allowed.
All such diagnoses and actions are defined in abnormal operating manuals at each station.
5.2.2.1.10

Testability

Provisions are incorporated to ensure that active components in systems important to safety
are testable periodically. Most of these tests can be done with reactor on power. Systems
such as shutdown systems are designed to be testable from the initiating signal up to actuation
of the end device; for example a partial rod drop test is performed periodically during power
operation on each shutoff rod to demonstrate that it is not stuck. The partial drop is designed
so as not to impact power operation.
5.2.2.1.11

Environmental Qualification

Safety systems are environmentally qualified as required to ensure that they will perform their
intended functions. For example, components located within the containment, which are
required to operate under LOCA conditions, are qualified to function under the high
temperature, steam and radiation environment expected during a LOCA.
5.2.2.1.12

Safety Analysis

The safety assessment of pressure-tube HWRs has traditionally followed some unique rules,
some arising from the intrinsic aspects of the pressure-tube design and some arising from
regulatory philosophy.
Although the scope of this Chapter does not include licensing, the licensing approach does
have an impact on the safety analysis. Licensing HWRs has generally followed the
"proponent propose / regulator dispose" philosophy. That is, the regulator sets overall safety
requirements, and the owner proposes the best way to meet these requirements. This is in
contrast to the prescriptive approach wherein a regulator sets not only safety requirements but
specifies in detail how to meet them. As a result, HWRs have been licensed under many
different regulatory jurisdictions without major changes in design.
The impact on safety analysis is that, apart from specifying the general classes of accidents to
be analyzed, the regulator requires the proponent to identify the accidents to be analyzed
using a systematic approach. This leads to a relatively long list of accidents and accident
combinations; but also results in a very exhaustive safety review of the plant.
HWR accident analysis requires consideration not only of a set of initiating events, but also a
set of multiple failures, the predictions of which have to satisfy regulatory dose limits. Thus
the traditional "design basis" set of initiating events is extended in HWRs, so that protection
against multiple failures is reflected in the design. Specifically, each initiating event, or
process system failure, must be combined with an assumed unavailability, in turn, of each
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safety system which is designed to mitigate the event. The impact on design has been
profound; effectively the philosophy requires that the safety functions of reactor shutdown
and decay heat removal must be capable of being performed by at least two separate and
independent systems. Moreover the regulating system (which in many accidents is fully
capable of reactor shutdown) is not credited with reactor shutdown in safety analysis; thus the
shutdown function must be duplicated by means of another safety shutdown system (In earlier
HWRs, where there was only one shutdown system, the consequences of failure of that
system in an accident had to be shown to be acceptable.)
5.2.2.1.13

Safety Analysis Approaches

The traditional or "conservative" approach to safety analysis has been to stack pessimistic
assumptions, data and even physical models to obtain a pessimistic analysis. This approach
has been required to a greater or lesser extent by most regulators and for most reactor types.
HWRs also followed this approach for licensing analysis, although the physical models used
were realistic.
The advantage of the approach was that the answer was known to be pessimistic; and in some
cases the safety analysis could be simplified by using bounding rather than realistic
assumptions (as long as the results were still acceptable).
Recently however many jurisdictions, including the IAEA, have been encouraging the use of
"best-estimate plus uncertainty analysis". In this approach, more physically realistic models,
assumptions, and data are used so that the prediction is more representative of expected
behaviour; however to ensure there is no 'cliff-edge' effect (a rapid worsening of
consequence with a small change in assumptions or data), an uncertainty analysis is required,
which then gives the likely range of consequences about the prediction. Even in a
"best-estimate" analysis, some conservative assumptions may be retained for simplicity,
resulting in a "better-estimate" analysis plus uncertainties.
The approach is being changed because there are a number of disadvantages to the
conservative analysis:
•

the margin between the expected behaviour and the conservative predicted behaviour is
unknown (how 'conservative' is the answer?)

•

there is a tendency over time for more and more conservatisms to be added in, in an
unsystematic fashion

•

as the conservative prediction gets close to the regulatory acceptance limit, regulators
become uncomfortable at the apparent lack of margin, even though they are aware the
results are conservative

•

the predictions of the computer codes can be so severe that the physical conditions are in
areas where no validation is possible (e.g., very high fuel temperatures)

The "Best Estimate Plus Uncertainties" approach addresses these issues at the cost of
somewhat increased cost and complexity of analysis15"53. It:
•

quantifies the margin to acceptance criteria

•

allows rational combination of uncertainties
incorporates 'cliff-edge' effects
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•

highlights parameters which are important to safety

•

focusses safety Research and Development on areas which really matter

•

provide the basis for more realistic operator training

We describe both approaches as they are currently applied to HWRs.
5.2.2.1.13.1

Conservative Analysis

Key safety analysis assumptions are chosen in a conservative direction. These include
fundamental core property parameters, initial plant conditions, system performance measures,
and assumptions on the unavailability of portions of mitigating systems. There is no unique
conservative choice of a parameter; what is conservative in one application (e.g., minimizing
the number of containment air coolers credited, in calculating peak containment pressure)
may be non-conservative in another (calculating high containment pressure trip
effectiveness). However, since many parameters are chosen in a similar way for many
accidents, the following table lists the most common choices along with a simplified
rationale:
Table 5.2-1 Key Safety Analysis Assumptions
Parameter
Reactor thermal power

Conservative Condition
High

Reactor regulating system

Normal operation or inactive,
whichever is worse; setback is
generally not credited unless it
tends to blind the trip
Highest permissible operating
iodine burden (and associated
noble gases) and end-of-life
tritium concentration
Both clean & fouled cases,
whichever is worse in each
accident
Maximum permitted during
operation, plus assessment of any
consequential effects due to the
accident
Low

Radionuclide operating load in the
HTS

Steam generators

Steam generator tube leak rate

HTS flow, pressure
Instrumented channel flow
Coolant void reactivity coefficient
Fuel loading

Shutdown system

SDS2 injection nozzles
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High
High
Low
Equilibrium
Fresh
Backup trip on less effective
shutdown system using the last
two of three instrumentation
channels to trip
Most effective nozzle unavailable

Why It Is Conservative
Minimize time to use up cooling
water inventory, minimize margins
to critical heat flux, etc.
Choose so as to delay reactor trip

Maximize radionuclide release
from station and public dose

Reduce reactor trip effectiveness

Increase radioactivity release

Reduce margins to critical heat
flux
Reduce low flow trip effectiveness
Maximize overpower transient
Delay HTS high pressure trip
Maximize fuel temperatures,
radioactivity release
Maximize overpower transient
Delay shutdown system
effectiveness

Reduce shutdown system
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Parameter
SDS1 shutoff rods
Maximum channel and bundle
power
Reactor decay power

Conservative Condition
Two most effective rods
unavailable
High
High

Initial flux tilt

High

Initial moderator local maximum
subcooling
Number of operating containment
air coolers and other heat sinks

Low
Low
High

Number of dousing spray headers

Low (typically 4 out of 6)
High

Containment leak rate

High (typically 2x to lOx design
leak rate)

Low
Containment bypass leakage
Weather
Operator Actions

5.2.2.1.13.2

Pre-existing steam generator tube
leak
Least dispersive weather
occurring >10% of the time
Not credited before 15 minutes
after a clear indication of the
event, for actions that can be done
from the control room; and not
credited before 30 minutes, for
actions that must be done in the
field

Why It Is Conservative
reactivity depth
Reduce shutdown system
reactivity depth
Maximize fuel & sheath
temperature
Minimize time to use up cooling
water inventory
Maximize peak local fuel &
sheath temperature
Minimize margin to critical heat
flux on calandria tube
Maximize containment pressure
Delay high pressure trip and
maximize likelihood of hydrogen
combustion
Maximize short-term containment
pressure
Maximize long-term containment
pressure and leak-rate, maximize
likelihood of long-term hydrogen
combustion
Maximize public dose
Maximize containment pressure
Maximize public dose
Maximize public dose
Maximize mission time of
automatic systems

Best Estimate plus Uncertainty Analysis

There are three different sources of uncertainty:
1) the physical models used, as expressed in the computer codes used for safety analysis,
2) the plant model or idealization implemented in the codes, and
3) the data used for plant parameters.
For HWRs, as noted earlier, the physical models have traditionally been "best-estimate", with
the conservatisms being introduced via assumptions on system behaviour or plant state.
A true "best estimate" analysis needs a substantial amount of work since it requires
developing realistic models of behaviour; it is often less costly to use conservative models.
However the dominant conservatisms used in safety analysis are well-known as per
Table 5.2-1; replacing them with more realistic assumptions is the first step toward a better
estimate.
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To date the approach has been to perform a "best estimate" analysis by removing assumptions
such as those listed in Table 5.2-1. Uncertainties in key parameters are then added back in,
but rather than stacking independent uncertainties linearly, as is done usually in safety
analysis for licensing, they are combined statistically to estimate the statistical uncertainty in
the answer. The steps are[5"6]:
•

identify the output variables which are compared to safety acceptance criteria (e.g.,
centreline fuel temperature)

•

identify the key parameters in each analysis to which the output variables are sensitive
(e.g., void reactivity, shutdown system delay time)

•

determine the sensitivity of the output variables to each key parameter and develop a
response surface using multiple analysis code runs and multivariate curve fitting

•

determine the uncertainty distribution for each key parameter

•

sample the response surface using these distributions to determine the uncertainty
distribution for each output variable

To date the results of "best estimate plus uncertainty" analyses have shown much less severe
consequences in accidents than have the extreme value analyses usually presented for
licensing.
As noted, there are two additional sources of uncertainty beyond plant data: the physical
model and the plant idealization. A full "best-estimate" analysis should be accompanied by
uncertainty assessments not just of plant parameters, but also of code models and the plant
idealization. The former uncertainty can be derived from comparisons of the code to actual
plant transients; the latter uncertainty is a product of the formal code validation (comparison
against experiments).
5.2.2.2

Reactor Shutdown

The following discussion applies to pressure-tube reactors. The pressure-vessel reactors
Atucha 1 and Atucha 2 also have two independent shutdown systems which are functionally
similar to the pressure-tube-reactor shutdown systems.
5.2.2.2.1

Reactor Shutdown Systems

Current HWR designs incorporate two independent fast-acting shutdown systems of diverse
design. Each of these systems is separately and independently capable of safely terminating
any reactivity transient from any operating state of the reactor. The reactivity transients
considered include those from a large LOCA, which result in the fastest reactivity addition
rate in a HWR due to coolant voiding in the core. The total required reactivity worth
("depth") of the shutdown system is governed by appropriate combinations of potential
positive reactivity effects, which include complete voiding in the core; displacement of
moderator poison; cooldown of fuel, coolant and moderator; as well as decay of xenon in the
fuel after a shutdown.
The two shutdown systems performing the above functions are (Figure 5.2-2):
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Shutdown System 1 (also called SDSl, primary shutdown system, or PSS), consisting of
mechanical shutoff rod mechanisms. Whenever a reactor trip signal is received, an
electromagnetic clutch in each mechanism is de-energized, releasing a stainless-steel-clad
cadmium absorber element, which drops into the core under gravity, initially assisted by
spring thrust. SDSl is the primary method of quickly shutting down the reactor in an
accident.
Shutdown System 2 (also called SDS2, Secondary Shutdown System, or SSS) consisting of
perforated horizontal tubes in the calandria, through which liquid poison (gadolinium nitrate
solution) is injected into the moderator. When triggered by a trip signal, fast-acting valves
between a high pressure helium tank and the poison tanks open to pressurize and inject the
liquid poison into the reactor. The 220 MWe Indian HWRs employ a different version of
SDS2, consisting of vertical empty tubes in the reactor core which, when required by a trip
signal, get filled up with liquid poison (lithium pentaborate solution). The 500 MWe reactors
in India will have a similar shutdown system to CANDU.
The 220 MWe Indian HWRs also employ a slow-acting liquid poison injection system (LPIS)
for long-term subcriticality. The fast-acting shutdown systems (SDSl and SDS2) in these
reactors have sufficient reactivity depth to cater for all reactivity effects except slow ones
such as xenon decay; the latter is catered for by LPIS, thus ensuring long-term subcriticality.
LPIS injects poison into the moderator by pressurizing a boric acid solution contained in a
poison tank with the help of high pressure gas stored in a helium tank. It is triggered
automatically whenever SDSl or SDS2 are actuated, acting with a specified time delay in the
former case, and promptly in the latter.
Each of the two shutdown systems has sufficient capacity to perform its safety function, i.e.
to provide the required negative reactivity rate and depth, assuming a specified number of
elements (one or two shutoff rods in SDSl or one poison tube/bank of tubes in SDS2) is
inoperable. The system actuation is fail-safe with respect to power or air failure.
5.2.2.2.2

Trip Parameters and Instrumentation

Reactor shutdown is actuated by a number of trip parameters selected to ensure that there are
at least two* parameters on each shutdown system for detecting any serious malfunction
requiring a reactor shutdown. Triplicated sensors and instrumentation channels are provided
for each of the trip parameters. These sensors are independent of those used in regulation, in
conformance with the philosophy of separation between regulation and protection. Also the
sensors and instrumentation for the two shutdown systems are separate. The trip parameters
are plant specific, but examples are: high reactor power, heat transport system high and low
pressure, heat transport system high temperature, low pressure differential across the reactor
core, high containment pressure, normal electric supply failure, low level in the steam
generators, low flow in the heat transport system, etc.
For each system, independent triplicated logic is employed, with 2-out-of-3 coincidence logic
for generating the trip signal. Each trip channel is testable on-power.

except where impractical or counterproductive to public interest
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5.2.2.2.3

Computer-Based Instrumentation for Shutdown Systems

Some HWR designs (Wolsong 2,3&4; Qinshan; Darlington) incorporate computer-based trip
logic for SDS1 and SDS2C57]. This is an evolution of the Programmable Digital Comparators
used on earlier CANDUs to implement the trip decision logic. Computers enhance safety
availability (convert many unsafe failures into safe ones) and improve production reliability.
Each channel has its own trip computer, which replaces all analogue trip comparators, all
programmable digital comparators and relay logic. Each channel also has a separate test
computer for automation of safety system testing. Final 2-out-of-3 voting logic is done by
relays.
While the possibility of errors is not unique to software-based logic as opposed to relay-based
logic, in practice the former has developed much more formal and extensive validation and
verification, especially when the software is used in reactor safety systems. Standards have
been written to codify accepted practicesc5"8]'[5~9]. An IAEA activity has been underway for
some time, although focussed more on the use of software in control and instrumentation
rather than safety systems; a Technical Report is in preparation[510].
5.2.2.2.4

Reactor Setback and Stepback

The setback provision reduces reactor power by driving down the demand power, in a ramp
fashion, at a rate (typically 0.5 % full-power/sec), and down to a level, determined by the
parameter causing the setback. The stepback feature (not provided in smaller 220 MWe
Indian HWRs) causes a step reduction in power by dropping the mechanical control
absorbers, by disengaging their clutches.
Reactor setback and stepback act through the reactor regulating system to effect fast reduction
of the reactor power for abnormal situations which are not severe enough to warrant
immediate safety system shutdown. The stepback initiation logic in particular is separated
from the main control programme to some extent, so that faults in the regulating system are
less likely to affect stepback also.
Many of the less severe reactivity and process transients can be handled by setback and
stepback, thus reducing, as intended, the demand on the reactor shutdown systems.
5.2.2.3

Core Cooling

Normally, the core decay heat can be removed through two alternate independent and diverse
paths: through steam generators, with heat rejected by boiling off feedwater, or through the
shutdown cooling system, with heat rejected to process/service water, which ultimately rejects
heat to atmosphere (through cooling towers) or to cooling water from the ultimate heat sink
(river, lake, sea).
For certain accident conditions, other paths are also provided. During a LOCA, the
emergency core cooling system is used to re-flood the core and also remove at least part of
the reactor heat (the remaining part being removed by steam generators). The heat picked up
by ECCS water is rejected to process water in ECCS heat exchangers. For a LOCA
coincident with impairments in ECCS, an additional heat sink, which, as mentioned before, is
unique to HWRs, is the cold moderator water, which picks up heat from overheated coolant
channels and transfers it to process water in the moderator heat exchangers. Beyond this, for
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severe core damage accidents involving subsequent failures of moderator circulation or
cooling, the massive water inventory in the calandria vault (the shield tank) would act as an
additional heat sink for some hours.
For Atucha 1 and 2, the moderator contributes to core heat removal for LOCA + loss of
ECCS, but in a different manner, because of the direct connection between the moderator and
theHTS.
Discussed below are the alternate provisions for core cooling during conditions with the HTS
intact. Severe accidents are discussed elsewhere (Section 5.3.2), while ECCS is described in
Section 5.2.2.4.
5.2.2.3.1

Steam Generators and Feedwater System

The normal heat sink for the fuel in the core is provided by forced circulation of HTS coolant
which transfers the core heat to the secondary coolant in the steam generators, with feedwater
supplied to the steam generators by steam generator feedwater pumps.
The steam flow from the steam generators, the normal path for which is through the turbine
and condenser, can also be directed under transient conditions through one or more of:
•

Condenser Steam Discharge Valves (CSDVs) to the condenser directly (provided
adequate vacuum is available in the condenser), or

•

Atmospheric Steam Discharge Valves (ASDVs) to the atmosphere, or

•

Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) to the atmosphere.

Typically, the condenser can accept 70% full power steady-state steam from the CSDVs; in
such plants there is no need for high-capacity ASDVs for control purposes, and those
provided normally pass -10% steam flow. Instead, for safety purposes, the MSSVs are
provided for overpressure protection of the secondary side and for crash-cooldown during a
LOCA: typically they pass -115% of steam flow.
Plants with high capacity ASDVs can likewise pass in excess of 100% steam flow for both
control and safety purposes.
These provisions allow the steam generators to serve as a heat sink for the core under certain
transient/off normal conditions when the turbine is not able to take all the power generated by
the reactor.
Under reactor shutdown conditions, cooling of the core to remove decay heat can be
performed by natural circulation of the HTS coolant (i.e., forced circulation is no longer
necessary). On the secondary side, feed flow to the steam generators, at a substantially
reduced rate (about 4% of normal feed flow), is provided by auxiliary steam generator feed
pumps (ASGFPs). The power source for these pumps depends on the station design: some
are electric, powered by Class HI (diesel generator backed); some stations use steam-driven
ASGFPs; some use direct diesel drive. The pipes from the ASGFPs in some HWRs are
routed in such a way that auxiliary feed water can be supplied directly to the steam generators
independent of main feed lines. Thus in the event of failure of the main feedwater supply
(due either to failure of main feedwater pumps, or normal electric supply failure, or a break in
the feedwater line), the reactor would be tripped (on low steam generator level or high HTS
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pressure), and decay heat removal would be ensured by the auxiliary feed flow which starts
automatically.
In all HWRs, the steam generators normally contain an inventory of water sufficient for
removing decay heat for several tens of minutes. Because of this, a few minutes delay in
restoration of auxiliary feed flow would be tolerable.
The deaerator, from which the main and auxiliary steam generator feed pumps draw their
supply, provides a large inventory to maintain the reactor in a hot shutdown condition or to
bring it to a cold shutdown condition. Two full capacity condensate extraction pumps, and
two auxiliary condensate extraction pumps (the latter on Class III power supply) are provided
for a reliable supply of water to the deaerator.
To cater for an extreme situation involving total loss of feedwater, HWRs have a backup
water supply from either the Emergency Water System, or from the firewater system. These
sources can be added directly to the steam generators. However on current HWRs they are a
low-pressure supply, and can enter the steam generators only after the latter have been
depressurized by blowing down steam through the ASDVs, CSDVs, or the MSSVs.
5.2.2.3.2

Shutdown Cooling System

An alternate heat sink for removing decay heat is the shutdown cooling system, which is
normally used for cooldown and during cold shutdown conditions. The system circulates
HTS water (by means of shutdown cooling pumps, powered by Class in electric supply)
through heat exchangers, which transfer heat to the process water system. While two
shutdown cooling trains are provided, one on either side of the reactor, one train is adequate
to remove the heat. The shutdown cooling system is normally intended to be valved in when
HTS coolant temperature has been brought down to around 180-150°C. However, under
emergency conditions, it is possible to initiate this system even at full system temperature and
pressure. Thus steam generator blowdown is not required.
5.2.2.4

Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)

The description below provides the functional capabilities of ECCS for HWRs; the specific
details apply to pressure-tube HWRs.
5.2.2.4.1

Common Features

In common with all water cooled reactors, HWRs incorporate an ECCS to cool the core and
thereby limit fuel damage in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident. The minimum design
objective is to limit the release of fission products from the fuel. While specific acceptance
criteria may differ from country to country, typical requirements in this regard are as follows:
a) For LOCAs with break size smaller than, and up to, the largest feeder break, there shall be
adequate cooling of the core to prevent gross fuel sheath failures. (However, in single
channel events, failure of fuel in the affected channel may not be prevented).
b) For LOCAs larger than feeder pipe breaks, fuel failures shall be limited such that the
radiological consequences to the public are within limits acceptable to the regulator for
this class of event.
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c) For all LOCAs, the integrity of fuel channels* shall be maintained; and fuel geometry
shall allow continued coolability of the core by ECCS.
d) Adequate long term cooling capability of the fuel following the LOCA shall be ensured.
Emergency core cooling systems provided in various HWRs differ in design details. Usually,
the system is designed to inject water to the HTS in three stages:
•

high pressure injection, followed by

•

intermediate/low pressure injection, followed by

•

long-term recovery and recirculation.

High pressure injection is supplied either by a system of accumulators containing water and
pressurized by nitrogen gas tanks; or by high pressure pumps in some of the Ontario Hydro
plants. Intermediate pressure injection and recirculation is provided by pumps (powered by
Class III electric supply) with water drawn initially from a tank, and subsequently from a
sump (which collects spilled water from the break) via the ECCS heat exchanger.
In recent HWRs and in several of the original CANDU 6s, the entire sequence is now
automated; in other, older HWRs, operator action is required to switch from intermediate
pressure injection to recovery mode.
ECCS is accompanied by "crash cooldown" of the steam generators, done by blowing off
steam to atmosphere through the MSSVs, or equivalent. This ensures that the HTS pressure
stays below ECCS injection pressure, especially for small LOCA, and also for large LOCA in
the long term. This approach, is preferred to depressurizing the HTS directly through relief
valves, since it reduces the possibility of spurious opening of HTS relief valves; in addition in
HWRs, secondary side cooldown will result in marginal or no reactivity increase. In fact in
HWRs which have boiling in the channels, the reactivity actually decreases.
Very small breaks (e.g., instrument line break) within the capacity of the D2O feed pumps can
be handled without involving the actuation of ECCS. The spilled D2O is collected through
appropriately located drain lines, into a tank, and pumped back to the HTS storage tank after
cooling it in a heat exchanger.
The above description is general; comments on some specific designs follow.
5.2.2.4.2

ECCS in Single Unit CANDUs

Single-unit CANDUs use high pressure H2O accumulators, followed by medium pressure
pumps drawing water from the elevated dousing tank (Figure 5.2-3). As the dousing tank
nears depletion, the mode is changed to recirculation: water collected in the basement is
injected back to the HTS through a heat exchanger.

except for the affected channel in single channel events
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Figure 5.2-3 Emergency Core Cooling System - CANDU 6
For small breaks, most decay heat is transferred to the steam generators and rejected via the
MSSVs. For large breaks, the break flow itself acts as the major heat sink.
ECCS injection takes place into all the headers in the HTS, irrespective of location or size of
the break.
In the CANDU 9 design, the ECC water tanks are within the reactor building, to reduce the
likelihood of an interfacing system LOCA outside containment. In addition the
medium-pressure ECC has been eliminated: a portion of the water from the elevated Reserve
Water Tank dumps on the floor at ECCS initiation, and provides water for the ECC recovery
pumps after the accumulator phase is over.
5.2.2.4.3

ECCS in Indian 500 MWe HWRs

The ECCS of the 500 MWe Indian HWR is similar except that subsequent to the high
pressure injection phase, low pressure injection and recirculation flow is supplied through 4 x
50% pumps from the reactor building suppression pool, which also collects the spilled water.
All actions up to and including the establishment of long-term recirculation are automatic.
5.2.2.4.4

ECCS in Indian 220 MWe HWRs

In the 220 MWe HWR (Figure 5.2-4), the ECCS incorporates:
a) High pressure heavy water injection.
b) Intermediate pressure light water injection, and
c) Low pressure long-term recirculation.
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Figure 5.2.-4 Emergency Core Cooling System - Indian 220 Mwe HWR
The high pressure heavy water injection is provided by a system of accumulators containing
D2O pressurized by a nitrogen gas tank. Intermediate pressure light water injection is
provided by a system of two accumulators, with a pressurized nitrogen gas tank. When the
HTS pressure falls further, low pressure light water injection occurs, followed by
recirculation provided by pumps. The ECCS pumps take suction from the suppression pool
and this water is cooled in the ECCS Heat Exchanger (by Active High Pressure Process
Water).
The provision of a heavy water accumulator for the initial high pressure injection permits its
use during certain non-LOCA transients to make up fast shrinkage in the HTS, without
downgrading the HTS heavy water.
Injection of ECCS water takes place through two of the four headers, which are selected
depending on the size and location of the break. For small breaks, or breaks on the outlet
header side, in which flows continue in the normal direction, injection takes place into the
reactor inlet headers; for large breaks on the inlet header side, which result in reversal of flow
in half of the core, injection is directed to the inlet and outlet header on the side away from
the break, so as to assist the flow direction. Selection of the headers takes place
automatically, based on a delta-P signal between the headers, indicating the flow direction.
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5.2.2.5

Containment System

As with ECC, the containment systems for pressure-tube HWRs and for pressure-vessel
HWRs are functionally similar. The actual containment design for pressure-vessel HWRs is
very similar to the standard Siemens PWR containment. The details of the description below
are based on pressure-tube HWR containment.
5.2.2.5.1

General

The chief function of the containment system is to limit the release of radio-activity to the
environment in accidents, to within acceptable limits. The containment system consists of a
leak-tight envelope around the reactor and associated nuclear systems, and includes a
containment isolation system (for fast closure of valves/dampers in lines penetrating the
containment), containment atmosphere energy removal (cooldown) systems, and clean-up
systems. Hydrogen control is provided in the newer, larger HWRs to cater for long-term
hydrogen build-up due to radiolysis after a LOCA, and for severe accidents such as LOCA +
LOECC.
Current pressure-tube HWR designs employ the following major types of containment:
a) Single unit containment, with a dousing system for pressure suppression, as used in
CANDU6
b) Multiple unit containment with a common vacuum building, as used in the Pickering,
Darlington, and Bruce stations.
c) Double containment system used in Indian HWRs, incorporating a double envelope, and
pressure suppression.
These concepts are described briefly in the following sections. Note that the HWR design
does not determine the type of containment: that decision is driven by other factors such as
single vs. multiple unit philosophy, national regulatory requirements, allowable leak rates,
construction cost etc.
5.2.2.5.2

Single Unit CANDU Containment

The CANDU 6 single-unit containment consists of a cylindrical pre-stressed, post-tensioned
concrete building with a concrete dome (Figure 5.2-5). The concrete provides strength and
shielding; the building is lined with an epoxy coating to improve leak-tightness. Beneath the
outer dome there is an inner dome having an opening in the crown. The double dome
together with the perimeter wall forms a container, providing storage at an elevated level for
2550 m3 of water for dousing and emergency core cooling.
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Figure 5.2-5 Single Unit Containment
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On a rise in pressure or a release of radioactivity to the containment, the containment
isolation system would close all penetrations open to the outside atmosphere, mainly the
containment ventilation system. This is a subsystem of the containment safety system, so is
designed to safety system standards, with triplicated testable logic and a availability target of
greater than 0.999 (so that the overall containment system can meet its availability target of
0.999).
A sufficiently large pressure rise (e.g., from a LOCA or steam main break) would trigger the
dousing spray system through valves in the dousing spray headers. The purpose of the
dousing spray is to suppress the short-term pressure rise caused by the accident - thus the
flowrate is very high. Dousing turns on when the pressure rises above 14 kPa, and turns off
when it falls below 7 kPa, resulting in a cyclic operation for small LOCA. The dousing
valves are divided into two sets of six valves (three pairs of two valves in series) each. One
set is pneumatic/electric and the other is electric. Operation of any two pairs of valves in any
one set is sufficient to keep the pressure following a LOCA below the containment design
pressure.
Long term pressure control and heat removal, after the dousing water is finished, is through
local air coolers.
In recent CANDU 6 plants (Wolsong 2,3&4 and Qinshan 1&2), a network of hydrogen
igniters is provided to burn any local concentrations of hydrogen formed in the long term
post-LOCA, and in dual failures (LOCA + LOECC), before they can reach explosive
conditions.
A filtered air discharge system allows containment depressurization and cleanup in the very
long term after an accident.
In the CANDU 9 containment, the dousing system has been eliminated to achieve greater
plant simplicity. Of course this means the design pressure is considerably higher than for
CANDU 6. To achieve increased leak-tightness at the higher design pressure, the building is
lined with a steel liner. Also in addition to hydrogen igniters, passive hydrogen recombiners
are used in selected locations to provide increased reliability in the long term post-accident.
The containment design pressure is set by the LOCA, combined with whichever containment
impairment maximizes the internal containment pressure - e.g., impairment of air coolers or
LOECC. A steam line break inside containment may reach a higher pressure but does not
determine the containment design pressure; because there is minimal radioactivity release
from a steam line break (and the reactivity effect is negative especially for those HWRs which
have boiling in the HTS), the requirement is that the containment structural integrity be
preserved (no through-wall cracking).
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5.2.2.5.3

Multiple Unit Vacuum Building Containment System

In the multi-unit vacuum system, four or eight reactors, each with its own local containment,
are connected by large ducting to a separate, common vacuum building kept, as its name
implies, at near zero absolute pressure (Figure 5.2-6). Should steam be released from a pipe
break in the reactor building, the pressure causes banks of self-actuating valves connecting
the vacuum building to the ducting to open. The steam and any radioactivity are then sucked
along the duct; the steam is condensed by dousing in the vacuum building and soluble fission
products such as iodine are washed out. The dousing is passively actuated by the difference
in pressure between the main body of the vacuum building and the vacuum chamber; it does
not require electrical power or compressed air supplies to operate.

Reactor building*

Vacuum building

Figure 5.2-6 Multi-Unit Containment
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This concept, which was developed because of the economics of multi-unit sites, has a
number of unique safety characteristics:
•

after an accident, the entire containment system is sub-atmospheric for several days; thus
leakage is inward, rather than outward. This is true (for less time, of course) even with an
impairment in the containment envelope.

•

the overpressure period in the reactor building is very short, of the order of a couple of
minutes, so the design pressure is reduced and the design leak-rate can be increased
relative to single unit containment.

•

even if the vacuum building is not available, the large interconnected volume of the four
or eight reactor buildings provides an effective containment

•

several days after an accident, when the vacuum is gradually depleted, and the
containment pressure rises towards atmospheric, an Emergency Filtered Air Discharge
System is used to control the pressure and ensure the leakage is filtered.

5.2.2.5.4

Containment System of Indian HWRs

Current Indian HWRsC511J use a double containment principle (Figure 5.2-7). The annular
space between the primary and secondary containment envelopes is provided with a purging
arrangement to maintain a negative pressure in the space. This arrangement significantly
reduces the ground level releases to the environment during accidents where there is a
radioactivity release into the primary containment.
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Figure 5.2-7 Double Containment - Indian HWRs

The containment structures are of concrete. The primary containment is a pre-stressed
concrete structure, consisting of a perimeter wall topped by a pre-stressed concrete dome.
The outer, or secondary containment envelope is a reinforced concrete cylindrical wall topped
by a reinforced concrete dome. The primary containment uses epoxy coating as liner for
added leak-tightness and ease of decontamination.
Automatic isolation of the containment is initiated in the event of a pressure rise and/or
activity build-up in the containment.
A pressure suppression system incorporating a suppression pool is used for limiting the peak
pressure in the containment following a loss-of-coolant accident or a Main Steam Line Break
(MSLB). The primary containment building is divided into two accident-based volumes,
Volume VI ('drywelF) and Volume V2 ('wetwell'), separated by leak-tight walls and floors
and connected through a vent system via a suppression pool containing water, in the
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sub-basement (see Figure 5.2-7). During a LOCA or MSLB, the pressure rise in volume VI
will cause a steam-air mixture to flow via the vent system to the suppression pool, where the
steam will condense, and the air will escape into volume V2.
The pressure suppression system is an entirely passive system and does not perform any
function during normal operational states. In addition to pressure suppression, the
suppression pool water forms part of the long term recirculation mode of emergency core
cooling.
To cool down and thereby depressurize the containment following an accident in as short a
time as possible, a system of building air-coolers, distributed at various locations in Volume
VI of the containment building, is used. These coolers are used during normal operation as
well. The coolers are supplied from an assured process water supply; their fan motors are
driven by power supplies backed by diesel generators (Class HI electric power supply). Like
all other containment-related engineered safety features, these coolers are designed to work in
post-LOCA containment environment conditions.
In order to achieve further depressurization at low pressures (say below 0.04 kg/cm2(g))
which may be difficult to achieve by cooling alone, there is a provision for controlled gas
discharge to the stack via filters. This system can also be used up to a maximum containment
overpressure of 0.4 kg/cm2(g) for delayed containment venting if warranted due to
accumulation of non-condensables during the post accident phase. Usually operation of this
system is not envisaged before 48 hours following an accident.
For post-accident clean-up of the atmosphere in the containment, two systems are used:
a) Primary containment filtration and pump-back system
In this system, air flow is recirculated within the primary containment through charcoal
filters, to perform containment atmosphere cleanup operation on a long-term basis after an
accident. Significant reduction in the concentration of iodine in the primary containment
would be effected over a period of time, so that by the time the controlled gas discharge
system is operated, say after 48 hours, the associated stack releases will be low.
b) Secondary containment filtration, recirculation and purge system
This system provides multi-pass filtration and mixing by recirculation within the secondary
containment space, and also maintains negative pressure within it. The negative pressure
maintained in the secondary containment space brings the net ground level release down
to very low values.
The loads for which the containment structure is designed include normal and construction
loads, abnormal loads (including pressure and temperature loads resulting from the design
basis LOCA or MSLB) and extreme environmental loads (wind and earthquake). The seismic
design is based on a dynamic analysis for the safe shutdown earthquake. Combinations of
LOCA and SSE occurring simultaneously are considered.
5.2.2.6

Station Service Electrical Supply System

The electrical power supply systems for pressure-tube and pressure-vessel HWRs follow a
similar functional approach. Multiple-unit pressure-tube HWRs, while also functionally
similar, have very reliable electrical power due to inter-unit ties. The examples in this section
refer to single-unit pressure-tube HWRs.
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The station service electrical supply system supplies power to all station loads including
safety related loads. The system is designed to have adequate standby power sources so that
in the event of loss of normal supplies, the essential equipment required for reactor safety can
be kept running. Essentially, the power sources for station requirements are:
1) normal supplies provided from two redundant sources, viz. from the grid (off-site
power) and/or from the unit generator,
2) standby diesel generators (DGs),
3) storage batteries.
The station electrical supply system is divided into four classes depending on the reactor
safety importance of the connected loads.
Class IV is the normal AC station service supply and is derived from the unit generator
(through the unit service transformer) or from the grid (through the start-up
transformer/system service transformer). Normally, all loads are equally shared between the
two sources. Loads that can tolerate power supply failure without jeopardising reactor safety
are connected to Class IV buses. Class IV is also the normal source for other classes of
power. Complete loss of Class IV power will result in a reactor shutdown.
Class IE buses get their supply from Class IV and in the event of its failure, from diesel
generators. Redundant 100% capacity diesel generators capable of starting and taking full
load within a couple of minutes are provided for this purpose. Loads which are required for
reactor safety but which can tolerate a short interruption are connected to this Class (e.g.
pumps for auxiliary steam generator feedwater, emergency process water, shutdown cooling,
moderator circulation, D2O feed to the HTS, ECCS, instrument air compressors etc.).
There have been two approaches to grouping and separating the DGs.
In the Group 1 / Group 2 approach, two independent sets of diesel generators are provided,
one set in each Group. Within each Group, there are typically two DGs, connected to the
'odd' or 'even' Class HI bus respectively. The two groups are physically separated as
discussed in Section 5.2.2.1.2; individual DGs within a group may not be separated.
In the swing-diesel approach, there are three DGs. One DG is connected to each of the two
Class IE buses, with a third DG (where provided) serving as auto standby for both buses.
Physical and functional separation is provided between the DGs.
Redundant cables to safety-related electrical equipment are connected to separate buses and
are led through separate routes to the equipment to avoid common-cause failure.
Class II is an uninterruptable alternating current supply, feeding the most essential loads that
cannot sustain any interruption (e.g. fuelling machine supply pump, various valve actuators
etc.). Class H draws power normally from the Class i n bus and, if this is unavailable, from
storage batteries. For this purpose, supplies from Class II come via rectifiers and inverters.
Class I is an uninterruptable direct current source, feeding such users as safety-related control
circuits. It is powered normally from the Class IH buses through rectifiers and, in the absence
of Class HI, from storage batteries. All direct current control power supply requirements are
met from Class I buses.
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All the actions required to bring in the standby power sources, including load shedding if
necessary, and restoration of power supply to safety related loads, can be achieved
automatically.
Those portions of the electrical power supply that are needed to ensure safe shutdown after an
earthquake are seismically qualified. Some recent HWRs provide a physically and
electrically separated backup power supply for this purpose or for a similar common mode
event (e.g., tornado, tsunami). This is called the Emergency Power Supply (EPS). It is a
Group 2 electrical system typically consisting of two or more seismically qualified
diesel-generators, remote from the Class HI Group 1 diesel-generators, which supply Class HI
Group 2 power to essential safety loads. Similar to Group 1, Group 2 EPS also has a smaller
set of batteries which supply qualified DC power (Class I) or AC power (Class II) to control
loads. The cable routing follows the usual separation rules between Group 1 and Group 2 up
to the end user, to reduce the possibility of common-cause failure.
5.2.2.7

Supplementary Control Centre

In addition to the Main Control Room, a supplementary control centre (also called a
Secondary Control Area (SCA) or emergency control room) is also provided, and located
away from the Main Control Room. This room is equipped with enough instrumentation to
shutdown the plant, to maintain it in a safe shutdown condition and to monitor its safety
status in the eventuality that the Main Control Room is not accessible for any reason.
Generally the SCA controls Group 2 equipment and is qualified for external events such as
earthquakes.
5.2.3

Provisions for Periodic Inspection

Periodic inspection is required "to provide an assurance that the likelihood of a failure that
could endanger health and safety has not increased significantly since the plant was put into
service."12, i.e., to ensure that an unacceptable degradation in quality is not occurring. The
scope includes the fluid boundary portions of components and piping and supports that
comprise:
a) systems containing fluid that directly transports heat from nuclear fuel
b) systems essential for the safe shutdown of the reactor and/or the safe cooling of the fuel in
the event of an accident
c) other systems that could jeopardize the systems (a) or (b).
The scope and extent of inspection are chosen commensurate with the likelihood and
consequences of failure. Similarly the frequency of inspection is determined on a logical
basis, not by a fixed time interval, and is set by: the severity of operating conditions, evidence
from earlier inspections, and consideration of any known abnormalities in operation.
Design and manufacturing inspections are intended to provide an adequately defect-free
product at start-up. Since the purpose of periodic inspection is to detect general degradation,
not certify every component as defect-free, it is based on a sampling approach, with the
samples chosen to include areas subject to the most extreme conditions. To provide a
base-line, an inaugural inspection of the plant is made before start-up, of all areas intended to
receive periodic inspection - this is a diagnostic inspection, not a "go/no-go" test.
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The periodic inspection programme affects the design insofar as designers must ensure that
components which require periodic inspection are easily accessible.
Major components in this regard are:
•

Pressure tubes (PT)

•

Steam Generator tubes

•

HTS piping (including headers and feeders)

•

D2O/H2O heat exchangers

For pressure tubes, specialized techniques and methods are used to test for different
degradation mechanisms:
•

Corrosion and hydrogen ingress are monitored by removing micro-samples from a
representative number of tubes and performing chemical analysis to determine deuterium
pick-up since reactor start-up. Corrosion processes can also be monitored by measuring
the oxide thickness on the inner PT surface using an eddy current method.

•

Creep and growth is determined from ultrasonic and/or mechanical measurements of
diameter and wall thickness. PT sag (deflection) can be calculated from measurements of
either curvature or inclination.

•

Inspections for confirmation of structural integrity include determination of garter spring
location using an eddy current technique as well as a calandria-tube-to-pressure-tube gap
measurement. The latter uses a combination of eddy current and ultrasonic methods.

•

High sensitivity volumetric inspection for flaws is done using both ultrasonic and eddy
current methods. If found, flaws are characterized using ultrasonic, eddy current and
profilometry techniques. These provide details about flaw length, depth, orientation and
root-tip radius. Such detailed information is essential for flaw dispositioning and
fitness-for-service assessments.

•

Material property changes due to long-term exposure to stress, elevated temperature and
neutron irradiation are determined by periodically removing a pressure tube from a "lead
unit". Tests on the removed material include fracture toughness and delayed hydride
cracking velocity. The results are used to confirm that material property changes in power
reactors track to predictions based on accelerated laboratory tests and research reactor
irradiations; and to show that the leak-before-break criterion is still met.

5.3

Behaviour of Current HWRs in Postulated Accidents

The purpose of this section is to show how the inherent and engineered design characteristics
of HWRs affect the response to postulated accidents.
5.3.1

Design Basis Accidents

The basic purposes of safety analysis are to assist in the design of safety-related systems, and
then to confirm that the radiation dose limits are met. As such, safety analysis requires
predictions of the consequences of hypothetical accidents.
In most cases, the approach to HWR licensing has been results-driven rather than
prescriptive. That is, the regulator sets overall requirements on the classes of accidents to be
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considered, and on the public dose limits as a function of accident class, but leaves it up to the
owner to a large extent to determine how best to meet these limits. In particular most HWR
regulators do not specify the design requirements in great detail, nor do they specify
prescriptive assumptions on accident analysis methods. This approach is not intrinsic to
HWRs but is nevertheless followed by most HWR owners and regulators.
Thus in "conservative" accident analysis HWR practice has been to use physically realistic
models of the system behaviour, incorporating conservatisms into assumptions on input
parameters, operator response, etc. rather than in the physical models. This requires
relatively detailed models of:
•

reactor physics,

•

thermohydraulics of the heat transport system,

•

thermo-mechanical behaviour of the fuel and the fuel channels,

•

containment response,

•

fission product transport, chemistry, and release,

•

atmospheric dispersion

•

radiation exposure and dose.

As noted, HWRs include multiple failures in the "design basis". For HWRs up to Darlington,
the "single-dual" failure philosophy was used. A single failure (not to be confused with
'single failure criterion', which is a design requirement on safety-related systems) is the
assumed failure of a process system, that is, any system required for power production. A
dual failure is defined as the simultaneous failure of a process system and the unavailability
of a safety system or subsystem. Safety analysis is therefore performed for the failure of each
process system in the plant; then for each such failure combined with the unavailability or
impairment of each relevant safety system or subsystem in turn. The major impairments are:
•

unavailability of one of the two shutdown systems (this is always assumed regardless of
other impairments)

•

no emergency coolant injection

•

no "crash" cooldown of the steam generators

•

no HTS loop isolation (for plants with two loops)

•

no containment isolation

•

failure of dousing

•

deflated airlock door seals

•

failure of vault coolers

•

for vacuum containment: partial or total loss of vacuum; failure of the instrumented
containment pressure relief valves to open or close; failure of one bank of self-actuating
containment pressure relief valves.

In addition, mitigating process system actions are normally not credited in demonstrating the
effectiveness of the safety systems. In this chapter, dual failures are treated in the severe
accident section to be consistent with practice for other reactors.
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Failures in safety support systems (such as instrument air) are addressed in the Probabilistic
Safety Assessment.
The description and numbers that follow are specific to CANDU 6, but the general
observations and qualitative scenarios are common to all HWRs of similar design unless
noted otherwise.
5.3.1.1

Loss of Coolant Accident

5.3.1.1.1

Introduction

The loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) imposes the most severe challenge to all three safety
systems (shutdown, emergency core cooling and containment) and sets many of their design
requirements.
For CANDU 6, a large LOCA is defined as a pipe break beyond the range of breaks in feeder
pipes (above 100 cm2). A small LOCA is defined as a pipe break within the range of about 2
cm2 to 100 cm2, which includes the feeder pipe range. A very small LOCA is defined as one
below 2 cm2 and can be handled by the heavy water makeup system.
A special case of a small LOCA is an in-core break, which introduces additional phenomena
such as interaction of the broken channel with neighbouring channels and the reactivity
mechanisms. A special case of a large break is an "interfacing" LOCA between the heat
transport system and the ECCS piping.
In Indian HWRs, break sizes that result in overpower and early neutronic trip due to void
reactivity are categorized as large breaks13. For the 220 MWe HWR, a break of 160 cm2
(10% of the largest header break) or above, would fall into this category. A very small LOCA
(leak) would be 1 cm2 or below.
For both large and small LOCAs, one of the shutdown systems, the emergency core cooling
and containment are all required and are initiated automatically or, at the lower end of the
range, by the operator. For very small LOCAs, shutdown may be manual or automatic;
emergency core cooling and containment are not required, and might not be initiated
automatically.
5.3.1.1.2

Defining the Accident

The accident is defined by the size and location of the break, i.e., by the particular pipe which
is assumed to break. The pressure tube design means that there are hundreds of small pipes
(less than 8 cm. diameter), which connect each end of each channel to the headers above the
core. The headers and associated piping around the pumps and steam generators are large,
typically 25 to 50 cm. diameter. Steam generator tubing itself is very small piping, around 1
cm. diameter.
For a steam generator tube failure (this is a small leak) it is first necessary to identify the
accident by detecting the leakage, through use of the D2O-in-water detection system. The
operator will shut down the reactor and depressurize the HTS, then drain it below the level of
the leaking tube so that it can be repaired. To do this, he uses the shutdown cooling system.
Normally the initial cooldown is via the steam generators; however the shutdown cooling
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system can remove decay heat at full system pressure, so that the operator is not dependent on
the secondary side for depressurization/cooldown. Since a single steam generator tube failure
is within the capability of the D2O makeup system, fuel cooling is not at risk.
Because of the total length of feeders and pressure tubes, a small break is about 100 times
more probable than a large break. Clearly this range is analyzed for both economic and safety
reasons.
The small break analysis assumes a break in a pipe of a size up to twice the cross-sectional
area of the feeder pipe. In-core breaks (pressure tube breaks) are included, assuming both that
the calandria tube is intact and also assuming it fails.
5.3.1.1.3

Phenomenology of LOCA

Depending on the national practice and the electrical grid reliability, the HWR design basis
may assume the availability of Class IV power. Thus the main heat transport pumps are left
running during the blowdown and refill phases of the LOCA and provide an important flow
bias.
5.3.1.1.3.1

Small Breaks

The requirement for ECCS for small breaks is to limit or prevent fuel damage, mainly for
economic reasons. For breaks up to an equivalent area of the severance of several feeder
pipes, the pumps are much more influential in determining flow than the break. Thus the
flow is always forward or recirculating, although as steam quality builds up with time, the
pump head decreases and the resistance of the circuit increases; so the magnitude of the flow
falls with time.
The first requirement is to shut down the reactor before fuel sheaths experience prolonged
dryout at high power. Prevention of dryout is sufficient but not necessary to prevent fuel
sheath failure. Shutdown occurs on process parameters signals such as low storage tank
level, low flow, low pressure, low core pressure drop or high pressure within containment.
For a feeder size break, shutdown is initiated within the first three or four minutes and is
normally set to prevent dryout. As the circuit continues to empty after shutdown, the flow in
the headers or channels eventually falls low enough that the coolant phases separate. This
could result in steam cooling of some of the upper fuel elements in a channel or of some of
the channels connected to the mid-plane of the header. Prolonged stratification leads to
sheath damage in the order of a few minutes, so this defines the time at which ECC must
become effective. An ECC injection pressure of about 4 MPa limits the duration of
stratification to the order of seconds, and is adequate. Once refill has occurred, the pumps
keep recirculating flow, and this pattern continues into the long term until the pumps are
tripped. Pump trip has been automated on certain HWRs in the longer term, after ECC refill,
to avoid pump cavitation once the circuit has refilled with cold water.
The break is a major heat sink for decay heat. Breaks greater than half the size of a feeder
break can remove all the decay heat from one HTS loop. The steam generators, however, if
not cooled, can hold up HTS pressure; thus the steam generators must be cooled down fast
enough that ECC injection is not blocked. Crash cooldown takes the steam generators from 4
MPa to close to atmospheric in about 15 minutes and this allows continued ECC makeup
flow.
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There is a special case of small breaks for which limited fuel damage cannot be prevented:
breaks which occur in the piping connected to one fuel channel only (single channel events).
The rest of the heat transport system experiences just a small break, but the affected channel
could have both fuel and channel damage. Such accidents include complete flow blockage of
one pressure tube, spontaneous pressure tube rupture, feeder stagnation break, and end fitting
failure. All of these failures can damage fuel, the first and third by overheating due to
reduced flow, the second by mechanical damage following the pressure tube rupture and the
last by ejection of the fuel into the calandria vault, followed by mechanical damage and
oxidation in the vault atmosphere.
It should be noted that a flow blockage severe enough to cause pressure tube failure due to
overheating would have to be greater than 90% of the channel flow area. A single channel
event leading to channel failure also requires analysis of the pressure transient within the
calandria, to show that the calandria vessel itself remains intact, that the shutdown system
devices within it can still perform their function, and the break does not propagate to other
reactor channels.
5.3.1.1.3.2

Large Breaks

Three break locations are enough to encompass the range of heat transport system behaviour:
at the core inlet (inlet header), at the core outlet (outlet header), and upstream of the pump
(pump suction pipe) (Figure 5.3-1).

Figure 5.3-1 Figure of 8 Heat Transport System (CANDU 6)
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These breaks affect the two core passes in different ways. The core pass upstream of the
break (upstream and downstream means with respect to the nominal flow direction) always
has the flow accelerated towards the break. The fuel cooling is, if anything, increased and
emergency core coolant refill is rapid, in the nominal flow direction towards the break. The
core pass downstream of the break has its flow reduced by the break and is therefore called
the "critical core pass".
A guillotine inlet header break reverses the flow in the downstream core pass. As noted
earlier, a small break at the inlet header leaves the flow in the normal direction. It is therefore
possible to choose a break size which leads to a momentary period of zero flow in the
downstream core pass. This low flow results from a balance between the break and the
pumps. It is by nature transitory: as the circuit depressurizes, the break discharge decreases
and at the same time pump force decreases as quality builds up in the pump. The latter effect
is faster so that after a short period of about 10 to 20 seconds of zero flow the break takes
over and the flow reverses towards the break. Such "critical" breaks tend to bound the
consequences of other large breaks and are therefore analyzed in detail.
Flows in the long term are determined by the balance between the break and the pumps
(which may be tripped). At the small end of the spectrum, both refill flows and long term
flows will be forward, that is, in the normal recirculating fashion. If the break is larger, refill
will be in the reverse direction and this will persist into the long term. Flow in intermediate
breaks may reverse when the pumps are tripped.
Because inlet header breaks are the closest to the downstream core pass they can reduce the
flow fastest and therefore lead to the highest fuel temperatures. Sustained low flow does not
persist and fuel is cooled down while the coolant pressure is still relatively high. The
combination of high temperature and high coolant pressure requires an analysis of:
1) the possibility of embrittlement of the fuel sheath due to oxygen uptake
2) the possibility of pressure tube strain due to overheating at high pressure.
Large breaks at the outlet end of the core (outlet header break) may be able to reverse the
flow in the downstream core pass. Smaller outlet header breaks allow continued forward
flow: refill is in the forward direction and the long-term flow pattern is recirculating. For the
largest outlet header break the voiding of the downstream core pass is slower than for inlet
breaks since the path from the break to the core is longer and the resistance is higher. Thus
when sustained low flow does occur there is less stored heat in the fuel. Fuel temperatures
during sustained low flow rise to slightly lower values than for the inlet header case; however
ROH breaks are limiting for sheath strain failures, because the sheath temperature is high
when the coolant pressure is low.
At first the flow goes backwards through the downstream pump but as the circuit
depressurizes the pump acts more like a check valve. Injection water into the inlet header of
the downstream core pass is therefore prevented from going through the pump to the break
and instead is forced in the forward direction through the core pass. Refill of both core passes
is in the forward direction. The long-term flow pattern for the largest reactor outlet header
break is recirculating until the pumps are tripped; then flows are directed in each pass toward
the break.
Pump suction breaks are hydraulically similar to reactor outlet header breaks.
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Note that very long ECC interruptions can be tolerated after a month or so after the accident:
by that time all the decay heat from the fuel can be removed through the pressure tube to the
calandria tube and to the moderator, while keeping fuel temperatures below 600°C, without
any coolant in the channels at all.
5.3.1.1.4

System Behaviour

A reactor physics calculation of the power transient is coupled with a system
thermalhydraulics code, to predict the circuit and individual channel thermalhydraulic
behaviour. A more detailed look at channel behaviour gives hydrogen production and
pressure tube deformation. Pressure tubes may expand and contact the calandria tubes, in
which case the heat transfer on the outside of the calandria tube is of interest, and this
requires a calculation of moderator circulation and local temperatures. A further level of
detail gives us sheath temperatures and fission product releases. These are used in a
containment calculation to determine how much activity leaks outside the building. The
dispersion and dilution of this material before it reaches the public is the subject of an
atmospheric dispersion/public dose calculation. The public dose is the end point of the
calculation. Figure 5.3-2 summarizes the process.
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5.3.1.1.4.1

Reactor Physics

For a large break, a rapid shutdown is required to reduce the amount of stored heat that the
emergency core cooling system has to handle. Boiling in the channels following a loss of
coolant can introduce positive reactivity at a rate of up to several mk per second, for a couple
of seconds; shutdown systems are designed to start introducing negative reactivity fast
enough to overcome this.
For the larger HWRs, particularly where the voiding is asymmetric (two HTS loops), a
three-dimensional transient reactor physics calculation is performed. This predicts the power
transient for any location in the core (Figure 5.3-3).
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Figure 5.3-3 Typical Large LOCA Power Transients
5.3.1.1.4.2

Thermalhydraulics

5.3.1.1.4.2.1

ECC Design

A large break could empty the affected portion of the HTS in about a minute. Fuel heat-up
could be predicted to start quite early if the break was chosen appropriately. For critical
breaks, the power pulse adds several full-power seconds of energy to the fuel. As cooling of
the fuel is lost, the stored heat is redistributed within each fuel element within the time
constant of the fuel, ~7 seconds. Thus the sheath heats up at about 100 to 200°C per second
until the fuel and sheath are at the fuel average temperature, which for the hottest element is
about 1200°C. Thereafter the heat-up is limited by decay power which, ignoring heat
removal, will proceed at about one degree per second per percent full power for the hottest
fuel element.
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Fuel at 800 to 1200°C will not fail until the coolant pressure falls well below the internal gas
pressure inside the sheath. At this point the sheath starts to strain and if the temperature is not
reduced and the coolant pressure continues to fall, sheath damage would occur.
These considerations determine the pressure, actuation time, and flow requirements of the
emergency core cooling system: a high pressure (~4 MPa) ECC initially, with both flow and
pressure sufficient to maintain around 1 MPa in the channels during refill. This is coupled
with rapid cooldown of the steam generators to ensure continued injection for small breaks.
5.3.1.1.4.3

Fuel Channels

If the pressure tube temperature is greater than about 650°C and the internal pressure is
greater than about 1 MPa, the zirconium alloy material will start to deform. This continues
either until the pressure tube cools down, or until it expands to contact the calandria tube. At
this point its stored heat is rapidly transmitted through the calandria tube to the moderator.
This cooldown, taking place over about 1 to 2 seconds, arrests further expansion and provides
a direct path for channel heat to be rejected to the moderator, as well as an expanded flow
area which assists channel refill.
The speed of cooldown of the tube assembly depends on the moderator subcooling. At high
sub-cooling the surface of the calandria tube is in nucleate boiling and cooldown is very
rapid. As subcooling decreases towards saturation, patchy film boiling appears in places on
the calandria tube, and these patches take some tens of seconds to cool down. At very low
subcooling large areas of the calandria tube are in film boiling, and failure of the tube
assembly is possible.
The design requirement is to have sufficient subcooling in the moderator that prolonged film
boiling is precluded (Figure 5.3-4).
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Figure 5.3-4 Moderator Subcooling Requirements
5.3.1.1.4.4

Fuel

Under the loads produced by a large LOCA, the fuel sheath may be subject to high
temperature, and is stressed due to the difference between the internal gas pressure and the
falling cooling pressure. The failure modes of interest under such conditions are as follows:
a) plastic instability (ballooning)
b) beryllium-braze penetration
c) sheath embrittlement due to oxygen uptake
d) cracking of oxide layer under stress.
e) volumetric expansion of the fuel due to UO2 melting.
Fuel thermal mechanical models incorporate all these effects in predicting the likelihood and
extent of fuel sheath failure. Note that in calculating sheath embrittlement, a mechanistic
calculation is performed, using a time-at-temperature acceptance criterion rather than a fixed
maximum temperature. The presence of the colder pressure tube near the bundle means that
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radiation heat losses become significant at elevated sheath temperatures; thus there is less
tendency for the zirconium-water reaction to "take off at a fixed temperature threshold.
5.3.1.1.4.5

Containment

Containment concepts have been discussed in Section 5.2.2.5. Safety analysis models of
HWR containment are used to predict the containment pressure transient, integrated leakage
rate, and fission product release. Besides the conventional thermohydraulic multiphase gas
models, they incorporate models of dousing, suppression pool, inter-compartment flow,
fission product deposition transport and leakage, and hydrogen transport. They are not unique
to HWRs, except for the emphasis on calculation of actual pressure transients and fission
product releases. In general for HWRs, the containment volume per unit of electrical power
is relatively large, because of the large calandria size and the space needed by the fuelling
machines on each end. Thus the design pressure is relatively low.
Some HWR jurisdictions, while using this approach for accident analysis, use a more stylized
approach for siting, in which a prescriptive radioactivity source term, containment pressure
transient, and leak rate are used.
5.3.1.1.4.6

Releases and Doses

The final stage of the analysis is calculating the dispersion of any radioactivity released from
containment and the resulting public dose. Dispersion of a release tends to vary inversely
with distance from the source along the cloud centreline, and exponentially away from the
centreline.
Given a release, the resulting dose is highly sensitive to weather: switching from the worst
weather (a moderate wind of 2 metres per second with no wind swing) to average weather
gives a reduction in dose of about a factor of 100.
The detailed assumptions again are country dependent; many HWR owners use methods
based on the Canadian Standards Association recommendations[5"14].
5.3.1.1.5

LOCA Analysis: Typical results for Indian HWRs [515]
Analysis Methodology used by NPCIL

LOCA analysis has been done[5"16] using a system thermal hydraulic neutronic code which
simulates the HTS loop, and part of the secondary coolant system along with Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) of HWRs. The thermal hydraulics is based on unequal velocity
equal temperature (UVET) model using three conservation equations, along with a drift flux
correlation[517]. Conservation equations are solved using a modified version of the
semi-implicit scheme, which is evolved to get numerical stability with higher time steps.
LOCA analysis has been done for the entire range of break sizes and locations[5"18], covering
very small breaks which are within the capability of the makeup system, to the double-ended
guillotine break of large diameter piping. The analysis covers the plant response to the
LOCA with all the safety systems functioning, as well as the response following a LOCA
together with a postulated impairment in the safety system. The salient results of large break
LOCAs (10-100%), which impose the most severe requirements on all the safety systems
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(viz. shutdown system, ECCS and containment), are shown in Figures 5.3-5, 5.3-6, 5.3-7 and
5.3-8. Following the large breaks, the HTS depressurizes rapidly, which causes voiding in the
reactor core. This coolant voiding in the core causes a positive reactivity addition and
consequent power rise. Several trip signals will be activated. Any one of these signals is
sufficient to trigger the reactor shutdown system to overcome the void reactivity.
Figure 5.3-5 shows the variation of actuation of timing of the shutdown system with break
size for the spectrum of breaks analyzed for large LOCA in the RIH. It is seen that a reactor
trip signal is reached within a second for most cases.
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Figure 5.3-8 Containment Building Pressure Transient following LOCA

The sequence of actuation of trip signals is largely dependent upon break location. In general,
for breaks on the RTH side, high log rate is the first signal followed by high neutron power,
while for breaks on the ROH side, low pressure is usually the first signal followed by high log
rate. As the break size decreases, the neutronics signal comes later and process signals (low
pressure and reactor building high pressure) come earlier.
Following the break in HTS, the coolant flow increases on the upstream side and decreases on
the downstream side of the break. As the break size increases, the downstream flow ceases
and starts reversing. For the break size which results in reversal of flow, there is forward
flow in the upstream pass, and reverse flow in the downstream pass. Wherever these two
opposite flows interact or meet in the loop there lies a region of flow stagnation or low flow.
Dynamic changes during the transient also lead to movement of the region of flow stagnation.
If this region of flow stagnation/low flow lies in the core, this leads to sharp deterioration in
heat transfer from the fuel clad. This results in deposition of fuel decay energy as well as fuel
stored heat into the clad and hence a rise in its temperature. With this rise in clad
temperature, the Zircaloy-metal water reaction, which is exothermic in nature, may also start
contributing towards energy generation and hence result in rapid rise in fuel clad temperature.
Early flow stagnation in the core associated with the time when reactor power and fuel stored
heat is high gives a sharp rise in sheath temperature. Figure 5.3-6 shows the variation of peak
sheath temperature with a range of break sizes. This figure identifies the break range within
the spectrum of large break LOCA which produces the most severe fuel temperature
excursions resulting from early flow stagnation. It is seen that these identified critical breaks
are more severe for RTH as compared to ROH. The sheath temperature variations, in the
initial period of one minute duration, for some selected breaks, are given in Figure 5.3-7.
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The identified limiting (critical) breaks which impose the most severe requirements on ECCS,
along with the guillotine break of REH and ROH which impose most severe requirement on
containment, are analyzed for the long-term system response covering the entire transient
period, starting from early blowdown to the long term quasi-steady state phase. In general the
period of flow stagnation is brief; by the time sustained flow from the low pressure
recirculation system is established in the HTS, adequate water inventory is still left in the
accumulator and complete fuel clad quenching and refilling occurs in less than ten minutes in
large break LOCA scenarios. After rewetting of the channels, long term recirculation
injection from the ECCS maintains the reactor core re-flooded to remove decay heat in the
long term.
The pressure transient in the containment[519] following a double ended guillotine rupture of
the RIH, calculated using the NPCIL computer code PACSR[5"201, is depicted in Figure 5.3-8.
The predicted peak pressure could be 0.85 kg/cm2(g) at around 90 sec. into the accident.
Approach for LOCA Analysis followed by BARC
A methodology for LOCA analysis has been developed in BARC to study the various
phenomena following LOCA, in detail.
This methodology involves computations in a number of stages using three sets of computer
programs. The first analysis simulates globally the Heat Transport System using the
computer programmes COHRA (developed in BARC); RELAP-HWR (modified version of
RELAP 4); ATHLET cycle-C, D; and RELAP 5 MOD-1 and MOD3. The first three codes
are equilibrium codes using either slip or drift flux models and the others are multi-fluid
codes. In this thermal hydraulic analysis the reactor channels are usually lumped together.
Figure 5.3-9 shows the results of one such an analysis for double ended reactor inlet header
break.
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Figure 5.3-9 Reactor Header Pressure Transients
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From this analysis the reactor header conditions are obtained and used as boundary conditions
for an analysis of an individual channel (called a slave channel). In this analysis if the header
is found to be stratified (using the HFLOWR code), a vapour pull-through or water
entrainment code BFQ, as the case may be, is used to determine the channel inlet conditions
for the channel which is chosen for detailed analysis. Figure 5.3-10 shows some of the results
of pull-through[5~21] from the reactor header in the presence of other feeder pipe connections.
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Figure 5.3-10 220 Mwe PHWR Analysis: Feeder Mass Flow Rate Predictions
In the slave channel analysis, the channel is simulated in detail and flow, pressure, quality,
etc. are determined at each location of the channel. Figure 5.3-11 shows some of the results
of the slave channel analysis at the center of the channel. The flow conditions15"225 at each
location are fed to the code HFLOWR, which identifies flow regimes in channels with fuel
bundles. Figure 5.3-12 shows the flow regime prediction for a HWR coolant channel, along
with the results of an exercise for the validation of this code. Figure 5.3-13 shows some of
the results obtained using HFLOWR for the reactor channel under LOCA with loss of
ECCS[5"23].
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Slave Channel Analysis: 200% RIH Break + ECCS Not
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Figure 5.3-13 Predicted Flow Regimes in a Hot Channel away from the Break following
LOCA and Loss of ECCS
In the final stage of calculation[524], HT/M0D4, a thermo-mechanical code, is used to do
detailed 3-D temperature calculations in different components of the reactor channel using
appropriate heat transfer coefficients, metal water reactions, radiative heat transfer etc. It has
models for pressure tube degradation due to ballooning or sagging. It also simulates fuel
bundle slumping thermally. Figure 5.3-14 gives some of the results obtained by this code for
the case of LOCA along with failure of ECCS.
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andLossofECCS
All these sets of codes have been developed in such a way that they can be integrated with
one another.
Following LOCA, the consequent pressure transients in the containment are calculated[5~25]
using the code CONTRAN (developed in B ARC). This code is also used as an assessment
tool to provide cross-checking of the containment design parameters. A systematic approach
is followed to account for the effect of various parameters, viz. break sizes, reactor power
level etc., in maximizing the containment peak pressure.
5.3.1.1.6

Conclusion

A small LOCA in a HWR exhibits continuous recirculating flow and no fuel damage, except
for some cases both specific to and limited to a single channel.
For a large LOCA the refill direction is determined by the interaction of the running (or
tripped) pumps and the break. Refill times are of the order of 2 minutes or less and sheath
damage may occur, especially for the high power, high burn-up elements. Pressure tube
expansion occurs in some channels for "critical" large breaks and is arrested by the calandria
tube. The resulting doses are well below regulatory guidelines.
5.3.1.2

Loss of Flow

5.3.1.2.1

Loss of Class IV Power

The behaviour of HWRs following loss of Class IV power is similar to other reactor types,
and is summarized herein.
Primary coolant is circulated through the heat transport system by two pumps per loop, or
four pumps in recent single-loop plants. The loss of forced circulation of the coolant can be
caused by various initiating events, e.g., loss of external electrical supply to all the HTS
pumps. Other cases analyzed are pump shaft seizure and partial loss of Class IV power (to
one or more pumps). The pumps are supplied with a large inertia to increase the pump
rundown time. This helps to match the available cooling to the cooling required after the
reactor trip. About two minutes after the loss of electrical power, thermosyphoning provides
adequate fuel cooling. Normally, the regulating system itself can terminate these events.
When this system is assumed unavailable, either of the two shutdown systems is effective.
For Indian 220 MWe HWRs, the reactor trips after about two seconds on 'No primary coolant
pump operating'.
The objective of the analysis is to show that:
•

the reactor is shut down to prevent fuel sheath failures and to ensure that the HTS stays
intact

•

the thermosyphoning flows are sufficient to remove decay heat in the long term, without
fuel sheath failures.

The consequences of this event are analyzed by predicting the transients of coolant flow,
coolant pressure and fuel and sheath temperatures.
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A flow reduction is sensed by several regulating and safety system signals such as: low flow,
no power to the HTS pumps, low header-to-header pressure drop, high HTS pressure and
possibly high power / high rate of rise of power. These parameters automatically shut down
the reactor.
At the initial stage, HTS pressure rises and fuel cooling deteriorates; the formation of void in
the channels causes a power increase. The pressurizer steam bleed valves open and discharge
coolant to the degasser condenser to maintain coolant pressure control. A further rise in
pressure may cause the HTS liquid relief valves to open and discharge coolant into degasser
condenser. These valves close when the HTS pressure drops below setpoints following the
decrease in reactor power. After pump rundown, flow continues over the steam generators
and around the HTS, induced by the buoyancy force arising from differences in coolant
density (Figure 5.3-15). This thermosyphoning may be two-phase.
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5.3.1.2.2

Thermosyphoning

Thermosyphoning is defined as the natural convective flow of HTS coolant over the steam
generator. It is the predicted mode of heat transfer in many postulated scenarios, for example:
a) loss of electrical power, where the HTS pressure is high and the extent of void is small
b) DBE, where the system pressure is near atmospheric and a significant degree of boiling is
possible.
Thermosyphoning is therefore of interest over a range of HTS coolant inventories and
secondary circuit pressures (or temperatures). The reactor core power is at decay power
levels, of -4% or less.
The thermosyphoning flow can be single or two-phase. Boiling (two-phase)
thermosyphoning is predicted under reduced HTS coolant inventory conditions which may
caused either by a net leak from the system or by uncompensated shrinkage due to cooldown.
The effectiveness of single-phase thermosyphoning in the design has been demonstrated in
reactor commissioning tests. Code predictions show that two-phase thermosyphoning can be
effective at low pressure because fuel channels are liquid-filled and the system void is
concentrated in vertical components where the buoyancy force produces flows considerably
greater than in single phase. Two-phase thermosyphoning flows are lower at high pressure
and channel flow stratification can be expected for system voiding greater than about 20
percent. For further reductions in HTS inventory, unidirectional thermosyphoning will break
down and the flow pattern will change to intermittent flow from individual channels to the
headers, and countercurrent steam/water flow from the headers to/from the steam generators.
Thus the safety analysis must demonstrate sufficient coolant inventory is present to prevent
fuel sheath damage.
5.3.1.3

Loss of Heat Removal

5.3.1.3.1

Main Steam Line Break (MSLB)

The safety aspects for steam line breaks are:
•

the loss of a reactor heat sink as the secondary side inventory is lost through the break;

•

the potential for damage to mitigating equipment; and

•

the containment overpressure.

For main steam line breaks outside containment, in the turbine hall, one must show that
equipment which is required and assumed to mitigate the event is not damaged by the forces
from the break nor is there damage to the turbine hall structure. For main steam line breaks
inside containment, the pressure rises rapidly and the safety aspect is the reactor building
integrity, including the integrity of reactor building internal walls.
The depressurization of the secondary side causes a corresponding depressurization and
cooling of the primary side; this causes insignificant reactivity increase or, in designs with
boiling in the channels, a negative reactivity and a power decrease, and is not a safety
concern.
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Large steam line breaks are limiting in terms of early containment peak pressure and the time
available to introduce an alternative heat sink. Small breaks test the trip coverage and can
lead to a long-term containment pressurization after the containment dousing water is
exhausted.
Since the HTS pumps may trip on low HTS pressure, the ability to remove heat through
thermosyphoning, particularly if the HTS is two-phase, must be confirmed.
The short-term heat sink is provided by continued feedwater flow to the steam generator. In
the longer term, HWRs have a high-pressure backup heat sink (the Shutdown Cooling System
or SDCS), so it is not necessary for the operator to depressurize the HTS before valving in
this alternate heat sink in emergencies. The SDCS is backed up by a low-pressure Emergency
Water System connection to the steam generators in many HWR designs.
5.3.1.3.2

Feedwater Line Break/Loss of Feedwater

Loss of feedwater events include a loss of secondary circuit feedwater due to loss of power, a
feedwater line break, and the design basis earthquake (DBE). They have no immediate effect
on fuel cooling but a long-term reactor heat sink must be provided. These scenarios induce
an early trip, for example on low steam generator level or on high heat transport system
pressure, so power is quickly reduced to decay power. Unless secondary circuit inventory is
lost, as in a large steam main break, the liquid remaining in the steam generators is sufficient
to remove decay heat for ~30 minutes. In the longer term, the Shutdown Cooling System can
be activated to provide an alternative heat sink to the steam generators. If secondary circuit
inventory is also lost, as in a DBE, the emergency water supply (EWS) is activated on
depressurization of the steam generators; in Indian HWRs, firewater performs this function.
EWS or firewater also act as backup to the Shutdown Cooling System.
The design basis earthquake (DBE) is more complex. The assumptions include a complete
steam main severance outside containment* plus a complete loss of all non-qualified electrical
power systems, causing a rapid trip. Makeup to the steam generators is through EWS or
firewater. The HTS eventually stabilizes at low pressure and <10% void, with two-phase
thermosyphoning as the mode of heat removal. In Indian HWRs, the auxiliary feedwater
system and the power supply to the auxiliary steam generator feed pumps are seismically
qualified and will be available.
5.3.1.4

Loss of Reactivity Control

Control of reactivity is required to keep reactor power at the specified level and to
compensate for changes in reactivity that occur due to effects such as refuelling and fuel
burnup. Spatial control of reactivity is required to keep the reactor flux shape close to
nominal to avoid local power peaking and thus maximize the power produced while not
exceeding operating power limits.
The reactor regulating system is designed to perform these functions. It is composed of input
sensors (ion chambers, in-core flux detectors), control logic, reactivity control devices
(adjusters, light-water zone controllers, mechanical control absorbers), hardware interlocks,

the steam and feedwater lines inside containment are seismically qualified
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and a number of display devices. Reactor regulating system control is by digital computer
controller programs which process the inputs and drive the appropriate reactivity control and
display devices.
Short-term reactivity changes are initiated primarily by level changes in the liquid zone
controllers. Adjusters and control absorbers augment the range of control. Long-term
reactivity control is removal of moderator poison and by on-power refuelling. Automatic
addition of moderator poison and withdrawal of shutoff rods are also regulating system
functions. The latter can occur only after a reactor trip signal has been cleared following
shutdown.
A digital computer controls all major aspects of short-term reactivity. An identical and
independent computer acts as a backup to the first.
If a fault occurs in the reactor regulating system leading to an increase in reactivity, the
setback and/or stepback functions would likely intervene and reduce power. However, these
are assumed unavailable for the purpose of this analysis. Malfunctions which lead to a
decrease in power have no safety significance and are not considered.
The objective of the safety analysis is to demonstrate that each shutdown system can prevent
fuel centreline melting and fuel sheath damage, and ensure the HTS pressure stays within the
appropriate code limits. Since the rate and depth of the shutdown systems are set by large and
small LOCA respectively, fast loss of reactivity control accidents are not limiting.
For neutron power increases greater than ten percent per second, shutdown would take place
on the high rate log neutron power trip signal. For a more gradual rise in power, the
shutdown would occur on a high heat transport system pressure trip and/or on a high neutron
power trip. For very slow loss of reactivity control, the shutdown systems can also be
manually activated.
Loss of spatial reactivity control is also analyzed for large HWRs. In these HWRs, two
independent networks of regional overpower protection (ROP) system detectors, one on each
shutdown system, is distributed through the core. To test their effectiveness, a very large
number (hundreds) of distorted flux shapes, which might occur during normal operation, are
simulated, and then the reactor power is assumed to rise until the shutdown system trips on
the ROP detectors. The fuel conditions at time of trip are then determined and compared with
the criterion that the fuel sheath must not be damaged (i.e., does not dry out, or has a limited
sheath temperature excursion). Indian HWRs use a variant of the ROP system, called the
core overpower protection system (COPS).
5.3.2

Severe Accidents

Despite the high level of safety of currently operating nuclear power plants, their response to
severe accidents has become of greater international interest in the last two decadesC5~26]. This
section discusses the unique aspects of HWR design relevant to severe accidents and
summarizes severe accident and PSA work done by HWR designers and owners. Finally it
describes the unique phenomenology of severe core damage accidents in HWRs.
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5.3.2.1

Barriers to Severe Accidents

The characteristics of the HWR relevant to severe accidents are set first by the inherent
properties of the design, and second by the safety and licensing approach.
The pressure tube concept allows the separate, low pressure, heavy water moderator to act as
a backup heat sink even if there is no water in the fuel channels. Should this also fail, the
calandria shell itself can contain the debris for some time, with heat being transferred to the
water-filled shield tank around the core. Should the severe core damage sequence progress
further, the shield tank and/or the concrete calandria vault significantly delay the challenge to
containment. Furthermore, should core melt lead to containment overpressure, the
containment behaviour is such that resulting leaks through the concrete containment wall
reduce the possibility of catastrophic structural failure.
The HWR licensing philosophy in most jurisdictions requires that each accident, together
with failure of each safety system in turn, be assessed (and specified dose limits met) as part
of the design and licensing basis. In response, designers have provided HWRs with two
independent dedicated shutdown systems, and the likelihood of Anticipated Transient
Without Scram is negligible.
Severe accident sequences are normally identified through a Level 1 PSA. However the event
sequences for HWRs include a number of severe accidents (LOCA+LOECC) within the
design basis. In these cases the moderator can remove decay heat from the reactor in the
absence of any coolant in the channels. Fuel is badly damaged but the UO2 does not melt and
channel integrity is preserved.
A second category of severe accident encompasses containment impairments - e.g., failure of
the containment ventilation system to isolate. Within the design basis, process system
failures are combined with containment impairments; however a process system failure
produces either no fuel damage, or limited fuel damage (e.g., large LOCA). Thus although
the combination of process system failures with containment impairments do not result in
severe fuel damage, they are considered "severe" because they are low probability and can
lead to radiological releases by virtue of the pathway outside containment.
It is therefore useful on HWR to distinguish three categories:
1) Severe accidents within the design basis, in which the core geometry is preserved
(fuel remains inside intact pressure tubes).
2) Severe accidents beyond the design basis, in which the core geometry is preserved.
They are normally identified by a systematic plant review or by a PSA, and are too
low in frequency to merit inclusion in the design basis set.
3) Severe core damage accidents, beyond the design basis, in which the fuel channels
fail and collapse to the bottom of the calandria.
5.3.2.1.1

Pressure Tubes as Pressure Boundary

All the reactivity devices (control rods, shutoff rods) penetrate the moderator but not the
coolant pressure boundary, and so, with one exception, are not subject to hydraulic forces
from a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The exception is a single pressure tube failure,
which is a small break LOCA. The calandria tube may or may not contain the pressure tube
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rupture, but no credit is taken for this in the design, and relief pipes, sized for channel failure,
are provided to protect the calandria vessel (which contains the moderator) from
over-pressure. It has also been shown that a channel failure will not propagate to other
pressure tubes, nor will it damage more than the neighbouring few shutoff rod guide tubes.
The shutoff rod shutdown system is therefore provided with enough redundant mechanisms to
remain effective without credit for the rods with possibly damaged guide tubes, nor for the
most effective rod among those with undamaged guide tubes.
5.3.2.1.2

Decay Heat Removal

There are a number of emergency heat sinks for decay heat from the fuel, which can prevent
or mitigate a severe accident.
5.3.2.1.2.1

Shutdown Cooling System

A shutdown cooling system is provided for normal decay heat removal (as an alternative to
the steam generators) and for cooling below 100°C. It can operate at full heat transport
system temperature and pressure, and can therefore be used as an emergency heat sink from
hot, shutdown, full-pressure conditions, should the steam generators be unavailable.
5.3.2.1.2.2

Emergency Water System

Most HWRs also have either an Emergency Water System (EWS), seismically qualified to
remove heat after a Design Basis Earthquake, or the potential to add firewater to the steam
generators directly. These systems provide a supply of water to the steam generators
independent of the normal and auxiliary feedwater. They can also be used as emergency heat
sinks should normal and auxiliary feedwater, and the shutdown cooling system, all be
unavailable.
5.3.2.1.2.3

Emergency Coolant Injection

This system has been described in Section 5.2.2.4.
5.3.2.1.2.4

Moderator

In normal operation, about 4.5% of the thermal energy produced by the fuel is deposited into
the moderator, by radiation and direct nuclear heating and, to a much smaller extent, by
conducting through the insulating gas gap of the pressure-tube/calandria-tube assembly. This
heat is removed by a moderator cooling system, consisting of pumps and heat exchangers. In
a severe accident, the same system will remove decay heat from the fuel channels, even if
they contain no coolant at all. Fuel would be severely damaged, but the UO2 would not melt,
and the channel would remain intact and contain the debris. This capability has been verified
by full-diameter channel tests at the Whiteshell Laboratory in Canada. The moderator is thus
a distributed low-pressure emergency heat sink surrounding each fuel channel.
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5.3.2.1.2.5

Shield Tank Cooling

The cylindrical calandria shell is located inside either a metal shield tank, or a concrete
calandria vault, which are filled with water to provide both cooling and radiation shielding.
This passive inventory of water can absorb decay heat in a severe accident and slow down the
progression of core melt.
In addition, heat can be actively removed. In normal operation, heat is generated in the
calandria shell and in the end shields which support the fuel channel and which provide
radiation shielding for the reactor vault in front of the reactor faces. This heat, amounting to
about 0.3% of the full-power heat generation, is removed by a dedicated shield cooling
system. The vault floor itself is typically 2V2 m. thick. Should the emergency coolant
injection system, and the moderator heat sink be lost after a loss-of-coolant accident, the
shield cooling system can, depending on the failure sequence*, prevent melt-through of the
calandria vault or shield tank, or delay it for many hours as the shield water is boiled away.
Figure 5.3-16 (a) & (b) shows a stylized sequence of events and the defences accorded by the
moderator and calandria vault / shield tank.

Heat Rejection to Moderator in Severe Accident
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Figure 5.3-16(a) Heat Rejection to Moderator in Severe Accident

in particular the availability of cooling water and electrical power to the shield cooling
system
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Figure 5.3-16(b) Heat Rejection to Shield Tank in Severe Accident
5.3.2.1.3

Containment

The types of HWR containment systems have been described in Section 5.2.2.5.
The dual failure "loss of coolant plus loss of emergency coolant injection", while it does not
lead to a loss of core geometry, nevertheless permits the fuel to reach high temperatures. The
Zircaloy fuel sheaths can be highly oxidized, and the hydrogen gas which evolves will make
its way through the break to containment. The control of hydrogen following such severe
accidents is influenced by:
•

the natural circulation of the containment atmosphere, especially for single-unit HWRs

•

forced circulation provided by containment air cooler fans

•

the effect of hydrogen igniters, in recent HWRs. These are powered by the most reliable
source of electricity (Class I batteries), and are engineered to reduce local flammable
hydrogen concentrations before they can reach explosive conditions, to ensure that the
energy from combustion is released gradually.

The long-term containment hydrogen concentration in a LOCA/LOECC for a single-unit
HWR, if fully mixed, is about or below 4%, depending on the plant; local transient
concentrations could be higher. The reasons for the relatively low concentration are:
•

when the moderator acts as an emergency heat sink, it limits the pressure tube
temperatures below the level at which significant oxidation can occur. Thus the pressure
tube metal does not contribute significantly to the hydrogen source term;
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•

not all the fuel sheaths are oxidized, particularly at the ends of the channel, where the
bundle power is lower;

•

for those HWRs having two isolatable HTS loops, only half the channels experience
prolonged loss of coolant inventory and high temperatures;

•

other metallic structures (e.g., guide tubes for reactivity control devices) are within the
moderator and do not experience overheating.

•

HWRs have large containment buildings relative to the thermal power of the reactor.

5.3.2.1.4

Reactivity Control and Shutdown Systems

The reactivity control devices penetrate the low-pressure moderator but not the coolant
pressure boundary, as noted earlier, so they are not subject to pressure-assisted ejection (a
channel failure is too small a break to develop enough pressure within the calandria to delay
the rods significantly). The maximum rate of reactivity addition from the control devices is
set by their inherent mechanical or hydraulic operation - normally this is 0.1 mk/sec, and at
most it is about 1 mk/sec during shutoff rod withdrawal from a.shutdown state. The total
reactivity hold-up in the movable control devices is -15 mk. This low value is set not by the
need to compensate excess reactivity, but by the operational requirement on
decision-and-action time after a reactor trip. On-power refuelling is the longer-term means of
reactivity control.
Protection against reactivity insertion accidents is provided both by the control system itself,
via power step-back on high rate log and high flux, and also by either shutdown system. In a
severe core damage accident with loss of core geometry, the shutdown mechanisms could be
damaged and would mix with the debris at the bottom of the calandria shell; however because
of the low reactivity hold-up in a HWR, the reactivity effect of severe core damage is
negative, so there is little likelihood of recriticality.
5.3.2.1.5

Two-Group Philosophy

The two-group approach has been described in Section 5.2.2.1.2. It reduces the chance of
severe core damage due to common-cause initiators.
5.3.2.2

Frequencies of Severe Accidents

The HWR nuclear industry (designers, and plant owners and operators) has undertaken a
number of probabilistic studies. From the early use of risk to define design requirements,
probabilistic techniques evolved in the 1970s to fault tree/event tree analyses, which were
used to confirm availability and separation goals specified for the design. The first such study
was performed in 1975 on the service water system at the Bruce-A Generating Station. The
outcomes of this study were:
•

comprehensive identification of cross links, since service water has interfaces with many
systems;

•

identification of which support functions needed backup cooling water;

•

definition of the necessary operator actions to mitigate the loss of service water.
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PSA studies were performed from 1978 to 1983 on those HWR plants being designed or
built.
5.3.2.2.1

Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation

The Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation (DPSE) was carried out by Ontario Hydro as
part of the design verification process for the 4 x 880 MWe Darlington station, during the
final stages of station design and construction. The study was a Level 1 Probabilistic Safety
Assessment (PSA), with some analysis of consequences and health effects for the more
frequent sequences; however, no detailed off-site consequence analysis was performed for
certain low probability severe accidents. The scope of the study in addition did not include
initiating events external to the station, nor those arising from internal fires and flooding,
which were judged unlikely to contribute significantly to risk because of rigorous,
deterministic design criteria.
Important features of the DPSE include a very comprehensive set of initiating events internal
to the plant and a high degree of detail in the fault tree analysis of all major process, safety
and support system, including specific modelling of potential instrumentation and control
failures. Human reliability modelling was likewise comprehensive, including detailed
identification of human error opportunities both prior to and after the initiating event.
Preliminary human reliability quantification was performed using prepared data tables. Final
quantification of important human error probabilities was obtained by using a structured
expert judging procedure involving plant operations staff.
The spectrum of potential core damage was divided into ten fuel damage categories (FDCs),
labelled FDCO to FDC9. Of these, FDCO to FDC3 cover the range of events considered to
meet the severe accident definition in this chapter. FDC1 to FDC3 deal largely with
loss-of-coolant initiating events accompanied by failure of emergency core cooling, either on
demand or during the mission time, in which the moderator is called upon to act as the heat
sink. FDCO contains all events with the potential to cause a loss of core structural integrity
(severe core damage). This can occur due to the failure of the moderator to act as a heat sink
when required, failure to shut down (if such failure would result in fuel damage), or severe
over-stressing of the calandria structure.
The magnitude of fuel damage associated with FDC3 is quite small and largely represents an
economic, rather than public health, risk. FDC2 results in significant fuel damage, and FDC1
is conservatively estimated to result in 15-30% of the core equilibrium fission product
inventory being released from the fuel. FDCO could result in a greater or smaller release,
depending on the nature of the mechanism causing loss of core structural integrity.
The frequency estimates are the result of the complete computer-assisted integration of the
event trees and fault trees, fully accounting for system cross-links. The severe core damage
frequency is bounded by the frequency for FDCO, at 4xlO"6/reactor-year for the scope as
described (internal events).
The complex multi-unit CANDU containment includes a negative-pressure vacuum system
and an emergency filtered air discharge system. The containment event trees include failures
of: over pressure suppression, envelope integrity, long-term pressure control and filtration.
Fuel damage and containment failure logic were fully integrated to search for potential
cross-links. Consequences were estimated representative of a wide range of fuel damage
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category and containment subsystem failure combinations. The results include an estimate of
the frequency of a large release from the core accompanied by the potential for loss of the
containment function, leading to the possibility of a large, off-site release. The mean
frequency was estimated to be 8xlO~7/reactor-year.
5.3.2.2.2

Probabilistic Safety Assessment of CANDU 6

Although probabilistic studies were used in the design of CANDU 6, the first Level 2
Probabilistic Safety Assessment was done in 1986 and 1987. This involved a probabilistic
evaluation of internal events of a frequency of less than 10'7/year, and a consequence analysis
of severe core damage events and related releases. The study[5"27] was done jointly by AECL
and KEMA, the Dutch utility organization. The reference plant was an existing Canadian
CANDU 6 unit, licensed for operation in 1983, with the addition of automatic cooldown of
the heat transport system on high end-shield temperature. The required licensing, operating,
and design information was readily available. The initial plant state was 100% full power
operation. External events such as earthquakes and fires were not assessed in this study,
although covered deterministically in the design.
Fault trees were used to determine the frequency of the initiating events, and the failure
probability of the mitigating systems. Event trees were used to assess the plant response
following the initiating event, and incorporated the possibility of failures of the required
mitigating systems.
In the preparation of the event trees, cross-links were identified between systems, up to the
level of major components and electrical power supplies; however, cross-links between
systems via control components (e.g., contacts, relays, and fuses) were not examined.
The operator model used was a post-initiating-event model, in which operator actions were
shown explicitly in the PSA event trees. A brief comparison was made, where appropriate, to
other operator models.
The study analyzed a total of thirty-two 'internal' initiating events, with detailed event tree
analysis to estimate frequencies of release categories. The severe core damage frequency for
the reference CANDU 6 plant was of the order of 5 x 10"6 per year for internal events. The
major contributor to severe core damage was loss of service water, as this affects cooling
water for systems such as the moderator, calandria vault, secondary heat transport system and
emergency coolant injection system heat exchangers. The study also found that the initiating
event leading to a power excursion coupled with a failure to shutdown was 3 x 10"8/year, the
low value reflecting the two independent shutdown systems.
The analysis of severe accident releases drew upon existing HWR safety analysis for
predictions of the containment behaviour for many events. The study demonstrated the long
times between the initiating event and challenge to containment integrity, as discussed in
Section 5.3.2.1.2.5. Finally, if the sequence should progress further, the pre-stressed concrete
containment could crack (but was unlikely to fail) due to over pressure, reducing potential
releases from a severe core damage accident.
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5.3.2.2.3

Probabilistic Safety Assessment of Wolsong Units 2,3&4

The most recent PSA for HWRs was done for the Wolsong Units 2,3&4 in Korea15 28], as
required by Korean regulatory policy. The utility, KEPCO established a project which was
composed of two phases: the feasibility study (Phase 1) and the main project (Phase 2). The
objective of Phase 1 was to establish the PSA methodology and strategy for HWR analysis in
Korea. Phase 1 concluded that the scope and methodology of the analysis used to perform
IPEt5"291 (Individual Plant Examination) and IPEEE (IPE of External Events) for PWR plants,
were applicable to HWRs with some additional work.
The primary objective of Phase 2 is to develop an overall appreciation of severe accident
behaviour, to understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur at
Wolsong 2,3&4, to gain a more quantitative understanding of the expected probability of core
damage and radioactive material releases, to identify any plant-specific vulnerabilities to
severe accidents, and to provide necessary information for the development of the
containment improvement and accident management program (AMP) that would help prevent
or mitigate severe accidents.
The Level 2 PSA was performed to cover the containment performance analysis and source
term analysis. The Level 2 PSA can provide the failure probability of the reactor building for
a given core damage sequence, and the release frequency for each specific release category.
The scope of the study also includes initiating events external to the plant or those arising
from internal fires and flooding, which were judged likely to contribute significantly to risk,
comparing to the case of PWR, even though the result would be given a lot of uncertainty.
The Phase 2 project also established the framework for the Accident Management
Procedures.
5.3.2.2.3.1

Advances in Korean PSA

5.3.2.2.3.1.1

Level 1 Internal Events PSA

In the system modeling, the fault tree method is used, but the Korean study was the first to
consider common cause failures (CCFs) for HWRs. The CCFs are determined to be
important contributors to the system unavailability for both safety and non-safety systems in
other types of plants. So the Level 1 PSA contains the analysis of CCFs. The analysis level
is very detailed and thus the fault trees are complex. The plant data base could be developed
by combining plant specific data and generic data utilizing the Bayesian technique, but in
HWRs, the plant data are classified in great detail.
In addition to the consideration of CCFs, the human reliability analysis (HRA) is done more
systematically, based on the schematic framework of the SHARP (Systematic Human Action
Reliability Procedure[530]) approach. For the in-depth analysis of human action, the ASEP
HRA procedure15"311 and detailed recovery action analysis were followed for all accident
sequences.
The HWR PSA methodology leads to a lot of, and sometimes complex, event trees due to the
wide variety of fuel cooling mechanisms. Accident sequence analysis is prepared through an
event sequence diagram. Also in HWRs, core damage states are categorized as several states
based on the characteristics of the release mechanism of radioactive materials. The accident
sequence quantification is processed for thirty five internal initiating events by the Korean cut
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set generation code, i.e., KIRAP. In HWRs, the final core damage frequency (CDF) is
estimated for each of the core damage states, since several core damage states are defined.
5.3.2.2.3.1.2

External Events Analysis

Previous PWR PSAs have indicated that the risk from external events could be a significant
contributor to the CDF depending on the unique features of the plant under assessment. The
Korean study was also the first to include external events analysis in HWR PSAs. In this first
external events analysis, it is judged that, for example, the seismic analysis could be
performed using one of the methods which NUREG-1407[532] suggested. It is essential that,
however, due to the unique features of the HWR design against the external events, the
general methods applied in PWRs should be modified to reflect the HWR design features to
the analysis.
The seismic hazard model was used to estimate frequency-of-exceedance versus ground
acceleration level. The specific seismic fragility of components is also developed in terms of
the peak ground acceleration at the site. The internal fire and internal flood analysis were
done with due consideration of HWR design and operational features, such as fire ignition or
flooding sources, and each protection measures.
5.3.2.2.3.1.3

Level 2 Analysis

The task of Level 2 PSA can be divided into:
1) selection of accident sequences for the analysis,
2) grouping of the plant damage bins,
3) development of the containment event tree,
4) accident progression analysis, and
5) source term analysis.
HWR licensing practice, as previously noted, includes a number of severe accidents within
the "design basis"; that requires the proponent to identify a complete list of initiating events
and event combinations. For Wolsong units 2,3&4 licensing analysis, probabilistic analysis
was used to identify all events with a frequency above 10~6/year (systematic plant review).
Any of these events which resulted a release of radioactive materials were then analyzed to
show that regulatory release limits were met. However for a Level 2 PSA, there is no
frequency cut-off. Also design basis accidents that could release radioactive materials to the
environment are included in the Level 2 analysis.
Accident sequences are categorized based on the degree of core damage and radioactive
nuclides generated. The headings of the containment event tree (CET) are determined based
on the results of the accident progression analysis and the status of the safety systems. The
CET is quantified utilizing a support logic such as the decomposition event tree. To simulate
the accident, from core damage to the containment failure, the ISAAC (Integrated Severe
Accident Analysis Code) computer code has been developed based on EPRI's MAAP4[5"33]
code which has been used to evaluate severe accidents for other types of plants. Accident
progression analysis has been performed in detail using the ISAAC code.
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5.3.2.2.3.2

Assessment Results

The Level 1 internal events analysis is being performed based on the known results from
AECL, and by reconstructing the initiating events. If regrouping of initiating events for
efficiency of the work and ease of review is required, additional analysis for defining the
success criteria can be performed. Incorporating the CCFs in the system model and
supplementing the human reliability analysis using a more detailed methodology are also
essential. Therefore, the Level 1 PSA which considers CCF and the detailed HRA has been
performed again. During the assessment, it was expected that the detailed HRA, and the use
of a 24-hour mission time, could reduce the CDF compared to the results analyzed by AECL.
For conservatism, credit was not given by AECL to the second human action, while the
Korean study credited such action incorporating consideration of the dependency between
human actions. Even though such dependency increases the human error probabilities of each
human action, in the overall aspect, such second human actions reduce the total CDF of the
plant. In contrast, the CCF increases the total CDF by a significant amount. However, the
CCF parameters used in Wolsong PSA are the same as those used in PWR PSAs since there
is no CCF data for HWR type reactors. Therefore, it is difficult to say if the effect of CCF is
analyzed accurately. However, the sensitivity results show that the CCF contributes about
39% to the total CDF. This result seems reasonable compared to the results of typical PWR
PSAs.
It is identified that the most important initiating event is the loss of dual computers as this
affects all control functions such as reactor setback, reactor control, steam generator level
control. Since the transient events are the major contributor of total CDF, the importance of
the shutdown cooling system and auxiliary feedwater system are higher than those of the
other systems. The importance of the safety systems is relatively small compared to those of
other systems.
The feasibility study was tentatively applied, adopting general assumptions in the seismic
PSAs for other types of plant, to several representative seismic sequences; it suggested that it
might lead to unacceptably high CDF due to the seismic design features of HWR. It is
required to modify the approach as follows:
1) equipment which is not seismically qualified is to be examined for its availability
during or after an earthquake,
2) human error probabilities are to be specifically examined for each seismic induced
sequences,
3) the seismic capacity of relays used in non-seismically qualified electrical systems is to
be estimated and, if required, is to be incorporated in the plant model,
4) the assumption of the total dependency between redundant components is to be
checked in more detail.
The most significant events in terms of CDF are evaluated to be the seismic events. Among
the seismic-induced initiating events, the seismic-induced failure of the EWS structure is
evaluated to be most significant in terms of CDF. Based on the sensitivity analysis and the
discussions with plant designers, some items, such as the improvement of the emergency DG
reliability, are recommended to reduce the risk due to the external events.
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In the Level 2 PSA, in view of the source term release characteristics, the "limited core
damage (LCD)" sequences are treated separately from the "severe core damage (SCD)"
sequences which cause core disassembly and moderator boiloff resulting in calandria failure.
No source term release is expected from the LCD sequences except the negligible fission
products contained between the fuel pellets and sheaths. The conditional containment failure
probability after plant damage for the internal events is much lower than for the external
events. The containment is apparently more effective in mitigating the internal and flooding
events than the seismic and fire events. The late containment failure mode, i.e., a failure due
to gradual pressurization at around 1 day after the initiating event, is the dominant failure
mode for all the initiating events.
5.3.2.2.3.3

Application of PSA During Wolsong Plant Design and Operation

One of the major objectives of PSA is to provide risk-informed input to the design, based on
integrated logic models (event trees and fault trees) of the plant. This input is to be provided
at conceptual design, detailed design and eventually at construction, commissioning and
operation. Examples of the input to be provided include: incident studies; determining the
need and level of redundancy and/or diversity; modelling dependencies between systems;
demonstration that the rules of system independence have been successfully applied; and
human interactions.
5.3.2.2.3.3.1

Development of Emergency Operating Procedures

At the preliminary design stage, the licensee performed the study on the event sequence
diagrams (ESDs)[5'34]. The objective of this study is to provide the following:
•

to define which specific systems require availability analysis;

•

to aid in defining success/failure criteria for mitigating systems;

•

to aid in defining mitigating system mission times;

•

to aid in defining system boundaries for fault tree analysis.

ESDs are logical projections of the plant response following specific initiating events. The
ESDs include information like alarms and indications in the main control room, and plant
response information with a time-line up to the first operator action. From the plant response,
allowable operator action times, and the relevant alarms and indications, ESDs are prepared
for developing the input for the AOM (Abnormal Operating Manual) and Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOPs) as well as event trees.
5.3.2.2.3.3.2

Development of Accident Management Framework

The accident management framework planned for Wolsong plants involves the development
and implementation of the accident management enhancements and the delineation of
responsibilities within the plant organization for developing, implementing and maintaining
the Accident Management Procedures. This framework will involve the following 6 steps:
1) Wolsong Severe Accident Management Guidance,
2) Accident Management Organization,
3) Strategy-based accident management procedures,
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4) Training,
5) Validation,
6) Implementation.
Especially, it is required to identify and assess candidate severe accident management
strategies. It is also assured that new information on severe accidents is usefully defined and
then practically applied to a better understanding of accident management. This information
could be generated from the Wolsong PSA.
5.3.2.2.4

PSA of Indian HWRs

5.3.2.2.4.1

General

PSA offers a comprehensive and systematic means for safety assessment.
A PSA study of the HWR has been carried out. It included a comprehensive procedure for
identification of dominating Initiating Events (IEs). Starting with the list of IEs applicable to
Light Water Reactors for licensing purposes, a number of IEs were supplemented to
incorporate the design-specific features of the HWR. Based on the analytical study of causes
and consequences, a list of IEs for detailed consideration was prepared. Fault Trees for
various process and safety systems were prepared incorporating common cause considerations
using partial Beta factors.
An integrated approach in PSA applications involves three major areas: verification of the
adequacy of design from the viewpoint of availability requirements, operational safety
assessment, and management and regulatory applications. PSA has been extensively used in
the design process of NPPs to identify the weak links in the systems and to suggest
modifications and in general, to achieve a balanced design. During the PSA Level 1 study of
Indian HWRs, a number of such modifications were implemented in various systems: e.g.,
Emergency Core Cooling System, Reactor Building Isolation System, Moderator Circulation
System, Secondary Shutdown System etc., to improve the system reliabilities, thus resulting
in an overall risk reduction.
In addition to the use of PSA in design evaluation for system safety and assessment of the
potential risk, PSA is being employed in the Operational Safety Management Programme
(OSMP) which includes assessment of the operational safety of the plant based on the actual
operating experiences (failure/maintenance data) of various components and systems, and
utilizing it in decision making for safety issues. In order to assist the plant operations in such
decision-making, software called 'Living PSA' has been developed.
5.3.2.2.4.2

PSA in Design Process

PSA has been extensively used as a tool for design evaluation, resulting in improvements in
the availability of associated systems and a reduction in the Core Damage Frequency (CDF).
It is important to realize that the use of PSA in identifying the weak links in the design of
various systems in a NPP, is not significantly affected by the imprecision generally associated
with the data. Some important modifications incorporated in the Indian HWRs, as a result of
PSA studies are as follows:
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a) Comparative evaluation of different designs of the secondary shutdown system to obtain
an optimum configuration from the view-point of simplified design, resulting in high
availability, reduced cost and maintenance efforts, and consistency with the requirements
of system safety.
b) Design modifications in a variety of components in the Emergency Core Cooling System:
in particular, accounting for the interdependence of various stages of injection, and
identification of important components to assist in improved procurement and test
procedures, etc.
c) Provision of isolating valves at the interface between the moderator circulation system
and the liquid poison addition system, to reduce the frequency of inadvertent loss of
moderator (which forms the ultimate heat sink in a HWR).
d) Availability improvements in the Reactor Building Isolation System, which has been
realized in the design of the heavy water condensate collection lines. In the RBI system,
enough redundancy has been provided in the lines containing inlet and outlet dampers,
which close to effectively isolate the containment in case of initiating events involving
activity releases or pressure build-up in the containment. A significant availability
improvement has been achieved by the design modification in a subsidiary line as
mentioned above.
In general, such analysis has resulted in a much better understanding of the availability
requirements of various process and safety systems, common cause failures, human errors
etc., to achieve a balanced design and the desired CDF.
5.3.2.2.4.3

Accident Sequence Quantification

PSA deals in identification and quantification of the dominant accident sequences for a NPP.
Such accident sequences contributing to the CDF have been identified for the HWR,
incorporating system dependencies, human reliability analysis using Systematic Human
Action Reliability Procedure (SHARP) Methodology. Accident sequences initiated by a
Class IV power supply failure leading to Station Blackout (SBO), and failure of the Active
Process Water Cooling (APWC) system coupled with unavailability of the Fire Water
System, are major contributors to CDF. In the Indian 220 MWe HWRs, 3 x 100% emergency
diesel generators housed in separate compartments with fire barriers have been provided, and
all DG jacket water cooling lines are completely independent. In order to further reduce the
CCF, one of the three DGs in a unit is located in the service area of the other unit allowing
independent cable routing etc. In case of SBO, firewater can be injected into the steam
generators over a prolonged period, with the help of redundant pumps driven by independent
diesel engines. Long term reactivity requirements during extended SBO are met with the help
of Gravity Addition of Boron (GRAB) into the moderator. The CDF is estimated as ~ lxlO"5
/year including all categories of fuel damage. This is quite conservative since about one hour
is generally available before the onset of core damage. The frequency of APWC system
failure is dominated by pipe rupture, the failure rate of which, based on fracture mechanics, is
quite low.
5.3.2.2.4.4

PSA in Operational Safety Management

In addition to the use of PSA studies generating information towards design modifications,
many applications have been carried out in the field of operational safety management of
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NPPs. In this connection, a PSA Level 1 study has been performed for an operating
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor, based on operating experience, to assess the plant safety
and fulfill the following objectives :
a) Assessment of Core Damage Frequency
b) Identification of precursors if any
c) Technical specification, validation and optimization of test frequencies
d) General evaluation of availability of various process / safety systems, to check the
adequacy of same.
It is observed that usually the result of PSA studies are included in the plant Safety Reports
for general usage. This, perhaps, has restricted the benefits that could be desired by the plant
personnel. In order to enhance the application of PSA on a continued basis, it is essential to
provide the results of a PSA study to the plant operator for guidance and make him aware of
the consequences of different possible plant configurations. Software called 'Living PSA'
has been developed[5"351 to help plant personnel evaluate the importance of any component /
system with regard to its contribution to system availability and CDF.
5.3.2.2.5

PSAs Done in Argentina

For each operating HWR NPP in Argentina, namely Atucha-1 and Embalse, a PSA project
has been initiated. Both projects share the following common specifications:
a) The PSA was the result of a requirement included in the NPP Operating Licence, issued
by the Argentinian Regulatory Authority (ARN).
b) The PSA was Level 1.
c) The main objectives were:
•

To determine the estimated CDF

•

To verify the design and present conditions of all operation and safety systems

•

To verify all operating procedures for abnormal events

•

To detect weak points in systems and procedures and to propose improvements

•

To quantify the impact on CDF of plant and procedures modifications

•

To reassess system and equipment test and maintenance tasks.

d) The whole project was divided into Phases
e) The Phase 1 Scope was:
•

Initial states considered: limited to high power operation only

•

Initiating Events considered: limited to internal events only

•

Radioactive sources considered: core and coupled refuelling machine

•

Mission time: normally 24 hours

The main specific aspects of each project are as follows :
Atucha-1 PSA
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This project was initiated at the end of 1992 and Phase 1 was completed in mid-1998. Due to
Atucha-1 being a prototype and the only unit of this type (pressure-vessel HWR) operating in
the world, a significant effort had to be done for the identification of all postulated initiating
events through complementary approaches, as well as for establishing a comprehensive set of
deterministic simulations of accident sequences.
A first version of the whole model was obtained in early 1996 and an IAEA Mission carried
out a comprehensive review of this initial quantified model.
On the basis of its observations, as well as parallel PSA findings, proposals for plant and
procedure modifications, and subsequent implementation, a more refined model was
obtained, with and without operator recovery actions.
Most of the implemented plant hardware modifications required very small financial outlays,
while the total scope of operating procedures for abnormal events was enlarged. Through all
these measures, a significant reduction in the final CDF for Phase 1 has been obtained.
Phase 2 has been immediately initiated and is at present under execution. It covers various
major PSA applications and further plant safety improvements; inclusion of fires as initiating
events; and extension of the initial plant states considered, to low power and shut-down plant
states. A crude and preliminary estimate indicates that Fire Events impact would be quite
significant on the final CDF, without taking corrective actions on plant hardware.
Nevertheless, such corrective actions seem feasible in many cases.
Embalse PSA
This project was initiated in 1997 and Phase 1 is at present under execution.
The fact that Embalse is a CANDU-type NPP facilitates project advances in each of the main
major tasks.
The identification and grouping of initiating events and a first version of all event tree models
for the postulated group sequences have been completed. Fault tree modelling of system
failures is at present underway.
Special Support
In both projects:
•

The central PSA team was constituted by the utility, Nucleoelectrica Argentina S.A.
(NASA), both from each NPP and from specialists of other areas of the company, with the
additional support of specialists from the National Atomic Energy Commission (CNEA).

•

Important support from the IAEA has been received in different forms, particularly
through the visits or review of PSA activities by international experts.

•

The Embalse NPP PSA included the valuable participation of specialists from Cuba and
especially from Romania, who previously carried out Cernavoda NPP PSA.
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5.3.2.2.6
5.3.2.2.6.1

Probabilistic Safety Evaluation of Cernavoda NPP Unit 1 in Romania
Level 1 PSA

The Romanian Regulatory Body (CNCAN) requests a Level 1 Probabilistic Safety
Assessment for Cernavoda NPP Unit 1, as licensing documentation.
The last revision of Cernavoda Probabilistic Safety Evaluation Project (CPSE) was
coordinated by Societatea Nucleara "Nuclearelectrica" SA (SNN), Safety and Licensing
Compliance and was jointly performed by Center of Technology and Engineering for Nuclear
Projects (CirON) Bucharest-Magurele, and Institute for Nuclear Research (ICN) Pitesti.
The Probabilistic Safety Assessment activity for Cernavoda NPP has been assisted by the
IAEA and was the subject of two IAEA IPERS missions (1990,1995) and a PRE-IPERS
mission in 1994.
The main objectives of CPSE Project were:
•

to provide a thorough safety review of the plant design and operation and to identify the
most effective areas for improvement;

•

to identify the main contributors (initiating events, hardware and human failures) to the
frequency of the different plant damage states considered.

The last revision of CPSE Project scope includes the assessment of all Internal Initiating
Events leading to possible radioactivity releases from the reactor core, starting from normal
plant operation (full power). The range of potential plant damage states contains 9 categories,
from Early Core Damage to Tritium release. The CPSE Project models the plant based on the
"as-built" design documentation.
The approach used for the Initiating Events selection consisted of constructing a master logic
diagram to identify potential causes that can lead to displacement of radioactive materials
from their normal location. Using this method, 114 preliminary Initiating Events were
identified. Using the decision tree method (considering factors referring to safety and safety
related system status, degree of operator involvement in mitigating the accident, etc.), the
preliminary Initiating Events were grouped into 40 initiating event groups (final Initiating
Events). Each final Initiating Event contains preliminary Initiating Events producing a
similar plant response. For each final Initiating Event an Event Tree was developed.
The selected Event Trees method is "Small Event Trees - Large Fault Trees". The event trees
headings refer to front line systems or functions and decision human errors. The support
systems were considered at the Fault Trees level. The included decision human errors were
quantified using the ASEP method, following the SHARP 1 framework.
Fault trees were developed to determine the frequency of the initiating events and to model
the front-line systems and support systems. The basic events considered include component
failures and unavailabilities (testing and maintenance), operator errors (pre-accident,
post-accident) and common cause failures (CCFs). A total number of 36 systems were
modeled.
The quantification of CCFs was done using the generic "Beta Factor" (screening stage) and
"Multiple Greek Letter" method (detailed analyses).
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The Human Reliability Analyses follows the SHARP 1 framework. The Human Errors (preand post-accident) considered in the fault trees were quantified in a standardized mode using
the decision tree method. The decision tree data were considered based on the ASEP method.
The component reliability parameters were considered mainly from generic data sources, due
to the short Cernavoda operating experience. The reliability data are stored in an appropriate
database, which has the capability of being periodically updated with plant-specific data.
The accident sequences quantification (project integration) was done using the Fault Trees
merging method. The accident sequence Minimal Cut Sets were produced, as well as the
occurrence frequencies. Importance analyses (Risk Achievement Worth, Risk Reduction
Worth, and Fussel & Vesely) were performed in order to evaluate the contribution of different
items to the overall results. Sensitivity studies were performed to evaluate the impact of
major modeling assumptions.
The CPSE Study was developed and solved using the PSAPRO Code package - a CITON
in-house software package. The software includes several modules (i.e.: reliability database,
initiating events selection and grouping, development and processing of the event trees,
development and processing of the fault trees, and the integrated project). The software is
under internal validation and an IAEA expert meeting was organized in 1998 for software
evaluation.
The CPSE project scope is under extension to include some internal and external hazards.
The assessments of internal fire and flooding as well as earthquake are now in progress.
The Cernavoda Ul plant staff is planning to review the model, based on the operating status,
and to develop PSA applications for specific needs.
5.3.2.2.6.2

Level 2 PSA

The activity done up to now in this area in the Center of Technology and Engineering for
Nuclear Projects (CITON) was intended to develop the capability to extend the existing Level
1 PSA to Level 2 PSA.
A pilot study was carried out, using generic PSA models, in order to explore the needed
resources, information and software to perform the full scope Level 2 PSA for Cernavoda
NPP. Under this study the following methodological steps were performed:
•

Preliminary definition of objectives and scope;

•

Preliminary Plant Damage States Logical Diagram;

•

Test study to extend KEMA Level 1 Event Trees to Level 2;

•

Cernavoda NPP Containment data collection;

•

Preliminary Containment Event Trees development (using CONEDIT software);

•

Preliminary Source Term Categories Logical Diagram;

•

Test study to perform sensitivity and results interpretation;

The activity is developing now with IAEA assistance, based on the Cernavoda NPP Unit 1
Level 1 PSA model. The following steps are now in progress:
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-

Definition of objectives and scope;
Quality assurance programme development;

-

Methodological development;

Severe accident code procurement.
5.3.2.3

Phenomenology of Severe Accident Sequences

The following sections describe the phenomenology of severe accident sequences of HWRs.
Although the discussion tries to be generic, details will differ from plant to plant, especially
for Station Blackout.
5.3.2.3.1

Station Blackout (SBO)

The simultaneous loss of all AC power sources, i.e. all off-site power, the main generator,
and all backup sources of emergency AC power, which normally energize the safety-related
buses, is called a station blackout[5"36].
Recent HWRs have two independent spatially separated sets of Class HI diesel generators,
belonging to Group 1 and Group 2 respectively; this reduces the frequency of SBO
significantly. The Group 2 diesel generators form the Emergency Power Supply, or EPS. In
these stations, SBO is a residual risk sequence which is addressed in the PSA as one
contributor to the Core Damage Frequency. The rest of this section therefore applies only to
plants with one set of Class IH generators. It is therefore relevant to early HWRs and Indian
HWRs and is included to illustrate how SBO is mitigated in such designs.
Design details in this section are based on Indian HWRs.
A postulated SBO would initiate with failure of normal power supplies (Class IV power)
derived from the grid and/or the station generator, and coincident unavailability of the on-site
backup power sources (typically emergency diesel generators or gas turbines) to the safety
related Class IE buses. The battery backed Class II and I power supplies, including control
power supplies, would remain available until the batteries are exhausted, typically in 1 to 2
hours. The capability of a HWR station to handle this event has been assessed with respect
to:
a) reactor shutdown and long-term subcriticality
b) core decay heat removal, and
c) reactor component cooling/moderator cooling.
5.3.2.3.1.1

Reactor Shutdown and Long-term Subcriticality

On failure of the Class IV power supply, the reactor will trip on a signal such as no electric
supply to the HTS pumps or low flow. The backup trip signal will come from HTS high
pressure. Prompt reactor shutdown will be effected as usual by one of the two fast-acting
shutdown systems. For maintaining long term subcriticality with adequate margin (>10 mk
subcriticality margin), the 220 MWe Indian HWRs employ liquid poison injection system
(LPIS), which automatically injects boron poison into the moderator. In all other reactors, the
worth of SDSl and SDS2 each is adequate for long term subcriticality; in the very long term
(days), SDSl is supplemented by manual poison addition to the moderator.
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The reactor trip logic and shutdown systems are fail-safe with respect to failure of control
power supplies.
5.3.2.3.1.2

Core Decay Heat Removal

During the blackout, HTS forced circulation will be lost. Also the HTS pressurizing pumps
(D2O feed pumps) will not be available. The fuelling machine supply pumps which are on
Class II power may continue to operate if they are already operating, but will not start. On the
secondary side, the main steam generator feed pumps as well as the auxiliary steam generator
feed pump(s) will be unavailable.
HTS circulation during blackout is provided initially (i.e. in the first 90 seconds or so) by
coast-down of the pump flywheels, followed by thermosyphoning. On the secondary side, the
water inventory of steam generators provides a heat sink capability for a limited period by
blowing steam through ASDVs and electromatic relief valves. Subsequently, water from an
emergency supply such as the firewater system must be fed into the steam generators. Before
this can be done, the steam generators will be depressurized by operator action to a pressure
(around 3-7 kg/cm2) at which the backup water injection can take place. The initiation and
completion of steam generator depressurization must be done before the limited steam
generator water inventory is exhausted. The presently existing operating procedures for
handling SBO in Indian HWRs calls for initiation of crash cooling (opening of all ASDVs) in
6 minutes after SBO starts.
As a fail-safe feature in Indian HWRs, some of the ASDVs (with a discharge capacity -20%
of the full steam flow) are designed to open on failure of the control power supply or air
supply, thus ensuring a path for steam discharge.
Ensuring continued core cooling under blackout conditions requires adequacy of
a) fire water inventory and
b) water inventory on HTS D2O side.
The fire water sump inventory is a plant-specific feature, but would typically last at least 12
hours with no diversion; replenishment provisions also exist, e.g. from the Natural Draft
Cooling Towers basin (by gravity).
On the HTS side, there is shrinkage due to cooldown, and potentially due to system leaks. In
the 220 MWe Indian HWR, the initial makeup requirement during cooldown will be met by
the ECCS D2O accumulator which will start supplying when the HTS pressure falls to 55
kg/cm2. With this provision, the HTS system will stay solid initially but may start getting into
two-phase some hours into the incident, depending on system leaks. In the 500 MWe HWR,
the pressurizer provides the initial makeup requirement during part of the cooldown;
subsequently, two-phase conditions will prevail until the pressure comes down to less than
about 2.0 kg/cm2, when the inventory from the HTS storage tank can start entering via the
feed lines, bringing the system back to solid conditions. The maximum estimated void in the
system is 14% by volume. Thermosyphoning continues to be effective with such voids in the
system.
The HTS Instrumented Relief Valves (IRVs) will remain closed until pressure in the local
instrument air receivers is available. Subsequently (in about 30 minutes), the IRVs may open,
in which case the bleed condenser will get filled and form part of the main HTS pressure
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boundary, with protection against over-pressure provided by spring-loaded relief valves on
the bleed condenser.
The assessment performed with respect to core cooling during the NAPS-1 incident of March
1993, which resulted in an extended SBO of 17 hours, indicated that thermosyphoning flow
in the HTS continued to cool the fuel and fuel clad temperatures were well below the normal
operating values. Samples taken from the HTS after the incident and subsequent operation
have shown no abnormal rise in iodine concentration, further confirming the integrity of the
fuel.
5.3.2.3.1.3

Reactor Component Cooling/Moderator Cooling

During blackout, the cooling and circulation in the moderator system as well as in the
end-shield and vault water circuits will stop. At the same time heating of the moderator and
reactor components will continue due to decay gammas, as well as by heat transfer from the
HTS (which continues to be at an average temperature of about 125°C even after
depressurization of steam generators).
Under these conditions, the various components and fluids (D2O moderator, end-shield
cooling water, calandria vault water, calandria and end shield structures) will gradually heat
up.
Present procedures for handling SBO call for injection of fire water to the end shields at about
1 hour into the incident to limit the temperature rise of various components and fluids.
No additional provisions for cooling of reactor components or the moderator seem to be
required for handling SBO.
5.3.2.3.1.4

Other Requirements

5.3.2.3.1.4.1

Deuterium Buildup in the Moderator Cover Gas

During blackout, deuterium generation in the moderator will continue due to decay gammas,
whereas the cover gas helium circulation and recombination would have stopped, possibly
leading to a build-up of D2 concentration in the moderator cover gas. The operating
procedure for SBO calls for periodic purging of the system.
5.3.2.3.1.4.2

Monitoring of Safety Parameters

After the control power supplies are exhausted, indications in the control room will be lost.
To monitor important parameters such as reactor power, HTS pressure and temperature,
steam generator level, containment pressure, temperature and radiation level, termination of
cables from sensors to control equipment room have been identified, where appropriate
read-out arrangements can be hooked up at the junction boxes, whenever such need arises.
5.3.2.3.1.4.3

Requirements on Turbine Generator Side

On the Turbine Generator (TG) side, the essential requirements to be considered during
blackout are prevention of hydrogen leakage from the generator and lubrication of bearings in
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the TG assembly while the machine is rotating. During the initial period (typically 1-2 hours)
when Class II power supply is available, both of these functions will be met through the DC
seal oil pump and the DC lube oil pump respectively. Before this period is exhausted,
operator action will be required to depressurize hydrogen from the generator. Also as an
emergency action, turbine rolling can be stopped after breaking the condenser vacuum.
Thus, it can be seen that the design provisions of the HWR permit it to cope with an event
like SBO, as far as the safe shutdown of the reactor, cooling of the core to maintain fuel
integrity and heat-up of moderator and core components are concerned.
5.3.2.3.2

LOCA with Coincident LOECC

One of the classes of postulated events considered in HWR licensing analysis is a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) coincident with the failure of the Emergency Core Cooling system
to operate on demand.
Analyses of LOCA/LOECC sequences focus on demonstrating that the regulatory dose limit
is met and on verifying that the safety design target of maintaining the integrity of the fuel
channels is also met. The maintenance of channel integrity provides assurance that the fuel
bundles remain within their respective channels throughout the accident. Thus, the gross
geometry of the reactor core is well defined and can be analyzed on a channel-by-channel
basis, to provide estimates of the timing and extent of fission product release and hydrogen
generation.
5.3.2.3.2.1

Large LOCA with Coincident LOECC

Large LOCAs are characterized by rapid coolant voiding in the fuel channels which induces
an overpower transient. Reactor shutdown systems are activated by one of several redundant
trip signals and reactor power is reduced to decay power levels within seconds. The HTS
depressurizes at a rate determined by the break size. Severely degraded fuel cooling and
significant activity release result if it is assumed that the ECC system fails to operate on
demand. Figure 5.3-17 shows the analysis methodology.
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Figure 5.3-17 LOCA + LOECC Methodology
Under such conditions, fuel heat-up leads to fuel deformation and may cause pressure tube
yielding. The coolant pressure at the time of overheating determines the mode of pressure
tube deformation. High pressures (greater than approximately 1 MPa) lead to pressure tube
ballooning and, at 16% pressure tube strain, to circumferential contact between the pressure
tube and calandria tube in the overheated region At lower pressures (near atmospheric),
pressure tube sag is more prevalent and leads to a more localized contact between the
pressure tube and the calandria tube. At intermediate pressures (between atmospheric and 1
MPa) a combination of sag and ballooning can result in localized contact followed by
circumferential contact between the pressure tube and the calandria tube. In all cases - sag,
strain, or no contact (for regions of low power) - a heat removal path to the moderator is
established which is effective in limiting the fuel temperature excursions, and consequently
limiting fission product release and hydrogen production. The detailed assessment shows that
over the entire range of large break LOCAs with ECC unavailable, gross fuel temperatures do
not reach the melting point of UO2.
An assessment is performed to ensure that channel integrity is maintained. The potential for
pressure tube failure prior to uniform pressure tube contact with the calandria tube is
examined. The potential failure mechanism under these conditions is local overheating of the
pressure tube from fuel element contact, followed by rapid local strain to failure. HWR
Safety Reports indicate that for the expected range of contact conditions between the fuel and
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a pressure tube, local pressure tube overheating is not severe enough to cause localized
over-strain and failure prior to pressure tube/calandria tube contact.
The prevention of sustained calandria tube dryout following pressure tube contact is a
sufficient condition for pressure tube integrity, since it ensures that the fuel channel will not
strain further. The factors which affect the potential for calandria tube dryout are the pressure
tube contact temperature (i.e. the stored energy available), the contact heat conductance
between the pressure tube and calandria tube (i.e. the ease with which heat can be transferred
from the pressure tube to the calandria tube), and the subcooling of the surrounding
moderator (since this determines the magnitude of the critical heat flux). An assessment is
performed of the transient, local moderator subcooling required to prevent calandria tube
dryout anywhere in the core. This required moderator subcooling is then compared to the
predictions of the available moderator subcooling during the accident. The assessment of the
transient spatial variation of the moderator subcooling throughout the accident includes the
effect of the additional heat load due to pressure tube/calandria tube contact in a number of
channels in the core.
The thermal and mechanical behaviour of a fuel channel under degraded convective cooling
conditions is assessed, including the feedback effect of pressure tube and fuel deformation on
the distribution of steam flow in a channel, and consequently on the fuel and pressure tube
thermal behaviour. Pressure tube ballooning and/or fuel bundle slumping promotes the
bypass of steam flow around the interior of the fuel bundles in a channel. Thus, the extent of
both the exothermic Zircaloy/steam reaction arid the convective heat removal may be reduced
in the central region of the fuel heat-up; the extent of the exothermic Zircaloy/steam reaction
may be further reduced due to relocation of the molten Zircaloy-4 sheath material.
If the fuel sheath is not completely oxidized when the Zircaloy-4 melting temperature is
attained, then there is potential for the molten Zircaloy to react with the UO2 fuel, form a low
melting point eutectic, and relocate. If the oxygen content of the molten Zircaloy is high, then
the melt wets the UO2 easily and tends to relocate into pellet cracks and dishes. If the oxygen
content of the molten Zircaloy is low, the melt does not easily wet the UO2 and tends to
relocate along the outlet surface of the element. The results of experiments on fuel bundle
behaviour at temperatures in excess of 1900°C demonstrate this type of melt relocation
behaviour. Contact of this eutectic with the pressure tube has been shown not to threaten
pressure tube integrity.
Flow bypass due to pressure tube and fuel bundle deformation, and molten Zircaloy
relocation, are both mechanisms which effectively reduce the overall rate of the
Zircaloy/steam reaction in a channel. This exothermic reaction is an important source of heat
to increase fuel temperatures under severely degraded cooling conditions, and also determines
the timing and extent of hydrogen evolution from a channel.
The fuel temperature transients generated are used in the assessment of fission product
release. The distribution of active fission products within the fuel under normal operating
conditions, the timing and extent of sheath failure, and the transient release of fission
products from the fuel are assessed. The transient release mechanisms considered include
pressure-driven release of the free inventory, rewet and/or high temperature release of the
grain boundary inventory, temperature-driven diffusion release from the fuel grains,
steam-enhanced grain growth and consequent grain boundary sweeping release, release from
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the fuel grains due to the reaction with molten Zircaloy, and long-term leaching release from
the failed fuel in water.
As noted, hydrogen is produced by oxidation of the sheaths and part of the pressure tubes.
The "worst" case is not total loss of ECC, since that would starve the Zircaloy-water reaction
and reduce both fuel temperatures and the amount of hydrogen produced. Thus in safety
analysis, the hydrogen produced is maximized by arbitrarily setting the channel flow at a
value which maximizes the chemical reaction and minimizes convective cooling, typically a
narrow window around 10 grams of steam per second per fuel channel - see Figure 5.3-18.
Even so, the hydrogen concentration in a typical single-unit CANDU 6 after a large LOCA
plus LOECC rises only briefly above the lower flammability limit in two rooms
(Figure 5.3-19) and never approaches the deflagration-to-detonation transition.
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Figure 5.3-18 Fuel Temperature Sensitivity to Assumed Channel Steam Flow-Rate
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Figure 5.3-19 Hydrogen Concentration in Containment for LOCA/LOECC,
Worst Steam Flowrate
5.3.2.3.2.2

Small LOCA with Coincident LOECC

Small LOCAs are characterized by continued forward flow through the reactor core during
most of the transient and relatively slow system depressurization. For these breaks, the
reactor power regulating system can compensate for most, if not all, of the void-induced
reactivity. Therefore, reactor power is maintained in the operating range until a reactor trip
occurs.
In small LOCAs with an assumed coincident failure of the emergency core cooling system,
the fuel channels would receive adequate single-phase liquid or two-phase coolant until well
after reactor trip. Eventually, due to the unabated loss of coolant inventory from the HTS,
feeder connections at the supply header would be uncovered. The uncovered inlet feeders
still contain low quality coolant, which must drain into the channel before single-phase steam
cooling commences. There is also a substantial liquid level in the channel which contributes
to effective cooling. Eventually, as the liquid in the channel boils off, the fuel is cooled by a
decreasing flow of steam and fuel temperature excursions commence.
Slow boil-off in a fuel channel may result in temperature variations around the circumference
of the pressure tube. If the pressure tube is locally hot enough to deform, then these
temperature variations could result in localized over-strain and pressure tube failure prior to
uniform pressure tube/calandria tube contact. Transient thermohydraulic information is used
to assess the transient fuel and pressure tube temperature distributions at any axial location in
a channel. The results of analyses indicate that localized over-strain failure, due to
thermohydraulic-induced circumferential temperature gradients on the pressure tube, is not
expected for the range of conditions of interest in this accident.
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Fission product release and hydrogen generation are bounded by the results for large break
LOCA/LOECC scenarios. As in that case, there is no gross fuel melting in any small
LOCA/LOECC.
5.3.2.3.3

Containment Impairments

The containment system is comprised of several subsystems. The requirement to design for
dual failures means that combinations of process system and containment failures must be
analyzed; however, the independence which is designed into containment subsystems permits
impairments of containment subsystems to be considered rather than total containment system
failure.
The subsystems which could be impaired are containment isolation, containment atmospheric
cooling, dousing and airlock door seals. (Vacuum containment stations have additional
impairments, such as failure of a bank of self-actuated relief valves to open or to close, and
failure of an Instrumented Pressure Relief Valve to operate.) Isolation impairments include
failure of the ventilation inlet or outlet dampers to close, and failure of isolation logic which
implies that both inlet and outlet dampers fail to close. Failure of containment atmospheric
air cooling could arise from a loss of the support services to the coolers (process water and
electrical power). Due to the separation of dousing into two subsystems in some HWRs, a
failure of both dousing subsystems is highly unlikely, but has been examined in certain cases.
The personnel and airlock door seals are normally inflated when the doors are closed.
However, to account for the possibility that the airlocks have been recently opened and closed
and the seals have not been re-inflated, deflated door seals are considered.
Therefore, for single unit HWRs, the containment subsystem impairments considered for the
dual failure analyses are:
•

failure of an isolation damper,

•

failure of containment isolation logic,

•

failure of air coolers,

•

failure of dousing,

•

deflated airlock door seals.

5.3.2.4

Severe Core Damage Sequences

For residual risk sequences in which the moderator is also assumed unavailable, e.g., LOCA
+ LOECC + loss of moderator cooling, the fuel channels would gradually fail as the
moderator boiled off, and collapse to the bottom of the calandria. Blahnik[5"37] has
characterized the degradation of a HWR core with no cooling and gradual boiling-off of the
moderator. The uncovered channels heat up and slump onto the underlying channels.
Eventually, the supporting channels (still submerged) collapse and the whole core, still almost
completely solid, slumps to the bottom of the calandria (Figure 5.3-20). Rogers et al[5"38]
have developed an empirically-based mechanistic model that shows that the end-state of core
disassembly consists of a bed of dry, solid, coarse debris irrespective of the initiating event
and the core disassembly process. Heat-up is relatively slow because of the low power
density of the mixed debris and the spatial dispersion provided by the calandria shell, with
melting beginning in the interior of the bed about two hours after the start of bed heat-up.
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The upper and lower surfaces of the debris remain well below the melting point
(Figure 5.3-21) and heat fluxes from the calandria to the shield tank (or calandria vault) water
are well below the critical heat flux at the existing conditions (Figure 5.3-22). The calandria
wall can therefore prevent the debris from escaping. Should the shield tank water not be
cooled, it will boil off, and the calandria will eventually fail by melt-through, but this will not
occur in less than about a day, giving ample time for operator action such as flooding the
shield tank or calandria vault from emergency supplies. If the calandria does fail, the debris
will fall onto the vault floor, which is composed of concrete in single-unit HWRs: interaction
of the debris with the concrete, leading to possible containment failure, would again be very
slow.
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Figure 5.3-21 Heat-Up of Core Debris in Severe Core Damage Accident
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Contributors to the predicted effectiveness of cooling of a degraded core in a HWR, in
addition to the inherent heat sinks provided by the separate moderator and the shield tank
water, are the low power density (about 16 W/g of fuel in a CANDU 6, based on the design
power) and the extensive dispersion of the debris in the calandria resulting in a shallow
molten pool depth of about 1 metre maximum, and about 0.65 metre average, for the
reference case.
Muzumdar et al.[5"39] performed sensitivity studies on these results, including the effect of
assuming the debris was contained in a pressure vessel geometry. They concluded that:
•

the melt thermal conductivity is the most sensitive variable for the parameters of interest
such as the steel temperatures and the heat flux to the surrounding water, although the
relative effects are small.

•

calandria and vessel geometries give similar results for the same assumed core power
density, with the exception of the steel container temperatures, which are much higher in
the vessel geometry due to the thicker vessel wall

•

the Raleigh number Ra, which governs natural convective heat transfer from the melt to
the vessels walls, is relatively low in HWR (<2.9xlO 13 ); hence existing correlations up
Ra of 1013 for corium melts are expected to apply with confidence in HWR geometries.

•

based on the geometries analyzed, a large fraction of the total heat (about 80% for
calandria geometry versus 72% for the vessel geometry) of the molten pool is radiated
upwards from the top surface. The difference in radiated heat is due to the lower pool
height and larger radiative surface area of the calandria geometry.

The severe core damage sequence in HWRs suggests several fairly simple design mitigation
options. Clearly an independent source of water makeup to the moderator could, if initiated
early enough, prevent failure of the channels and the development of the accident into severe
core damage. Alternatively water makeup to the shield tank could cool the debris and prevent
calandria shell failure. However makeup itself is not enough: one cannot allow water to build
up inside the reactor building indefinitely, and the decay heat is removed by steaming into the
building, so in the long term the containment pressure must be controlled. Design options in
the longer term therefore include removal of decay heat from the containment atmosphere by
air coolers, and return of the condensed water on the floor to the shield tank; or manual
provision of a redundant pumped water supply, possibly from a portable external source, to
the shield tank and end shield cooling system. Such options are discussed in Section 5.4.2.3.
5.4

Safety Enhancements Underway for Current Generation HWRs

Current HWRs, both those operating and current designs, are at a mature stage of
development. As indicated previously, safety characteristics are generally well-known.
Safety is achieved by a combination of active and passive components and systems.
Shutdown mechanisms are passive, relying on gravity or stored energy. The initial stage of
Emergency Core Cooling relies on stored energy in some designs. Decay heat removal,
however, relies on conventional pumps, valves, and electrical power, as well as an assured
source of cooling water as the ultimate heat sink. Containment heat removal likewise is a
mixture of passive systems (dousing and cold structures for short-term heat removal) and
active coolers and fans for long-term heat removal; as well as powered (but fail-safe)
redundant ventilation dampers and valves for containment isolation; and powered igniters for
hydrogen control where required.
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Safety enhancements for current generation HWRs are of three types:
1) addressing operations-related safety issues in operating stations
2) addressing regulatory action items for both operating stations and current designs
3) simplifying and enhancing the effectiveness of safety-related systems in current
designs.
It is not the purpose of this chapter to give a complete description of any type; highlights
follow.
5.4.1

Operating Stations

A number of examples were chosen for this chapter to indicate the type of safety-related
upgrades being made on existing HWRs. Routine upgrades are not discussed; instead we
have chosen selected areas of interest involving major upgrades. The list is illustrative and
not complete.
5.4.1.1

Fire Protection

The two group philosophy has been a robust approach to mitigate the effects of fires. In
addition, national and international fire protection Standards have been continually updated,
and now call for a systematic fire hazards analysis early in the design of new plants. However
some HWRs were built before these approaches were fully implemented, and some
jurisdictions impose further regulatory requirements.
5.4.1.1.1

India

The fire in 1993, at the Narora Atomic Power Station Unit 1 (NAPS-1) in India, resulted in
several modifications and improvements^5"401, both for prevention and mitigation aspects of
fire protection. Some of these are listed below:
•

Re-routing of cables for power supplies for improved segregation of redundant trains of
supplies;

•

Strengthening of existing fire barriers, and provision of additional fire breaks and fire
barriers;

•

Improvement of periodic surveillance on fire barriers;

•

Erection of a fire-wall between the fire-prone areas of the Turbine-Generator, and the
adjoining passage through which several cable trays run;

•

Provision to improve control room habitability in the event of a fire in the turbine hall
including modifications to the control room ventilation system.

In addition the fire emphasized the importance of providing connections in the design to
allow makeup water to be added manually (through the firewater system) to the steam
generators and end shields.
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5.4.1.1.2

Romania

During 1990-1992, a fire hazard assessment for Cernavoda Unit 1 was performed by CITON.
The methodology used was set up in accordance with the guidelines / recommendations
provided by the French specialists from the Institute for Protection and Nuclear Safety
(BPSN), Paris, and from Electricite de France (EDF).
The Romanian fire protection standards requirements regarding the fire resistance criteria, fire
occurrence and passive means replacement criteria were also taken into account. Fire severity
parameters, i.e., rate of temperature increase, maximum temperature and fire duration were
established according to ISO 834 Standard and IPSN 284 Report.
Li the first stage of this assessment ("the fire areas screening"), fire load densities,
safety-related systems routes and design fire protection measures were settled or identified.
There were two screening criteria: 200 MJ/m for the fire load density, and the presence in the
fire area of safety-related systems.
The second stage ("the proper analysis") includes the determination of the expected fire
duration and the maximum temperature reached, the description of the rooms in terms of
process systems, construction and electrical systems, and the fire consequences.
Based on the findings of this analysis and on further studies (focused on the determination of
the best fire protection methods and materials for structures, openings, equipment, electrical
cables; on providing adequate sealing of openings; and on determination of the performance
of fire detection and extinguishing systems) SNN and AECL have implemented the following
actions for Cernavoda Unit 1 to improve the fire protection:
-

protection of steel structures and cables by coating with intumescent paint, asbestos
cement and glass-fiber-reinforced gypsum;

-

penetration openings maintained by coating with gypsum milk;
increase fire resistance of doors by coating with intumescent paint;
adding a connection, directly outside the fire-water ring, for the sprinkler system located
in the cable-spreading room;

-

additional fire detection and extinguishing systems in the rooms with a substantial fire
load density (i.e., cable-spreading room, new-fuel storage room, dirty/clean oil tank
room).

5.4.1.2

Environmental Qualification

Current HWRs have an environmental qualification (EQ) requirement and programme that
ensures that equipment credited with mitigating an accident is qualified to operate in the
accident environment, and is maintained so as to keep this qualification. For older plants, this
was not done as systematically or completely, so that for a number of operating HWRs, a
backfit programme is underway to establish, or improve, the EQ of their equipment.
5.4.1.3

Ageing

Most operating HWRs now have an ageing management programme in place to monitor and
correct the effects of ageing.
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5.4.1.3.1

Indian Programme

The major elements of the Indian programme are:
a) Identification of systems and components important to safety for which ageing needs to be
considered;
b) Understanding dominant ageing mechanisms in the selected components;
c) Monitoring of ageing, i.e. detecting component degradation before failure;
d) Timely mitigation/replacement.
Some features of the HWR with respect to ageing management are:
•

Other than equipment inside the calandria vault, all other key equipment is amenable to
monitoring, refurbishing and replacement. The equipment inside the calandria vault
(calandria, end shields and moderator system piping inside the vault) consists of low
pressure, low temperature systems made of stainless steel which are resistant to
radiation-induced or other degradation. Failure, if any, in these systems would not be of a
catastrophic nature and would not pose a radiological risk to the public; however there
could be an economic penalty since the equipment is hard to access.

•

By appropriate design specification and material selection, a minimum design plant life of
30-40 years has been ensured for all major equipment, other than Zircaloy-2 pressure
tubes. For the latter it is recognized that replacement is required after 12 to 15 years.
Zr-2 pressure tubes were used in Indian HWRs up to KAPP-1. Subsequent units use
Zr-Nb which has a longer working life.

Appendix A gives details of the programme on a component basis for Indian HWRs.
5.4.1.3.1.1

Fuel Channels

As indicated in Table 5.4-1, current Indian HWRs (KAPS-2 onwards) have pressure tubes of
Zr-2.5% Nb with 4 tight fitting spacers. The material for these tubes is quadruple melted to
control trace elements for improved fracture toughness; the initial hydrogen concentration
specified for this material is < 5 ppm.
For the earlier Indian HWRs, in which Zr-2 pressure tubes are used along with 2 or 4 loose
spacers, a well-structured assessment and life management programme is in place which
includes in-service inspections, post-irradiation examination as well as
maintenance/replacement of channels as required.
Table 5.4-2 summarizes the life management strategies for pressure tubes of Indian HWRs.
A high-priority element of this programme is prevention of formation of unacceptable hydride
blisters. Monitoring and repositioning of displaced spacers is therefore an important part of
the programme.
En-masse replacement of coolant channels with those of the current design is being done or
planned in these early units. This activity is taken up at an appropriate stage for each unit
(after 8.5-12 Full-Power-Years (FPY) of operation) based on
a) predicted time for PT/CT contact, and consequent blister growth
b) axial elongation exceeding allowances available in the channel bearings, and
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c) deterioration in fracture toughness due to hydrogen/deuterium pickup, which reduces the
margins on meeting the leak-before-break (LBB) criteria.
The operating procedure for startup and shutdown of the plants avoids cold pressurization of
the pressure tubes. This reduces the probability of delayed hydride cracking (DHC), and also
increases the probability of LBB.
For detection of leaks in pressure tubes, in NAPS onwards, an annulus gas system (AGS) is
used. In reactors prior to NAPS (i.e. RAPS & MAPS), where the PT/CT annulus is open to
the calandria vault atmosphere, the leak detection system is based on detection of moisture in
the calandria vault atmosphere. The sensitivity of this leak detection method is assessed to be
adequate to satisfy the LBB criterion.
The pressure tube life management programme ensures that the margins available for safe
operation of the pressure tubes continue to be adequate at all times.
Table 5.4-1 Indian HWR Fuel Channels
Reactor
RAPS-1
RAPS-2
Original
Refurbished
MAPS-1&2
NAPS-1&2
KAPS-1
KAPS-2
& later
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In-service
Date
1971

Pressure tube
material
Zr-2

Garter Spacers
Number/fit
2/loose

1981
1998
1984
1986
1991
1992
1993
1995
onwards

Zr-2
Zr-Nb
Zr-2
Zr-2
Zr-2
Zr-2
Zr-2
Zr-Nb

2/loose
4/tight
2/loose
2/loose
4/loose
4/loose
4/loose
4/tight
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Table 5.4-2 Life Management Strategies for Pressure Tubes of Indian HWRs
Ageing mechanisms
Irradiation-enhanced
deformation (wall thickness,
ID, axial creep)

DHC initiating from hydride
blister at PT/CT contact

Potential
consequences
Deformation
exceeding
design limits

PT rupture or
failure of LBB

Units

Monitoring & Corrective Actions

RAPS
MAPS
NAPS

=>
=>
=>

KAPS
onwards

=>
=>
=>
=>

RAPS
MAPS
NAPS
KAPS-1

KAPS-2
onwards

mswoid/Price/990014
710

DHC initiating from a stress
concentration (e.g., from
service induced flaw)

Failure of LBB

Changes of tube properties
during operation
Reduction in fracture
toughness (CCL) due to
hydrogen pickup + irradiation.

Failure of LBB
Failure of LBB

All units

Monitor deformation in sample channels during ISI.
Periodic axial repositioning of creep stops to accommodate elongation
En-masse replacement of channels before elongation exceeds allowance provided in
channel bearing length

Monitor deformation in sample channels during ISI.
Periodic axial repositioning of creep stops to accommodate elongation
Monitor PT/CT gap or sag profile, and spacer positions in selected channels during ISI.
Identify channels which could have PT/CT contact from combination of vibration
diagnostic techniques, calculations based on ISI data on spacer locations and direct
inspection of selected channels.
=> Compute hydrogen pick-up and blister depth at contact location, based on conservative
data & assumptions.
=> Quarantine/replace channel with unacceptable computed blister depth.
=> Reposition spacers in channels in which inspection has shown shifting and in which
blister has not yet exceeded acceptable depth.
=> En-masse channel replacement based on assessment of hydrogen content and contact time.
=> Periodic Inspection (normal)
=> No special action required: 4 tight fit spacers ensure no PT/CT contact.
=> Volumetric/surface examination of sample channels during BLI, ISI.
=> For any detected flaw exceeding calibration standard, evaluate cause, effect on PT
integrity; repair/quarantine/replace channel if required.
=> Material surveillance: PIE of selected channels from lead units; scrape samples.
=>
=>

Operating procedure for avoidance of cold pressurization.
Replacement whenever hydrogen levels are unacceptable.
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5.4.1.3.1.2

Improvements in RAPS-2 During Retubing

As part of the replacement of the pressure tubes in RAPS-2, significant upgrades were
performed to bring the safety systems to current standards. These are listed below.
1) RAPS Containment Dousing System
The original containment dousing system at RAPS incorporates a flow modulating feature
whereby dousing flow varies in proportion to the velocity of steam-air mixture
flowing in the vicinity of the dousing curtain. This velocity in turn is expected to
depend on the discharge flow rate from a postulated LOCA. This scheme has been
modified[5"41] to a simpler optimized one wherein the modulating feature has been
done away with, and a fixed dousing flow rate has been set which can cater for all
LOCA break sizes.
2) Emergency Core Cooling System
In the original design, ECCS is provided by circulation of moderator heavy water using
the normal moderator circulation pumps at relatively low pressures (6 kg/cm2 and
below). In the modified design, ECCS has been enhanced^"421 by adding a high
pressure accumulator injection system capable of supplying at a pressure of 55
kg/cm .
3) Supplementary Control Room
A Supplementary Control Room[5'43] has been added at RAPS away from the main control
room. The instrumentation in this room has separate cables and power supplies
independent of the main control room. The features provided ensure that the
supplementary control room along with local panels/controls have the capability to
perform essential safety functions (safe shutdown and decay heat removal as well as
monitoring of plant safety status) independently of the main control room.
4) Minimising Instrument Air In-Leakage Into Containment
During postulated LOCA conditions, requiring boxing up of containment, the continued
in-leakage of instrument air into the containment results in its gradual
repressurization. To minimize the instrument air in-leakage, a design modification
has been made whereby valves requiring continued air supply under LOCA conditions
have been provided with a separate air supply, so that the main instrument air supply
to the reactor building can be cut off during containment box-up conditions. This air
cut-off is envisaged to be a manual action about one or two hours into the accident.
5) Augmentation/Improvements in Station Electric Power Supplies
The backup power supply to the Class III buses, which originally was based on
2x100% capacity Diesel Generators, has been augmented by adding a third DG set.
This DG, having a diverse cooling system (air cooling) from the existing ones, is
located above the maximum anticipated flood levels that might arise from postulated
failure of the upstream dam.
Re-routing of cables for power supplies to safety related loads has been carried out for
improved segregation of redundant trains of supplies.
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5.4.1.3.2

Canadian Programme

The objectives of the plant life management programme15"445 in Canada are:
a) To maintain the long-term reliability and safety of HWRs during the design life (life
assurance);
b) To maintain the long-term availability and capacity factors of these plants with controlled
and reasonable generating costs during the nominal design life (life assurance);
c) To "avoid surprises" through identification of potential aging issues, ahead of their
occurrence and to provide means for monitoring and mitigation to ensure reliable
component performance;
d) To preserve the option of extending the life of current plants with good safety and
availability at reasonable costs, beyond the nominal design life of 30 years, up to 50 years
or more (life extension).
Plant Systems, Structures and Components (SSCs) have been classified into one of the
following classifications:
1) Critical Non-Replaceable: such as reactor structures and civil containment structures
2) Critical Replaceable: such as pressure tubes and steam generators
3) Non Critical: systems, structures or components that do not directly impact safety or
plant reliability and hence can be replaced or maintained during the plant regular
outages and maintenance call-ups.
Critical Components are defined as those which rank high in the following attributes:
a) Consequence of failure on plant safety
b) Consequence of failure on plant operation
c) Cost and/or duration to refurbish or replace
d) Impact on plant availability (while on refurbishment or replacement)
e) Radiation dose to repair or replace
Regulatory importance
Based on this approach the plant life management strategy adopted is to:
a) Identify critical components.
b) Undertake ageing assessment studies of such critical components.
c) Implement life management programmes to: maximize component life, ensure good
performance and monitor the plant condition.
d) Plan, scope and implement required programmes to attain the original design life.
e) Prepare economic cases for rehabilitation and life extension.
f) Implement rehabilitation and operate beyond the nominal design life.
Figure 5.4-1 gives the elements of the Plan.
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Figure 5.4-1 Plant Life Management Elements
Various programs are currently underway:
•

Detailed ageing assessment studies of critical SSCs. To date two assessment studies have
been completed: the reactor structures assembly and the civil containment structures.

•

Fuel channel life assurance programme. This prescribes inspection, monitoring and
mitigation techniques required to effectively manage pressure tube life over the life of the
plant. Calandria tube life is expected to exceed 50 years.

•

CANDU industry inspection and maintenance manual

Table 5.4-3 shows the phases of the Plant Life Management:
Table 5.4-3 The CANDU Plant Life Management Multiphase Approach
Phase
Phase 1

Period
1994-1998

Phase 2

1998-2008
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Scope
Scoping Phase
• Identification of critical SSCs.
• Ageing assessment studies of critical components
• Scoping of regulatory and safety related design
• modifications
• Supporting R&D
• Advanced Technology Development
• Phase 2 Planning
Detailed Planning, Evaluations and Engineering Assessment:
• Formulation and planning of the detailed Plant Life
Management programme
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Phase

Phase 3

Period

2008-2012

Scope
• CANDU 6 detailed inspection and specific residual life
• Assessment of key components
• Implementation of some life management programmes,
plant monitoring, surveillance, etc.
• Documentation for submission to the regulatory authorities
• Continue advanced technology development
Refurbish, Replacement and Rehabilitation
• Implementation
• Rehabilitation Programmes

A "Technology Watch" Programme has begun, to ensure early identification of potential
ageing issues, based on review of:
a) Canadian and world nuclear plant operating experience.
b) Canadian and international experience with aging related phenomena.
c) R&D on HWRs and from other academic and research institutes such as EPRI.
d) A review of HWR SSCs that are exhibiting an increase in failure rate, or in their
contribution to plant incapability, with increasing age.
e) The AECL Feedback Monitoring System which documents the lessons learned from
operating HWR plants.
f) Effective programs adopted by HWR utilities that have yielded good results.
The issue of cable degradation for older plants is being addressed. The following has been
done:
• A plant specific review of different cable types and formulations used for power and
control & instrumentation cables.
•

A review of available test data on cable types and formulations to confirm (or otherwise)
the acceptability of degradation for actual HWR environments for a 30-year plant life
including post accident conditions.

•

A review of the validity and reliability of some cable condition monitoring techniques for
a given degradation mechanism.

•

A test programme is underway. Remedial plans for partial cable replacements may be
required if further test results indicate the need.

From the aspect of preventing erosion of margins to safety system trip setpoints, or affecting
safety analysis, the following aspects of ageing are important:
•

compensating for pressure tube creep, to prevent loss of margin in the Regional
Overpower Trip setpoints. Both fuel and non-fuel options have been explored.

•

ensuring that multiple steam generator tube failure (due to common degradation) is not
possible; the alternative is having to analyze it in the safety analysis. Steam generator
degradation is part of the Plant Life Management programme.
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•

ensuring containment meets its leak-tightness requirements or showing that a higher leak
rate is acceptable.

5.4.1.3.3

Ageing Management in Romania

At the request of SNN, CITON undertook a comprehensive work scope to understand ageing
problems and to develop an Ageing Management Programme (see Figure 5.4-2). This work
was realized also with the help of the IAEA (information, documentation, fellowships, etc.).
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Figure 5.4-2 General Programme for Components Ageing Management
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From the general program, CITON has performed the following steps:
•

General analyses of component ageing information and development of a programme for
ageing management.

•

Analysis of CANDU 6 component ageing characteristics and establishing condition
indicators (preliminary).

•

Selection of the systems and components to be monitored and the end parameters to be
recorded.

•

Establish the reference values for condition indicators (partial).

One of the characteristics of the program is that it tries to obtain, at any moment, a general
view of the plant ageing condition (based on the ageing status of representative structure lines
and components). In this way it will be much easier to establish requirements for
maintenance (what to repair; when to repair) such as to assure plant safety and at the same
time to justify to the Regulatory Authority that the safety operation envelope is maintained.
5.4.1.3.4

Activities in Argentina Related to Plant Life Evaluation, Management
and Extension

5.4.1.3.4.1

Introduction

As indicated previously, since September 1994 the organization of Argentine nuclear power
activities includes the following entities:
•

"Nucleoelectrica Argentina Sociedad Anonima" (NASA), which operates two NPPs
(Atucha-1 andEmbalse)

•

"Autoridad Regulatoria Nuclear" (ARN) - National Regulatory Board of Nuclear
Activities

•

"Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica" (CNEA) - National Atomic Energy
Commission

Within this scheme, one of the main activities undertaken by CNEA is to provide
technological assistance to NASA for NPP operation. Work on life extension of NPPs is
included in these activities.
In the past, NPP life management in Argentina was mainly based on the corrective
maintenance concept based on the replacement of damaged parts detected during the periodic
outages. In recent times, as a consequence of an increasing concern about ageing and life
extension, a Programme was created to take care of these subjects.
The Programme, now in its first steps, comprises several tasks. The first task involves the
identification of components, ageing mechanisms and materials likely to age. In the area of
mechanical components, a starting point is a matrix involving major components such as:
Reactor Pressure Vessel, Reactor Internals, Steam Generators, Pressure Tubes, Piping, etc.
Another major area of activity corresponds to control and instrumentation equipment.
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To fulfill these requirements, CNEA has begun a comprehensive effort. With regard to major
mechanical components, CNEA has set up a Technical Committee for Nuclear Power Plants
Support (CAPCEN). CAPCEN is intended to be a knowledge reservoir of those issues
concerning the performance, safety and life extension of NPPs. Other units of CNEA also
contribute to the effort in the area of Plant Life Management and Extension, especially in
relation to control and instrumentation equipment testing, recalibration, modifications,
upgrading or replacements by updated or technologically more advanced designs. Similarly,
specific studies are carried out in certain areas looking for improvements, for instance, in
degraded radiological conditions relevant to maintenance tasks, degraded risk level in safety
systems, operational efficiency of systems and components, operational optimization in
particular with regard to fuel management, etc.
With regard to CAPCEN, one of its most important activities is to promote research work.
The main technical areas are: Pressure Vessel and Piping, Heat Exchangers, and Fuel
Channels and Reactor Inner Components.
Pressure Vessel and Piping: at this first stage the main objective is to reduce the uncertainty
with respect to the results obtained so far in the Atucha-1 Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)
Surveillance Programme. Such uncertainty is due to the different irradiation conditions
suffered by the vessel walls and those applied to the specimens integrating the Surveillance
Programme. The aim of this activity is to carry out studies and provide the necessary
guidance concerning the pressure vessel integrity. If necessary, a life extension programme
based on the above objective will be carried out.
Steam Generators and Heat Exchangers: the main objective is to provide support to
operating NPPs, as well as support in inspection and life prediction. The main activities are
monitoring of cooling system chemistry and studies of feasibility of equipment cleaning
during programmed outages. This project also includes the study and resolution of problems
concerning steam generators and moderator circuit heat exchangers.
Fuel Channels and Core Internals: the aim of this activity is to perform studies in order to
provide advice and guidance directed to the optimum behaviour of the reactors' internal
components. At this stage the main objective is to increase the knowledge of in-service
behaviour of fuel channels and other core internals of Atucha-1 and Embalse plants.
5.4.1.3.4.2

Pressure Vessel and Piping

In order to monitor the Atucha 1 RPV radiation embrittlement, as a key parameter in NPP life
management, a Surveillance Program (RPV-SP) is being carried out. Due to the special RPV
design, surveillance capsules, containing radiation and temperature monitors, Charpy impact,
fracture mechanics and tensile specimens cannot be placed as usual in the LWRs, close to the
RPV inner wall. Instead the Atucha 1 capsules are placed at the bottom of the coolant
channels with negative consequences regarding leading factor, irradiation flux and spectrum.
Consequently, two actions were taken:
1) Ex-vessel dosimetry was implemented: placement and removal of neutron dosimeters
at the outer wall of the pressure vessel was done during the programmed outages. All
capsule-holders were placed at the same mid-core level at three different azimuthal
positions. Each capsule contained 6 neutron dosimeters, i.e., Co/Al, Ti, Fe, Nb, Cu,
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Ag, wrapped into a batch with an aluminium foil holder. Li total 36 monitors were
furnished by the RPV-SP. A new dosimetry is being implemented to confirm the
results obtained.
2) Tests of samples of the reference materials irradiated at the same place as the
surveillance ones are being performed. In 1980, SET-3 containing 10 capsules with
specimens of IAEA reference steel 20 MnMoNi 55 (IAEA Code JF) including
Charpy, were installed at Atucha-1.
5.4.1.3.4.3

Steam Generators and Heat Exchangers

Steam generators are among the other key components of NPPs that can lead to a derating of
the station due to a reduction in the heat transfer capability. There are also some heat
exchangers in the Argentine stations which, because of the particular plant design, are
relevant to operation, safety and economy^"45^5"463. Then they have to be considered key
components and included in the scope of the present programme. The strategy for the
surveillance of steam generators and heat exchangers adopted by CAPCEN is based on the
following four aspects:
1) The performance, in regard to the heat exchange capability, has to be set up based on
the accuracy of the calculation of the power exchanged by the equipment. This is
done through accurate measurements of the variables involved, temperature, flow
rates and pressure drops. Then the magnitudes obtained are verified by
cross-checking balances and represented in such a way that at a first sight they depict
the current performance. A thorough comprehension of the behaviour of each critical
component was stated in the programme of surveillance. Steam generators and some
heat exchangers must be considered as unique, and they should be used to foresee not
only the effects of fouling but also failures in the instrumentation and/or corrections in
the chemistry control.
2) As stated in Item 1, it has been noticed that in an ageing station some modifications
can be introduced into the chemistry because of several reasons, of which some
examples follow:
i) If copper alloys were removed, then the secondary side chemistry could be shifted
to high AVT with the benefits in the reduction of the iron transport and the
balance of plant.
ii) More stringent specifications for the elimination of potentially damaging species
have been introduced over the years and/or new oxygen scavenger concentrations
and alkaline agents are currently in use.
iii) More sensitive devices together with data acquisition and predictive software are
available. Their implementation in the plants is expected.
3) Non-destructive tests, as well as those performed on tubes pulled out from steam
generators and heat exchangers are, despite the cost and effort they represent, a source
of invaluable data to prevent corrosion problems. They also provide a direct idea of
the magnitude and composition of the deposits and the presence of unexpected species
in them.
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In addition, an extensive program of corrosion surveillance on alloy samples located in
on-line autoclaves provide information on corrosion, corrosion product transport and
activity transport.
4) Finally, we consider that the advances in modelling and the power offered by current
three-dimensional computer codes that simulate the equipment behaviour are useful.
In this connection, validation of the results is performed by new devices. A good
example is the use of ultrasonic flowmeters for the detection of deviations in the
downcomer flow rate.
5.4.1.3.4.4

Fuel Channels and Core Internals

This area is dedicated to the surveillance of fuel channels and behaviour of core internals,
optimization of their performance, and planning of repair and replacement of these
components. CAPCEN also supports R&D work related to these activities, mainly in the
fields of deformation under irradiation, corrosion and hydriding, fracture mechanics and
non-destructive testing. We shall describe separately the activities concerning both operating
Argentine NPPs: Embalse and Atucha 1.
5.4.1.3.4.4.1

Embalse Nuclear Power Plant

In Embalse NPP, during yearly programmed outages as occurs with other CANDU plants, the
operator (NASA) is presently performing the repositioning of garter springs that prevent
contact between pressure tubes and calandria tubes. This contact could eventually lead to
failure of the pressure tube through the "delayed hydride cracking" (DHC) mechanism. The
pressure tubes are made of cold-worked zirconium-2.5% niobium alloy (CW Zr-2.5%Nb),
while the calandria tubes are made of Zircaloy-2. CNEA participates regularly in the
repositioning activities in the following areas:
•

pre- and post-repositioning inspection of the fuel channels through non-destructive
ultrasonic testing.

•

analysis of fuel channel deformation through the specially-developed MACACO code.

•

fracture mechanics assessment of pressure tubes during the repositioning.

Moreover, CNEA has participated in the planning of strategies of pressure tube life
evaluation. As it is known, the fitness-for-service of operating pressure tubes depends on the
fulfillment of the "leak before break" criterion, that guarantees that any leaking crack in a
tube will be detected before it reaches the critical size; fitness-for-service accounts for the fact
that the properties of the pressure tube suffer degradation during operation through corrosion
and hydrogen (deuterium) uptake, irradiation embrittlement and irradiation creep and growth.
In Embalse, two pressure tubes, in the A-14 and L-12 lattice positions, were replaced in 1995.
CNEA has prepared a programme for the evaluation of the condition of these pressure tubes.
This programme includes the following activities:
-

Visual inspection
Metallographic evaluation (oxide thickness, hydride distribution)
Measurement of hydrogen isotope concentration
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Measurement of in-service deformation
Testing of tensile and fracture properties
-

Determination of delayed hydride cracking velocity

Hydrogen concentration measurements have already been carried out and the results are being
used by NASA to support the repositioning strategies. Other tasks are to be performed in the
next future in hot cell facilities at CNEA's Ezeiza Atomic Center. The main objective of this
programme is to fulfill the requirements of the new Canadian Standard15"471, related to
replaced fuel channels.
5.4.1.3.4.4.2

Atucha-1 Nuclear Power Plant

In the pressure-vessel type Atucha-1 reactor, the coolant channels and the other core internals
suffer several types of degradation during operation: oxidation and hydrogen (deuterium)
absorption; irradiation (and hydrogen) embrittlement; and irradiation creep and growth. The
oxidation rate of the coolant channels has shown signs of acceleration (breakaway) after 10
full power years, and consequently the deuterium uptake rate has also reached very high
values. This phenomenon has led to embrittlement and loss of integrity of the thin insulating
coolant channel foils. The irradiation growth of the coolant channels has also shown a
breakaway behaviour.
As a consequence, the decision to replace the coolant channels was taken some years ago.
The replacement was initiated in 1990 and has continued in the following years during the
programmed plant shutdowns; it will be completed next year.
The coolant channel replacement strategy and other core internals life management activities
were planned when CNEA owned the plant, before August 1994. Presently, CNEA
participates in the inspections of core internals and frequently issues recommendations about
remedial actions.
5.4.1.3.4.4.3

Research and Development Activities

In addition to the described activities, directly related to the technical support for both power
plant operation and life management, CNEA actively promotes the following R&D areas:
•

Changes of mechanical properties under irradiation

•

Enhanced irradiation growth

•

Post-irradiation inspection of components

•

Phase transformations and microstructure of zirconium alloys

•

Diffusion at interfaces in Zr-Nb alloys

•

Mossbauer spectroscopy

•

Zr oxides: in single crystals and alloys, and precipitates type Zr(CrFe)2 in the oxide

•

Corrosion and hydriding; hydrogen effects on performance; hydrogen embrittlement

•

Zirconium hydride blister measurements
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•

Oxide cover: depth, properties and measurements

•

Hydrogen and deuterium content measurement by neutron diffraction

•

Fracture and Delayed Hydride Cracking of Zr alloys

•

Texture and residual stresses.

5.4.1.4

Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO)

Since the middle of 1992 in Romania, CITON has initiated and developed a program to
implement LCO for Cernavoda NPP Unit 1. This action, complying with Romanian Nuclear
Safety Norms "Nuclear Reactor and Nuclear Power Plants", article 16, implied a long-term
work plan taking into account the difficulty to match the CANDU-HWR design and
requirements to the USNRC Regulations (NUREG 1431/1991).
Consequently, three stages were provided to develop this type of documentation, although not
mandatory yet in the licensing process:
•

LCO Phase A. finished in December 1997, generally complies with NUREG 1431
requirements in terms of content, technical information and technical bases. The
background of this documentation was set by the Cernavoda NPP Unit 1 design, reference
design documentation (Operating Policies and Principles, Impairment Manuals, Operating
Manuals, etc.), IAEA Safety Guides, Romanian Norms, as well as Commissioning Phases
A, B and C results. The LCO reflect also the safety features of CANDU HWR design
which are outlined according to the AECL philosophy for operation and the new
world-wide safety concepts orientations (defence-in-depth, diversity, two-group
separation, reliability, operator-oriented emergency operating procedures, etc.).

•

LCO Phase B, intended to improve the information related to operator action (times,
steps, etc.), complying in a more accurate manner with the operational procedures and
operating experience. At the same time, the surveillance requirements will be revised.

•

LCO Phase C shall provide a licensing documentation of high standard, accounting for
the dynamics of international standards, rules and practices. The LCO will be fully
revised according to the analytical studies and safety analyses (thermohydraulics, PSA,
severe accidents, etc.).

5.4.2

Current Designs - Evolutionary Improvements

Utilities, as the customers, have the ultimate say in the acceptability of a design. In recent
years utilities have become quite conservative, demanding:
•

proven plants and/or components

•

enhanced safety, operability, and owner protection

•

economic competitiveness with alternatives

An optimization is required among these requirements. The resolution to date, and for the
foreseeable future, is to pursue an evolutionary approach in HWR design, making incremental
improvements in the areas desired by the utilities without a radical departure in the reactor
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concept. This evolutionary approach is evident in the improvement of the Indian 220 MWe
series HWR, the CANDU 9 and the CANDU 6.
This section therefore summarizes the changes being made on current designs, focusing on
the CANDU 6 series and the Indian 220 MWe series as examples of stations being built, and
the CANDU 9 and Indian 500 MWe design as examples of current designs.
5.4.2.1

CANDU 6

The Wolsong 2,3&4 plants in Korea initially had 84 contract changes from the reference
operating plants in Canada, many of which pertained to safety. These were also carried over
to the Qinshan plants in China, with further changes being made. The major safety-related
changes were as follows:
1) Main Control Room Panels
While the human factors aspect of the CANDU 6 control room has been demonstrated
through operating experience, in some areas improvements were indicated. The
Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) Panel in particular was very complex, and operation
of ECC required some manual actions in the medium term. Thus the panel was totally
reworked to incorporate human factors considerations[5"48] and the switch-over of
ECC to the recovery mode was automated.
2) Safety System Availability
HWRs must demonstrate that each safety system (shutdown system 1, shutdown system 2,
ECC and containment) meets an unavailability target of 10"3 years/year. This was not
always met for ECC, and the testing was somewhat onerous for the owner. The ECC
design was improved to reduce the dominant failure modes contributing to the
unavailability, e.g., through addition of a redundant ECC heat exchanger. Shutdown
availability was adequate but further trip parameters were added to improve the region
of two-parameter trip coverage, and where practical to replace regions where manual
trip was used in the past.
3) Tritium Releases
Doses to the public and to station staff in normal operation of HWRs have been
adequately low compared to world performance. However release of tritium was
further reduced15"491 by incorporation of an inlet air dryer system for the reactor
building and doubling the capacity of the D2O vapour recovery dryer for the heavy
water management area.
4) Releases from Containment
Reduction of known leakage paths from containment, and incorporation of R&D on the
chemistry of fission product behaviour, led to a reduction in the predicted release from
containment for certain accidents. In addition the ingress of instrument air into
containment following an accident was minimized by adding a Post-LOCA Instrument
Air (PLLA) compression system. It extracts air from the containment and supplies it
to instruments needed for accident management, thereby reducing the long-term
containment pressurization rate. A gross containment leakage monitoring system was
added to reduce the operational burden of full-pressure testing.
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5) Hydrogen Igniters
The first-generation CANDU 6 plants relied on natural circulation and the relatively low
concentration of hydrogen in a LOCA + LOECC to preclude detonation; combustion
was unlikely but could be tolerated. For greater protection against potentially
damaging local hydrogen concentrations, a network of hydrogen igniters was installed
in the Wolsong 2,3&4 and Qinshan 1&2 containment buildings.
6) Environmental Qualification
A structured Environmental Qualification programme was undertaken to ensure that
equipment credited in an accident was formally qualified for it. Very clear provisions
are included in the design manual and technical specifications for the equipment and
components that are required to be environmentally qualified, and is monitored during
equipment manufacture.
7) Safety Analysis
On the licensing side, the identification of "design basis" accidents followed the
requirements of the Atomic Energy Control Board consultative document C-6 Rev. 0.
This document, first applied in the licensing of the Darlington nuclear power station in
Canada, requires a more thorough investigation of potential initiating events and event
combinations (five event classes versus two formerly), and in many cases reduces the
allowable doses. This was supplemented by a Level I PSA[5"50].
8) Safety Critical Software
An approach based on mathematical specifications for the software requirements and
software design has been implemented for the trip computers in the shutdown
systems51. This allows the use of mathematical verification that the design meets the
requirements, and results not only in increased reliability of the software, but also in
the ability to demonstrate the correctness of the software.
9) Qinshan Safety-Related Improvements
In addition to the improvements for Wolsong 2,3&4, the Qinshan plant has made the
following major safety-related enhancements:
•

For those HWRs with the two-group design provisions, there was no requirement to have
a fire protection system provided with seismically qualified electrical power: in case of an
earthquake, seismically-qualified Group 2 systems would perform the safety functions of
shutting down the plant, removing decay heat, and monitoring the plant status. Any fires
in the Group 2 area induced by the earthquake would be very local, and could be put out
manually. However for Qinshan in China, the customer required a seismically-qualified
power supply to the firewater pumps. This leads to a robust fire protection design.

•

The Qinshan site has the possibility of tornadoes. Hence the plant accommodates a
Design Basis Tornado, requiring the reinforcement of certain structures and protection of
selected equipment.

•

To assist in emergency planning, a Technical Support Centre and a Critical Safety
Parameter monitoring system are part of the Qinshan design.

•

The spent fuel bay uses a stainless-steel liner to reduce the likelihood of leakage
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•

The spent fuel bay water is cooled by Recirculated Cooling Water (RCW) instead of Raw
Service Water (RSW); this reduces the risk of flooding

•

Seismically qualified HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning) is provided for the
Secondary Control Area to ensure heat removal after an earthquake.

•

A number of smaller changes were made for further conformance with Chinese regulatory
requirements.

5.4.2.2

Indian 220 MWe HWRs

Indian HWR designs have undergone four major stages of evolution, represented by
following groups of plants.
1) RAPS/MAPS
2) NAPS/KAPS
3) KAIGA/RAPP 3&4 (current 220 MWe HWRs)
4) TAPP-3&4 (current 500 MWe HWR designs)
This section covers the first three. The 500 MWe design is covered in Section 5.4.2.4. Some
of the design improvements in the later designs are brought out below.
1) Layout
In the current designs (both 220 MWe and 500 MWe) the orientation of turbine
generators with respect to safety related structures including the Reactor Building, the
Control Building, and the DG Building are so arranged as to be outside the zone of
influence of low trajectory missiles from postulated turbine failures.
The three 100% diesel generators for the Class HI power supply of each Unit are
distributed and housed in separate safety-related DG buildings.
2) Containment
In NAPS/KAPS the primary containment is capped by a flat slab with the steam
generators sticking out into the secondary containment space. In subsequent reactors,
the primary containment is extended in height so as to house the steam generators
entirely, and is capped by a dome. This design eliminates the need for secondary
containment blow-out panels which were required in NAPS/KAPS to cater for steam
line breaks.
Within the primary containment, a structural wall has been introduced for supporting the
various floors, thus avoiding any loading from internal structures/equipment on the
primary containment envelope.
3) Instrument Air leaks into Containment
See Section 5.4.1.3.1.2.
4) Reactor Shutdown System
In NAPS/KAPS for long-term subcriticality, a slow acting reactivity addition system
ALPAS (Automatic Liquid Poison Addition System) supplements the two fast acting
shutdown systems. Operation of ALPAS requires availability of moderator system
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flow. For postulated emergency conditions involving non-availability of moderator
flow, a system for direct addition of boron to calandria by gravity (GRABS) is
provided. In subsequent reactors these two systems (ALPAS and GRABS) have been
replaced by a process-independent system called LPIS (Liquid Poison Injection
System) which injects liquid poison directly into the moderator under gas pressure.
5) Closed Loop Process Water System
Current Indian HWRs have a closed loop process water system which rejects heat to a
process water cooling system with Induced Draft Cooling Towers (IDCTs) as the
ultimate heat sink. With this design, tube failures in heat exchangers having D2O on
the tube side do not lead to an uncontrolled release of tritium to the environment.
6) Ultimate Heat Sink
A special provision has been made for storing makeup water for IDCTs able to remove
decay heat for up to 10 days under emergency conditions. This storage facility is
qualified for Safe Shutdown Earthquake conditions.
7) Shutdown Cooling System
In current designs the Shutdown Cooling System design has been upgraded to withstand
the full pressure and temperature conditions of the main HTS, thus giving it the
capability to be connected to the HTS in hot shutdown conditions, if emergency
conditions so require.
5.4.2.3

CANDU 9

CANDU 9 is a more recent evolutionary design[5523>[553], based on the Bruce/Darlington
reactor core adapted to a single-unit containment (Figure 5.4-3). The more significant safety
enhancements15"54^ are as follows:
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Figure 5.4-3 CANDU 9 Cutaway
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1) Containment
CANDU 9 uses a cylindrical pre-stressed containment building with no dousing sprays
and a steel liner to achieve superior capability with increased simplicity relative to
CANDU 6. The design leak rate of 0.2%/day at design pressure is less than half that
of CANDU 6. Because of the lower leak-rate, the Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB)
radius has been reduced to less than 500m. (calculated for an intact containment and
the source term arising from a LOCA with loss of ECC). However Canadian
licensing practice also requires the consideration of accidents such as LOCA, plus an
assumed failure of the containment ventilation system to isolate. It also requires that
the ventilation isolation system, as a subsystem of containment, have a demand
availability of greater than 0.999, and that this be demonstrated by periodic testing.
To ensure the plant met licensing requirements in Canada as well as licensing practice
in other countries, two separate and independent ventilation isolation systems, each
with its own set of redundant isolating valves, have been provided for CANDU 9.
This increases the availability of containment isolation to the point that failure of
containment ventilation isolation after an accident can be excluded from the
design-basis dual failure accidents.
The ventilation system within containment continues to operate after isolation, and
provides enhanced atmospheric mixing within the reactor building following a LOCA.
High ventilation flows promote mixing, backed up by igniters and passive
recombiners distributed throughout the building (Figure 5.4-4) so that hydrogen
produced in severe accidents will either recombine or locally burn before it can form
explosive concentrations.
The ultimate containment failure pressure is several times design pressure, allowing time
for operator action in severe core damage accidents.
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Figure 5.4-4 Hydrogen Control in CANDU 9
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2) Grouping & Separation
The grouping and separation of safety-related systems has been strengthened. In HWRs
generally, safety and process systems are divided into two physically separated and
functionally independent groups. Each group, by itself, can shut down the reactor,
remove decay heat, and monitor the state of the plant. In CANDU 9 there is now full
separation of the Group 1 and Group 2 electrical systems (elimination of
cross-connections); seismic qualification of both the Group 2 electrical systems and
also portions of the Group 1 system; and better separation of "odd" and "even" trains
of both the Group 1 electrical system and the ventilation systems.
3) Main Control Room Capability
All accidents including earthquakes, can now be managed from the Main Control Room
(MCR) without the need to use the Secondary Control Area (SCA). The SCA is
retained for the case where the MCR itself is uninhabitable due to a major fire or a
hostile take-over.
4) Heat Transport System
CANDU 9 uses the single-loop Bruce B HTS arrangement with two inlet headers and one
outlet header at each end of the reactor. Improvements include an increase in the
pressurizer volume to accommodate all of the inventory from zero power 100°C to
full power hot conditions. This increases the reliability of thermosyphoning after
transients or accidents with loss of forced flow, including a steam line break combined
with loss of Class IV electrical power, by ensuring that full reactor coolant inventory
in the HTS can be maintained at any time during cooldown.
5) Reserve Water Tank
A large reserve water tank (RWT) is located at high elevation in the reactor building
(Figure 5.4-3). This tank, conceptually similar to the CANDU 6 dousing tank,
supplies water to the ECC sumps in the event of a loss of coolant accident, so that the
ECC system pumps can recirculate it back to the heat transport system. It provides
severe accident prevention (backup emergency water supplies to the secondary side of
the steam generators and to the heat transport system). It also provides severe
accident mitigation (makeup water to the moderator and/or the shield tank). Steam
relief pipes, sized to remove decay heat, have been added to the shield tank to effect
this performance.
6) ECC System
The ECC system has been simplified. All system components, except the pressurized gas
tanks, are within the reactor building, thereby reducing the probability of an ECC
failure outside of containment and eliminating the need for a number of isolation
valves. The arrangement also results in relatively short ECC water injection lines,
enhancing the ECC performance. One-way rupture discs and floating ball isolation
valves (Figure 5.4-5) are used to separate the HTS from the ECC, simplifying the
ECC and reducing both capital and maintenance costs.
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ECC System
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Figure 5.4-5 ECC System Simplification in CANDU 9
7) Dose Reduction
Further reductions in occupational and public radiation dose are expected. To reduce
operator dose, the following changes, among others, were made:
•

more than doubling the reactor building dryer capacity

•

increasing the amount of chromium in the outlet feeders to reduce the corrosion
rate

•

moving the new fuel loading area outside the containment building.

Far public dose reduction:
•

drying all the air vented from the containment building in normal operation

•

moving all auxiliary heavy water systems inside the containment building.

Based on these changes, a target collective occupational dose of 1 Sv/year for CANDU 9
has been adopted.
8) Operator Action Time
Operator action time has been increased to 8 hours for almost all initiating events. This is
accomplished by, for example, automatically-initiated Group 2 emergency electrical
power and water supplies to provide safety grade backup to Group 1 emergency power
and water supplies. A Group 2 Feedwater System has been engineered to supply
emergency water to the steam generators automatically in the event of a total loss of
the Group 1 Feedwater Systems (main + auxiliary). The system is capable of high
pressure operation so as to cope with all the possible operating conditions in the steam
generators; and can supply water to the steam generators for decay heat removal for
approximately 10 hours.
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9) Fuel Channel Interlacing
The reactor fuel channels have been fully interlaced with respect to coolant connections,
to reduce the rate of rise of the power transient following a large LOCA. That is,
adjacent fuel channels connect to alternate inlet headers, as opposed to Darlington,
where the fuel channels on one side of the core connect to one inlet header. This
arrangement distributes the flux increase due to coolant void across the core instead of
concentrating it on one side. It has almost no effect during normal operation other
than providing a simplification of the system and reduction in the number of
components.
10) Human Factors
The top-level Human Factors (HF) requirements for CANDU 9 are consistent with the
Korean Standard PWR power plant requirements, and the NRC 10-element review
plan for evaluating reactor design. Project-specific design guides are produced to
serve as the primary method of ensuring HF engineering design criteria are
incorporated into plant system documentation throughout all stages of the design
process. An example is the requirement imposed by several project document
procedures to ensure system designers incorporate specific sections that address the
HF design requirements. As well, the project HF specialist is required to review and
comment on all system design documentation in support of the HF design principles.
The CANDU 9 control centre design and layout, which is an evolution of the current
CANDU control centre designs, is supported heavily by human factor engineering
input and review. The control centre design includes the layout of work and
emergency response areas, control centre panels, operator consoles and displays, and
panel device layout. Consideration of emergency procedures, critical safety
parameters and post-accident management standards are also included in the control
centre design. A full-scale mockup of the main control room panels and consoles has
been built to allow verification and validation of the interactions between the operator
and the control features of the plant.
The control room has the following key HF related features:
Colour touch-screen monitors for both control and safety displays, to give an overall
picture of plant/system status
Advanced annunciation system with an alarm-interrogation workstation
Automated testing of safety systems and monitoring of the results
Centralized large screen systems.
11) Trip Coverage
CANDU practice is to provide, as far as practicable, two trip parameters in each of the
two shutdown systems for each design basis event. Trip parameters have been added
in CANDU 9 to enhance trip coverage. High- and low-level moderator trips have
been added to both SDS1 (gravity-insertion rods) and SDS2 (liquid poison injection)
to increase protection against in-core LOCA and moderator failures. A high reactor
building temperature trip has been provided in both shutdown systems to enhance
protection of reactor building integrity for small and intermediate steam line breaks
inside the building.
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12) Probabilistic Safety Assessment And Accident Management
CANDU 9 has set an overall target of 10~5 events/year for the cumulative frequency of
severe core damage from both internal and external events. This target is consistent
with that set for the evolutionary advanced light water reactors.
A comprehensive Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) program has been set up to
ensure that this target will be met. The PSA includes Level 1 analysis (accident
sequences) and Level 2 analysis (accident progression and consequence analysis,
including containment behaviour).
A Preliminary Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PPSA) has been completed for internal
events. The primary objective of the PPSA was to assess the feasibility of satisfying
supplementary targets for the frequency of accident sequences for internal events. These
targets include:
•

Individual accident sequences leading to severe core damage (e.g., LOCA + loss of ECC
+ loss of moderator heat sink) should have a frequency of less than lxlO"6 events per year.

•

Individual accident sequences where the moderator is available as a heat sink (e.g., LOCA
+ loss of ECC) should have a frequency of less than lxlO"5 events per year.

Both supplementary targets have been met to date, which is a preliminary and necessary
condition to achieve the overall target for the cumulative frequency of severe core damage.
The overall target will be conclusively confirmed by the project-specific Final Probabilistic
Safety Assessment (FPSA) which will be based on the detailed engineering and site
conditions for each plant. However, the demonstration that the design is sufficiently robust
and reliable to meet the overall target will be given earlier, through the implementation of the
CANDU Generic Probabilistic Safety Assessment (GPSA) programme. This programme was
instituted to develop the generic PSA methodology (requirements, procedures, methods and
tools) for CANDU reactors, and to define the design improvements for both CANDU 6 and
CANDU 9 products that are needed to acquire a high confidence in the achievability of the
overall target. The GPSA programme includes the analysis of both internal and external
events, as well as the analysis of severe core damage and containment behaviour.
Figure 5.4-6 shows the key steps of the GPSA programme.
By applying these two products to the site and plant specific information, the FPSA of any
CANDU 9 plant will be generated.
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Figure 5.4-6 Generic PSA Methodology
5.4.2.4

Indian 500 MWe HWRs

Many of the improvements to the Indian 220 MWe HWRs listed in Section 5.4.2.2 have been
carried over to the 500 MWe design, in particular those on layout, instrument air, closed loop
process water system, ultimate heat sink, and shutdown cooling system. The following
additional improvements pertain to the 500 MWe design:
1) Concept of Two Groups of Safety Systems
The two group concept is incorporated for protection of the plant against common mode
failures, such as fire, missiles, etc. The safety systems have been divided into two
groups to the extent possible and are physically separated from each other. Each
group is capable of performing the basic safety functions: shutdown the reactor,
remove decay heat, minimize the escape of radioactivity and monitor the safety status.
2) Pressurizer
A pressurizer has been added for pressure control, to smooth out pressure transients by
providing the necessary vapour cushion for the HTS. This reduces the number of
spurious trips from small pressure variations due to transients involving swelling and
shrinkage in the HTS inventory. While the pressurizer controls the pressure
variations, the feed and bleed circuit performs the volume control function, resulting
in greater flexibility of plant operation.
3) Heat Transport System
There are two figure-of-eight heat transport system loops (see Section 5.2.1.3), with an
interconnection which can be isolated during a LOCA. The pressurizer rides on this
line connecting the two loops and controls the pressures of both. The two loop
u.7dpmswoid/Price/990014
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design, with provision of isolation of the loops, limits the loss of coolant accident to a
half-core and reduces the consequence of the accident. In this design, the scheme of
all-header injection of ECC water has been adopted. While the water inventory
requirement is increased, it simplifies the instrument logic and improves the reliability
of the system.
4) Shutdown System
Shutdown System 2 has been designed to directly inject liquid poison into the moderator
and has a large shutdown worth which ensures long term sub-criticality.
5) Containment
In the suppression pool system design, direct orificing on the distribution header has been
incorporated, thus eliminating the need for downcomers.
6) Instrumentation
In-core self-powered neutron detectors have been used for reactor control, flux mapping
and overpower protection, with separate detectors for the control and protection
functions.
7) Power Supply
The on-site emergency power supply has been divided into two physically separate,
electrically isolated divisions (Div. I and Div. II) which are located in separate station
auxiliary buildings; each division has two 50% capacity Diesel Generator sets, for a
total of 4 x 50% DGs in the system.
5.5

HWRs in the Next 10 Years

Some of the reactors which will be deployed over the next ten years are in design now, e.g.,
CANDU 9 and the Indian 500 MWe plant. The safety design requirements for these
evolutionary plants reflect the improved safety characteristics requested by customers, and
developed by international consensus through organizations such as the IAEA. Use of proven
technology will determine, and to some extent limit, the safety technologies that can be
employed. Meeting a competitive cost envelope will be a prerequisite for even being
considered by a utility. Thus the HWR design in this timescale will be an evolutionary
improvement of the current concepts, preserving the fundamental characteristics of HWRs
and improving safety systems without risking operating availability.
The previous section considered specific designs. This section indicates the general safety
requirements that evolutionary heavy-water reactors are expected to meet in the next 10 years.
There is obviously some overlap.
5.5.1

Severe Accidents

Along with the rest of the world, HWRs have placed increasing attention on severe accident
prevention, mitigation and management. As noted previously, some severe accidents have
been within the HWR design basis, and are well understood; thus the work will concentrate
on the subset of severe accidents which leads to severe core damage (loss of channel
geometry). The long accident time-scales, and ability to arrest the severe core damage
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progression before it can threaten containment, are important HWR advantages which should
be followed through. The development is seen as having the following components:
1) For severe core damage mitigation, the designs should incorporate some or all of the
following aspects:

u:/dpmsword/Prke/990014
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•

The ability to add water to the moderator, and/or the calandria and/or the end
shields. The former will prevent a severe accident from progressing to severe core
damage; the latter two will contain severe core damage within the calandria shell.
These capabilities are aids to the operator in severe accident mitigation and
management; therefore they are not designed to the same standards as engineered
safety systems, but rather use conventional engineering standards. In many severe
accident sequences, loss of electrical power and/or service water are contributing
failures, so that it may not be effective to provide these mitigation systems with
conventional electrical power and water. Instead, use of firewater, or stored water
driven by gravity, or by portable diesel pumps, give more independence from the
cause of the severe accident.

•

Means to remove decay heat from the containment and to recirculate the water
added to the end shields or moderator. Following a severe core damage accident,
the containment will be inaccessible for a long period. One cannot continue to
add water from an external source indefinitely, as eventually the building will fill
up. And in any case, continued steaming as core heat is removed by the shield
tank or calandria vault water will cause a containment pressure increase beyond
failure pressure. Thus in the long term, heat must be removed from the
containment and the water recirculated from the floor back to the shield tank; or
the time-scale when recirculation is needed should be shown to be enough to
effect accident recovery. Existing containment air coolers could be used for the
former function, although again the severe accident event sequence could have
disabled their cooling water and/or power supplies; the ability to connect external
power and water to the air coolers would overcome this. Recirculation would
appear to require pumps and electrical power; however, depending on the
elevation of the reactor relative to the building floor, it may be possible to
maintain a flood level sufficient to ensure heat removal from the calandria/shield
tank assembly.

•

Composition of concrete below the calandria. In Light Water Reactors, one of the
means of mitigation of a core melt is to provide a type of concrete below the
pressure vessel that does not release large quantities of carbon dioxide when
attacked by molten fuel. This reduces the rate of containment pressure rise. It is
possible to do this in HWRs as well, but would not be needed if sufficient
measures are taken to contain the debris within the calandria vessel.

•

Hydrogen control within containment. Some HWRs already have hydrogen
igniters for long-term hydrogen control after a design basis accident; however the
requirements for hydrogen control after a severe core damage accident should be
defined. Passive control with hydrogen recombiners is attractive once the
capability is proven.

•

The ability to add emergency feedwater to the steam generators at high pressure
avoids the need for manual or automatic action to depressurize the steam
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generators. Conversely, if the steam generators are depressurized, supplying
emergency water passively, from an elevated tank by gravity, could be an
important advantage in mitigation of severe accidents where all AC power has
been lost.
•

HWRs should develop severe core damage accident management programmes,
procedures, and guidelines to ensure the operators use the HWR severe accident
mitigation characteristics to their advantage.

2) Further development of severe core damage models is desirable in order to gain a
better understanding of severe core damage accident progression. They are used to:
•

guide the designers on the requirements for mitigation provisions, as described
above;

•

provide customers and regulatory agencies with more quantified assessments of
the results of severe accidents;

•

assist in the development of severe accident management guides.

HWR-specific severe core damage models do exist (e.g., ISAAC in Korea,
MAAP4-CANDU in Canada) but are in relatively early stages of development, and
have not been bench-marked against HWR-specific tests.
3) Research and Development to confirm the behaviour unique to HWRs would provide
further confidence in the effectiveness of severe accident management. For example:
confirmation of the mode of collapse of the pressure tubes, confirmation of the heat
transfer between a calandria shell and the surrounding shield water, etc.
4) Because of the long time scales to reach a severe core damage state, it is already clear
that there is no need for early evacuation in HWRs (before about a day). With the
provision of makeup to the shield tank or calandria vault, containment heat removal
and hydrogen control, there is a good possibility of preserving containment integrity in
the longer term for a severe core damage accident, so that there may be no need for
evacuation at all. It would greatly facilitate siting of future HWRs if this could be
established.
5.5.2

Exclusion Area Boundary

In many countries, land is at a premium and it is difficult to develop new nuclear sites. There
is an incentive to get the most use from existing sites, and therefore to reduce the amount of
land surrounding the site that must be controlled by the owner as an Exclusion Area
Boundary (EAB).
Determination of an EAB varies from country to country; it can be set:
•

on a "tradition" basis; or

•

on a calculation basis (dose at the boundary calculated for accidents must be less than
some limit); or

•

on a prescriptive basis (dose at the boundary assuming a prescriptive source term in
containment and a prescriptive containment pressure transient); or

•

fixed at some value.
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With the incentive to make the best use of existing sites, it is expected that the calculation
basis will become more important since it recognizes, credits and encourages improvements
in the nuclear power plant design. It is important that future HWRs have the capability to
justify a smaller EAB where a calculation basis or a prescriptive basis is used. In both cases
the results are sensitive to the containment leak rate. Thus siting in countries which require a
small EAB implies lower leakage rates for containment.
The provision of double containment has a similar advantage since the effective leak rate is
small; there is a better tolerance to minor impairments in the primary envelope; and it also
permits time to clean up the atmosphere of the primary containment envelope, before primary
containment controlled discharge needs to be initiated.
In some circumstances justification for a smaller EAB may require stronger or more detailed
Emergency Planning.
Note that a smaller calculated EAB may not be enough. The 'footprint' of the plant can be
equally important in maximizing land utilization. For example, a group of CANDU 9
reactors generates more than twice the number of MW of power on the same land area as a
group of CANDU 6 reactors, due to CANDU 9's compact footprint.
5.5.3

Containment Isolation

Although the containment isolation provisions of HWRs are similar to other reactor designs,
and are testable to demonstrate a demand unavailability of 10" , HWRs have included failure
of containment isolation as part of the design basis. While this leads to a robust design, it
also places HWRs at a disadvantage with respect to siting, as they must consider failures that
other designs need not. Thus their apparent releases from containment for design basis
accidents are larger. There is therefore a need to reduce the release from containment, while
remaining within the framework of HWR licensing practice. Two approaches have been
taken to date:
•

on CANDU 9, the entire containment ventilation isolation system has been duplicated
(see Section 5.4.2.3), using much the same philosophy as with the two shutdown systems:
i.e., diverse components, separate logic and instrumentation, and geometric separation
(one system is inside containment and the other is outside). This results in four dampers
on each ventilation line, two for each system. The Canadian regulatory authority (the
AECB) has reviewed this design and indicated that designers can assume that only one
system need be considered to fail as part of the design basis dual failure analysis. In
effect, the releases from containment with both systems acting, or with one system
unavailable, are about the same as for current designs where the single ventilation
isolation system is credited. This approach does reduce the design basis releases from
containment considerably. There are other containment envelope impairments that have
been considered as part of HWR licensing practice. Most do not lead to as large a release
as failure of ventilation isolation; however on airlocks with inflatable door seals, the dual
failure analysis assumes that both sets of seals (one on each door in the airlock) have
failed to inflate; and this could be a significant release pathway. Therefore on CANDU 9
the inflatable seals have been replaced by face seals, a more passive seal which actually is
more effective as containment pressure increases.
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•

the Indian Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (Section 5.7.2) uses a passive containment
isolation system[5"55] in which the pressure inside containment acts on the elevated water
tank and floods the ventilation ducts, sealing them. As a passive system with no valves or
moving parts, it should be possible to demonstrate very high availability so that failure of
isolation is not credible.

5.5.4

Containment Pressure Suppression Options

HWRs initially used high-volume, high-flowrate dousing sprays for pressure suppression after
breaks inside containment. Dousing in the multi-unit vacuum building designs was triggered
passively, by the pressure caused by the pipe break, and occurred in the vacuum building. In
single unit designs, dousing was initiated actively (by opening valves) and sprayed over the
reactor building volume. However this has the disadvantage that a spurious signal could
cause damage to equipment in the building and require a lengthy cleanup, as has happened
twice.
After the first two HWR stations, Indian designs have used a suppression pool in the
basement of the reactor building. This is a passive system, and there is no risk of spurious
actuation.
Similarly, the single-unit CANDU 9 has eliminated the dousing system entirely. The
containment design pressure is obviously higher, so there is a steel liner to reduce the leakage
rate at the higher pressure.
Either of these options makes the pressure suppression function more passive and avoids the
economic risk of a spurious douse.
5.5.5

Human Factors Engineering

Evolutionary HWR designs will clearly need to incorporate Human Factors Engineering at an
earlier stage. The Human Factors design of "repeat-design" HWRs was not applied
systematically and it is difficult to prove it is comprehensive; on the other hand, it has been
largely validated by operating experience. An Evolutionary HWR design should be able to
demonstrate systematic use of Human Factors in the development of the design. This
requires Human Factors specialists on the design teams and a formal process of setting human
factors requirements, incorporating them into the design, and having the design reviewed by
the specialists for compliance. Feedback of operating experience is an important element of
this programme.
Many current HWRs use the Main Control Room for management of most design basis
accidents. However in some cases the MCR must be evacuated and a Secondary Control
Area is provided for performing the three main safety functions: ensuring safe shutdown,
removal of decay heat, and monitoring essential safety parameters. It is, however, more
desirable if the operator can remain in the MCR rather than be required to leave during the
high stress period after an accident and assume control from the SCA. This is particularly
true of external events such as earthquakes. For future HWRs, the MCR should be qualified,
not just to protect its inhabitants, but to allow continued accident management. The ideal is
to preserve safety control from the MCR for all but hostile take-over, direct aircraft strike and
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a fire in the MCR itself. Indeed some Indian HWRs already have fully seismically-qualified
MCRs.
HWRs have always used computer control of the reactor, and in more recent years, of the
shutdown systems. While there is no strong incentive to extend the overall scope of computer
control of the safety systems, particularly given the burden of safety-critical software
validation and verification, it is expected that the operator interface will continue to improve
with the use of modern digital aids. It is not a big extrapolation to expect the HWR control
room over the next ten years to incorporate:
•

human factors requirements in all aspects of control room layout and man-machine
interface

•

use of large overhead mimics to give an overall picture of system status

•

on-line normal and abnormal operating procedures

•

computer assisted event diagnosis and suggestions for accident management

•

further automation of certain safety functions on a need basis, to ensure longer operator
action times. For example, the medium-term and long-term ECC is now automated on all
recent HWRs.

Human factors extends beyond the Main Control Room into areas such as maintenance and
in-service inspection. An evolutionary design should incorporate the human factors aspects
of in-service inspection at an early stage in the layout.
5.5.6

Operator Action Times

HWR designs have traditionally allowed 15 minutes minimum for any required operator
action that must be taken from the main control room, and 30 minutes minimum for any
action that must be taken outside the MCR, for all "design basis" events, including dual
failures. For the higher frequency events (that is, an accident where all the mitigating systems
are assumed to be available), utility requirements for new designs may require prolonging this
time[5"56]>[5"571. With the already-extensive automation of reactor control, and fully automated
shutdown systems with dual parameter coverage for all design basis accidents, it appears to
be reasonably straightforward to achieve this goal in most cases. For example, CANDU 9 has
an 8-hour operator action time for virtually all single process failures. In most cases it is
expected that achievement of this goal would not require addition of new systems, but
automation of existing ones, for which in some cases a suitable signal already exists.
5.5.7

Layout Improvements

With the constraint imposed by small sites in some countries, and the more rigorous attention
being paid to two-group separation, layout improvements to meet these requirements are
expected. No general prescription can be given here, since layout is a function of the reactor
design, the specific customer requirements and the specific site. However most of the
following aspects should apply:
•

a more compact and simplified layout to reduce the land utilization
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•

turbine generator oriented radially relative to the reactor building to reduce the
consequences of turbine break-up (avoids turbine missiles striking the reactor building)

•

stronger separation between Group 1 and Group 2 safety systems, allowing the latter to be
more effectively protected from internal and external events

•

protection against external events common to almost all sites (e.g., earthquakes) plus
space to add protection for external events specific to the site (e.g., tornadoes, tsunami).

5.5.8

Process System Improvements Related to Safety

Modest changes to process systems can be used to reduce or eliminate uncertainties in
accident analysis, and/or improve safety margins. Again the choice will be design dependent,
but the following are typical:
•

heat transport system improvements to reduce the likelihood of, or make up inventory for,
loss of inventory for sequences that lead to thermosyphoning as the heat removal
mechanism (for plants which operate with boiling in the channels). An example would be
station blackout, or LOCA with loss of Class IV power. Such improvements could
include: environmentally qualifying the D2O makeup system for LOCA, or using a larger
pressurizer.

•

moderator system improvements, to increase operating margin. Currently for HWRs
which do not use moderator dump, the maximum allowable moderator temperature at the
hot-spot is set by the dual failure LOCA + LOECC. Since the fuel decay heat is to be
removed by the moderator, prolonged dryout of the calandria tube must be prevented.
The actual maximum temperature can be reduced by relocation of the moderator inlet and
outlet nozzles.

•

prevention of end-fitting ejection. Currently one of the larger source terms into
containment comes from end-fitting ejection, assumed to occur spontaneously or as a
result of a pressure-tube guillotine failure. In addition, for the latter case, there may be a
loss of moderator from the hole in the calandria. Strengthening of existing end fitting
restraints, such as the positioning assemblies and the bellows, would address both these
aspects. Similarly failure of the channel closure induced by a failure in the fuelling
machine is currently assumed in the safety analysis, but appears to have no clear
mechanical basis. Prevention of such failure could be further ensured by engineering
changes or analysis to show that the end fitting shield plug can serve as a backup to the
seal plug in preventing ejection of the fuel bundle string, perhaps by strengthening or
qualifying the rolled joint between the end fitting and the liner tube.

•

further separation and protection of Group 1 electrical systems, to allow continued
operation of the Main Control Room after accidents which cause a harsh environment in
the turbine hall; and provision of Group 2 electrical services to the MCR (for plants which
do not have seismically qualified Group 1 electri c supplies) so the operator can remain
there to perform the safety functions after an eanhquake.

5.5.9

ECC Improvements

The ECC is a relatively complex system, since the requirement to separate heavy- and
light-water components leads to a large number of valves. Simplification of the system is
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both possible and desirable; for example, CANDU 9 has replaced one set of valves by
one-way rupture disks, and used ball seals instead of valves at the bottom of the water tanks.
The injection is initiated by the passive rupturing of a metal disc, and the flow stopped by a
floating ball valve which then seats on the tank outlet when it is nearly empty. It has been
shown by full scale testing that the rupture discs can be designed to give negligible additional
pressure loss, and the ball valves will seat reliably without leakage.
5.5.10

Public and Operator Dose Reduction

While existing HWRs meet legal requirements for releases and doses, and are comparable to
other reactor types, the ALARA concept requires continued dose optimization. Public dose
and operator dose should really be optimized as a package, since reducing operator dose (e.g.,
by more frequent containment air changes) can, if not done in an integrated fashion, increase
public dose. About one-third to one-half the dose is from tritium. A number of measures
have already been taken on both operating plants and current designs: e.g., better material
specification in HTS components to reduce activation, provision of inlet air dryers to the
containment ventilation system, increased dryer capacity within containment, better
segregation of high tritium and low-tritium areas, welded feeders on CANDU 9. Of course
the more leak-tight the heavy-water systems are, the greater the tritium build-up with time.
One strategy for reducing the occupational hazard from spills of highly-tritiated water is
therefore to remove tritium from the moderator as the station matures. Such capability
already exists at e.g., the Darlington station in Canada, but the capital cost of that facility is
quite high. Economic technologies to extract most of the tritium are in the process of
demonstration. Note that the Darlington Tritium Extraction Plant ends up with pure tritium
as its end-product; for hazard reduction, it is only necessary to extract a mixture of tritium and
deuterium in which the concentration of the former is sufficiently high to avoid an undue
economic penalty. Tritium removal should therefore be seen as one option in an ALARA
strategy; along with other changes, the cost of dose reduction via this route should be
carefully assessed against the benefits.
5.5.11

External Events

The Wolsong Level 2 PSA described in Section 5.3.2.2.3.1 was the first look at HWR
external events from a probabilistic standpoint. It will provide a number of "lessons learned"
in terms of the dominant failure modes for beyond-design-basis external events, and will be a
useful tool to designers to enhance and optimize the protection against severe accidents
initiated by fires, flooding, and earthquakes.
5.5.12

Safety Analysis Tools

Requirements for safety analysis of HWRs are of course set by each national regulator. They
have in common, unique among reactor types, the requirement to look at multiple failures as
part of the design basis. Generally, the codes used are "best estimate" physical models but
the input data and assumptions are chosen so as to give conservative results. However even
this can be misleading for judging the "actual" risk due to an accident in a PSA, or trying to
write abnormal event procedures, both of which require realistic analysis. It is therefore
expected that the current conservative analysis will over the next ten years be supplemented
and eventually replaced by a more realistic analysis. Regulators will not of course accept a
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purely realistic analysis, so that it will be coupled with an uncertainty analysis which
identifies key parameters, illustrates the sensitivity to them, and gives bounds on the possible
consequences. This direction is also being suggested by other IAEA reports.[558] Such
analyses will have to include uncertainties in:
•

fundamental physical models, as incorporated into the computer codes

•

plant models

•

station data and parameters.

Safety Analysis tools for HWRs are, with the exception of severe core damage models,
relatively mature. Formal validation and verification is an internationally-accepted
requirement and should be completed for HWR tools in the near term. IAEA co-operative
programmes such as International HWR Standard Problems should be helpful in this respect.
Some additional tools will need to be developed to address specific phenomena: e.g., three
dimensional models of hydrogen transport in containment and combustion for dual failure
and severe accidents, and to validate the effectiveness of igniters and recombiners.
Since HWR practice in most countries places the onus on the owner to make the safety case,
rather than prescribing very detailed safety analysis requirements, it is relatively easy to
incorporate the results of validated R&D into safety analysis codes. For this reason HWR
codes are likely to change with time, as the owner incorporates the results of R&D.
5.6

Safety Enhancement Options for Next-Generation HWRs (10-20 years)

5.6.1

General Approach

As indicated in Section 5.4.2, the development of HWRs for the foreseeable future will be an
evolutionary one. This might seem at first to make it difficult to progress to the next
generation HWRs, incorporating advanced and passive features but a logical path is possible
as follows, based on cost benefit and risk reduction considerations.
An overall "vision" of desirable characteristics of advanced HWRs is first developed. An
outline but still conceptual design of the plant, particularly its proposed safety-related
systems, is then established with the principal features. It is expected that the advanced
design will incorporate a number of passive safety features, because of their simplicity and
reliability, but will not be completely passive, since active systems will be retained where
safety and reliability are adequate or demonstrably sufficient. Moreover passive features offer
one way of addressing what is becoming more and more apparent as requirements for future
reactor designs: that there be long time frames before significant active human intervention is
needed, that accidents evolve over longer time frames by virtue of the design features, and
there is no need for evacuation of the public in an accident because releases are low or
negligible at the site boundary. Such an objective can be achieved by either active or passive
systems: that is, it is possible to design either an active or a passive system, or a hybrid active/
passive design, to meet a numerical safety target. However passive designs can achieve
availability targets with a higher confidence. Passive designs offer more relative safety in the
sense that their reliability is higher or can be more readily demonstrated, particularly in a
hybrid design. A hybrid design thus invokes the concept of diversity and redundancy in
safety system principles of operation, a feature of today's HWRs with two independent and
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diverse shutdown systems, so the concept of evolution and combining the best features of
active and passive systems is highly attractive.
However passive is not an end in itself. It must pass the test of practicality; that is, it must be
demonstrated (not just assumed) that a passive system is indeed:
•

more reliable (e.g., due to absence of powered valves, pumps, motors, control logic). The
reliability of passive systems must be demonstrated even with subtle failure modes,
involving human error in design, maintenance, and operation rather than mechanical or
control failure. In addition some passive systems can be difficult to test (although it can
also be argued that little testing is required).

•

easier to maintain through reductions in the number of components, trains, inspection
needs, and replacement parts.

•

more economical. This includes savings during operation due to less maintenance and
testing, as well as in capital, construction and installation cost. Offsetting savings due to
simplicity, passive systems tend to be larger than active ones because of their lower
energy transport rates per unit volume.

•

"safer" in operation, design and consequence, which can also be more of a perception than
an independent attribute: if a system is functionally adequate and meets its availability
target, it is "safe" regardless of whether it is active or passive. Passive systems can be
safer because they are less sensitive to unknown cross-links which may invalidate the
calculated availability of active components.

Having chosen a conceptual design of the advanced HWR, aspects of it (on a system basis)
can then be incorporated into current evolutionary HWR designs. Thus the next-generation
HWR is not built ab initio but its elements are incorporated into HWRs on an evolutionary
basis. In this way there is no need for a prototype plant, although a prototype plant is not
precluded, if it has the required support.
Of the three safety functions (shutdown, cool, contain), passive safety generally concentrates
more on heat removal systems from the core and from containment.
The shutdown systems in HWRs are already passive in execution; once initiated by a signal,
they are actuated by gravity (shutoff rods, GRAB system) or stored energy (poison injection).
There is probably little benefit in trying to make the detection aspect passive; it is preferable
to concentrate on removing some of the initiating events that require shutdown.
Containment is currently partially passive, the exceptions being isolation, hydrogen
recombination and cooling. There is no reason why these functions cannot be made more
passive and there are incentives to do so. A passive containment ventilation isolation system
has been noted in Section 5.5.3 and CANDU 9 has passive hydrogen recombiners. Some
countries have opted for a double containment. While there are certain advantages to this
concept, use of a double containment is more likely to be a national requirement than to be
vendor-initiated. A double containment per se is not necessarily passive if it requires active
coolers, heat rejection, spray systems, valves, overpressure control, and active hydrogen
recombiners. A truly passive design would require no active initiation or manipulation for a
designated (and long) time-frame. As noted in Section 5.2.2.5, the choice of containment
type is not linked to the HWR concept.
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Aspects of the next-generation HWR for which passive heat removal systems make sense are
those which have a low energy density. Hence the most likely application of passive systems
will be on decay heat removal: either from the reactor, the steam generators, the moderator,
the shield tank and end shields, or the containment. Since decay heat has to be removed only
once, the same ultimate heat sink can be used for all these locations. Interestingly enough, the
HWR design lends itself easily to passive heat removal because of the presence of a large
body of cool, low-pressure water about 1 cm. away from the fuel bundles - the moderator;
and another large body of cool, low-pressure water surrounding the calandria - the shield
tank/calandria vault. Several passive concepts make use of one or more of these water
inventories. The relatively large containment volume per unit power, and the low reactor
energy density (large distributed core volume per unit power) of HWRs also provide room for
stored water and assist passive heat removal.
One "vision" is therefore a water storage tank which can accept decay heat from any or all of
the above sources for a period of time long enough that accident recovery is credible. For
passive heat removal, it would have to be elevated with respect to the heat sources, and large
enough to absorb decay heat for several days. The following subsections give details of such
a concept.
Current HWRs have a positive void coefficient and require prompt shutdown after a large
LOCA. The provision of two independent, diverse, reliable, testable and fully capable
shutdown systems means that those accident sequences involving a LOCA (or other initiating
event) and failure of both shutdown systems are in the residual risk category. Some HWR
fuel cycles described elsewhere in this chapter do use enriched fuel for other reasons, so that
some tuning of the void coefficient is possible; a smaller, near-zero void coefficient would
relax the requirements on the actuation times of the shutdown systems but would not
materially change the design concept.
5.6.2

Passive Emergency Water System (PEWS)

An important passive safety feature under consideration for future CANDU reactors is
PEWS [559] , which is a vented water pool in the containment dome. It serves as a general
purpose emergency heat sink, with a volume of some 2000 cubic meters, which would
provide, after boil off, a three-day heat sink for a large reactor. It will serve as a heat sink for
various functions and systems as described below and as shown in Figure 5.6-1.
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Figure 5.6-1 Passive Emergency Water System
To provide redundancy of supply, the tank can be subdivided, either by azimuth, sub-tanks, or
multiple tanks. To provide natural circulation heat rejection and adequate flow, the supply
sources should be elevated compared to the reactor (or heat source), to enable sufficient flow
for heat removal, but not so high as to increase containment height (and cost) or to increase
the seismic risk (thus substituting one risk by another). However, the dependency of flow on
elevation is typically to the square root of height, so it is relatively insensitive, whereas the
containment free volume is proportional to the height. Heat rejection to and from the tank
itself can be via passive heat exchangers, natural circulation coolers, and air heat exchangers
to the external environment. In that sense, the water tank is an intermediate heat sink: the
ultimate heat sink is the external environment or the atmosphere itself.
In addition, the PEWS containment design allows for natural circulation of the air, steam and
any hydrogen within, such as to effect cooling via heat exchangers. This avoids long term
overpressurization of the containment. To that end, the pathways, flow loops and convection
patterns must be inherent in the design, and not an afterthought.
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Sizing of the PEWS tank is then governed by the decay heat removal magnitude and time
scales, tank failure leakage scenarios, natural circulation pathways, both inside and outside
the structure, and the chosen elevation.
5.6.3

Moderator System

In current designs, the role of the moderator in severe accident mitigation could be
strengthened by ensuring makeup at a rate sufficient to remove decay heat by natural
circulation and boiling (steaming). The present moderator heat removal systems are sized for
-4.5% full power, equivalent to the decay heat shortly after shutdown. Thus, there is already
a built in heat rejection system, which can be made passive by designing natural circulation
loops for decay heat removal from the moderator (calandria). In addition, a moderator
make-up system provides backup longer-term cooling.
The next step is passive moderator heat removal in severe accidents. This is effective except
for accidents where the moderator can drain (i.e., pressure-tube / calandria-tube combined
failure plus an induced failure of the annulus bellows would have to be prevented or
moderator makeup provided).
In the PEWS concept, as a specific example, moderator heat rejection is through a
boiling-by-flashing natural-circulation D2O loop, which in turn rejects heat to a natural
circulation H2O loop connected directly to the PEWS tank. The moderator is allowed to run
near saturation (so that its heat can be used to improve station thermal efficiency through
feedwater preheating). The stability of the heat removal process in the natural circulation
loop under flashing conditions has been demonstrated in tests at AECL, where it has been
shown that adequate heat removal can be achieved. The number of loops then simply
depends on the magnitude of the required heat rejection, but four 50 % capacity loops would
give a very high passive reliability.
The safety advantage is that the role of the moderator in severe accidents is more passive,
depending only on the presence of water in the PEWS tank. Use of the controlled heat
transfer fuel channel in addition (Section 5.7.1.1) would permit rejection of decay heat to the
moderator without the need for depressurization via the steam generators. Thus a built in heat
rejection pathway from the fuel to the PEWS tank is assured.
Hydrogen in the cover gas is currently actively recombined. An adjunct to the passive
moderator heat removal would be recombination of hydrogen in the cover gas using passive
recombiners, which have now been tested, and qualified to accident conditions
5.6.4

Emergency Core Cooling System

Water is a cheap Emergency Core Cooling fluid; however it produces large volumes of steam
in the feeder pipes which slow down refill of the core. Analysis shows that cooling is assured
but is relatively insensitive to the flowrate above that flow needed to cool the metalwork. It
also reacts chemically with the Zircaloy sheaths at high temperatures, producing hydrogen. In
addition an ECC injection requires an isotopic upgrade of the D2O/H2O mix afterwards, to
recover the heavy water. Alternate ECC fluids which overcome these disadvantages would
be attractive to HWR owners.
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The use of passive actuation devices for high pressure ECC injection from the accumulator
tanks has been shown in CANDU 9 to be effective, and also reduces the number of active
valves. It can be envisaged that the ball valves will also include transponders or magnetic
locators, which indicate passively their location, motion and sealing. In addition, such valves
can be used for other systems.
5.6.5

Containment System

Passive containment and steam generator heat removal concepts developed for other reactor
types could equally apply to HWRs. Most concepts use a large water tank within
containment as a decay power heat sink for several days. Again as a specific example, in
PEWS, for passive cooling of the containment under accident conditions, a water-filled tube
bank is located at an upper elevation within containment. Water from PEWS is supplied to
and returns from the tube side of the tube banks by natural circulation via vertical headers.
As in existing HWR designs, the containment itself is divided into an inner zone and an outer
annular zone (accessible areas). By providing a special interconnection between these two
zones near the lower elevation (see Figure 5.6-1) natural circulation of gases can be enabled,
up through the steam generator enclosure and down through the accessible area. A reduced
containment pressure follows from a high rate of heat transfer from the containment gases to
the banks of water-cooled tubes, and passive recombiners strategically placed in the flow
path. Thus a long term passive heat and hydrogen removal system can be designed.
5.6.6

Steam Generator Heat Removal

The PEWS water tank could also be used to absorb steam rejection from the steam
generators, when they are removing decay heat from the reactor.
In the PEWS concept, the steam generators would be isolated from the main steam line after
an accident by active valve arrangements and be connected to steam condensers located in the
PEWS. The condensers would depressurize the steam generators and the condensate would
return by gravity to the steam generators. This return flow eliminates the need for supply of
emergency water to the steam generators. As the need for blowing steam to atmosphere is
eliminated, activity release to atmosphere will not take place, which could otherwise happen
in certain accident scenarios involving steam generator tube leaks.
In addition, the moderator heat can be rejected to feedwater pre-heaters for the steam
generators, so-called FWHRS (the feed water heat rejection system). This not only provides
economy of operation (less waste heat) but also provides a redundant heat rejection pathway
for the moderator heat removal. In essence, long term moderator heat removal is guaranteed
by the PEWS and the FWHRS, both capable of removing decay heat after shutdown, and in
the long term. The condensate storage tank also provides an additional (but H2O) source of
cooling water for the steam generator secondary side, and by choice of elevation can naturally
circulate to the secondary side for heat rejection purposes
5.6.7

Ultimate Heat Sinks

There are two ultimate heat sinks: the atmosphere and any local water bodies. Thus the
containment can be designed to reject heat to the atmosphere via conduction through the
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walls, and reject heat from the PEWS to the outside by steaming or by air-cooled heat
exchangers. The former results in a reduction over time of the PEWS inventory, so that
closed loop heat rejection is preferred for longer time frames. As with LWRs, double-shelled
containments could be adopted to allow a natural circulation pathway in the interspace
between the shells which avoids additional penetrations. Or preferably air-cooled heat
exchangers could be placed in the upper containment structure. Should these fail, the
rejection of heat by boiling the PEWS water still exists, and hence a dual (redundant) ultimate
heat rejection pathway exists.
5.6.8

Passive Flow Monitoring

While passive heat removal is a useful goal, it does not by itself address all safety issues since
it does not prevent fuel failures resulting from mechanisms other than inability to remove
decay heat. Single channel events and fuel handling accidents can produce a radioactive
source term in containment independent of passive systems. Passive methods to detect single
channel blockage are therefore being examined, including detection of pipe breaks (which is a
partial solution), and the combined passive monitoring and "imaging" of the feeder flow rates
using a combination of channel power distribution and D2O residence time in the channels. It
may be technically possible to detect single channel events such as flow blockage and feeder
stagnation breaks, and shut down the reactor before fuel in the channel is significantly
damaged. In addition, the high temperature channel concept includes a double-feeder entry to
provide inherently for a reduced probability of damaging flow blockage.
5.7

Options for beyond 20 years

Presently nuclear power plants compete against natural gas and fossil fuels for power
generation. Although in the long run fossil fuel will become scarce and expensive, the
opposite has been happening in the last few years in many countries. In the longer term,
needed reductions in the use of carbon-based fuels and restrictions on gaseous hydrocarbon
emissions may lead to the wide spread need for high efficiency and short construction time
HWRs. It would not be prudent to rest the viability of the HWR on expensive fossil fuels,
even in the twenty year period. The major cost of a HWR comes from the capital cost
component (about 80%), with fuel and O&M being about 10% each. New fuel cycles,
discussed elsewhere, can therefore provide savings if they allow the plant to operate at a
higher power level. However in order to make a major impact, the HWR thermal efficiency
(currently about 30%) must be increased. This implies high temperature coolants, either
different substances altogether, or water at higher temperature or even at supercritical
conditions. Light Water Reactor designers, faced with similar challenges, are investigating
supercritical water also. The use of an alternative coolant also saves the cost of the heavy
water.
This section discusses two approaches: the Canadian considerations for HWRs using
alternative or supercritical coolants, and the Indian Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR).
The designs will not be driven by safety but will have different safety characteristics. There
is no reason in principle why passive safety systems for decay heat removal described in
Section 5.6.1 could not also be applied to advanced HWR designs, but detailed work has yet
to be done in this area.
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5.7.1

Safety Aspects of CANDU Advanced Heavy Water Reactors

The HWR design could evolve in terms of coolant temperature and enthalpy, from
conventional pressures and temperatures to supercritical pressures and temperatures (see
Figure 5.7-1, based on the properties of light water, and Section 8.2.3). Two stages of
development of a supercritical-cooled HWR reactor have been studied by AEClJ5"603 with
coolant core-mean temperatures near 400°C and 500°C, labelled Mark 1 and Mark 2
respectively. They are based on heavy- or light water coolant at a nominal pressure of 25
MPa. Mark 1 transfers heat from a heavy-water primary system to a light-water secondary
system at 19 MPa and is expected to operate with conventional or near-conventional
zirconium-alloy-clad fuel. Mark 2 requires advanced fuel and operates with heavy water to
light water, or light water to light water, in an indirect cycle, or with light water in a direct
cycle.
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Figure 5.7-1 HWR Thermodynamic Conditions
The Advanced Heavy Water Reactor uses passive safety in four ways:
a) passive high temperature channel (no failure in accidents)
b) elimination of consequence of channel flow blockage
c) natural circulation heat removal wherever possible
d) passive containment heat removal
Items (b) to (d) have been discussed under PEWS.
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5.7.1.1

Controlled Heat Transfer Fuel Channel

Both concepts require a new fuel channel. With a conventional HWR fuel channel, an
increase in coolant pressure would require an increase in pressure-tube thickness and a loss of
neutron economy. To preserve neutron economy, especially at high coolant temperatures, an
insulated fuel channel, called CANTHERM, is being developed. It has the option of having
no calandria tube with the cold pressure tube in contact with the heavy-water moderator, and
insulated from high-temperature coolant (Figure 5.7-2, and Section 8.6).
Pressure Tube

Liner or Guide Tube
Insulator
Figure 5.7-2 Insulated Pressure Tube Concept
The concept is to choose the insulating material to achieve two objectives:
•

sufficient heat transfer at decay power, from the fuel through the insulating material and
the pressure tube to the moderator, that the fuel is not damaged in an accident-even if the
accident results in loss of the coolant in the channel. This gives in effect a fully passive
emergency core cooling system.

•

heat losses from the channels to the moderator in normal operation which are acceptable
from the point of view of station thermal efficiency.

Normal heat losses might even be larger in this concept than in current HWRs; some of the
heat could be recovered if the moderator were operated at saturation conditions in a natural
circulation loop as described in Section 5.6.3.
Operating conditions that keep the pressure tube cold increase both the strength and the creep
resistance of the pressure tube so that no neutron economy penalty is anticipated as a result of
the higher coolant pressure. Such a fuel channel could be employed to increase coolant
temperatures and pressures in a conventional HWR heat-transport system or it could be
employed, as envisaged here, in a redesign for supercritical coolant conditions.
From a safety point of view, the CANTHERM channel opens the possibility of passive heat
rejection from the fuel to the moderator, either with or without heat removal from the coolant,
but without as much fuel damage as in a LOCA + LOECC.
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5.7.2

Passive Safety Features of Indian AHWR

5.7.2.1

Introduction

The Indian Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR) is being designed as a vertical,
pressure-tube type, boiling-light-water-cooled and heavy-water-moderated reactor. The
reactor is designed to produce most of its power from thorium, aided by a small input of
plutonium-based fuel. The reactor will have a large number of advanced safety features, such
as passive safety systems not requiring either external power or operator action for activation
Safety aspects include:
a) reactor physics design tuned for using thorium-based fuel, with negative void coefficient
of reactivity
b) advanced coolant channel design features, with easily replaceable pressure tubes
c) passive systems for core heat removal, containment cooling and containment isolation.
5.7.2.2

Negative Void Coefficient of Reactivity

The reactor physics design of AHWR has been based on several requirements which include
achieving a slightly negative void coefficient of reactivity.
The fulfillment of these requirements has been possible through the use of PuO2-ThC>2
(MOX), and ThO2-233UO2 MOX in different pins of the same fuel cluster, and use of a
heterogeneous moderator consisting of amorphous carbon and heavy water in 80%-20%
volume ratio. The negative void coefficient of reactivity considerably simplifies the burden
on the reactor regulating system.
The 233U enriched ThCVbased fuel has a positive void coefficient, and is sub-critical,
whereas the MOX fuel has a negative void coefficient of reactivity. With proper combination
of MOX and 233U-Th02 pins in a cluster it is possible to achieve an overall negative void
coefficient of reactivity under all operating conditions. With this inherent feature, the reactor
will be shut down automatically if there is any increase in void due to any transient or
accident condition. Achieving a slightly negative void coefficient for the AHWR core
configuration requires a tighter lattice pitch than that required for a HWR. This is illustrated
in Figure 5.7-3.
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Void coefficient has been defined as the difference
in reactivity between coolant density of 0.65 and D.51
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Figure 5.7-3 Void Coefficient in the AHWR as a Function of Lattice Pitch
with Heavy Water Moderator Alone
5.7.23

Engineered Passive Safety Features

5.7.23.1

General Description of Passive Features in AHWR

Apart from establishing a slightly negative void coefficient of reactivity, the AHWR
incorporates several other passive features. These include the following:
•

heat removal through thermosyphoning-driven natural circulation under both normal
operation and hot shutdown conditions;

•

direct injection of ECCS water in fuel;

•

passive systems for containment cooling and isolation;

•

availability of a large inventory of borated water in overhead Gravity Driven Water Pool
(GDWP) to facilitate sustenance of core decay heat removal, ECCS injection, and
containment cooling for three days without invoking any active systems or operator
action.

5.7.2.3.2

Natural Circulation of Primary Coolant

During normal reactor operation, full reactor power is removed by natural circulation. The
necessary flow rate is achieved by locating the steam drums at a suitable height above the
centre of the core, taking the advantage of the reactor building height. Figure 5.7-4 shows the
variation in HTS flow rate with power for the design configuration of the reactor.
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Figure 5.7-4 Effect of Power on Primary Flow Rate
By eliminating nuclear grade HTS circulating pumps, their prime movers, associated valves,
instrumentation, power supply and control system, the plant is made simpler, less expensive,
and easier to maintain as compared to options involving forced circulation in the HTS. The
above factors also lead to considerable enhancement of system safety and reliability since
pump related transients have been removed. A major experimental programme has been
launched to confirm the analysis leading to the determination of loop height, and to study the
thermal hydraulic stability of the HTS loop.
5.7.2.3.3

Core Decay Heat Removal System

During normal reactor shut down, core decay heat is removed by passive means by utilizing
Isolation Condensers (ICs) submerged in a Gravity Driven Water Pool (GDWP) located
above the steam drum. Core decay heat, in the form of enthalpy of steam, enters the IC pipe
bundles through natural circulation. The steam condenses inside the pipes and heats up the
surrounding pool water. The condensate returns by gravity to the core. The water inventory
in GDWP is adequate to cool the core for more than 3 days without any operator intervention
and without boiling of GDWP water. A separate GDWP cooling system is provided to cool
the GDWP inventory in case the temperature of GDWP inventory rises above a set value. An
Active Shut Down Cooling System (ASDCS) is also provided to remove the core decay heat
in case the ICs are not available.
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5.7.2.3.4

Emergency Core Cooling System

During a LOCA, emergency coolant injection is provided by passive means to keep the core
flooded so as to prevent overheating of the fuel. The Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) is designed to fulfill the following two objectives.
•

to provide large amount of cold borated water directly into the core in the early stage of
LOCA and then a relatively small amount of cold borated water for a longer time to
quench the core. This objective is achieved through use of a passive fluidic flow control
device.

•

to provide water through the Gravity Driven Water Pool (GDWP) to cool the core for
more than 3 days.

Long-term core cooling is achieved by active means by pumping water from the reactor cavity
to the core through heat exchangers.
The ECCS accumulators and GDWP are connected to the HTS by rupture discs, check valves
and the isolation valves in series. During reactor start-up, accumulators and the GDWP are
isolated by closing the isolation valves. When the HTS pressure reaches the operating
pressure level, these isolation valves are opened. The nitrogen pressure in the accumulators is
always maintained at 5 MPa to keep the system in a state of readiness. Following a
postulated LOCA, when the HTS system pressure falls below 5 MPa, the rapture discs open
out, allowing cold borated water from the accumulators to flow into the core. When the
accumulators get exhausted, a low water level signal closes the isolation valves and water
from the accumulator stops flowing into the core. At this stage, water from the GDWP starts
flowing into the core by gravity. Through an optimum positioning of the discharge nozzles,
the GDWP-based ECCS flow rate is closely matched to the requirement for core decay heat
removal, enabling an extended duration of availability of ECCS flow, for more than three
days, as shown by the results in Figure 5.7-5.

72
TIME (Hrs.)

Figure 5.7-5 GDWP Flow Rate for Emergency Core Cooling
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After three days, water from the reactor cavity (which is filled with hot water from the
ruptured pipe, and water from the accumulators and the GDWP after cooling the core) is
pumped back into the core through heat exchangers in a long term recirculation mode. This
heat is transferred, in the heat exchangers, to the process water which in turn dissipates its
heat to the ultimate heat sink, i.e., to sea water or to a cooling tower.
5.7.2.3.5

Core Submergence

Following a postulated LOCA, water from the HTS, ECCS accumulators and the GDWP,
after cooling the core, will be guided and collected in the space around the core, called the
reactor cavity. Thus the core will be submerged under water. Li the unlikely event of failure
of the GDWP to hold the water inventory, under any postulated scenario, the whole GDWP
inventory will get collected in the reactor cavity and provide a heat sink for heat removal
from the core.
5.7.2.3.6

Failure of ECCS during LOCA

The AHWR contains, in and around its core, a large inventory of heavy water moderator and
surrounding vault water. Although the possibility of failure of ECCS is very rare, if ECCS is
not available during a LOCA, the fuel temperature will start rising and ballooning of pressure
tubes will occur; they will come into contact with the calandria tubes and heat will be
transferred to the moderator, and from the moderator to the vault water, thereby providing a
large heat sink for the removal of core heat.
5.7.2.3.7

Passive Containment Isolation

For containment isolation, in addition to the normal inlet and outlet ventilation dampers, a
passive system has been provided in the AHWR. The reactor building air supply and exhaust
ducts are shaped in the form of U bends of sufficient height. In the event of LOCA, the
containment gets pressurized. This pressure acts on GDWP inventory and pours water by
swift establishment of a siphon, into the ventilation duct U-bends. Water in the U-bends acts
as a seal between the containment and the external environment, providing the necessary
isolation between the two. Drain connections provided to the U-bends permit the
re-establishment of containment ventilation manually when desired. A schematic of this
system is shown in Figure 5.7-6.
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SECONDARY CONTAINMENT

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
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INLET
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GRAVITY
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Figure5.7-6 Schematic of Passive Containment Isolation System
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5.7.2.3.8

Passive Containment Cooling

Passive Containment Coolers (PCCs) are utilized to achieve post-accident primary
containment cooling by passive means and to limit the post-accident primary containment
pressure. A set of PCCs are located below the GDWP and are connected to the GDWP
inventory. During LOCA, the mixture of hot air and steam is directed to flow over the PCCs.
Steam condenses and hot air cools down at the PCC tube surface and hence provides long
term containment cooling after the accident.
5.8

Conclusions

This chapter has described the combination of inherent and engineered safety characteristics
of the HWR. The design approach in HWR development has been evolutionary. Thus the
safety characteristics of future HWRs will build on those existing already. In current designs,
the moderator and shield tank prevent or slow down the progression of severe accidents.
These functions can be strengthened by water makeup to these sources, or by passive heat
removal, opening the door to a HWR design which does not require evacuation after an
accident.
More generally, HWR designs in which decay heat is removed passively from the moderator,
the steam generators, and the containment, coupled with a controlled-heat-removal channel,
offer not only improved safety but better investment protection.
In the longer term, the ability to compete with other forms of electricity generation will drive
the HWR to advanced coolant cycles such as natural circulation boiling light-water or
supercritical water. The safety characteristics of such designs are not as well known and need
to be delineated, but advanced HWRs will retain many of the inherent characteristics of
today's HWRs.
The safety characteristics of the HWR - large inventories of cool water near the fuel, low core
power densities, and neutron economy - lead to a forgiving and robust behaviour in normal
operation and accidents, including severe accidents. The evolution of HWRs through passive
designs and to advanced high-thermal-efficiency designs will continue to take advantage of
these characteristics in ensuring HWR safety.
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5.9

Glossary of HWR Safety Related Terminology

TERM
adjuster rods
C-6
calandria
calandria tube
channel
Class HI power

Class IV power
core pass

crash cooldown
critical break
critical core pass
dousing
dryout

dual failure
end fitting
Event Class

feeder pipe
figure-of-eight loop
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DEFINITION
Solid tubes within the core used for flux shaping and startup.
Atomic Energy Control Board Consultative Document C-6.
Low pressure vessel containing the heavy-water moderator, through
which the fuel channels run.
Zircaloy tube surrounding the pressure tube for each channel,
separated from it by a small insulating gas gap.
Fuel channel consisting of a pressure tube, and its surrounding
calandria tube.
Diesel-generated emergency electrical power. There may be two
separated sets of Class III diesels: Group 1 diesels, and Group 2
diesels.
Normal AC electrical power from the grid or from the
turbine-generator via the unit service transformer.
Transit of fluid once through the core via a pump and a steam
generator. The typical HWR HTS consists of one or more
"figure-of-eight" loops, each of which has two core passes (i.e., fluid
goes through the core twice before returning to its starting point).
The loop in which a LOCA is assumed to have occurred is called the
"broken" loop; the other loop is called the "intact" loop.
Rapid cooldown of the steam generator secondary side through the
Main Steam Safety Valves; activated on a LOCA signal.
Size of pipe break which produces the smallest core flows and
maximizes fuel and/or pressure tube temperatures.
Core pass (q.v.) downstream of the break in a large LOCA which
experiences the smallest flows.
High-flow-rate water sprays used in some HWR containments for
pressure suppression.
Film boiling, formation of dry patch on fuel sheath. Because the
HWR HTS is near saturation, limited film boiling does not lead to an
excessive sheath temperature rise.
Single failure (q.v.) plus assumed unavailability of a safety system
(q.v.) or sub-system.
Mechanical component at each end of a fuel channel which permits a
connection to the feeder pipe.
For the purposes of accident analysis, AECB (Canada) divides
events into five Event Classes, generally on the basis of frequency.
Each Event Class has its own public dose acceptance criterion.
Small pipes connecting each channel to the inlet and outlet headers
at each end of the core.
See "core pass".
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TERM
Group 1

Group 2

header
loop
milli-k, mk

DEFINITION
Systems used for power production which also have a safety
function. Group 1 systems by themselves must be able to shut down
the plant, remove decay heat, keep radioactivity contained and
monitor the state of the plant.
Seismically qualified emergency systems, including AC power
(Group 2 diesels), feedwater (Group 2 auxiliary feedwater), service
water, instrument air, secondary control area, etc. Group 2 systems
by themselves must be able to shut down the plant, remove decay
heat, keep radioactivity contained and monitor the state of the plant.
Large pipes above the inlet and outlet end of the core, to which each
fuel channel is connected via feeder pipes.
See "core pass".
k-1
Unit of reactivity,
x 1000. Note that 1$ ~ 6 mk.
K

moderator cooling
system

HWR system to remove heat generated in normal operation (by
conduction from the channels and direct deposition of neutron and
gamma energy) from the moderator; typically 4.5% of full thermal
power.
pressure control and Liquid relief valves are large valves connected to the HTS for
relief
overpressure relief. Steam relief valves are also connected to the
pressurizer. Steam bleed valves are smaller valves connected to the
pressurizer for pressure control. Pressurizer heaters are the primary
means of routine pressure control.
pressure tube
Pressure boundary within the core, containing the fuel and coolant.
process system
System used for normal power production.
reactivity
General term for in-core devices which can change reactivity,
mechanisms
specifically: adjuster rods, absorber rods, liquid zone controllers,
shutoff rods and poison injection nozzles.
Reactor Regulating Digital system that controls reactivity devices and the major process
System.
systems.
reactor trip
Shutdown via safety shutdown system; scram.
Regional
Two spatially distributed networks of flux detectors within the core,
Overpower
each connected to one shutdown system, which will trip the reactor
Protection System
if regional or bulk reactor power is excessive.
setback
Controlled power reduction through RRS in response to an abnormal
event.
severe accident
Accident in which the fuel is not cooled by water inside the fuel
channel, e.g., LOCA + LOECC . Does not necessarily lead to severe
core damage because of the presence of the moderator.
severe core damage Severe accident which progresses to loss of core geometry.
accident
Clad; cladding.
sheath
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TERM
shield tank

shield tank cooling
system
shutdown cooling
system
safety system
stepback
zone controllers
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DEFINITION
Low pressure vessel (concrete or steel) containing light-water
shielding. Supports and contains the calandria. In some reactors,
called calandria vault.
System to remove heat generated in normal operation (by conduction
from the calandria and end-fittings) from the shield tank and end
shields; typically 0.3% of full thermal power.
System to remove decay heat when the reactor is shut down. It can
be used at full temperature and pressure conditions after shutdown in
an accident.
Shutdown system 1, shutdown system 2, emergency core cooling
system, containment. Also called "special safety system" (arch.)
Rapid power reduction (by dropping control absorbers) by RRS in
response to an abnormal event.
Light-water-filled compartments in the core, controlled by the
reactor regulating system for short-term reactivity control.
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5.10
Component
Pressure Tubes

Appendix A - Indian Programme on Ageing
Ageing Concerns

Monitoring/ISI

Prevention/Mitigation

•

Service-induced flaws

Surface and volumetric
inspection

•

Irradiation growth - axial
elongation.
Blister due to CT/PT
contact

Replacement, if fitness-for service
criteria are not met
Creep adjustment

•

•

•

Degradation of material
properties
Hydrogen ingress
Fracture toughness
Leakage from pressure
tube or rolled joint

Monitoring of
(a) creep sag
(b) spacer displacement
Scrape sampling and PIE

1) Spacer repositioning
2) Replacement (if required)
Replacement (individual channels
or en-masse)

Annulus gas monitoring

Leak handling; replacement

Tritium monitoring

•

Steam Generators
•

Tube leaks
Activity release
D2O loss

ISI of tubes
•

End Shields (RAPS. MAPS-1)
• Leaks in irradiation embrittled end shields
(3.5% Nickel steel)
(Not applicable to MAPS-2
onwards, where SS
end-shields are used)
HTS System Pipina
•
•
•

Thermal cycle fatigue
Corrosion
Erosion

Moderator Inlet Manifold (RAPS. MAPS)
• Mechanical failure of
manifold leading to
damage to calandria
tubes, and undesirable
changes in moderator
flow pattern in calandria.
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Prevention
Chemistry control
Sludge lancing
Blowdown
Mitigation
Plugging of defective tubes
Replacement of steam
generator when plugging
exceeds design margin

Leak monitoring

•

Condition monitoring by
acoustic emission

•
-

Volumetric and surface
examination as per
ASME Section XI
requirements

Repair/replacement

VT of manifolds using
CCTV through calandria
lattice tube (with
calandria tube removed)

•

Prevention
Avoid thermal shock by
following specified heat-up /
cooldown cycles
Mitigation
Plugging of crack (RAPS-1
method)

Prevention
Fast pump-up feature deleted
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Component

Ageing Concerns
(The plate type manifold in
the calandria at the moderator
inlet end got partially
damaged in MAPS-1 and 2,
probably due to impingement
of moderator at higher
velocity during fast pump-up)
Moderator Heat Exchangers
• Tube failure
D2O loss and tritium
release

Safety and Relief Valves
• Failure of valve
components
Emergency Diesel Generators
• Reduction in capacity or
reliability

Instrumentation and Control Cables
• Decrease in %
elongation
• Decrease in IR value
•
Brittleness

Monitoring/ISI

Prevention/Mitigation
•
Mitigation
Modification in moderator
flow arrangement as in
MAPS.

Tritium monitoring on
Process Water side of
HXs

Tube plugging

N-16 monitoring on PW
side
ISI of tubes

HX replacement when plugging
exceeds design margin

Testing/re-calibration
periodically as per Tech.
Spec, requirements

Repair/replace as required

Functional tests as per
Tech Spec, for station
operation
Reliability assessment
based on tests/demands
Periodic full load test

Repair/replacement of
components based on test results

Accelerated ageing tests
on representative
samples (no degradation
reported on RAPS cable
samples)
Insulation quality test (by
bending) and resistance
test.
Elastomeric Materials C O-rinas, gaskets, diaohraems and hoses)
Periodic inspection
• Stiffness/ hardening
• Crack on bending
Inspection for leakage
•
Brittleness
Process Instruments
Periodic inspection
• Drift in parameters with
time/ stability
• Safe operating region
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Procurement of appropriate type
of cable for a specified
environment
Replacement of affected portion
of cable

Replacement by appropriate
materials based on rigorous
testing
Replacement after failure analysis
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Component
Ageing Concerns
Concrete Containment Structure and Penetrations
•

Degradation of
containment
leak-tightness, or
structural integrity
including relaxation in
pre-stress)

Monitoring/ISI

Prevention/Mitigation

Periodic integrated
leakage rate test (ILRT)
& local leak tests on
penetrations

Repairs based on test results

Periodic visual
inspection
Long-term monitoring of
strain changes in
concrete structure
Component Supports. Hanaers. Snubbers
• Corrosion, fatigue failure
of welds

VT/PT of welded joints
VT of hangers/supports
VT and operability check
of snubber
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Repairs as required
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